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Chapter 1
Introduction and Abstract of Findings

Overview'

This volume describes the development and imple-
mentation of a two-way interactive cable television
communication system and its effectiveness in urban

. administration.' The four-year National Science
Foundation eiperiment, located in Rockford, Illinois,
tasted tire minicomputer-controlled interactive in-
struction of two-way cable against more traditional
learning situations during a 12-lesson course in
prefire planning administered to the city's fire de-
partment. Presented here is a 'comprehensive ac-
count Of all phases of the experiment itself, includ-
ing cognitive performance and affective results, as

kdescriptinz and discussion of the two-way
technology and its performance, a cost analysis for
the training program and publiC policy implications.

Since the scope' of the experiment includes areas
of interest to urban administrators and fire officials,
cable system operators, computer scientists and
engineers, educatory and communication special-
ists, the chapters wilhbe of differential interest Jo
specialists. Chapter 1 presents the background on
this project, descriptions of other operational two--
way table systems and general reference fo
erature identifying other experiments and 'demon-
strations. Chapter 2 describes a model for the evolu-
tion of two-way conimunication systems with small
matching steps in technological development and
service implementation. Chapter 3 discusses fire-

. fighter training, prefire planning and the format
created for the two-way interactive lessons. Chapter
4 is devoted to the lesson develoinnent cycle includ-
ing content research, pretesting, scripting, produc-
tion and formative evaluation. Chapter 5 describes
the minicomputer and other cable headend equip-
ment and the software necessary to scan terminals
and automate the instructlional system. The cable
system configuration to accommodate the two-way
communication and special system distribution plant,
design characteristics are outlined in Chapter 6.
Chapter 7 presents the preparation for the eXperi-
ment, which is described in detail in Chapter 8.
Chapter B also includes the results of the experi-
ment. Chapter 9 is the cost analysis. It includes the
cost of tw,o-way cable training compared to other
methods as well as the general value of training all

1. This report is based upbn research supported by the National Science
Foundation under Grant No. APR75-1421:18. Any opinions, findings and con-
clusions are those of the authors and do not necessarily reflect the vicuy§ of
the National Science Foundation..

-.
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firefighters to participate in the prefire planning
process. The chapter concludes with estimates of
the incremental cost of adding two-way communica-
tion to a one-way cable system. Chapter 10 is an
analysis of the public policy issues raised by the in-
troduction of two-way communication in cable.
Chapter 11 is a postscript to the experiment, in-
dicating follow-up activities in the fire service and
other twolway communication applications that
have emerged from the original project.

Research Results Summary

We believe the research reported here supports
the following conclusions:

(1) Digital return communication from the
feeder lines is feasible in a single cable
system.

(2) A switching system is effective in limiting
return system noise and signal ingress.
De-ingressing the system for return com-
munication improves system performance in
both directions.

(4) No extraordinary system maintenance is re-
quired for two-way communication, if the
system is properly designed at the outset.

(5) Two-way, interactive cable instruction is
more effective than comparable one-Av4
television in teaching cognitive informanon.
The.two-way'advantage in learning remains
after six months.

(6) Two-way, interactive television, where
respondents have individual resppnse capa-
bility and personal feedback, is mere
favorably.assessed than one:way television
and is considered equal tolive instruction by
the participants.

'(7) Automated, prepackaged two-way Cable
television is administratively more efficient
and reliable than one-way television systems
for tecord-keeping.

(8). The cost of two-way television, in most cir-
cumstances, is lower than auto-tutorial or
lecture methods.
Two-way cable television is more expensive
than one-way television,- but in large scale'
training systems, the difference in dollars is
very small.

1.1

(3)

(9)



(10) The cost of prefire planning as a collateral
duty of all firefighters trained in building
survey and preplanning is much less than
the cost of prefire planning by full-time
specialists.

(11) Large cable systems (10,000 subscribers or
more) are more likely to find two-way ser-
vice profitable.

(12) The cost of operating a two-way cable
system is more likely to impede initiation of
two-way service than cost of construction.

(13) The potential for public service use of two-
way cable services places a major burden on
franchise authorities and cable systems in
determining when to -implement two-way
service.

(14) The responsibility of the franchise authority
in two-way cable may extend to development
and aggregation of public services. par=
ticularly in public safety and education. and
in monitoring upstream spectrum manage-
ment.

Originof the Michigan State
University-Rockford Prclgct

developed in response to the National
Sr > !. Ion -intent to "support a series of

in the application of two-way
^f to the delivery of urban

social ser: , and to urban administration. (1)
(Notes are lz-,cated at the end of each,chapter.)
Phase I was to design application experiments:
Phase II, to carry out experiments selected from the
design submissions. We began with an exhaustive
inventory of urban administration and social service
needs in Rockford; Illinois. (2) The Rockford site was
chosen because the cable system had been engi-
neered to accommodate two-way cable and the city
government was very. much interested in public ser-
vice applications.

In the design study, five applications were submit-
ted as the most promising for developing the two-
way cable system technical design and exploiting
the two-way capability in pressing social and urban
administrative needs. These included plans to:

(1) train firefighters;
(2) detect and correct learning disabilities

among preschool-age children at the earliest
possible stage;

(3) increase awareness of and access to in-
formation about .major social services
available to citizens in a community;

2

1.4 .

(4) increase efficiency in the administration of
law enforcement, legal and court systems of
the community; and
facilitate, through teleconferencing, inter-
cultural sensitivity in theracial integration
of the public schools while increasing aca-
demic opportunities in math and science. (3)

Of the five experiments designed under the
or; -.;11al grant, the firefighter training application

elected for funding. The others remain as ex-
amples of services which could be delivered by two-
way cable. The technology described for the fire-
fighter training experiment is directly applicable to
three of the other services and has been thoroughly
tested in-two years of operation. The last applica-
tion, teleconferencing between schools, involves no
novel technology and has been demonstrated on
several occasions by Rockford Cablevision.

(5)

Background on Two-Way Cabie
The history of two-way cable is well-documented

in other volumes. "Cable Television: Strategy for
Penetrating Key Urban Markets." by James D. Scott,
describes the first experiments and commercial ven-
tures. (4) The early two-way technology and its at-
tempted application in the 'U.S. is thoroughly dis-
cussed in Richard Veith's Talk-Back TV: Two-Way
Cable Television. (5) Worldwide experiments in two-
way cable are outlined in Two-Way Cable Television:
Experiences with Pilot Projects in North America,
Japan and Europe. (6) Peg Kay, through the Cable
Television Information Center, with National
Science Foundation support, analyzes the applica-
tions of two-way cable in the public sector. (7)

In. inventorying two-way cable applications, refer-
ence should also be made to theRand Corporation's
Spartanburg, South Carolina project (8) and the
New York University-Alternate Media Center pro-
ject in Reading, Pennsylvania. (9) In addition to the
present Michigan State University applications, the
two-way system in Rockford is employed in a teacher
development program in the Rockford Public
Schools. The experiment is directed by the Univer-
sity of Michigan. (10) -----

The two major operational two-way system's,
which have not been fully described in geneially
available literature, are the TOCOM, Inc.-, -iystem in
Woodlands, Texas'and elsewhere, and the Coaxial
Scientific Corporation Telecinem6 system in Colum-
bus. Ohio. A third systern,Warner Cable Corpora-
tion. also in olumhus.-lirings the resources of a
major communications conglomerate into the field
for the first time. All three enterprises are described

12



in this volume in an effort to complete the-record of
earlier work provided in the literature described
above. These three systems are important because,
along with the Rockford system. they represent the
most advanced, practical, two-way technologies,
and, for all.the experimental efforts described in the
literature identified above, the only currently opera-,.
tional two-way systems.

Becauselhe technology for the Coaxial Scientific
Corporation Telecinema system is the forerunner of
the. Rockford two-way system, it is described in
detail in a later section. Telecinema is a four-
channel pay per-program movie and sports service
associated with a CATV system. °

TOCOM, inc., of Dallas, Texas, was one of the
earliest innovators in two-way cable system design
and,,appiication. There are currently two systems
available, allowing an operator to upgrade his
system on a demand basis. The smallest system is
the TOCOM III-A which serves up to 2,000 home ter-
minals. It offers up to 36 channels of, standard TV
reception, plus fire, intrusion and medical alarm
services. In addition, the system can handle per-
program pay TV, as well as opinion polling and
power load management where desired. The larger
7000M III-B utilizes III-A units throughout the plant
as remote data systems, which act as polling sta-
tions for sub-areas of the plant and are controlled by
Et larger minicomputer.

Each home terminal consists of a digital transmit-
ter and receiver with its own unique hardwired
identification. Every few seconds, the central data
system request's the alarm status of each of the 2.000
home terminals Within its area. The system is
designed so that monitoring service may be offered
to 'subscribers regardless of whether they elect the
baSic CATV service. For those who want the basic
CATV service, control of the converter connected to
the home terminal is accomplished via a ,hanitheld
unit which incorporates channel select capability as
well as a response mode for interactive education
polling. (11)

The Warner Cable Corporation system in Colum-
bus has the potential- to serve 100.000 households.
The addressees are partitioned into groups of no
more than 16,000. *Each group is-fed independently
by the headend. Noise in the' return trunk is control-
led' by a gating system, similar to that pioneeredin
the cable industry by Coaxial Scientific Corpora-
tion.' which limits the number of terminals with
Clear- path to the headend~-at any given time. The
switches are located at each bridger amplifier, serv-
ing up to 600 subscribers. The terminal has 10 chan-

1. 'During the period of theexperiment this company was also known.as
Broadband Technologies. Inc.

nel selection buttons that are used in combination
with three other buttons to provide 30 channels; one
bank for over-the-air television, the second bank for
",..ommunity" channels (e.g., local news and infor-
mation. children's programs) and the third for per-
view pay programs (e.g., movies, sports; instruc-

t tion). Responses in polling and instructional pro-
grams are made on five buttons independent of the
channel selection buttons. (12)
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Chapter 2
A Developmental Model for
Two.Way Cable' Technology'

In responding to the National Science Founda-
tion's commitment to experiments in public service
applications of two-way cable technology, we
recognized an obvious need to fit the firefighter
training experiment into a larger developmental
context for two-way cable. Therefore, we created a
systematic model which carefully times and inte-
grates the technical capability of various broadband
communication systems with economically viable
communication applications on a step-by-step evolu-
tionary basis.

Communication Capabilities of
Coaxial Cable

We began with a description of the particular
communication capabilities and-potentials of cable.
A coaxial cable system,: by its physical nature, is
most efficiently used as a means of disseminating in-
formation from a single point, or source, to-a large
number of points, or Users.--Conyersefyi it may also
be used as an efficient means of transporting infor-
mation from a large number of remote sources back
to a single point. A cable system is used least effi-
ciently in point-to-point communication. Unlike the
telephone .which has the capability of switching
signals from one telephone station (office, home,

sphonebooth) to another, most cable systems are not
switched, but rather designed'in a branching con-
figuration. Becauseoof this distribution character-
istic, discussion of two-way cable return systems is
generally in terms of digital signals generated by

.push-button response pads.
A tyPical cable system resembles a tree, with a

network of trunk cable and trunk amplifiers deliver-
ing full video signals from the headend or transmis-
sion center, to bridger amplifiers. These amplifiers
then transfer the signal to a system of feeder cable
and feeder amplifiers. The feeder system delivers
th, signal to the tap-off units, and ,then by, service
d?Ops into the subscriber's home. Interference prob-
1 anis in the feeder and drop portions of the cable
system make the transmission of video signals from
the subscriber's home to the headend (i.e., up-
:stream) impractical.. 4ence, return video signal ser-

This chapter was written principally by Martin Block, D. Stevens
McVoy. James Wright, John Bulenberg and Thomas Baldwin,

. t.

vice is possible only in the trunk portion of the
system, while data return signals are wericable in
the feeder portion. (An aural return signal service
via coaxial cable would seem to be of limited value
because of the existing service provided by tele-.
phone.) This leaves the most practical design for the
upstream portion of a two-way cable system as video
and high-speed data by trunk cable, and data only
by the feeder cabli.

The next consideration is the allocation of the
-limited bandwidth in the cable system to forward
and return channels. Despite the popular character-
ization of cable as a medium of abundance, there is a
-very= real limit to the available bandwidth in the
cable system. The use of any available frequency
must be considered in terms of both opportunity cost
and the cost of additional equipment necessary to
support it. This demands careful planning and spec-
trum management.

It should be obvious that an increase iii the band-
width allocated- to return signals will cause a
decrease in the bandwidth available for forward
video signals. Fortunately data "signals generally par
quire considerably less 'bandwidth than video
signals, and can be multiplexed by time, frequency
and area An optimal allocation seems to be approx-
imately 250 MHz for forward service use channels
and only about 25 MHz for the return service. More
details about the basic two-way system in each stage
of its evolution will be provided later.

Applications of Two-Way Cable
One of the greatest obstacles to the continued

development of two-way cable .technology has been
the attraction of necessary investment capital. In-
vestors have not seen sufficient return from any ap--
plication of the current technology to justify the risk.
The exploitation of'two-way cable, applications has
failed because each application has been con-''
sidered in isolation .without a 'convergence of mul-
tiple applications for cost-sharing the' two-way
plant. Further, the two-way technology ,,as never
evolved as a synthesis of practical need and cost-
efficient technology. Two-way has been considered
in terms of some end-state of both technology and
application. The step-at-a-time- approach has not
been followed.
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Unlike other communication media, two-way cable
has captured the interest of the public sector early
in the developmental stages. Whatever the future of
two-way communication, there is almost no doubt
that the public sector will play a prominent role, and
that two-way cable will involve applications from
boil} public and private sectors. A wide variety of
public sector applications for the two-way cable
technology has been funded by the National Science
Foundation and other federal agencies. These are
described in the previously mentioned volume,
Social Services and Cable TV. (See Note 7; Chapter
1.)

Priirate sector applications of two-way cable
technology have lagged behind because of limited
research and development money in the relatively
sniall cable industry. Further, the industry has been
preoccupied with more immediately profitable com-
mercial appliCations such as per-channel pay enter-
tainment. The private sector application receiving
the most attention is per-program pay TV, with the
previously discussed Telecinema and Warner sys-
tem's the only large scale operational examples. For
the future, other private sector applications may in-
clude marketing and_ advertising research, in-home
shopping and in-home Monitoring and surveillance'
services. Among the suggested marketing and adver-
tising research applications are television audience
Measurement, television advertising copy pretesting
and posttesting, television program pilot testing,
package design tests, advertising concept tests,
product purchase behavior Measurement and vari-
ous other questionnaire-oriented research including
awareness and preference measurement. Among
the iri-home shopping ,applicatiqns are electronic
supermarkets and catalogs using special dedicated
channels and interactive advertising. Among the
home monitoring and surveillance applications are
heat and smoke detectors, intrusion alarms, tamper
alarms, electric, gas and water metering, electric
load management, CATV and pay-TV control. Also in
the future are applications such as electronic mail
and news delivery, opinion polling and many more.

While the list-of suggested applications for two-
way cable cane be greatly expanded' beyond the
general categories here, such lists almost
always consider two-way cable technology as fully
developed for multiple services. Rarely is two-way
cable technology considered as an evolutionary, pro-
cess, with some applications preceding others as the
technology and demand develops. It should be ob-
vious that some: applications of two-Way cable, such
as per-program pay TV, are possible'given the state
of the technology today; and other more., complex ap-
plications, such as power load management, require
continued technological development.

In order to simplify the relationship between the
technological evolution of two-way cable and the ap-
plications, a classification scheme of six categories
will be used. Ignoring all applications which pri-
marily involve commtuliStel in an institutional
framework, such as ,,t,:;Ieed data communication
between banks or uPatream video transmission from
city hall to the cable transmission center, and con-
centrating on applications involving communication
with only digital return from homes, the classifica-
tion scheme includes the four private sector applica-
tions already discussedpay entertainment, shop-
ping services, marketing research and monitoring
servicesplus categories in education and commun-
ity information. The education category includes the
in-service training applications in an in-home setting
along with various adult education applications. The
community information category includes the elec-
tronic mail delivery application, automated news-
papers and related services, the public forum con7
cept and the social service information and referral
system. (See Figure 2-1.) The next task is to consider
the evolutionary steps in the development of two-
way cable technology.

The First Generation
The first generation in the proposed model for

two-way cable system develcipment was &Signed for
a per-program pay TV system in ColUmbus, Ohio,
and represents the important first step' in the evolu-
tionary process of two-way cable technology. The
Telecinema per-program pay TV system has been in
operation since 1973. The, system uses a home 'ter-
minal which costs approximately $50,' and allows
four channels of pay TV programthing. The
subscriber selects the appropriate channel, and is'
then. billed only for the programs that are watched.
ThiS method of pay TV is differbnt from per-channel
pay TV where the subscriber pays a flat monthly, fee
for unlimited viewing on the pay channel.

A typical pattern for a per- channel pay TV system
is.very high initial subscription, probably around 40
percent of all cable subscribers, followed by a drop
to around 25 percent after the first few months of
service. Part of the explanation for this "churn" is
the fact that people use only a small portion of the
entire paCkage of programs that is available, but
feel they are paying for all of ita sense that they
are overpaying in relation to their usage.

The Telecinema per-program system first tried,
charging subscribers only for the movies' that were
watched. Penetration was 80'percent and average
monthly revenues were about $4, whidh was not
1. .Differeiit models of converters were modified for this purpose: $50
represents an average cost in 1973 dollars.

15 C.
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Figure 2-1. APPLICATIONS CATEGORIES ANDTHE GENERATIONS OF TECHNOLOGICAL DEVELOPMENT.
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enough to cover the costs of both the movies and the
two-way system. In 1974, a $3 maintenance fee was
added. This caused the, penetration to drop from 80
percent to 40 percent, bet the subscribers who drop-
ped the servize were those who did not watch many
movies. Revenue averaged $8 per month among the
remaining 40 percent.

In December, 1975, Telecinema: began experi-
mentiag with other forms of programming in addi-

tion to theater fitnis. Adult, children's and foreign
films, nightclub performances and sports events
were added: Average revenue increased to $11 per

month. . _

The Telecinema system with over 5,000 subscrib-
ers was the first, and for many years the only,

operating per-program pay TV system. in the United

States. The system was designed -to solve the early
technical problems found when attempting to use

interrogation-response type terminals in cable
applicationsthe high cost of the terminals and RF
interference, Early cost estimates for in-hoine ter-
minals ranged from $300 to, $1,000, which was ob-
viously too high to, permit. Profitable operation.
Systeormaintenance costs, because. of signal intru-
sion, were'also estimated to be prohibitively high.

In order for two-way cable to become economical-
ly feasible, it was necessary to' design a system

,around a reliable terminal that would cost approx-
imately $50, and be part of a system that could be
reasonably maintained. The solution was suggested
after consideration of the types of multiplexing
available for the return data signal generated by the
in-home terininals. Time division multiplexing (TDM)

offers the advantage Of sharing a single frequency
for all the terminals, but can easily be jammed by
One malfunctioning terminal. The.source 'of the trou-

ble is very difficult to find. Frequency division
multiplexing (FDM) solves the problem of terminal
jamming, but if very many terminals are to be used,
too much spectrum space is consumed. The solution

is a combination FDM/TDM sysiem which allows
area multiplexing. It consists of the simultaneous
transmission of groups of 100 to 200 frequency
multiplexed terminals at different timeintervals.

Area multiplexing is accomplished through the
use of digitally controlled code operated' switches
(COS). Each COS consists of -band-splitting filters
which separate the downstream (50 to 300 MHz) fre-

quencies from the upstream (5 to 30 MHz) frequen-
cies. Downstream signals pass through the COS con-

tinuously without interruption, while the, upstream
frequencieslre either passed or blocked as-directed
by a digital signal generated by minicomputer. This
now allows an entire system of in-home terminals to

7
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be scanned in small groups by activating' and deac-
tivating appropriate COSs. Placing a primary COS at
each trunk and a secondary COS at each bridger
amplifier makes possible the scan of an entire feeder
branch which would normally consist cuf 100 to 200
homes. This design can be seen in Figure

The use of the COS system allows for a much less
expensive terminal than a typical interrogation-
response terminal because a great deal of circuitry
can be pliminated, including the RF receive. ,

. decoder and address-recognition circuitry. A simple
FDM terminal requires only a data encoder and RF
transmitter circuitry, which, with the area multi-
plexing.provided by the COS network, is all that is

required. The home terminal consists of a cable con-
verter which costs approximately $30 modified by
the addition of a circuitry board containing only an
FSK transmitter and data encociingcitcuitry, cost-
ing an additional $20. The terminal transmitter is
assigned a discrete frequency in its own COS area,
and transmits continuously. Each terminal transmits
a 16-bit data word which indicates the status of the
converter including the channel selected, whether
the subscriber's television set is off or on and
whether the security key on the converter is on or
off.

A General Automation SPC-16 minicomputer man-
ages the entire scanning operation through the use

Figure 2-2. FIRST GENERATION: AREA MULTIPLEXING
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of special interfaces which control a COS addresser
and RF receiver. The minicomputer, operating in"
real time, routinely scans the system to collect data
and generates viewing reports. AdditionaProutines
are available for terminal installation and system
maintenance. Batch programs generate billing and
-other reports required-by the cable operator.

. System maintenace easily accomplished
through the combined use of the minicomputer and
the COS network to isolateinterference and other
problems. End of line oscillators (ELO) at the end of
each feeder line add a unique carrier frequency for
easy identification and help in balancing the system.
The Columbus Telecinema system is maintained in
this manner using on,e technician for approximately
.200 miles of the plant.

The first generation two-way cable system is pri-
marily designed as a per-program entertainment
system. It does not allow for any interactive re-
sponse, but only relatively simple monitoring of the
status of the cable converter attached to the televi-
sion set or an alarm wired to the cable. The only
other feasible application for first generation
technoNy is simple television auaience measure-
ment, since the system can be scanned at more fre-

quent intervals than commercially available
mechanical diary services and in a universe. of

households instead of a sample. The first genera-
tion, however, has clearly demonstrated: both the
technical and commercial viability of this tech-
nologyand paves the way for new generations.

The Second Generation
The second generation system was designed for

.the Michigan State University experiments in

Rockford. Approximately one-third Of the Michigan
State university project investment hapinvolved the
development of the necessary two-way cable hard-
ware aid software required for the project. Addi-
tional inv-cstment has been made by Rockford Cable.
Vision in constructing the necessary two-way plant

inthe city.. .

The major.difference between the first generation
(Columbus Teiecinerna), and the second generation

,(Rockford) is the addition of an interactive response.
capability at the terminal. Rather than providing
only:the capability for monitoring the status of a
channel converter; thechannel converter selection
buttons can be. depressed to, transmit a return
signal. This requires relatively minor modification of

the first generatimy;terminal, including addition of.
interactive channel§ and a transmit button. The ad-.
ditional chan -els allow the terminal to function not
only as a converter but also as an interactive ter-
minal. The transmit button, along with a timed LED

display, insure that the subscriber responds only
when desired and at intervals longer than the min-
imum scan. The second generation terminal renuires
a push-button type converter, which is not neces-
sary in the first generation.

The transportation system including the COS net-
work and ELOs remains the same as before. The
major difference in the second generation is in the
minicomputer. system. Since more processing is nec-
essary with the possibility of a response in addition
to the monitoring already required, the minicom-
puter needs to be augmented with extended core
memory and sufficient disk storage to accommodate
interaction. The primary addition to the second
generation is not hardware, but rather computer
software. The minicomputer software necessary to
support second generation applications must not
only perform the basic system scan routine and
system maintenance, but it must also process
response dat'i in real time.

For training experiments, the coordination of
downstrealn video signals and interactive response
signals renuires control of headend video equipment
by the m nicomputer system. This is accomplished
by using computer-controllable character genera-
tion equipment, standard Society of Motion Picture
and Television Engineers (SMPTE)limecode inter-
facing with all video tape equipment and, standard
process control input/output signals and relays to
control the necessary video equipment. Thus, the
minicomputer controls the entire two-way system.
The second generation system is shown in Figure
2-3. It is described in more detail in Chapters 5
and 6.

'The second generation terminal costs more than
the first ,generation because of the need for a more
sophisticated basic converter, and a small amount of

additional circuitry and terminal modification.
Depending on the quantity, second generation ter-
minal costs range from $100 to $150.'

The second generatiofi allows for upstream trans-
mission of digital signals, but it does not allow the
subscriber to receive individualized information;

that is, downstreani information is received by pll
television sets tuned to the same channel. It is not
practical to allow subscribers to...have the down-
stream pcirtion of any interactive programming "on-
demand"; rather such programining would be dis-
tributed on .a prearranged schedule. This is a
serious limitation.

1. Without the channel converter, tha cost of the unit would be reduced. A

stripped-down terminal device would provide only interactive response
generated from a simplified push-button pad, perhaps only fourbuttons, but

would not provide any monitoring of channel converter status. This would

limit. application of the system le interactive response, eliminating per-

program entertainment.
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Figure 2-3, SECOND GENERATION: INTERACTIVE RESPONSES
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Private sector applications include in-home shop-
ping services such es interactive advertising and a
crude form of electronic catalog that would be
operating on a fixedmensdule. Marketing research
applications can be greatly expanded because of the
addition of active renganse. Multiple choice ques-
ions can be asked anidspecial video' material shown
to respondents in theinnwn horitest.3.

The capital cost of the first generat&I of two-way
service is accommodated by the per-program pay TV
revenue. The incremental cost of the second genera-
tiok 3.g., in a more sophisticated terminal and
greater computer capacity, may be in the range of

.$40 to $90 per household or drop. Educational pro-
grams (public schools, public safety) which lease the

service on a regUlar basis will cover a portion of that
cost. Market research, direct selling and alarm sys-,
tems should cover the remainder. These are useful
applications; however, monitoring in the second gen-
eration. must be limited to simple closure switches,
such as a,relay signal from a smoke or it/oat detector,
because only a few data bits are E Ailabile in the

terminal.
Partially because of the limits

generation equipment in monitori-
the third generation is being dev
mediate advantage of third goner
cable technology is the ability to rr
tivity which requires more complex
single bit.

Figure 2-4. THIRD GENERATION: HOME TERMINAL AND PERIPHERALS
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A necessary part of a residential two-way cable
power load management system is the ability to
monitor utility meters. While transmitting utility
meter info-filiation through the upstream communi-'
cation system represents no technical problem,
assuming the 16-bit data format, the scan must be
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designed to prevent the reading of utility meters
from occupying the entire system. The problem for
third generation terminal, design is to provide 16-bit
data words. recognizable by the minicomputer as
either utility meter informations. interactive
response 'or channel status. The terminal itself
would be required to alternately select channel
status and utility meter information to make possible



simultaneous per-program pay TV anti power load
management applications. ...

The only practical solution to the data formatting
problem is the addition of a microprocessor chip, to
the terminal. Microprocessors, such as the RCA
1600 COSMAC series, would add approximately$20
to the cost of the second generation terminal. Adding
a ROM chip to store program instructions would
allow the microprocessor to accumulate utility
meter data and format the 16-bit transmission word
at the appropriate times., The third generation ter-
minal is currently being developed. A working
diagram is shown inFigure 2-4.

The addition of the p4hhe terminal
provides flexibility to most second-generation ap-
plications. The ability to.format the-16-bit transmis-
sion word within the terminal makes possible the
transmission of more complex data from the ter-
minal than simple multiple choice selections. In the
in-home shopping application, more complex infor-
mationmation such as color, size or credit card numbers
cohld be quickly entered through the keyboard, and
then transmitted ,all at once rather than digit by
digit. The marketing research and educational ap-
plications would also benefit from the increased in-
put flexibility by being capable of accepting input
data more complex than a single digit.

,., Another improvement in terminal technology is,
necessary at this step before moving ahead to the

tefmirth generation. To iniprOve control and security
of the system, it is desirable to move the essential
lectronicS but of the TV control terminal to a cen-

tral location on the exterior of the home. This shift. a
part of the third generation, does not add anything
in terms of potential applications, but rather pro-
vides more efficient operation, because of increased
maintenance convenience and terminal security.
The latter is of critical importance, particularly-in
the utility metering applications and per-program
pay television, where thefts of service staggering in

' magnitude have recently been discovered.

The FourtfrGeneration and Beyond
The evolutionary steps beyond the third genera-

tion are not as clear as the first. teps because the
assobiated, electronics and inforthation processing
technology itself are continually evolvi..,;. The next
step will no doubt bathe addition of low cost memo .'y
storage in either the terminal itself, or ina COS. This
will make possible the transmission of time -com-
pressed digital signals to a memory in a specific
location such as an individual terminal.

The addit:)n of the micropreceFsor chip to the ter-
minal also makes possible the decoding of down-
stream information with the addition of a RF
receiver to the terminal. While additional signal
decoding and character oneration circuitry would
also be required, it is tecnnicalh, possible to allow
selection of portions of downstream data signals us-
ing, a key ing or addressing scheme. tf an entire
downstream channel were devoted t digital infor-
mation, tnen it would be possible to "page" a portion
of that data stream for local display on the home
television set. This makes possible electronic auto-
mated newspapers which the subscriber can page
through on demand. One video channel could easily
accommodate the equivalent of 1.000 pages. The
news could be computer refreshed and controlled.
Another application is the delivery of second class
mail and on-demand catalogs. A limitation is the
probable restriction to digital information. The in-
formation is always stored in the downstream com-

munications channel which, given the limited avail-
able bandwidth, may not be the most efficient use of
the spectrum.

The addition of memory partially solves the prob-
lem of inefficient use of available spectrum space,
since the electronic newspaper or mail would not
always be present in the system, but rather multi-
plexed on a downstream channel carrying similar
signals to other terminals. Not only does this provide
for better spectrum use, but it also allows the trans-
portation of more personalized messages.

For, this generation of two-way cable terminal to
become feasible, the cost of memory will have to
drop substantially. a result which can be expected
from improved memory jechnology such as the
development of the "bubble memory." This genera-
tion also implies substantial increases in the amount
of computer power necessary to run the system.
With each new generation, the, size, speed and com-
putational power of the controlling minicomputer
system must lie upgraded. Existing minicomputer
systems are adequate through the third generation,
with the addition of more processing units as the
number of terminals in a cable system grows. The
fourth generation implies exponential growth in the
volume of information which requires processing. It
is difficult to speculate beyond this generation
because of the rpaid development of associated
technology, and i it even possible that the funda-
mental transmission system will itself change to a
lightwave rather than a radio frequency system. His
cleat that, in any case, the technology and the asso-
ciated new applications will continue to grow in a
series of sequehtial evolutionary steps.
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Chapter 3
Firefighter Training and the
Two-Way Leson Format

Standardized training, with an interactive compo-
nent, came up frequently in our investigation of the
potential applications of two-way cable. The need
for training and retraining in government and the
social services is great, in some instances because of
the' high turnover of personnel and in other cases
because of the complexity of tasks and changing
technologies. In meat situations, cost factors, work
schedules and other administrative considerations
suggosted prepackaged instruction.

In firefighting, daily training is a routine. The
National Commission on Fire Protection and Control
charges that the fire service is not getting the best
equipment and training because the scientific com-
munity has not contributed.sufficiently. The Commis-

sion urges:

"...the Federal research agencies, such as
the National Science Foundation and the
National Bureau of Standards, to sponsor
research appropriate to their respective
missions within the a.eas of productivity of
fire departments, causes, of firefighter in-
juries, effectiVeness of fire prevention ef-

fOrts, and the skills, required to perform
various fire department functions." (i)

The Commission concludes that "training can
favorably influence a department's effectiveness
in saving lives, reducing Property losses and pre-
venting injuries to firefighters." (2)

Two-way cable television can bring live or
packaged training programs by well-prepared spe-
cialists to the firefighter in his station 'house and
provide an Opportunity for r6sponse and reinforce-
ment: For volunteer firefighters, the training can
take place in the horde at corivenienttimes.

In Rockford, advanced 'training is carried out in
two ways:.(1) in station houses with instruction by
selfteaching materials and company officers and (2)

at the Training Academy which is specially equip-
ped with training laboratories and materials. Train-
ing at the Academy risks underprotection in the
district when trainees are removed from their sta-
tions, or adds the cost of overtime pay. The Academy
could become a center for specialized training and
drills and a production center for materials to be

1. This chapter was written principally by Thomas Baldwin and John

Pachute.

distributed to stations by television and other
means.

Much of the training takes place on the job as the
firefighter moves up in responsibility, as new knowl-

edge is developed and new equipment is acquired.
Training Officers in the fire service have one of the
more complex training tasks in industry or govern-
ment. Firefighters generally work 24-hour shifts. Ac-
tivities are always broken up by fire and emergency
calls. Special off-duty days, vacations and sick days
complicate the training and record keeping activi-
ties. Training by company officers in the station
house is dependent on the confidence, ability, train-
ing and administrative capability of the company of-
ficer. Standardization is difficult to achieve. 0

Prezpackaged videotape tvith two-way interaction
and reporting could standardize the training, focus
attention on the training materials because of the
necessity to continuously respond and provide the
training officer with an instant record of who par-
ticipated in the training exercises and who needed
to, be rescheduled for make-ups. New materials
could be created for two-way training or existing
training materials could easily be adapted to two-
way instruction.

Training Topic
The selection of a topic for the firefighter training

experiments was based on the-following criteria: (1)
overall national importance in the devejopment of
fire protection capability; (2) significance of the
topic in Rockford; (3) breadth of the learning task's
encompassed; (4) the need for.atuadvanted training
area which would be appropriate:for almost all fire-
fighters-regardless of level of-experience.

Prefire planning was selected as the topic for the
experimental instruction. Prefire planning is an ac-
tivity designed to provide the firefighter with a
logical and systematic plan` for identifying and
classifying potential fire problems. This allows the
firefighter to carefully formulate, in advance,'a tac-
tical or action plan for a given building, in the event

a fire occurs..The, plans may then be continuously
studied in training sessions and taken to a fire'
should one occur. The goal is efficient containment
and suppression with minimum life.hazard. The task
of prefire plannaing is a' complex process which
draws upon the firefighter's previous training 'EfiTd
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experience. It represents a task facing all fire
departments.

In October 1974, a statewide survey of 638 Illinois
fire officers revealed that "emergency planning
(prefire planning, disaster planning and master
emergency planning)" ranked as the number one
category of needed subject matter expertise. (3)

Interactive Training

It would be incorrect to suggest that an interac.
tive form of training was dictated by the circurn
stances of firefighter training in Rockford, since we
embarked on the study with the principal objective
'of employing two-way communication. Nonetheless,
the firelighter training, application seemed to opti-
mize the potential benefits of two-way training from
a central location to remote locations.

In creating the interactive system, we made a
number.of assumptions about the value of the inter-
action. These assumptions dealt with specific learn-
ing and administrative components, as follow:

Attention and participation. Interactive items,
spaced throughout . the instructional programs,
would force participation and help to keep the
trainees alert and attentive.

Motivation. Awareness that each response would
be fed back individually and in aggregate scores at
the end of the lessons, and that hard copy records
would be made, would serve to keep trainees moti-
vated to create a good record.

Feedback. Reinforcement would be provided 'by
the feedback at each step of the instruction.

Competition. Since station or Individual scores
could be cOmpared, competition would maintain in-
terest and motivation.

Teasing. On 'occasion, interactive items could be
used as teasers to lead into a new segment of. in,
struction. Firefighters would have to guess or rely on
previous experience. This technique would heighten
interest in learning the *material.

:Pacing. The interactive questions would serve to -
break up the television lecture-demonstration
format and revive interest.

Drill. Frequent repetition of prefire planning sym-
bols _and other material would aid recall. Quizzes
woiild provide a summary 'and review.

Administration.. The interactive system, includ-
ing. a log-in procedure, frequent interactive ques-
tions and computer printout of results, would im-
prove trainingsystem administration and reduce ad-
ministrative costs.

The Tivo-Way Lesson Format

With. these hopes for two-way training, 'keeping
within the, technology which we had available, the

format described here was devised and used
throughout the television aeries.

One-half hour before each lesson a pre-program
sequence of character generated displays began.
These are illustrated below:

Pre-Program Sequence

"(blue field)

FROG 9 - "PERIMETER SURVEY"
STARTS AT 1:30 FOR

STATIONS 1, 2, 4 AND 6.

TODAY IS BOB QUIST'S BIRTHDAY.

REACH BARRY MCGEE ON CB CH. 19

TO OLD FIREFIGHTERS, WHAT
WAS A "SPIDER?" (ANS. AT 2:30)

BULLETIN
WATCWFHIS CHANNEL FOR HY J

Display #1: The normal character generated display for a
day on which a lesson was scheduled consisted of an an-
nouncement of the next program time. Added to this were
more personalized items dealing with the audience
members. Birthdays of firefighters were announced along
with information phoned in by the audience. Occasionally,
quiz questions were asked dealing'with firefighter history,
sports, trivia, etc. It was also possible to utilize the bottom
line of the display for a longer message which would
"crawl" across the screen from right to left.'

(musical bickground)

PLEASE STAND BY FOR
THE PREFIRE PLANNING PROGRAM.

PROGRAM STARTS IN .

5:00 MIN.

'Display #2: Twenty-two minutes Infer, a countdown tape
informed the-men that only five minutes kemained before
they would be required to log-in. The time at the bottorh
changed every 30'seconds to keep the audience updated.
Music was played under the countdown. The slides over -
which the message was placed consisted not Rockford
scenes and firefighting equipment. 9
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STA

1

(blue field)

MSU/NSF/RFD PROJECT

LESSON #9 ENTER .COD E L ETTER S 4
.1

0

CODES LOGGED IN

CAA CAB CAC CAD CAE CAP
CAG CDA CDB CDC CDD CDE

2 AAA AAB AAC AID ADA ADB
ADC ADD

4

6 PAA DAB DAC DAD DAE DAF
BDC BDD - BDE
BAA BAB BAC BAD BDA BDB

Display #3: Five minutes later, the lokin started.,The log-
in, in effect, registered the participants for the lesson. The
firefighters were.given five minutes to enter their code let-
ters into the two-way system. As an additional signal to
begin the lesson, the words "ENTER CODE LETTERS"'
were flashed during the entire log-in. The maximum
number in the audience for any lesson was 35, distributed
as in the above example. As soon as the code was receiv-
ed. it was displayed on the television screen. The time

egiien was ample for all stations to log-in. This time could
be reduced to two or three minutes in future training.

(red field)

LOG-IN PERIOD IS OVER

LESSON #9
PERIMETER SURVEY

WILL BEGIN MOMENTARILY

Display- #4: After the log-in. the lesson announaetnent was
displayed for approximately 15 seconds before the video
tape started.

During. the -lesson; a question was asked for, each
major instructional point made, within every two to
five .minutes. These were usually visual- questions
with four answer options. The, firefighters-respond-

,

ed by depressing A, B, C, D, or E (can't decide) on
the terminal and then. thetransmit but:on. A's soon
as:a response was received for all codes logged in,
the responses of each, by code, appeared on the
television screens...

(blue field)

AAA
AAB
AAC
'AAD
ADA.,
ADB
ADC
ADD
BAA
BAB
BAC
BAD

\\

C
C
C
C
A

C
C
C
C
C
D
C

BDA
BDB
BDC
BDD
BDE
CAA
CAB
CAC
CAD
CAE
CAF
CAG

C
C
C

C
C
C
C
C
C

'
C

CDA C
CDB C
CDC, C
CDD C
bAA B
DAB B
DAC B
DAD B
DAE B
DAF
DAG B

Feedback #1: This type of feedback gave the audience the
answer selected by each individual as identified by the
code letters. This was used for the majority of the interac-
tive items.

(blue field)

1 RESPONDED A
7 RESPONDED B

2LRESPONDED C
1 RESPONDED D

r.
Feedback #2: This type of feedback gave" theniumber
selecting each option. It was used only occasionally to
vary the feedback.

The feedback confirmed receipt Of the answers
and gave a view of howill others answered: If not
all answers had' been received in 30 seconds, those
responies received to that point were printed. If an



.
individual, or group, failed" to respond to two con-

4Secutive queStions, they Were dropped and the corn-
puter thereafter read only the remaining codes for
purposeS of advt.ncing the lesson. This was neces-
sary because istations were sometimes called to a
fire during .a lessou.

After the display of answers, the system auto-
_
inatidally returned to videotape and the narrator
discussed the correct answer. The questions had
been designed so that they represented Small learn-
ing steps as. in programmed instruction. The pro-
gfams were designed to have a correct response
rate'of about 90 percent so that the learners would
have consistent positive reinforcement. Over all the
lessons, the average was .89.61 percent, with very
few questions falling below the 80 perCent level. ,

Occasionally, "challenge questions' were asked.
These did. not _relate to information previousli :Feeedbacknerat? r
covered, but led into instructional material, to. follow. -dividual.

The object was to stimulate interest, teasing the
learners into the next unit.

(blue field)

QUIZ PERCENTAGE

AAA.,,, 100 BDA 100 . CDA 80

AAB. 100 BDE 100 _CDB . 80

.AAC 80 BDC 90 CDC 80

AAD 100 BDD 100 CDD, 80

ADA 100 BDE 100 DAA - 100 '

ADB . 90 CAA 80 DAB 100

ADC 100 CAB 80 DACE 100

ADD 100 CAC 80 DAD " .Y00
BAA 70 CAD 80

_.
DAE 100--

BAB 100 CAE 80 . DAF 100
BAC 100 'CAP 80 DAG' 100

.BAD 100 CAG 80

(blue field)

,300/0 RESPONDED A
'200/0 RESPONDED B
150/0 RESPONDED C/

50/0 RESPONDED i)

Feedback #3:. Ppedback like this was used for "challenge
questions" whi asked the firefighters to give opinions
about informati n that had not' yet been. preSented. It
displayed the per entage selecting each option.

At the end of each lesson, a "quick quiz" reviewed
the material presented in that lesson and prior
lessons, particularly the prefire planning symbols.
These questions were not paced by the participants,
as were the interactive questions described above,
but had a fixed five-second period for answering.
After the quick quiz, the, percent correct for each
participant was printed on.the screen.

16

Affer" "quick quizzes." die, charactlei
displayed the percentage correct for each in-

After the quick quiz feedback was presented, the
narrator reviewed the correct answers.

The lesson concluded with a character generated
presentation of the percent _correct over the whole
lesson, combining the quick quizVith all other girds-

tions.
(blue field)

LESSON PERCENTAGE

AAA 100 BDA :100 , CDA
,

80

AAB 100 , BDB - 90 - CDB 80

AAC 75 flpc 90 CDC 80

,AAD 95 BDD 100 CDD, 80

ADA 100: BDE 100 DAA 95

ADB 80 CAA ,. 80 DAB 95

ADC 100 CAB ' 80 DAC 95

ADD 90 CAC 80 DAD . 95

BAA 65 CAD 80 % DAE 95:

BAB 100 CAE 80 DAF 95

'BAC. , 95 CAF 80 _ 15AG, 95

BAD 100 CAG 80

Feedback #5: At the.end of each lesson. a total score was.
given which reflected the percentage correct for each in-

' diyidual over all of the interactive items and the quick
quiz.,

Participants also saw the peicent correct for each
shift of firefighters over all lassaris to date: The last
two typesf feedback introduced an element of corn-

petition'. After the, lesson was .concluded, a few
minutes of relaxation for the firefighters was provid-
ed by interactive computer games.

25
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(blue field)

SHIFT AVERAGES TO DATE

AAA . 95 BDA 91 CDA 93
- AAB , 93 BDB 85 CDB 93

AAC 81 BDC 87 CDC 93
AAD 92 BDD 100 CCD 93
ADA, 100 BDE 78 DAA 88
ADB 89 CAA 91 DAB 88
AbC 94 CAB 91 DAC' 88
ADD 90 CAC 91 DAD 88
BA 'A k 78 CAD 91 DAE / 88

BAB 4 100 CAE 91 DAF 88
BAC 93 CAF 91 DAG 88
BAD . 95 CAG 91

Fftedback The final feedback for each lesson was a
display of the average score of each individual to that
point in the series..

. - 'Immediately -after each lesson, complete written
reports' n the lesson performance for each partici:
pant were produced on the line printer. This includ-

-ed an item-by-item response of each, individual, by
code letters, and the individual's final lesson score.
Across the bottom of the report was the percentage
correct for each item. This was followed by the
scores on each lesson of the series to date for each
individual and the average score for the series. This
report, which was blank for each incomplete, or
missed lesson, was used to schedule make-ups

Computer Functions
A special user-oriented computer -language was

developefor setting up the lessons in the computer.
, The parameters of each lesSon were deterinined and

stored the, types of questions, text of character

0

generated messages, color backgrounds, nature of
feedback, correct answers, etc. The times that
specific operations were to be performed were also
stored in the computer. During the lesson runs, the
separately entered operatons and timecodes on the
videotapes were automatically coordinated by the
!esson processorprogram, which controlled the en-
tire administration of a lesson.

These operations include starting and pausing the \
videotape, switching to character generator, scan-
ning the terminals for responses, generating feed-
back, restarting the videotape, aggregating scores
and making printed reports. Once a lesson began,
everything from the log-in through the final summary
report was automatic.

The computer functions are described in detail in
Chapter 5. Computer program documentation is in a
separate volume. (4)

Notes Chapter 3
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Chapter 4
Lesson Development Cycle:
COntent Research Through Production
and Formative Evaluation'

This chapter describes the development of the 12-
lesson prefire planning series; from content organi,

.liation, pretesting and scripting through location and
studio production and formative evaluation.

Organization of Prefire,
Planning Content-

,

. Having decided on prefire planning as fle topic
, for two-way instruction, the potential course content

was analyzed. The project Field Director accom-
PaniedRockford Fire Department officers on prefire
plan surveys of two bUildings and observed, ,the
folldow-up process. From this experience the flow
chart, shown in Figure 41, was prepared.

The two buildings surveyed were a high rise
apartment for the aged and an industrial complex
which presented specialized hazards to firefighters
rand perimeter buildings. .Task analyses were per-
formed an the prefire plan survey process,for each
building-. The survey function was of major impor-
tance for ;the instruction, since surveying. was to
become the responsibility of the firefighters and
their company officers

Once-the survey was completed, several
steps were, taken to convert the raw survey informa-
bon and diagrams into finished prefire- plans, with
separate formats tire commanders and fire com-
panies. The task analfses for the two building types
and the post survey steps appear inAppendix IV-1.

'To avoid confusion on terms and documents in
prefire planning, certain terms were defined and
described.

Prefire Planning Terminology

Prefire Plan = ..SurveyThe form used by
firefighters when initially surveying a building for
which a prefire plan is being developed. The survey
is designed to contain all of the pertinent informa-
tion necessary to, make a' successful 'prefire plan.
From the survey; . diagrams will. be drawn which

' represent -the building and an initial reaction plan
will be formulated. At the company level, pertinent

1. This chapter was written -principally by John ,Pachuta. Bradley
Grebnberg. Nicky Stoyanoff, Thomas Baldwin and Michael Sheridan.

V

information will be extracted by individual engine
and ladder units. The prefire plan survey itself will
'then go on file for use by the company officers. At
the district level, a completed prefire plan survey
will be kept in the Chief's file.

Floor Plan Diagrams Graphic representations
of the floors of the selected building for which a
prefire plan is being developed. ThJ diagrams will
include all utility shutoff locations, F.D. connections,
impartant internal structures and any other struc-
tures. that would affect firefighting operations.
There will be diagrams for every important floor and
for all areas that present particular hazards.

Perimeter Diagram Graphic representation of
the area surrounding the selected building for which
a prefire plan is being developed. The diagram will
include all'shutoffs, hydrants, exposures, F.D. con-'
nections and important structures.
- Initial Reaction Plan Plan developed by district

chiefs with input from company officers which verb--
ally tells which F.D. vehicles are .to be positioned in
the initial reeponseto a fire in a selected building.

Prefire Plan Packet Packet containing the
prefire plan survey, floor plan diagrams, perimeter
'diagrams andthe initial reaction plan which is sent
to the individual fire companies so thal pertinent
company information can be extracted.

Pertinent Inforination Extract List of important
company inforniation obtained from the prefire plan
survey. This extract will be individualized for each
company based upon its role in the initial reaction
plan.

Prefire Plan The compiled information packet .

at the company level which will be used by fire-
fighters in individual coMpanies.. Thiq packet con-
tains the floor and perimeter diagranis, the initial
reaction plan and the pertinent infertiiation extract.
(It is important to note that for the distriCt chiefs, the
"Prefire Plan Packet" serves the function of the
company's "Prefire Plans." District chiefs will carry
the entire packet to a fire while the indiiitlual com-
panies will carry their personalized documentation.)

Programs _

With the task acalYses in hand, an attempt was
made to reorganize the fire department's prefire
plan survey forminto areas that could be treated se-
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quentially in the lessons. The "form was revised to
accommodate this need. The broad content areas of
the form, and the, items included within each area.
were the basis for several of the lessons. The format
of the survey was adapted to the graphic demands of
television to achieve isomorphism between instruc-
tion and practice. A copy of the survey and revision
forms appear in IV-2.

The Rockford Fire Department preplanning pro-
cess was broken down into a proposed series of 14
lessons. The original breakdown underwent several
transformations as the subject matter was fully
researched and scripts timed. The result was a 12-
program instructional series which is described
belowf

Program #1Pretest: This tape combines 27 inter-
active items from the eight tapes that follow into a
pretest to detefmine entry-level knowledge. At least
two behavioral objectives from each of programs #2
through #9 are tested in this tape. The scores can be
used as a basis of comparison with the later posttest
(program #10) to measure learning.

.

Program #2Introduction to Prefire Planning
and Fire Protection Equipment, Part 1: This lesson
introduces the learner to the concept of prefire plan-
ning and briefly looks at each of the steps in the
prefire planning. The building survey report form is
introduced. The videotape simulates various survey
situations before giving examples ci form entries.
This practice of giving sample form entries is car-
ried through the tapes that follow until the entire
form is completed in program #9. The learner is in-
troduced to the topic "Fire Protection Equipment"
with a discussion of various types of automatic
sprinkler systems. The use and characteristis of
wet, dry and deluge systems is discussed. The video-
tape also looks at autarnritic chemical sprinkler
systems and briefly introduces the major types
found in buildings. The use of prefire planning sym-
bols in formulating final diagrams is presented. The
symbols for various sprinkler systems and sprinkler
controls are introduced:

Program #3Fire Protection Equipment, Part 2:
This program continues the discussion of fire protec-
tion equipment by introducing learner to the prefire
planning survey of fire pumps, alarm,systems and
various structures found in the yards of buildings.
Again, examples of real situations are given and the
learner is shown how to record the information for
later reference. Eight additional prefire planning
symbols are introduced and the learner responds to
a drill on these symbols and symbols learned in the
previous lesson.

Program #4Building Construction, Part 1: In-
troduction to the important points in surveying build-
ing construction; in this part, types of real' construc-
tion and structures found on roofs. Prefire planning
symbols for roof structures are introduced. The
learner is shown how to diagram a roof and its con-
tours. Drill on symbols learned so fa"4

Program #5Building Construction, Part 2: Addi-
tional aspects of building construction are intro-
duced: particularly, various types of door and
window construction. A brief presentation of utility
shutoffs gives the learner information on the impor-
tant shutoffs and how they should be listed on the
survey form. Prefire planning symbols for certain
doors and shutoffs are presented and several tac:
tical, considerations concerning forcible entry and
ventilation are disCussed. Symbol drill.

Program #6Vertical Structures: This program
concentrates on vertical movement during a fire by
discussing stairways, smoke-proof towers and ele-
vators. The learner is given an extensive. look at
"emergency service" elevator operation and an
overview of the components which make up overall
elevator construction. Five mare prefire planning
symbols are introduced. Symbol drill.

Program #7-Communications, Rescue and Sal-
vage: The survey items specific to communications,
rescue and salvage at the fire scene are identified.
Such unique situations as preparation for the rescue
of handicapped.and bedridden people and the signif-
icance of pressurized structures are described.
There are no new symbols presented in this lesson,
but the quick quiz at the end of the program checks
symbols from previous sessions.

Program #8 Hazardous Materials: This program
looks at the properties of hazardous, materials and
explains what actions should be taken with unknown
substances while on a prefire plan survey. Informa-
tion from the Fire Protection Guide on Hazardous
Materials is stressed. The learner is given examples
of entries from the five codes in the Guide. The sym-
bol which will be used to mark a hazardous area is
presented. Symbol drill.

Program #9Perimeter Survey: This lesson takes
the learner outside of the building being surveyed
and incorporates information about structures and
obstacles found on, the perimeter of a building. A
perimeter diagram is developed and rules are estab-
lished about making a rough sketch of the area sur-
rounding a building. No new symbol's are introduced
in this lesson, but a quiz checks a sampling of sym-
bols from previous lessons.

3
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Program #10 Posttest: :This program tests the
learner- On inforzhation presented in the previous
eight lessons. The 76 questions in the posttest in-
corporate 27 that were asked in the pretest (pro-

gram #1), plus 22 more that were 'asked in the pro-
'grams. The 27 questions remaining were based on
the Content of the tapes butted never been asked of
the learners.

Program #11Post-Survey Steps: This lesson
discuSsed the actions that take place after a building
survey report has been completed by the prefire
planning team. Emphasis is placed on administrative
procedures associated with the prefire planning
process and upon the role of ach person in the
overall system.

Program #12 Survey/Plan/Utilization: This
lesson rounds out the prefire planning course by act-
ing as both a test and a good example of how to pre-
fire plan a. building. Roper-Whitney, Inc., of
Rockford, Illinois, is preplanned. The learner is
taken from the initial contact' with the building
owner, through all the steps. The questions asked in'
the' tape require that the learner recall information
from previous leseons. The lesson is a second post-
test, verifying the learning of discrete items of in-
formation as well as the student's ability to syn-
thesize the elements of the process.

The behavioral objectives for all of these lessons
appear in Appendix VIII-3, 'Posttest and Behavioral
Objectives.

Pretesting Through Scripting
The following sections describe the prefire plan-

ning program development process from its begin-
ning state to its completion as a series 'of videotaped
lessons. Each Step is discussed in chronological
order. A quick overview of these steps is given in
Figure 4-2, which is a sample of the progress chart
used during the-project production.

Program Series Outline

From a task analysis of the prefire planning pro-
cess, an outline of- program topics was prepared.
The outline of topics underwent several revisions as
research into the content progressed and as the
length of each topic became apparent. To simplify
the description of the development cycle, a single
program has been selected. It is Program #9 in the
series of 12 program's, titled "Perimeter Survey."'
The portion of the prefire planning survey form on
the building perimeter is Appendix IV-3.

Initial ReSearch

Initial research for each topic,was conducted by a
project research assistant in conjunction with the
Field Director. The researcher Was a member of the
Rockford Fire Department. He listed all areas under
a particular topic which should be considered and
pretested prior to inclusion in the script.

Behavioral Objectives- -First Drafts

After discussion with the research: assistant, the
Field Director formulated a' first draft of the behair-
ioral objectives for the videotape. These objectives
attempted to .include all Material which should be
pretested and evaluated later. One -of. the prelimi-
nary objectives for the perimeter survey leeson was:
The learner will identify specific items on the

perimeter of a selected building (a) exposures, (b)

overhead obstructions, (c) gruund obstructions, (d)
Adjoining structures and (e) combustible materials."
Appendix IV-4 is the first draft of the complete set of
behavioral objectives for the topic "Perimeter
Survey."

1. In the Appendices for this Chapter. the program is occasionally refer.
red to by the number "7" which was assigned earlier to the lesson.
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Figure 4-2. ROCKFORD TWO-WAY CABLE PROJECT

PREFIRE PLANNING INSTRUCTIONAL PROGRAM DEVELOPMENT PROGRESS

THROUGH OCTOBER 1,1976
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Rockford Fire Academy Review

The behavioral objectives were then discussed
with-personnel at the Rockford Fire Academy to
assure that the topics and issues listed were indeed'
vital to the individual firefighter. The Field Director'
weighed these comments and, as 'necessary modi-

fied the behavioral objectives based upon comments .

received at the Academy.
Since much of the prefire planning process con-

centrates on the new application of existing skills
rather than the learning of altogether new skills, the
entry level knowledge of the Rockford firefighters
had to be determined. Therefore, at least three in-
dividual questions were drawn up for each objective
and sub-objective. The Hemet's/ere coded by objec-
tive to, facilitate scoring end- 'Cross-referencini;. A

few affective items, which remained the same for
each pretest, were added to get an impression of the
value placed on the content and its level of difficulty.

First Michigan State University Review

The draft of the pretest along with the behavioral
objectives was then, sent to Michigan State 'Univer-
sity, where the on-campus research staff reviewed
the work. This review was an opportunity for "third
parties," not part of the initial research but
knowledgeable in instructional design and research
methods, to look at the material from a new perspec-
tive. Comments were returned to the Field Director
for incorporation in the next behavioral objective
and pretest revision. Appendix IV-5 contains com-
ments received from the on-campus researchers on
the first drafts of material on ,''Perimeter Survey."
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Behavioral O_ bjectives First Revision
The Field Director then incorporated all- -com-

ments into the pretest experience. Appendix IV-6
shOWs the revised objectives based upon the com-
ments, from Michigan State University in Appendix
IV-5. Appendix IV-7 is the revised pretest, reflecting
the new behavioral objectives. For example, sub-
heading A, "exposures," under objective #1, is
tested by questions #3, #20 and -P26. All of. these
questions are coded "1A", in the. left-hand margin of
the pretest.

Pretest Administered
The pretest was then administered to firefighters

in Rockford Fire Station Number Seven, which is
located outside of the cable system coverage. The
men assigned to that station perform the same tasks
and undergo the same training as men from other
fire stations in the ,city. Because they are beyond
reach of cable and could not participate in the ex-
periMental program via cable, the firefighters at
Station Number Seven participated as subjects for
pretesting and formative evaluation. A total of 15
men are assigned to the three shifts at that station.

Analysis of Pretest Results
The Field Director scored the pretest and ana-

lyzed the responses given by the men. Appendix IV-8
is the analysis of the pretest results for "Perimeter
Survey." Scores are listed for each indivylual fire-
fighter and a score for each objective and sub-
objective is tabulated.

A system was initiated to determine which objec-
tives -should receive priority in the development of
interactive items. Any objective for which the ques-
tions received scores lower than 75 percent were in-
cluded in the content of the tape and were the sub-
ject of an interactive item. The percentage figures
served as guidelines and were altered depending
upon test results and content area. The content of
questions scoring poorly in the retest was singled...
out for emphasis in the program .script. Affective
item results were also compiled and compared to
similar items fforn previous pretests.

Behavioral Objectives Second Revision
:The Field Director again revised the behavioral

objectives based upon the pretest analysis. Appen-
dix is the second revision of the behavioral ob-
jedtives for "Perimeter Survey." Based un the
pretest, objective #1 was revised into a more com-
pact format:"

Second Michigan Stafe University Review
The pretest results and the revised behavioral ob-

jectives were then reviewed at Michigan State Uni-
versity. Any discrepancies in the analysis were
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noted and, if appropriate, a third revision of the
behavioral objectives was suggested.. In the case of
the topic "Perimeter Survey," the second revision of
the behavioral objectives was not changed.

Script .First Draft
The Field Director then used the, revised

behavioral objectives and the pretest data to write
the first draft of the videotape, sript. An outline of
the material to be covered was formulated, and in-
teractive items were incorporated into the content.
Appendix IV-10 is the initial outline for the
videotape dealing with "Perimeter Survey." All of
the information pretested was then weighted, in ac-
cordance with the scheme outlined above, based on
the test scores and placed in the outline of material.

Appendix IV-11 is an analysis of the interactive .

videotape items dealing with "Perimeter Survey."
All objectives were, covered by interactive items dur-
ing -:the videotape experience.

Third Michigan State University Review
The first script draft was then sent to Michigan

State UniverSity where it was read and reviewed.
Objectives were matched with pretest results and
the script was edited for content clarity.

Consultant' Review ,/
At the same time, the script was)also given to con-

tent consultants, experienced in the content of the
field being discussed. Their read the script for, ac-
curacy of content.

Script' Second Draft
The Field Director then wrote the second draft of

the script based 'on the comments from Michigan
State University and the content consultants.

Fourth Michigan State University Review
and Final Script

The second draft of the script was sent to the
Michigan State University Project Director, who
made a final script review. The Field Director
finalized the script based on these comments.

Location Production
The basic production for each of the programs

was done in Rockford under the following plat':

(1) Each program would presikt a specific con-
tent area. The total series would be 10 to 15
programs.

(2) Each program length would be determined
by the content covered but would be scripted
to range between 30 and 40 minutes.
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(3) Each pr ram would incorporate as many
interac ve questions as possible. Interac-
tion , would occur at least once 'ever} five

minutes.
(4) Each program in the series would be capable

of use as a two-way interactive experience
and also as a traditional one -way. program.
(Thii would allow use of the series 'outside
the two-way technology for the one-way ex-
perimentalyersions and also in conventional
television systems where the two-way tech .
nology is not yet available.)

(5) Type faces for graphics would be stand-
ardized for visual cdntinuity.

(6) A modular , studio set design would be
employed to provide .a individual look to,
each program while retaining a series iden;
tity.

(7) A rear projection screen would be in-
corporated as one of the main elements of

the studio set to create visual reinforcement
as' material is presented and to facilitate
transitions.

(8) A professional television announcer would
be used as the on-camera presentor for con-
venience of production and communication
effectiveness.
Pacing mechanisms would be used in each
program to break the delivery of informa-
tion:

(g)

(a) A cartoon character named Godfrey to
present hiQtorical firefighting vignettes,

(b) mvsical interludes to provide back-
ground for visual review material or to
provide comic relief, and

(c) a voice. change (female to deliver the
questions and multiple clic ice options at
interactive points.

(10) All alphanumeric question:, would be

displayed with rdObackgrounds. The
computer-generated feedback and the in-
dication of the correct answers would be
displayed on blue, backgrounds. This would
be consistent over the entire series to cue
viewers to particular behaviors or expecte-

During development and production, The Field
Director acted as content researcher and writer. In
preparing scripts, a unique.script format was neces-
sary to accommodate tho computer and character
generated elements of tt e programs. Instead of the
usual television script Corm with audio ond video
columns, the two-way television script included a
third column at the far right with directions for the

computer. Had-the computer directions been includ-
ed in the a udio and video columns, they would have
interfered with the script reading during video pro-
duction. A sample script page is presented in
Chapter 5:Figuro 5-6.

The videotape was produced with five-second
"bridges" at the end of the presentation of the op-
tions for an interEictive question. These were simply
an extension of tie visual for five seconds without
audio. After an interaction and feedback display, it
permitted the computer to begin rolling the video-
tape prior to th3 point where it would switch the
'video output from character generator to videotape,
avoiding a roll.

During the production of the videotapes, the right
hand "computer column" was ignored except to in-
sert the five-second bridges. The column was not
used again until the lesson was timecoded and pro-
grammed for computer control.

The special script format and the five-second
bridges were the only special production arrange-
ments necessary to accommodate the two-Way tele-
vision presentation. (Since the firefighter training
series, University of Michigan, Rockford Public
Schools and SwedishAmerican Hospital producers
have easily adapted to the two-way production.)

After The initi script draft, the Producer at-
tempted to mok; the content into a cohesive .visual
experienc°. Visualizations and demonstrations were'
designed to emphasize the specific objectives. The
script drafts were also reviewed and revised by the
project advisors at the Rockford Fire Department
and Michigan State University.

A typical program averaged 40 minutes in length,
included 200 slides and a few minutes of motion pic-
ture film in addition to studio action. In some cases
the studio presentation included models, props and
`graphic displays. The average production sequence
necessary to create all these elements from start to
finish for each program was -10 to 12 weels. After
the third program in the series a graphic designer/
artist shared the workload with the producer. Be-
cause of the number of programs and the time
frame, it was necessary to work on two to three pro-
grams simultaneously, all in different stages of com-
pletion. This required the development of a' very
elaborate production status:board.-Below is an ex-
ample of the basic sequence of production events.

(1) Add production modifinatioos, to the final
draft of the script

(2) Hold script finalization meeting with writer
and production staff

(3) Storyboard scriptlayout words, number
slides, sketch diagrams -and describe all
photos (See example in Figure 4-3)
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(4) Create all checklists fei location shooting of
slides- and film, -gratp,hic type specifications,
color art graphics, studio models

(5) Prepare and proof typesetting list
(6) Paste-up and proofread type ,

(7) Revise storyboard pendizig location shooting
of appropriate examples of content

(8) Keyline diagrams and symbols
(9) Create color art (Godfrey and/or diagra

(10) Copy and mount photographs
(11) Run through program elements with Fire

Department advisors
(12) Revise as necessary from advisors' critique
(13) Complete all production elements
(14) Run through again to check all production

and content elements
(15) Revise script pending corrections from run-,

through
(16) Duplicate and 'distribute script 20 days

before studio production
(17) Type Teleprompter copy
(18) Produce all corrections and revisions

slide/filmigraphics /

(19) Run through a final time of all program
elements by staff and advisors

(20) Package program for travel to studio pro-
duction center

Status boards were designed to track each program
through its various stages of development. The
scheduling of work and production dates had to be
done over an extended period to allow enough time
to accomplish all these steps.

All production work was 'done in a temporary
studio constructed next to the Project Field Office at
Fire Station -Number Two in Rockford. (See Figure

1 4-4.)

Studio Production
All of the studio and post production was done in

the WKAR Television studios at Michigan State
University. The performance and credibility of the
on-camera precentor had been pretested with fife-,
fighters who were not included in the experiment in
Rockford by_ using a television training program-he
made for, the. Michigan State Police. He scored very
well on all the criteriacredibility, likeability and
style. For audio pacing and interest, another distinc-
tive voice was used to narrate the Godfrey historical
vignettes and a third voice, female, to narrate all

questions and answer options. Natural sound and
musical openings, bridges and closings were also
used.

Since the 'Producer arrived at WKAR-TV with
essentially a prepackaged program the primary
problem was to communicate the program style and
detail to the production staff. The WKAR pro-
ducer/directors were assigned to the prefire plan-
ning productions on a rptating basis. The assistant
director, however, remained throughout providing
continuity to the production functions.

Formative Evaluation and Revision
After production of the videotape based upon'the

finalized script, formative evaluation took place at
Station Number Seven (which was not a test station
in the final. experiment). Firefighters on all three
shifts viewed-the videotape, using answer sheets to
respond to the interactive items. The Field Director
Observed as the firefighters viewed the tape and
noted any reaction to the content presented or to
treatment of material:

After the .viewings, the Field Director conducted
informal debriefings with the firefighters aid listed
their comments concerning the program. These ses-
sions lasted approximately half an hour and all
firefighters present were asked to contribute to the
discussions. (See Appendix IV-12.)

Additionally, the program was viewed by person-
nel at the Rockford Fire Academy, by project con-
sultants and by on-campus researchers. The Field..
Director mited.comments by the first two. Michigan
State University researchers sent their comments to
the field office in writtenform. (Appendix IV-13.)

Finally, input, from all sources was combined into
a concise list. The comments were reviewed point-
by-point by the Project Director and the Field Office.
A disposition for each comment was determined four
weeks before the scheduled date for final revision in
the studio. (Appendix IV-14.)

The Producer then returned to the studio and
modified the program into the decided-upon form. If
a program was to undergo extensive modification;
this required the creation of additional graphics and
of new Or partially new segments. After modifica-
tion, the videotape was again viewed by the Fire
Academy, project consultants, Michigan State
University researchers and the field office. If 'the
revisions met the desired goal, the program was con-
sidered complete and usable on she two-way cable
television system.
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Chapter 5
Minicomputer Hardware and
Software Design'

The introduction of two-way cable communication
technologSr permits the development of a new. in-
structional system which combines the advantages
of television and Computer-aided instruction for
potentially large populations at relatively low cost.
The design of the minicomputer:based two-way
cable instructional system began with three basic.
objectives: (1) to deliver instructional lessons via a
two-way cable television system using a push-button
response pad to transmit student interactions; (2) to
place all phases of lesson administration under
minicomputer control, providing a completely auto-
mated lesson processor system). (This included in-
tegration. of .videotaPed material with character-
generated displays, ;polling of student interaction
and maintenance of student records.) and (3) to
develop a system that could be easily adapted to any
subject with system instructions that could be
understood by noncomputer personnel.
. The entire instructional system 'represents a com-
bination of complex hardware and software. The
hardware necessary to support instructional pro-
grams of this kind begins with a viable two-way
cable television system, to which is added
minicomputer-controlled video origination equip-
ment. The software must coordinate the processing
of a series of lessons. including control of all
necessary video equipment -and monitoring of stu-

olent interactive response, in real time. The hard-
:ware and software configurations for the Rockford
'experiments were designed to accommodate the
simultaneous administration of two different lessons
over separatErvideo channels.'

System Overview
The Michigan Stale University /Rockford digital-

return, two-way cable communication system in the
firefighter training experiment uses response pads
designed by Coaxial Scientific Corporation at a

1. This chapter was written princii3ally by Martin Block, Jayne Zenaty.
John Eulenberg, MiChael Gorbutt and Eric Smith.
2. Diring the actual firefighter experiment, however, only one lesson was
run at a time.
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small-quantity cost of $150 each. These terminals
are much lower in cost than the $300 terminals used
in post other systems. They are modified standard
cable television channel converters `(Jerrold SX-2).
Each standard converter has 12 push-button
switches and a three-position band switch, normally
used for selecting up to 36 cable channels. The
adapted converter has. in addition, a four-position
response mode switch. a response transmit button
and a response indicator light. The response mode
switch can be set to the normal channel selection
mode. or to one of three designated response
channels. (Figure 5-1.)

a C a II Izttl zt a

UJ liz:16,-10.1V.. =
04wi.,1;k:41%. .4.4 4iv*IR

4 ..1.,
,,:

Figure 5-1. Response terminal. Modified Jerrold SX-2 channel
converter. t

When a' response channel is selected, the 12 push-
button switches and band switch function as an
alphanumeric keyboard, whose symbols may be ar-
bitrarily assigned. (e.g., a template may be placed
over the keyboard to provide specific operation
instructions). The terminal's transmitter continu-
ously sends a 16-bit data word to the -computer
controlled receiver located at .the headend. This
data word reports the status, of the keyboard and
function switches, as well as other pertinent in-
formation. When a user _wishes to transmit an
upstream response, he or she depresses the cor-
responding push-button switch and then depresses
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the response transmit button. This sets r. response
bit in the data word for a short time, during which
the response indicater light is illuminated.

In order to accommodate a- large number of ter-
minals, the cable network is accessed by the tech-
nique known as area multiplexing described briefly

In Chapter 2. In'thi's technique, the network is divid-
ed into a number of primary" sectors. each further
divided into secondary sectors. The:upstream signal
from each primary and secondary. ,sector is passed
by digitally controlled in-line code-operited
switches (COSs). At any one time. the computer can
scan a Secondary sector of up to 200 terminals, ad-
dressed by selecting a combination of one primary
and one secondary switch. Each terminal within is
secondmi'sector has its own unique frequency. The
computer-controlled receiver tunes in on this fre-
quency in order to read the data word from the ter-
minal.

The minicomputer which controls the system is a
General Automation SPC-16/65 with 64K 16-bit word <

memory: real time operating, system; 10 megaWord
disk storage; and necessary peripheral equiprnent,
controllers and interfaces. This is 'shown-4n Figure
5-2 in diagram and photograph. An essentialcompo-
nent in the headend hardware configuration is a
timecode generator/reader, used to synchronize
videotaped lessons with their. corresponding com-

Figure 5-2. SYSTEM CONFIGURATION

puter interactions. The Michigan State Univers-
ity/Rockford system's Shintron 367 timecode unit
communicates with the computer via a video inter-
face module designed and built for the project at
Michigan State University's Artificial Language
Laboratory. For coputer-generated text, the
system uses a character generator which provides.
four different software-selectable color back-
grounds. The computer also controls a video switch
which selects either the video-cassette recorder
player (VCR) or the- character generator as the
source of the out-going video signal. Terminal data is
collected using a transmitter and scanning receiver
designed by Coaxial Scientific Co 'rporation.
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.-MinicOmputerSysterri

The minicomputer system conga& of the Minicom-
,!Puter and various : rferipheral devices and con-
trollers as shown in Figure 5-3. The General Automa-
tion Sit-16/65 is configured using the General
Automation RTOS II real time disk based operating

isystein.
The lninicorhputer itself, designed as a general

purpose machine, .lias 65,536 words 'of 16-bit core
1emory-and a 960 ns memory cycle-time. The mini-
computer feattirek the extended proceisor *ion

; 'which adds hardware multiply and divide, and fore-
": ground and background processor capability; and

the real time ifailsafe grohp which provides a real
time Clock operation; 'monitor alarm, system safe
line and Power fail restart.interrupts. Also included

RTOS:II paCkage is a disk stcirage-tisizacity of
5.0 'million. words (16 bits) With an average access
time of. 60 ma. The disk storage drives consist of two

its with one fixed'and one removablepack on each
't:;Data on the disks is formatted 400 words per

sectorwith eight-sectors per track.
The controldevice for the system is a Hazeltine

2000 CRT terminal connected to the system using a
9600 baud line. The ASR-33 Teletype unit is used
talirnarily for system maintenance but can also .be
used as a backup system control device..

. The 400 card per minute card reader reads stand-
ard 80-column Cards' and is used to configure the
system, input programs and up mate and maintain ap-
plication disk files. The 200 line per minute line
printer uses standard ASCII code and prints up to
132 columns ofve-by-seven dot matrix character_
style with six-.or eight lines Ks inch spacing. The
line printer is used in most system operations, and
also provides the hard copy results of interactive
lesson administration and other reports. The card
reader and line printer were supplied by General
AutoMation es an option to the RTOS II package. For
a more detailed description of this equipment, refer
to the General Automation'SPC-16 System, eference
Mantel. 61.

The special controllers necessary to interface the
scanning receiver and COS transmitter were built
and .supplied by Coaxial Scientific Corporation. The
controllers necessary to interfacethe headend video
equipment and the minicomputer are standard
General Automation general pupose input/output
controllers. A moI detailed discussion of the func-
lions of thesiapdial.controllers follows.

,

Heidend Video Equipment
Video equipment at the cable system headend in-

cludes two Sony VO-2600 VCRS; two charaCter gen-
erators (Telemation and 3M) for alphanumeric
message display; two Shintron, 367 timecode units
for recording and reading .timecocles on the video-
tapes; and the Michigan State University Tirnecode

..Interface and Video Switcher Controller which
enables the minicomputer to control and receide
timecode data from the ,VCRs, as well as to control
all VCR functions and th6 outgoing video signal-. (See
Figure 5-2.)

The Michigan State University Tirnebode Inter-
face and, Video Switcher provides the necessary link
betWeen minicomputer and video equiPment :which
makes the two-way instructional system completely
computerized: (See- Figure 5-4:) It enables syn-
ahronization of the videotape and computer opera-
tions forThe interactive lessons:

.. The timing operation begins,by pre-recording the
SMPTE timecode information on the first audio track.

- of each Videotape using the timecode reader/
generator. Hoiirs, minutes,'. seconds and frarnis of
-tape time are digitally encoded for each frame of the
videotape. During the actual lesson administraitiOn,
the timecode track of the videotape is played back
and decoded by the timecode reader, and predented
to the interface unit in multiplexed form. The inter-
laCe !unit &multiplexes the data and makes it avail
able to the minicomputer. The minicomputer. is pre-,
programMed with times at which interactive items
are to occur during a lesson. The lesson processor ,
program which coordinates the leison adrninistra-
tion continuously- checks the running timecode sup
plied by the Interface against the pre-programmed

. interactive codes. If- they are equal, the processor
executes a routine for interactions.

A key feature of interactive items is instantofeed-'.
back provided by the computer- in the form. of
character-generated messages. In order to provide
this display, the videotape must be paused, and the
Video output hne switched to the character gen-
erator. The Interface - Video. Switcher provides this
capability by sending signals to the VCR through -an
external IOS (General Automation's Input/Output .

System) driver. In this manner, signals of forward, 0
stop, rewind, fast forward, pause,. VCR video source
and Character-generated video source can be sent to
the VCR by the minicomputer.

A more technical discussion of-the interface may
be found in Appendix V-1.
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Figure 5.4. SYSTEM CABLING TIMECODE INTERFACE AND VIDEO SViITCHER
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System Software 7

The software resident on the minicomputer, writ-
ten in FORTRAN and General Automation assembler
CAP-16, supports not only the administration of in-
teractive video lessons, but also provides complete
facilities for preparing computer interaction scripts
and files for each lesson, for maintaining a working
image of the cable network, and for managing stu-
dent records and preparing statistical reports on
Completed interactive lessbns. (See Figure 5-5.) The
system desig provides completely automated lesson
administratio requiring the headend operator
merely to loa the current lesson videotape into the
VCR and to i itiate the lesson processor program by
entering the lesson, name and number via the CRT
keyboard.

Lesson Processor Preparation

The lesson processor program ($LESSON)' con-
sists of 40 subroutine modules which control hard-''
ware functions, file access, terminal addressing,
log-ins and scanning, timing and lesson summaries.
Six user - created data files must be established by
system utility' software in preparation for lesson ad-
ministration by $LESSON: (1) NETWORK_- a list of
all primary and secondary COSs and terminals in
the cable system; (2) TIMECODE - an array of time-
codes marking interactive cueing points; (3)

RECORD - a file of student responses For the lesson;
(4) IDENT - a list' otspecific information for a lesson;
(5) ITEM - series of parameters for each interac-
tive item in the lesson; and (6) TEXT - question and
response texts to be displayed by the character
generator during a lesson. .

The NETWORK File

NETWORK' is an indexed sequential access.
(ISAM) file, .established by using General Autqma-:
tion's File Management System (FMS), which con,'
tains a listing of all possible terminals which might
be scanned during the lesson administration. An in-

teger array, it can accommodate up to 60 six-word
listings which' contain the number and frequency
of both primary and secondary code-operated
switches, as well as the terminal frequency and fire
station. Terminals can be added or deleted from the
file ,at any time using the system utility program
$SYU.

The TIMECODE File

TIMECODE is an FMS ISAM file of videotape
timecodes which are used to synchronize the video

1.' The GA minicomputer executive system designates maio programs by a

"S" preceding the lesson name.

lesson with its corresponding computer interactions.
A timecode generator/reader interfaced with the

'minicomputer records and reds the timecodes on
audio channel 1 of a dual-track videocassette. Each
reCord in the TIMECODE file, an integer array for
each lesson, can accommodate 80 four-word
timecode va'res which contain lesson number',
minutes, seconds and frames for each cueing point.

The operator creates the TIMECODE files for a
particular lessonby using utility program $VIDCU2.
While viewing the videotape; console key is depress-
ed at each point of interaction, causing the tiinecode
.reader to read the timecode, which is then stored in
the TIMECODE array. During the actual lesson ad-
ministration, this TIMECODE array will be checked
against the running timecode on the videocassette to
locate interactive points, which occur wheh the two
timecodes are equal. These points include: (1) the
initial point to switch to the videotape and begin the
lesson: (2) the point to start looking for audience
response for ?a normal question; (3) the point to
display feedback for each normal question; (4) the
point to start looking for responses for quick quizzr:s;
(5) the point to display a quiz score at the end of the
quiz; (6) the point to display a lesson score; and (7)

the point to end the lesson and rewind the tape.

The RECORD File
The RECORD file contains a byte array called

ANSWER for each lesson, which contains a listing of
responses to each interactive item by ID code, -a
"key" of correct answers for the lessons and an at-
tendance code. The array can accommodate 126 stu-
dent sub-records per lesson; the first sub-record is
used for the "key." Bytes 1-3 of each sub-record con-
tain the student's ID code, while bytes 6-30 contain
responses for each item. Byte 4 is used to indicate
the status of the student for the particular lesson (0
if ID has not taken the lesson; terminal number if ID'
is currentlytaking the lesson; blank if ID has taken
the lesson). The utility program $RECORD estah;
lishes an empty record array for-each lesson using a
roster of student ID's to create each sub-record; the
lesson processor fills in the key and 'student re-
sponges in the course of lesson'administration. Soft-
ware to change student responses, and to add or
delete an ID code from a lesson record, is also
available.

The LEAF Programthe IDENT, ITEM
and TEXT Files

.LEAF (Language for Educators And Firefighters)
is a computer language developed especially for use

2. Since no videotaped lesson was longer than one hour. the "hours"
portion of the SMPTE timecode was used to encode the lesson number.
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in the Michigan State University-itocicford instruc-
tional highly user-oriented and Eillows
the lesson author to convey information about inter-
active items in the lesson to the lesson processor. A

Michigan State University-designed LEAF compiler
processes each LEAF lesson program, establishing
the IDENT, ITEM and TEXT files used by $LESSON.

A LEAF program consists of three sections: Ini-
tialization, Configuration and Report. The LEAF for-
mat is designed so that. the Configuration section
parallels the audio-video production script for the
corresponding lesson. Figure 5-6 presents a com-
plete LEAF program for that lesson. A sample page
from an actual lesson script is given in Figure 5-7.

Figure 5-6. SAMPLE LEAF PROGRAM

IDENT

THIS IS A SAMPLE LEAF PROGRAM
.* FOR THE LESSON ON VERTICAL

STRUCTURES, WHICH IS RNOGRAM 4.

INITIALIZATION SECTION

NAME: VERTICAL STRUCTURES
ILIST: 10

DATE: 012777
AUTHOR: ERIC
ROLL: MASTER
GENERATE

SMITH

* CONFIGURATION SECTION

THE FIRSy,6 ITEMS ARE MULTIPLE

CALL
ITEM I .M(2.4,3)
HEAD WHAT PERCENTAGE OF THESE

FIRES OCCURRED ABOVE
THE 5TH FLOOR?
A. 27%
.8. 35%
C. 44:
D. 53%
I,X
2 M(1.3.2)
IDENTIFY THE STRUCTURE

FOIL
FOIL
FOIL
FOIL
ECHO
ITEM
HEAD
FOIL

FOIL
FOIL
ECHO

*

*

ITEM
ECHO
ITEM
'ECHO
ITEM
HEAD

0.

C..

1,x

OPEN STAIRWAY
ENCLOSED STAIRWAY
SMOKE-PROOF TOYER

ITEMS 3 AND 4 USE AN EXTERNAL
VIDEO SOURCE. THEY DO HOT HAVE
HEAD OR FOIL STATEMENTS

3 M(5.4.I)
10(
4 M(5,4,4)
',X
5 M(2.4.2)
WHICH OF THE FOLLOWING
STATEMENTS IS TRUE?

FOIL A. THIS ELEVATOR HAS
FIREMAN'S SERVICE

FOIL 6. THIS ELEVATOR WAS HOT.
DESIGNED FOR FIRE
DEPT. OPERATION

CHOICE

e\FOIL C. THIS ELEVATOR HAS A
PHOTO CELL TO DETECT
FIRES

FOIL D THE FIREMAN'S SERVICE
KEY WILL OPERATE THIS
ELEVATOR, .

ECH I.X
ITEM 6 M(4,3.1)
HEAD WHAT IS THE LOCATION OF

THE -ELEVATOR?
FOIL

A MAIN FLOOR WEST LOBBY
FOIL ..8 BASEMENT LOADING DOCK
FOIL C. 1ST FLOOR LAUNDRY ROOM
ECHO I.X
*

* THE NEXf TWO ITEMS ARE DICHOTOMY ITEMS

ITEM 7 D(2,1)
HEAD DOES THIS ELEVATOR HAVE

FIRE 'DEPARTMENT_ SERVICE?
A. YES'
B. NO

I,X
8 D(2,2)
WHAT IS THE TYPE OF THE
ELEVATOR?

FOIL A. HYDRAULIC
-FOIL B. CABLE-SUPPOR
ECHO I,X
ITEM 9 M(3.4.4)
HEAD WHICH FLOORS DOES THIS

ELEVATOR SERVICE?
FOIL

FOIL
FOIL
ECHO
ITEM
HEAD

C.

A 1ST FLOOR - 12TH FLOOR
FOIL B '1ST FLOOR - 7TH FLOOR
FOIL C BASEMENT - 12TH FLOOR
FOIL. D BASEMENT -.7TH FLOOR
ECHO I,X
is

* QUICK QUIZ ITEM IS NEXT
*
ITEM 10 1.1(5.:1.2,1.2.3,2,3.2,3.1.3)
STOP
*
* REPORT SECTION

REPORT
TITLE
HIST
FRED
END
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Figure 54. AUDIOVIDEOMPUTER PRODUCTION SCRIPT LESSON 4 "VERTICAL STRUCTURES"

VIDEO AUDIO \ COMPUTER

Take slide of question mark.

2shit wkh talent, down stage wkh R.P.

over right shouldr,

.

Lap several slides of enclosed stairway,

(36,37,38)

SUPER: IDENTIFY THIS STRUCTURE

(LP., 39)

Hold lastslide, Lose iuper,/ - ,

,,,,
,,,,

Siperi Wipe (40, R.P.)

A. OPEN STAIRWAY

B. ENCLOSED,STAIR C.,
C. SMOKEPROOF TOWER

(Hold 10 sec.)

Take talent in studio (1141) with RI,

First slide of enclosed stairway on R.P.

Dissolve through slides of enclosed stair-

way. F.C. (42,43)

SUPER: "B. ENCLOSED STAIRWAY,"

H.P. (44)

,

HUES. VOICE:

Now that we have looked at stairways,

enclosed stairways and smokeproof

lowers, lot's see If you can identify the

following structures,

Here is a look at a structure In a high-

rise building,

Notice the diagram which shows its lam

lion.

What type of vertical structure have we

Just looked at?

A., open stairway

B., an enclosed stairway, or

a smokeproof tower?

BEEPS

TALENT:

Now, let's take a look at the pictures

again.

Notice that this structure is completely

enclosed and Is separated from the rest

of the building by single firerated doors.

,This is an enclosed stairway. You should

have selected choice B.

,

,

,

.

. Stop Tape.

COMPUTERCHARACTER GE ERATOR

FEEDBACK BY CODES

Start Tape;

\

.

,

,



t The Initialiiation Section consists of a list of
statements which contain the name of the lesson.
number of interactive items in a lesson, the date,
lesson author, equipment used during the lesson and
whether the interactive item text will be displayed
by the character generator. A maximum of 14 allow-
able equipment codes is permitted. The piesence of
a GENERATE statement is a signal to the LEAF com-
piler to store question and answer texts as a record
for that lesson in the TEXT file. All inforination ob-
tained in the Initialization section .for a particular
lesson is stored by LEAF as a record in the IDENT

file.
The Configuration Section contains an ITEM

BLOCK for each interactive question in the lesson.
giving the ordinal of the current item, type of ques-
tion (multiple choice, ranking, dichotomy, quick
quiz), color for the background of any character-
generated text, number of foils and the correct
answer. This information is stored for each item in-
each lesson as a record in the FMS file ITEM.' If the
text of each item is to be displayed by the character
generator (indicated in the Initialization section),
the ITEM BLOCK also includes HEAD and FOIL
statements, which give the text for each item. stored
in the TEXT file. Each HEAD and FOIL can occupy
two 30-character lines,, with a maximum TEXT file
size for each lesson of five disk sectors.

The final configuration section command is ECHO.

an option which allows for immediate response feed-
back 'after an interaction has occurred. ECHO in-
formation, passed to the lesson processor. via FMS

file IDENT, displays via the character generator a
breakdown of student responses to each item in var-
ious formats: for each foil, the number of percentage
of 'respondents, or if desired, a listing of their ID
codes. (See Feedback #1, #2 and #3, Chapter 3.)

The Report Section isu series of statements speci-
fying the types reports to be generated at
the headend at t end of the lesson: 'TITLE prints
IDENT information, current data and time, and a list

. of .individuels participating in the lesson: FREQ
prints a frequency distribution of items, while ANAL
prints an. item analySis and HIST calls for a cumu-
lative frequency distribution of items. For the
Rockford firefighter training experiment, these com-
mands were inoperative. Report generation was in-
cluded as part of the.main lesson processor pro-
gram.

Once the six system files have been established.
system information about the lesson is completed.,
The lesson may be shown at any, time by inputting
the lesson name and number to the lesson processor
program $LESSON. The program accesses all of the
stored data and manages all interactions, including
starting and stopping the VCR, transferring video

output to the character, generator, scanning the ter-.

minals and providing instant response feedback.
The processor program also updates the student
RECORD file.

The Lesson Processor ($LESSON)

To begin execiging a lesson, $LESSON' (See Figure
5-8) first retrieves necessary lesson information
from FMS files IDENT, ITEM, TEXT, NETWORK and
TIMECODE and, creates ,appropriate arrays for the
data. Next, in preparation for the log-in procedure,
it switches video output to the character generator
through the computer-controlled video switcher.

The log-in procedure, during which respondents
enter a three-letter ID code, one letter at a time, us-
ing their response terminals, is one of the more com-
plicated routines of the lesson processor in terms of

hardware/software interaction. The subroutine
LOGIN, ,which calls eight other subroutines during
execution, controls the operation, which first writes
a log-in message to respondents on the character
generator and sets a five-minute fiat for the
procedure to be completed. The program then used
NETWORK file information to set scanning flags for
all terminals in the system to be scanned.

The scanning routines begin by addressing the
primary and secondary COSs controlling each net-
work sector (refer to Chapter 2), by sending a signal
at the correct frequency to open the corresponding
switches. The individual terminals in each sector
are then scanned for data, which are de-coded and
converted to their computer code equivalent. Ap-
propriate signal level checks are made to insure
good transmission of data.

Since the log-in procedure involves a three-letter
ID, each terminal must be scanned three times to
collect the full identification code. A respondentcan
cancel an erroneous entry and log-in again with the
correct ID. More than one respondent can log-in

from a single terminal; subsequent responses from
that terminal during the lesson are credited to each
member of the group. Each three-letter code is
checked against the master list of ID's from the stu-
dent RECORD file and displayed on the television
screen by the. character generator to confirm that
the log-in has been accomplished. In addition, the
routine stores the terminalnumber of each respond-
ent in the. attendance byte of 'his subrecord in the
ANSWER array to indicate that the student is cur-
rently taking the lesson.

Having completed the log-in, the lesson processor
sends a forward command to the VCR, and the
lesson videotape begins. At this point the processor
begins checking the current time codes on the
videotape with the next sequential value in the
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TIMECODE array. T s timing sequence continues
until the running Urn ode equals or exceeds the
stored timecode value. The pointer in the timecode
array js then advanced and the processor begins an

. interactive item.
At each interactive point in the lesson, the pro-

. cessor retrieves necessary 'question information,
such as question type, number of foils, background
color and ECHO information from the ITEM file.
Scanning flags are set for those terminals entered
during the log-in; the program then scans those ter-
minals for responses and stores answers inthe data
array ANSWER. Questions and foils are included as
part of the lesson videotapes in the Rockford fire-
fighter experiment. If all terminals transmit
responses while the question is displayed on the run-
ning videotape, the tape is paused only when
character-generated feedback is requested through
the LEAF ECHO option. However, if respondents are

BEGIN SCAN OF

TERMINALS

NO

HAVE

ALL TERMI- .

NALS RESPONDED

OR HAVE 30 SECS

ELAPSED?

slow in transmitting their answers, the processor
stops the tape and switches the video output to the
character generator, which displays question and
foils retrieved from the TEXT file. (See Figure 5-9.)
In either case, the time at which the tape should be
paused is found as a cueing point in the TIMECODE
array. The processor also checks for missed re-
sponses from each terminal. If a respondent fails to
register on two consecutive items, the'scanning flag
for that ID is turned off, and the terminalls no longer
scanned" for data. This option -was frequently used
during ,the Rockford experiment, when firefighters
left their station in response to a fire alarm!

If the lesson author requested immediate item
feedback in the LEAF program, it is displayed by the
ECHO routine. Depending on,the specified user op-

. tion, ECHO checks the ANSWER array for alliesson
respondents and displays the information in the
chosen format; e.g., number responding to each foil,

Figure 5-9. EXECUTION OF AN INTERACTIVE ITEM
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^,ODE FOR PAUSING
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percentage responding to each foil, individual
responses by ID code. The routine pauses the video-
tape (if it has not already been paused during the,
scan) and switches video output to the character
generator to display the feedback. At the end of the
display, the processor releases the videotape, waits
fiye seconds and then returns video output to the
videobassette player. 'This masks the jumpy video
signal which occurs when the VCR is taken off
pause. The videotape lesson continues until the next
interactive point is found by the timing program.

In addition to processing single interactive items,
LEAF is also designed to permit a series of questions
in rapid succession, with limited response time,
uninterrupted by feedback between questions. This
"quick quiz" option, first designated in the LEAF
program for the lesson, is identified to the lesson
processor at the time of the interaction. A special
scan, which allows only five seconds per response
and does not stop the videotape, records answers.
At the end of the quiz, a cumulative ECHO reports
percentage scores for the entire quiz.

When it has executed the given number of interac-
tive items in the lesson, the processor begins its clos-
ing operations. A printed lesson. summary is gener-
ated, listing individual scores and item-by-item
response, as well as an item analysis of test ques-
tions. The ECHO routine displays a final percentage
score for each student taking t3le lesson, and then, in
the firefighter training application, computes and
displays the average score for each firefighter on a

- particular shift. In addition, the processor transfers
student responses in the data array ANSWER to per-
manent disk storage on file RECORD. As its last tim-
ing function, the processor checks for the end of the
tape, issues apprepriats,atamands to the VCR to
"stop and then rewindlhe tape and sends an end-of-
lesson message to students via the character
generator.

Summary r
The minicomputer software system described

here _combines the advantages of television and
computer-aided instruction for potentially large
numbers of students at relatively low cost. Using

technological, developMents in two-way cable
delivery and computer-hardware interfaces, the
system automates the interactive lesson administra-
tion and maintains accurate, uprto-date records of
student attendance and progress throughout an en-
tire series of lessons. At the present time, with cur-
rent terminal,addressing systems, video equipment,
minicomputer memory and the "mass" character of
the audience, the interactions in each lesson are, of
necessity, limited. The full dimensions of computer-
assisted instruction, with more complicated branch-
ing, repetition and feedback, remain to be exploied
and developed for use by two-way cable television'
systems.

The present system has been employed to provide
in-service training of firefighters and teachers in.
Rockford, Illinois. SYsteni components, .such as 'file
structures, the LEAF language and compiler, and
the lesson processor itself are designed for easy
adaptability to any type of instructional lesson and
are readily understandable by non-computer per-
sonnel.

For a complete description of the Michigan State
University-Rockford system software configura-
tion, refer to a separate volume to this report, which
contains complete programming documentation. (2)

Notes Chapter

(1) General Automation, Inc., SPC-16/65 System Refer-
ence (88A00243A-D), February 1974.

(2) Martin P. Block, John B. Eulenberg, Eric S. Smith and
Jayne W. Zenaty, Michigan State University-Rockford
Two-Way Cable Project: Minicomputer System Soft-
ware. Volume III, Final Report, NSF Grant No. APR
75-14286, June 1978.
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able System Technology and
'Performance'

:Upstream Response
Transmission Equipment.

The Michigan State University-Rockford Cable
Project represents the successful application of the
first and second generation two-way cable tech-
nology described in Chapter 2. The Rocyord\Cable-
iision plant is a four quadrant, qgle trunk line
cable system. The upstream response subsystem
consists of control devices at the cable syStem head-
end, primary code-operated switches- (P-COS), sec-
ondary code-operated switches (S-COS), L response
terminals and test end-of-line test oscillat rs (ELO).
(See Figure 6-1.) The two COSs generate identifica-
tion, signals which are used to confirm their activa-
tion. These signals are transmitted to the cable
system headend along with an FSK-modulated ter-
minal Signal and the ELO signal.

The Rockford system departs from usual system
design in one important respectthe feeder cable
upstream path passes only the 5 to 10.5 MHz spec-
trum, while frequencies of 12.5 MHz and above are
attenuated by 25 db or more. The trunk cable passes
the full 5 to-30 MHz, which includes the feederdata
signals. This feeder cable bandwidth' limiting,
`together with the technique of feeder !switching
developed by Coaxial Scientific Corporation, and
quadrant switching, has brought electrical inter-
ference, short-wave signal intrusion and system
amplifier-cascade noise down'own to manageable levels.

The minicomputer discussedin Chapter15 sequen-
tially interrogates the response terminals in the field
by (1) transmitting coded FSK (frequency shift
keyed) signals at 112 MHz to addressable! receivers
located in the 13-COSs and S-COSs, which select
quadrant and amplifier, and (2) by tuning one-by-
one through the various terminal FSK signals, identi-
fying each terminal by its unique combination of
COS, ELO and terminal frequencies.

All return .signals from each quadrant, shown in
Figure 6-2, are split to allow use of television Chan-
nels T-8 or T-9, and of non-switched data signals
in the T-10 band to be used separately, while the

1. This chapter was written principally by James Wright
and Robert Yadon.

Martin Block

switched feeder return signals are isolated by a
5 to 10.5 MHz low pass ifilter and routed to a diode
switch operated by the minicomputer-controlled P-
COS. A P-COS identifying tone is made to go through
this switch as verification of its operation. Feeder-
return diode-switch outputs from all quadrants are
brought together (with only bne "on" at a time), and
after passing through a second filter and an ampli-
fier, are fed to the FSK receiver.

At any instant of terminal interrogation, about
4,000 feet of feeder cable, 9,000 feet of trunk cable
and 15,000 feet of subscriber service cable (i.e., 40
subscribers) are "on" and are a potential source of
short-wave radio or electrical interference. The
system is designed to survey only one quadrant of
the plant at a time, which. drastically reduces
upstream, on-line interference from the remaining
three quadrants. In addition, during this experi-
ment, the amount of feeder cable and the sub-
scribers-per-amplifier count. were both low due to
the "turning-up" of only enough amplifiers to create
the desired return path. A normal fully operational
amplifier would have about 8,000 feet of feeder and
65 subscribers with an ingress-exposure factor
about twice as large.

The amplifier and S-COS configuration used in
Rockfords shown in Figure 6-3. A Magnavox 4-MS-2
series amplifier was factory modified (1) to limit the
feeder return, to the 5 to 10.5 MHz frequency band,
and (2) to include a feeder return disable capability
which is accessed through the amplifier's unused
seventh port. A modified COS incorporates the FSK
receiver and addressable logic which provides the
control voltage to the feeder return switch. This S-
COS also injects a special frequency into the return
path which functions for test and identification pur-

1 poses. Finally, the terminal, as shown in Figure 5-1
of Chapter 5, houses an FSK transmitter which is
"on" all the time and which is modulated by ac-
tivating any of several push-buttons, including the
added transmit button, on the modified Jerrold SX-2.
This causes a data word, which is also continuously
transmitted; to change its content accordingly. The
ELO is a test signal transmitter located, as its name
implies, at the end of the line. This signal is simply
monitored for its presekce and amplitude.
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Figure H. QUADRANT MULTIPLEXING
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Figure 6-3. COS/AMPLIFIER STATION
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Distribution Plant Design
Precautions

In anticipation of the then known problems atten-
dant to two-way cable, Rockford Cablevision system
designers were especially attentive to factors which
could contribute to cabld interference intrusion (or
ingress) and'affect the upstream signals.

The active and passive equipment selected for the
system (amplifiers, directional couplers, tap-off
units, power-insertion units) had high RF shielding
over the entire frequency spectrum, from well below
5 MHz to well above 300 MHz. A shielding effective-
ness of 140 to 150 db was the minimum acceptable
rating. Trunk and feeder cable fittings had similar
shielding ratings accomplished in part by using

'available steel cable insert sleexies. It was important
that the fitting seize and hold the cable so securely
that the two became as one so as to' prevent any
relative movement: Too much pressure would result
in metal deforMation and "cold-flow," so it was im-
portant that torque wrenches be used to tighten all
fittings. As a further precaution against fitting pro-
blems., the Rockford system uses two full-sized, flat-
bottonied expansion-loops at each utility pole. This
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provides more protect;9n than necessary to prevent
cable rupture from flexing fatigue, but it virtually
eliminates forces acting on the fittings from cable
flexing, twisting and expansion and vibration, there-
by removing the major cause of loose fittings.

Service drops are the most difficult of potential in-
terference ingress sources to control; first, because
there are more miles of such cable, and second,
because the system is at the mercy of the subscriber
after the cable enters the home. The subscriber will
very likely abuse the cable near the TV set, due to
normal home activities, with the result that system
shielding can approach zero at this point.

Rockford selected the eight-mil bonded construc-
tion type of cable as the only one available at the
time which provided sufficient shielding at low cost.
Long ferruled fittings using a hex-crimp crimp-ring
were selected, and the cable was,,installed using
loops which, in this application, were designed to
prevent vibration from causing metal fatigue. At the
groUnd-block, the eight-mil cable ended and a

-double-braided cable continued on to the wall-plate



and to the, matching.transformer. In a final effort tc
minimize "ingress," TV matching transformers of
the "high-pass" variety were selected, and in the
case of 75 ohm sets, a separate high-pass filter was
installed. These devices provide a low frequency re-
jection of 25 to 40 db reading from 30 to 5 MHz.

-Cable,System Performance

The manufacturer's specifications for upstream
television signals call for return amplifier output
levels of .+30 dbmv for four channels: This level
generates extremely *w intermodulation products
and, in the Rockford system of switched feeders,
results in an intrinsic signal-to-noise ratio of about
50 db. A change in-level setting techniques should be
mentioned here, in which one uses the return ampli-
fier inputs as the equalization and control point,
rather than the amplifier outputs, as in normal for-
ward transmission. This is mandated by the multi-
plicity of signal sources arriving at the amplifier via
different paths of random lengths and attenuations.

The +30 dbmv television- signal was used as the
starting point and four such signals accepted as the
desired amplifier loading. By assuming a 9 db gain
as required for a "worst case' situation, an
amplifier input of +21 dbmv for television becomes
the specified level' for the trunk return-amplifier
television signal inputs.

Assuming a 10 KHz data signal bandwidth, and. a
10 KHz guardband, a 4 MHz television channel
(Note: 4 MHz vs. 6 MHz is intentional.) will accom-
modate 200 200 such data channels. By operating
these 200 channels at -2 dbmv (amplifier inputj, the
amplifier will be loaded approximately as heavily as
with one television channel at +21 dbmv, and this
beconnas the specified level for a 10 KHz data-signal
trunk return amplifier input. Line extender ampli-
fiers are operated at a +1 dbmv input, based on the
Output capabilities of the various signal sources and
system losses.

From these input levels, the maximum permissible
interference levels for each of the types of noise may
be determined. Table 6-1 below indicates various in-
terference levels measured over the two types of
service, television and data.

Table 6-1. Interference Levels by Type of Service

Trunk Ampli- Random Discrete Electrical
fier Inpet Level Noise Radio Noise

Type of Service. (dbmv) (dbmv) Signals (dbmv)
(dbmv)

TelevisiOn
4 MHz

Data 10 KHz

+ 21 -28' -36 -25
-22 -22 -22

As the nuisance value of the interference is fre-
quency related, it is necessary to list the Rockford
,Cablevision frequency assignments for its return
system. In Table 6-2 below, the spectrum allocation
of the upstream portion of the system is indicated. '

Table 6-2. Upstream Spectrum Allocation by
Type of Service

Type of Service

Data Acquisition (Feeder and Trunk)
Voice. System Alarms (Trunk only)
Television (Trunk only)
Business Data (Trunk only)

Frequency Allocation
From To

7.5 MHz 10.5 MHz
5 MHz 7.5 MHz

11.75 MI-1z 23.75 MHz
23.75 MHz 30 MHz

While indicated as a separate service in Table
6-2. it should be noted that "voice" is used only in
conjunction with the remote television services.
Note also that the business data band will avoid the
citizens' band (CB) at 27 MHz. Random noise, as an
interference is dealt with in system design- and will
be no,problem whatever' for data if it satisfies the re-
quirements of the television service.

Discrete radio interference is a major problem in
the 5 to 15 MHz hand, and again at 26.96 to 27.41
MHz (e.g., CB), and can be in the 15, 20 and 40 meter
amateur bands. While FSK data and FM 1, oice
systems can tolerate interference ratios of 10 db.,
even up to 4 db, experience has shown that there is
no problem holding this interference to at least the
10 db ratio and normally to a 20 db or greater ratio.
Within the television channels used, T-8 and T-9, the
major problem area is the 13 to 15 MHz range, and
here again the desired -36 dbmv (-57 db ratio) can
be achieved with reasonable maintenance measures
due to essentially trunk-only exposure. The CB inter-
ference problem is nearly uncontrollable, and the
goal became a two-fold one of avoiding the use of
these frequencies, and of containing them suffi-
ciently to. prevent significant loading to the return
system. Theabandonment of the CB frequencies
meant that television channel T-10 could not be used
for television. The resulting split-band was assigned
to the business-data service.

Electrical interference, at -22 dbmv measured at
10 KHz bandwidth for data, or at -25 dbmv calcu-
lated to a 4 bandwidth for television, does not
pose a serious problem. The greate'st exposure area,
the feeder cables, are able to tolerate the highest in-
terference level in the system, and conversely.
where the best protection is needed, at the trunk
television frequencies, there is the most protection.
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Distribution System Test and
Maintenance Procedures

Initial "set-up" of the cable system return
transmission path is accomplished by inserting a
composite test signal (at6, 9, 19 and 28 MHz) into the

input of the last return amplifier Mist forward amp)
with all the frequenciei at the same level (e.g., -2
dbniv). The display at-the headend is monitored and
the amplifier gain and slope controls are varied to
achieve a "flat" display of an amplitude gain and
with the losses built in between the amplifier and
the test point. The "flat" display is logged and the
field person then moves back to the next amplifier
and repeats the procedure until the first return
amplifier is reached. A technique is being developed
to allow the field person to carry a small TV set and

to remotely control the headend display, observing it
while he or she adjusts each amplifier. Initially all
signal sources (e.g., terminals, ELOs, TV modula-
tors) must be set up using a two person team to

assure that the amplifier input signals are properly
balanced. The remotely controlled monitoring will
serve this operational need as well as for initial
amplifier "set-up."

Signal-intrusion into the "return" path of a cable
is directly related to signal-radiation by the forward
system. The nature of the system defect determines
the magnitude of both the signal ingress and egress.
The first step followed in de-ingressing is to care-
fully monitor the involved area with a "Sniffer"
(Corn Sonics) and to correct any observed radiation
down to a level somewhat below the FCC. radiation
limits. After this a technician moves, one amplifier

at a time, feeder-by-feeder, tap -by -tap and drop-by-

drop, as necessary, correcting problems until the in-
gress is some 10 db better than the minimum. This
procedure results in a rigorous testing of the overall
integrity of the cable plant and reveals iproblems
that are only marginally apparent, if at all, on the
forward system. One end-result of de-ingressing the
return system is better performance on the forward
system.



Chapter 7
Preparation for Training and
the Experiment'

In the experiment there were two conditions, two-
way and one-way television training. Each condition
included two treatments related to the response
mode. In the two-way. condition, two-way individual
treatment participants each responded to interac-
tive questions with a personal response terminal. In
the two-way group treatment, a group of re-
spondents used a single terminal to make a consen-
sus response to questions. The one-way condition
treatments included the one-way paper and pencil
treatment where answers to the questions were
circled by each participant on a prepared form, and
the one -way covert response treatment where
participants were asked only to make a mental note.
of the answers to the questions. Only the two-way
condition treatments received feedback, as describ--
ed in Chapter 3, on their responses. The conditions
and treatments are described in more detial in
Chapter 8.

Scheduling
In creating a program schedule for the experi-

ment,'several things were taken into consideration.
Traditionally, the firefighters work a normal eight-
to-five day even though they are present in their sta-
tions for 24 _hours. The time after 5 p.m.. is con-
sidered "free" in that the men are allowed to read,
study, watch TV or do other things in the station
house. To conform with the normal workday pattern,
programs could only be. scheduled during the 8 a.m.
to 5 p.m time period.

An additional consideration was the possible
order bias if one experimental treatment were con-
sistently scheduled at a different time of day from
another. For example, if all two-way programs were
viewed in the morning and all one-way programs in
the afternoon, "time of day" as a variable would be
ipttoduced and could influence the result. As a
result, lesson times of 9:32 a.m. and 1:32 p.m. were
agreed upon by Fire Department officials and the
researchers. The morning and afternoon times were
alternated among all treatments so that each fire-
fighter saw five instructional tapes at 9:32 a.m. and

1. This chapter was written principally by John Pachuta.

five at 1:32 p.m. (Tapes #1 and #10 of the 12 video-_
tapes were paper-and-pencil tests which all treat-
ment groups viewed simultaneously.) Two cable-
casts were scheduled for each program day, a one-
way lesson and a two-way lesson.

Although the firefighters have a training period
set aside for Saturdays and Sundays, activity is
more casual than on weekdays. Fire Academy and
other Departmental officers advised that weekend
viewings would occur in a different atmosphere than
weekday viewings and, therefore, might produce a
different result for programs scheduled on week-
ends. On this advice, only Saturdays were included
in the program schedule and then only- for make-up
lessons when the firefighters missed the cablecast
on the primary viewing day.

Another necessity was administrative time for the
distribution and collection of answer sheets and
questionnaires and for the maintenance of records
for the one-way stations. It was decided that Mon-
days could be used for this purpose. No lessons were
scheduled on Mondays. (See Appendix VII-1, Pro-
gram Schedule.) The Field Director physically

. "made the rounds" of the statons to distribute and
collect the paperwork. The cost of this activity was a
factor in comparing one-way and two-way treat-
ments.

To facilitate record-keeping procedures within
the project, each learner was given a three-digit
series of code letters which identified him through
the course of the experiment. The codes also iden-
tified working shifts and the experimental treat-
ment.

As a preliminary step, a briefing was planned to
explain the nature of the project and the role which
each firefighter and each experimental treatment
would have in arriving at the final results. During
the last two 'weeks of January and the first week of
February, the Field Director personally briefed all
30 'shifts at the 10 Rockford fire stations. Each
firefighter was given a booklet containing the brief-
ing and copies of the prefire planning forms which
would be used during the videotape coursework. The
firefighter's name was written on the front of the
booklet along with his code letters.

Questions about the project were answered at this
time to be certain the firefighters understood what
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would be expected of them: The stations were also
given phone numbers tdreach the Field Director if
any unusual situations should arise.

Appendices VII-2 through VII-7 detail the informa-
tion that was given to the firefighters during the
briefings. Appendix VII-2 is a genera) overview of
the project which was given to all of the firefighters.
Appendices VII-3 through VII-6 are the parts of the
briefings which were specifically tailored to the four
treatments. Appendix VII-7 explains the pretest.

The two-way system performed extremely well
during the field experiment. None of the 138 sched-
uled one-way- and two-way lessons were cancelled
diie to a total system failure.. Occasonally, a ter-
minal or COS failed to work properly, delaying one
station, which* was rescheduled in the make-up
periods.

Pretest
The 27 queston pretest was cablecasi,in the first

week of the experiment (February 7-12, 1977). All
stations viewed the pretest in a one-way mode,
responding to the questions using an answer sheet
that was passed out beforehand. Because the pre-
test results were vital to the experimental design,
the following week (February 14-19, 1977) was also
used for make-ups of the pretest, which were
scheduled on an individual basis for the firefighters
who were absent from work the previous week. With
the exception of those with long-term injuries, who
are released from their duties until they are capable
of returning to their companies, all men in the De-
'partment took the pretest. The experiment started
with a universe of 208 divided among the four treat-
ments.

Two-Way Experience
The week of February 14 also included the initial

stages of training the men at the two-way stations to
use the interactive terminals. (See Figure 5-1,
Chapter 5.) Ditring the briefing sequence, the Field
Director had also informed the two-way treatment
participants that the bottom bank of the terminal,
marked M through X, 'would be used for video
games. A character-generated display told the sta-
tions, ;"PRESS THE RED TRANSMIT BUTTON ON
YOUR TERMINAL TO PLAY TIC-TAC-TOE." When a
station responded, the computer addressed it in-
dividually (i.e., "FIRE.HOUSE #1. WELCOME TO TIC-

TAC-TOE") and gave instructions for the game. The
station had the choice of playing X or 0 and could
challenge the computer by placing its mark in the
tic-tac-toe board using the following sequence of
letters from the bottom bank:
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M N

P Q R

S T

Interest was added to the game because the .com--
puter was programmed to lose if a defined series of
moves was made by its opponent at a fire station.
Upon winning a game, the ccmnuter told the au-
dience "THAT WILL TEACH YOU TO PLAY WITH A
COMPUTER." Its losing comment was "HEY, I'M
NOT SUPPOSED TO LOSE." Since all of the stations
could watch as one station challenged the computer,
a feeling of competition developed to see who could
find the most ways to beat the computer. In fact, the
computer could lose in eight different ways:

February 18-20, the two-way Participants were
given their final briefing on the use of terminals. The
Field Director called the officers on the three shifts
at all of the two-way stations and asked them to turn
to the project channel. Using a microphone attached
to the system, the field director "talked the stations
through" the log-in procedures that would be used
during the project. Each man entered his code let-
ters in the terminal. If anyone in the audience had a
question during this practice, he was advised to call
the Field Director immediately. The Field Director
sat next to the phone at the control center and
answered all questions live over the audio portion of

the channel.
It is interesting to"note that several of the phone

calls were made by the men not for informational
purposes, but to hear themselves being addressed
over the two-way system.

Each log-in prEltice ,lasted about half an hour.
The men had the opportunity to log-in a total-of four
times. The Field Director then again called the -of-
ficers and ascertained that all of the men on the shift
understood the use of the terminals. Satisfied that
the firefighters felt comfortable with the technology,
the Field Director told the audience to use the samb
procedure in logging in for the first two-way lesson

the following week.
One variation to this procedure occurred. On the

final day of log-in practice (February 20), the entire
two-way system was ready to be checked out with a
programmed lesson. To fully verify the system's
readiness, a practice eight-question quiz dealing
with fire history was given to the men. The quiz,
which did not count as part of the series, ran suc-
cessfully with men from all four of the two-way sta-
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tions. With this experience we ceacluded that the
system was operational.

Video games were available continuously when
the channel wasn't being used for lessons.

Other Uses of the System

The cable channel was also used for other pur-
poses. Periodically, the Rockford Fire Academy ran
a series of one-way Emergency Medical Technician

. training tapes to satisfy Illinois state certifiCation
requirements. These lessons were scheduled only or,
days when make-up lessons from the prefire plan-
ning series were shown, and only after the interac-
tive lesson was cablecast.

The field Office encouraged the firefighters to
watch the channel by displaying a series of fire

, history and trivia questions when no programs were
scheduled. The men were directed to phone in the
correct answers. A list of all firefighters who
answered items correctly for that particular day
was compiled and cablecast. The first quiz dealt
with the "Great Chicago Fire." Some of the ques-
tions asked for information not readily available.
For example, one question was "Who was the mayor
of Chicago during the fire?" The question was
answered quickly by several stations. Later, it was
discovered that the research section of the Rockford
Public Library had received five calls that day for
the information. The calls. of course, came from the
-fire stations. Different topics were covered during
these quizzes and the firefighters became quite com-
petitive in attempting to be first with the correct
answer.

As the project progressed, additional interactive
games were added to the system's cap.&bilities. The
most successful of these was a six - player Blackjack
game in which the four interactive fire stations and
the Cable headend could compete against the com-
puter in its role as "dealer." "Cards" were
generated randomly by the computer. Players, in
turn, would "hit" -or "stay" by pressing one of two
buttons on the terminal. The success of this game
can be attributed to the fact that all stations were
able to play at the same timer Other interactive
games involved the computer playing against an in-
dividual station. Often, viewers were frustrated in
their attempts to be the first to gain access to the
system. Interactive Blackjack allowed them to play
every time and also to compete against each other as
well as the computer.

The first two-way lesson ran on the afternoon of
February 21, 1977. All four interactive stations log-
ged into the system and responded during the entire
program. The final interactive lesson, discounting

make-ups, was cablecast on May 20, 1977. A total of
192 firefighters in all four treatments completed the
pretest and posttest, a completion rate of 92 percent.
The 16 men who did not complete the" series were
dropped for the following reasons:

4 men on sick leave during the project.

1 man retired from the Department

6 men were transferred between stations and
changed treatment groups.
5 men were on vacation during the latter part
of the experiment and were unable to make up
all of The lessons before the posttest. (Approx-
imately one-third of the firefighters were on
vacation at some point during the project. All
were able to .make up missed lessons except
these five.)

Administrative Differences in
the Treatments

Because of the large number of persons, in three
shifts, sparsely located over a relatively wide
geographical area, the effort required for record-
keeping and the accuracy of records varied over the
treatments.

During the one-way covert response treatment, of-
ficers were asked to take attendance at each session
using forms distributed by the Field Director. The
syitem necessitated internal station procedures
among the officers of the three shifts for storage of
the records and assignment of individuals to take at-
tendance in the absence of an officer. The attend-
ance record was occasionally neglected or ihcom-
plete. Although attendance records were checked
weekly by the project field office, incomplete or
erroneous information was often difficult and time-
consuming to track down when discovered. It often
took two additional days to 'correct the record
because of the three-day work cycle. Sometimes the
re-cords were "pencil-whipped." That is, an officer
would indicate for the record that all of the men on
hii shift viewed all of a particular lesson whether or
not they actually did so. At times, the videotape
lesson schedule interfered with other station house
training, fire inspections, Academy drills or fire
calls.

The record-keeping procedures of the one-way;
paper-and-pencil' t reatment produced more reliable
results., Each firefighter was given an answer sheet
to follow along with the lesson. By filling the code let-
ters at the top of the sheet, a firefighter's presence
during the lesson was recorded. However, admini-
strative problems did' occur. Frequently, a fire-
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fighter neglected to fill in his code letters. If the of-
ficer was not in the habit of checking the answer
sheets to insure that they were coded, the in-
dividual's presence might not be recorded. This
means of recordkeeping also required complicated
in-station procedures. Answer sheets needed to be
stored temporarily at stations. Often there was an
accidental destruction or misplacement of the
forms. If a firefighter neglected to return his sheet to
the officer, or if the officer misplaced the completed
answer sheets from his shift, the record was lost.
Although these problems occurred infrequently dur-
ing the project, the record was incomplete. Over a
longer period of time and greater number of lessons,
the problems would be compounded.

The efficiency of instant computerized record-
keeping displayed advantages in several ways. The
two-way group and two-way individual applications
allowed daily updating of attendance and lesson
scores.

Appendix VH-8 shows a sample printout for one of
the interactive lessons. The heading gives the lesson
number along with the date and time that the report
was generated. Listed along the left hand side of the
printout are the code letters of all of the firefighters
who had viewed the lesson to that point. The letters
next to the codes indicate the manner in which the
lesson was-viewed; (e.g., L-"loner" or individual;
G-as part of a group; --as "spokesperson" for a
group, the one actually pushing the buttons).

The numbers-from 1 to 25 sequentially identify the
interactive items included in the program. The
responses for each individual per item are printed
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out in the appropriate columns. The far right-hand
columns give the lesson scores as raw numbers
along with the percentage correct for each in-
dividual. The bottom rows of the report constitute an
item analysis of each interactive question included
in the lesson.

A composite record was also generated by the
computer. A sample of this report is included in Ap-
pendix VII-9. The left-hand column lists all of the
trainees using the two-way system. while the
numbers from 2 through 9 and 11 in the top row iden-
tify the, interactive lessons. Lessons 1. 10 and 12
were administered in a one-way mode. The report
gave an overall look at each learners scores to date
and aided with the scheduling of make-up lessons.
By finding the blanks in this report, the Field Direc-
tor was able to reschedule lessons for those who
were absent at the primary viewing times.

An additional perspective of the advantages of
two-way record-keeping can be gained by con-
trasting it with current procedures being used in the
Rockford Fire Department. The officers on each shift
at each station are required to maintain monthly
training records for their personnel. Once a month,
this record is forwarded, through the deputy chiefs,
to the Rockford Fire Training Academy.

At the Academy, an administrative secretary
keeps comprehensive records of individual training.
Included in these files are evaluations made by
Academy officers during annual refresher courses
and scores for various exams. Half of the secre-
ti -v's 40-hour week is devoted to the updating of
ti, records.



Chapter 8
-The Training Experiment' F

Experimental Conditions
The Major maniPulation in the field experiment

was the presence of absence of a digital return
capability, using terminals to initiate the digital
return:: distinction will be referred to as the
TWO-WAY and ONE -WAY conditions. Within each
condition response inocies were manipulated.

In the two-way condition the two response modes
were: (1) a two-way individual response treatment,
which had one terminal for each participant; and (2)
a two-way group response treatment in which one
terminal served all the participants' at selected
viewing lOcations.'

Within the one-way condition, the assigned
response modes were (1) paper and pencil response,
where each firefighter circled answer options on a
prepared form, and (2) covert response, where par-

. ticipants were instructed to make a mental note of
the answer. These interventions yielded the follow-
ing experimental design:

ExOrimental Treatments
6

Two-Way Condition One-Way Condition

Group Individual Paper and Pencil Covert Response
Response Response Response Treatment Treatment
Treatment Treatment

Two-Way Group Treatnient
Participants (n =54) in this condition viewed the

videotaped lessons in six groups, varying in size
from 6 to 13, using one television .receiver.and one
terminal per group (Figure 8-1). Each time a new
lesson was viewed, a. different group member
operated the terminal; after all lessons, each person
had operated the terminal at least once. Group
members were encouraged to interact with eadh
other about 'the content of the lessons and the in-
teractive question during the presentation. When
the group had reached a consensus as to,the correct
answer to en interactive item, the individual
operating the terfninal initiated the, response by
pushing Me button on the terminal which cor-
responded to an answer foil appearing on the

1. This chapter was written principally lay Bradley Greenberg. Nicky
Stoyanoff and Thomas Baldwin.
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screen. After the responses from all participants in
the two-way conditions had been received,
character-generated feedback appeared on the
screen in one of the three modes described in .

Chapter 3. The program was then switched back to
the videocassette where the talent provided the cor-
rect answer. During the "quick quiz".the group had

t`ti;

Figure 8.1. Participants in the "two-way group" treatment.

only five seconds after the last option appeared to
make a selection. Immediately thereafter the scores
from the quick quiz appeared by 'code letter. After
the ,quick quiz was discussed by that narrator, the
total scores for the program, including the earlier in-
teractive items and the quick quiz; were presented.
This was followed by the cumulative score for the
`series to date for all two-way condition. members of
the participating shift. In all of the character-
generated feedback for the two-way, group treat-
anent the participant-group members within a sta-
tion received identical informationscores to op-
tions selected.

Two-Way Individual Treatment
Participants (n=50) in this condition also viewed

the video lesson in a group settingi-but each partici-
pant operated his own terminal (Figure 8-2). Par-
ticipants were encouraged not to talk with each
other about the content of the lessons during the
presentation, and to come to a solution to each in-
teractive item independently. Once a solution had
been reached, each participant entered Ms own



Figure 8-2. Participants,in "two-way individual" treatment.

response 14. pushing the aPprOpriate terminal but-
ton. The fmA .sick in this condition appeared on the

S' Lrfeividual code letters. t ch lesson's
ends ,,1:4k-;;.paiits received character-generated
feedback reflecting their individual achievement °if
the interactive items.

Since both individual and group, conditions par-
ticipated in lessons simultaneously, the feedback on
the television screens was a mixture Of code letters,
and'regponses or scores that represented individual
and group behavior. The members of the group con-
dition_ were able to show slightly better results
because individual responses could be check3d
against the group and corrected, if desired, before
transmittal. The average score over all the lessons
for participants in the group condition was 90.74; for

individual condition participants, 88.44.

One-Way Pa'per and Pencil
Response Treatment

In addition to viewing the lessons in a group set-
ting, each participant in this conditon (n = 54) was
given an answer sheet for the interactive items
presented in the lessons. Participants were told not
to interact with each other about the content of the
lessons during, the preSentation, and each partici-
pant independently responded to each interactive
item presented. When an answer had been chosen,
the participant was instructed to circle 'the ap-
propriate foil on the answer sheet which cor-
responded to the foil presented in the lesson. The
answer sheets were collected by the company of-
ficer after each lesson.

One-Way Covert Response
Treatment

Participants (n=50) in this condition simply view-
ed the lessons in a group setting. There were nine
total groups which varied in size from four to eight
men. While participants were asked to make a men-
tal note of the answers to the interactive items, they .
had no opportunity to formally initiate any responses
to' any of the interactive items. Participants could
judge how well they were doing on the series of in-
teractive items by mentally comparing their answers
with the answers provided by the narrator. How-

ever, at no time were the participants in either one-
way treatment provided' with feedback indicating
how they fared on the series of questions and quick
quizzes.
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Participants
PartiCipants for the pretest in this study were 208

firefighters from the Rockford Fire Department. The
Rockford Fire Department has 11 station houses
throughout greater Rockford. All ut one were part
of the experimental design. Station Number Seven
was out of the city limits and not served by cable.
The firefighters in that station viewed the tapes, in
advance, on a cassette playback .machine in their
station' house and supplied feedback in the formative
evaluation process as described in Chapter 4. The
Fire Department uses three shifts nf firefighters at
each station house, with each shift working '24 hours
on and 48 hours off. The number of men employed at
each station varies from .9 to 24, depending on the
'specialized equipment necessary to service the par-
ticular,erea. As a result of having to maintain end
operate special equipment, firefighters within any
one station !louse possess specialized occupational
skills.

While each station within' the city limits had a
television set connected to .cable, not all stations had
bi-directional t ileyision capabilities. But, -the
presence or absence of a two-way capability was a
function of location, andot staffing, Participants in
,stations with and without that capability were' corn-
!parable in education, ranks and years of experi-°
ence. Within each grouping of stations, station
house shift's were randomly assigned to response
'treatments. While station houses were sometimes
split among two treatments (e.g., between one-way
paper and pencil and one-way covert response), no
single shift was ever split- between the one- and two-
way conditions. 'Appendix VIII-1 shows the final
breakdown of station-shifts to treatment'groups, and
the number of men in each group.
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Instrumentation
Two types Of measurement instruments were

created to assess the effects of the manipulations:
(1) two learning instruments, which were

^ designed to assess the relative comprehen-
sion and retention of specific information
presented in the lessons, and

(2) two affective instruments, which were
designed to assess the attitudinal orienta-
tion of the individuals participating in the
experiment toward various aspects of their
learning experience and-viewing conditions.

The.measurement instruments that were developed
will now be described in detail in terms .of objec-
tives, development and administration.

The Pre/Post Test
To adequately assess how much immediate learn-

ing had 'taken place within any one experimental
condition (relative to all others), a pretest and a
posttest were constructed covering the building
survey aspects of prefire planning (eight programs).
The pretest consisted of 27, four-foil multiple-choice
items, with one item tapping each of the,27 behav-
ioral objectives developed for the lessonS.. (See Ap-
pendix VIII-2.) These were 27 of 177 mteractive
items shown during the videotaped lessens, At the
time when these 27 items were selected for the
pretest, a set of 22 additional interactive items was
also drawn from the 177 items used in th
grams. These tapped 22 of the same bell

.
jectives and were used as part of the
third set of items also was constructed; of
ped each of the original 27 behavioral

eight pro-
avioral ob-
posttest. A
ie item tap-
objectives

. developed for the stimulus. None in this final set of
27 items had been used as interactive it ms during

ollthe, programs, but they were designed t be equiva-
lent to the other item sets in terms of co tent areas
tested and degree of difficulty.

The posttest (see Appendix VIII-3) consh, fed of:

(a) the 27 items which appeared on till pretest,

(b) the 22 items drawn from.the remanting set of
150 interactive items not appearing on the
pretest, and

(c) the 27. equivalent items which test d material
presented in the stimulus tapes, but which
had not been used as interactive it ms.

The items were all transferred to a VI eotape for-
mat most closely resembling a long serie of interac- '

tive items. This allowed for the simultan ous admin
istration of tests to participants in all conditions.
The pretest was administered one week after a
three-week, period of orientation given to all par-
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ticipants, describing the telecommunication system
and other dynamics of the experiinental design. The
posttest was administered one week after the last of
the eight videotapes comprising the prefire planning
course was cablecast. This was approximately 18
weeks after the pretest had been adminiitered.

For the pre- and posttests, each participant was
given a response sheet (see Appendix VIII-4) which
contained the foils of the multiple-choice items in the
tests. To respond to any item, the participant circled
the letter on the response sheet which corresponded'
to the item foil.

The Follow-Up Instrument
To adequately assess how much information from

the prefire planning course participants in each ex-
perimental condition retained over time, a follow-up
instrument was constructed. This consisted of the 76
item posttest and interactive items from videotape
Program #11. The kdditional seven items front
Lesson #11 tapped two 'of the '27 behavioral objec-
tives developed for the prefire planning series.
These items were specifically created to assess
knowledge about the post-survey 'prefire planning
process.

The 76 items repeated from the posttest were ad-
ministered in their original format, i.e., with the
questions appearing in the videotape and the par-
ticipants responding on individual answer sheets.
The seven interactive items chosen from Lesson #11
Were transferred to a paper and pencil, multiple
choice test. The follow-up test (see Appendix VIII-5)
was administered to all memberi of the Rockford
Fire Department approximately six months after the
prefire planning course had ended.

Affective Instruments
Two measurement instruments were created to

assess 'quantitatively the participants' attitudinal
orientation toward various aspects of the overall ex-
periment First, a metric multidimensional instru-
ment was constructed for assessing the partici-
pants' attitudinal orientation toward:

(a) the mode of instruction,
(b) the prefire planning content of the videotaped

lessons and
(c) the profession of firefighting.

A second affective instrument was constructed to
assess the participants' attitudinal orientation
toward specific aspects of the viewing conditions.
Both the metric multidimensional instrument and the
second affective instrument will now be described in
greater detail.
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The Metric Multidimensional
Scaling Instrument

The first step in creating the multidimensional
scaling (MDS) instrument, was to generate a series
of statements describing the aims, purposes, inten-
tions and implications of the effect of the stimulus on
the participants' attitudinal orientations and
behaviors. These concepts were then presented to
the staff/personnel for examination, critique and
comment. Also involved in these sessions. were fire-
fighting personnel who were familiar with the
vocabulary used by the individuals who would be
participants in the experiment. The result of this
process yielded a set of concepts which were then
cast into the paired-comparison format of the MDS
instrument.

The paired comparison format asks the respond-
ent to make comparisons between the selected set of
concepts by first, providing a "criterion-pair" which
esitablishes a metric (or ruler) by which judgments
can be made, and second, by presenting the re-
spondent with an exhaustive list of all possible two-
concept combinations that can be generated from
the (original) set of concepts. The questions which
appear in the questionnaire are of the following
form:

If A and B are U units apart, how far apart are
X and Y?

The "criterion-pair" which was utilized for this par-
ticular instrument was arbitrarily created by setting
the difference in' meaning between the concepts
USEFUL and ESSENTIAL as being equal to 100 units.
That is, respondents were instructed to consider the
difference in meaning between the concepts USEFUL
and ESSENTIAL as being equal to a distance of 100
units, and to ' make their judgments about the
similarity or difference (translated into distance)
between the other paired concepts on the basis of
that "standard."

Three separate MDS instrumens (see Appendix
VIII-6) were ernbedded in the overall instrument,
tapping pa rticipants" orientation toward the mode of
instruction, the content of the lessons being
presented and the profession of firefighting in
general: Attitudes toward the profession of fire-
fighting were assessed by having respondents make
comparisons between the following set, of concepts:

FIREFIGHTING
SAFE
EFFICIENT
PROFESSIONAL
TEAMWORK
SKILL ED
ME
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Similarly, attitudes toward the content of the
videotaped programs were assessed by having
respondents make comparisons between the con-
cepts listed below:

PREFIRE PLANNING
ESSENTIAL
USEFUL
TIME CONSUMING
PUBLIC RELATIONS
SAFE COMMUNITY
PROFESSIONAL
BUSY WORK
INSPECTION
ME

Finally, attitudes toward the mode of instruction
each participant experienced was assessed by hav-
ing respondent's make comparisons between the
following concepts:

TV TRAINING
EFFECTIVE
INTERESTING
DIFFICULT
GOOD
INVOLVING
ME

Semantic Differential Type Scales
In addition to the three MDS instruments, three

sets of six-point semantic differential type scales
were included in the instrument as secondary in-
dicators of the participants' orientation toward the
concepts in the MDS instrument.

There were five scales tapping the participants'
attitude toward their profession in general (i.e.):

I think Firefighting is:

Extremely Somewhat Slightly Slightly Somewhat Extremely
SnfeUnsafe Unsafe Unsafe Safe Safe

Extremely Somewhat Slightly Slightly Somewhat Extremely
Inefficient Inefficient Inefficient Efficient Efficient Efficient

The other scaled concepts were "professional,"
"skilled" and "team oriented."

There were six scales tapping the participants'
orientation toward the prefire planning content of
the lessons (i.e.):

I think prefire planning is:

Extremely
Essential

Somewhat
Essential

0

Slightly Slightly Somewhat Extremely
Essential Unnecessary Unnecessary Unnecessary



The other concepts were "useful," "time consum-
ing," "good public relations," "professional" and
"my job."

There were five scales tapping their orientation
toward the mode of instruction (i.e.):

I think learning via the training tape is:

Extremely Somewhat Slightly Slightly Somewhat Extremely

Interesting interesting Interesting o Boring Boring Boring

The other concepts were "effective," "easy,"
"good" and "involving."

The complete semantic differential instrument is
in Appendix VIII-6.

Finally, a set of demographic items tapping age,
educational attainment and occupational skill con:
eluded the instrument. All items were screened by
the principal investigators and project staff for pur-
poses of clarity and interpretability, before they
were included in the instrument.

The attitude instruments described above, were
administered at five points in time during the course

of the eiperiment. The administration times were:

Time 1: During the orientation period, approx-
imately one week before the pretest was
aired.

Time 2: After Lesson #3 had been aired, approx-
imately 6 weeks after the pretest had
been aired.

Time 3: After Lesson #6 had been aired, approx-
imately 12 weeks after the pretest had
been aired.
After Lesson #9 had been aired, «pprox-
imately 16 weeks after the pretest had
been aired.
Approximately four weeks after the
posttest had been aired, approximately
22 weeks after the pretest had been
aired.

Time 4:

Time 5:

The Second Affective Instrument

The second affective instrument (see Appendix
VIII-7) was constructed to assess the participants'
attitudinal orientation toward various aspects of the
viewing conditions, especially the two-way viewing

.
condition. Participants were asked to compare their
current learning situation with a potential "live" in-
structional situation covering: the same material and
to indicate their communication activity with other
participantsbout the experiment. In addition, par-
ticipants in the two-way condition were asked to in-
dicate the importance of feedback, e.g., if it was im-
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portant to know whether or not they were logged-in
properly, whether they had responded to an interac-
tive item correctly and how well they compared with
other participants. Essentially, these questions were
designed' to determine the participants' attitudinal
orientation toward specific qualities of the interac-
tive mode. The second affective instrument was ad-
ministered twice, once after Program #8 (approx-
imately 16 weeks after the pretest). and again three
weeks after the posttest (approximately 21 weeks
after the pretest).

Results
An analysis of variance of the results of the 27

item pretest indicated that there were no significant
differences among treatments in the scores fire-
fighters atta;:ad on the pretest (see Table 8-1). Each
treatment scored an average of 16-1,7 items correct
of the possible total of 27. However, at the time of

Table 8 -1.. Pretest and Posttest Scores on 27 Common
Interactive Items by Treatment

Treatment
Two-Way Two-Way One-Way One-Way

Indliidual Group Paper-Pencil Covert

TIME: (n=45) (n=48) (n=52) (n =49)'_

Pre:" 17.07 16.85 16.48 15.78

Post:` 24,84 24.52 23.88 23.22

"A small attrition in subjects occured in all treatments because of transfer.

sick leave and retirement. 192 of theorized 208 completed both the protest

and posttest.
'For the pretest. the differences among treatments were not significant

(F=1.52. df =3/186, p=n.s.).
'For the posttest. the differences among treatments were significant

(F =4.85. df =3/1811. p<.005). The difference between the two-way in-
dividual and one-way covert treatments was significant (p<.01. Scheffe).

the posttest, the groups differed significantly in
.their overall test scores. Table 8-2 shows the treat-
ment scores for the entire posttest ranged from 64 to

69 items correct of the possible 76: All groups scored
relatively high on the posttest, but the overall signifi-

cant difference occurred in the comparison of fire-
fighters in both two-way treatments with fire-
fighters in the one-way covert response treatment.

Table 8-2. Posttest Scores on 76 Items by Treatment

Treatment

Two-Way Two-Way One-Way One-Way

Individual Group Paper/Pencil Covert

(n=47) (n=48) (n= 84) (n =52)

69.02 68.60 66.31 63.85

The differences among treatments are statistically significant. (F= 10.63.

df =3/197. p<.001). The means for each two-way treatment are statistically
larger than the mean for the one-way covert treatment (p<.01. Scbeffe).

Tables 4-2 - 4.4 contain all participants who completed the posttest.



Firefighters in the two-way treatments scored signif-
icantly higher on the posttest than did firefighters in
the one-way covert response treatment.

Separate analyses of variance were computed for
each of the three sub-tests which comprised the
overall posttest. There were significant differences
between firefighters in both two-way treatments
and firefighters in the one-way Bert response
treatment in the scores they obtained on the set of 22
interactive items and the 27 non-interactive items
(Tables 8-3 and 8-4). For these two sets of items,
there were not significant differences between
firefighters. -in the one-way paper and pencil treat-
ment and firefighters in either two-way treatment.

Table 8-3. Posttest Scores on 22 Interactive Items
Not in Pretest by Treatment

Treatments
Two-Way Two-Way One-Way One-Way
Individual Group Paper/Pencil Covert

(n=47) (11 =48) (n =54) (n =52)
20.09 20.33 19.20 18.75

The differences among treatments are statistically significant (F =9.57.
df =3/197. p<.001). The means for each two-way treatment are statistically
larger than the mean for the one-way, covert treatment (p<.01. Scheffe).

Table 8-4. Posttest Scores on 27 Unique Items
by Treatment

Treatments
Two-Way TwoWay OneWay OneWay
Individual Group Paper/Pencil Covert

(n =47) (n =48) (n =54) (n =52)
24.09 23.73 23.26 21.85

The differences among means are statistically significant (F =6.44.
df =3/197. p<.001). The means for each two-way treatment are statistically
larger than the niers for the one-way covert treatment (p< 01, Scheffe).

Furthermore, Table 8-1 indicates that iur the 27 in-
teractive items which appeared on both the pretest
and the posttest, there was a significant difference
between the firefighters in the two-way individual
treatment and firefighters in the one-way covert
response treatment. For both the repeated and
unique portions of the posttest then, maximum learn-
ing occurred among those in the two-way treatments
and least learning in the one-way covert response
treatment.

To assess more precisely the effects of the manip-
ulations,, two regression analyses were performed.
These regressions (1) determine if the manipulation
accounted for a significant amount of variance in
the posttest scores, and (2) determine the relative ef-
fect of each learning node on the posttest score. A
set of dummy variables were created by treating
each learning condition as a separate variable and
assigning arbitrary scores (1,0) for all cases depend-
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ing upon their presence or absence in each learning"
condition. Since the dummy variables have arbitrary
metric values, they may be treated as interval-level
variables and inserted into a regression equation.
However, the inclusion of all dummy-coded vari-
ables created from a given nominally-scaled vari-
able would render the normal equations unsolvable,
since the Kth dummy variable is completely determin-
ed by the first K-1 dummy variables entered into the
regression equation (where K = the number of
levels). It is necessary then*, to exclude one of the
dumMy coded variables from the regression equa-
tion. However, this exclusion does not result in a loss
of information since this variable becomes a "refer-
ence category" by which the effects of the other
dummy coded variables can be interpreted.

Table 8-5 shows the results obtained from regress-
ing the posttest scores created from the 27 common
interactive items on the pretest scores and each of
the three dummy coded variables (representing the
four conditions). The results of this analysis indicate
that a, significant amount of variance in the posttest
scores is accounted for by these four variables
(F =11.04, df =4,187, p<.001). The R1 value, which is

Table 8-5. Regression Coefficients Obtained from
Regression of Posttest Scores on Pretest Scores and

Experimental Treatments (Dummy Coded 1,0)
N = 192

Unstandard Standard-
ized ized

Variable regression regression Standard
coefficient coefficient error

.26 .35 .49 28.17°

Pretest
Scores
Two-Way
Individual
Treatment
Two-Way
Group
Treatment
One-Way
Paper/pencil
Treatment

(Constant) 19.10

1R7 = .19

F(4.187) = 11.04. p<.001

1.28 .23 .45 8.27°

1.02 .19 .44 5.29"

.48 .23 .43 1.24

"p<.01
"p<-05

equivalent to the eta-squared in (conventional) anal-
ysis of variance, indicates that 19 percent of the
variance in the 27 posttest items is explained by
these variables. The relative effect of each learning
treatment on the posttest scores is indicated by the
unstandardized regression coefficients of the'
dummy coded variables in Table 8-5. The unstand-
ardized coefficients for both two-way treatments
are significant (F=8.27, p<.01 for the two-way in-
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condition; F =5.29, p<.05 for the two-
way group condftion r. Further, the,m'agnitude of the
coefficients= for these treatments a\re 2.67 and 2.13
times greater (respectively) than the coefficient for
the one-way paper and pencil treatment (which was
not significant). This means ,that presence or
absence of either of the two-way treatments made a
significant difference in the score obtained on the
posttest.

Utilizing the unstandardized regression coeffi-
cients obtained in the regression analysis described
above, the predicted posttest scores were calculated
and are presented in Table 8-6. The nredictod post-
test scores (based on the regression) closely match
the actual (mean) scores obtained. Utilizing the
unstandardized coefficients for each of the dummy
coded variables, a new variable (MANIPULATION)

Table 8-6. Comparison of Predicted Mean Scores for the
Posttest With the Actual Mean Scores Obtained

= 192)

Predicted Obtained
Treatment Score Score

Two-Way Individual
Treatment 24.67

Two-Way Group
Treatment 24.41

One-Way Paper/Pencil
Treatment 23.87

One-Way Covert
Treatment 23.39 23.22

24.84

24.52

23.88

was created which incorporated the effects of all
treatment conditions. The posttest scores for the 27
common interactive items were then regressed on
the pretest scores for those items and the variable
MANIPULATION. Table 8-7 indicates that there was
a significant amount of variation explained in the
posttest scores by the manipulation while linearly
controlling for the effect of the pretest These
results permit the following summary in terms of in-

forthation gain:

Table 8 -7. Regression Coeffickints Obtained from
Regression of Posttest Scores on Pretest Scores and

the Manipulation
(N = 192)

Unstandard- Standard-
ized ized

regression regression Standard
coefficient coefficient error

Variable

Pretest
Scores
Manipu-
lation 1.00

(constant) 19.10

= .19
F(2.189) = 22.32, p<.001

p<.0t

.26

(1)there were no significant differences among
iirefighters in any of the treatments in the
amount of knowledge they possessed about pre-
fire planning at the beginning of the ,experi-
ment

(2) there were significant learning differences in
the overall posttest scores.between firefighters
in the two-way treatments and firefighters in
the one-way no response treatment

(3) a significant amount of variation in the 27 com-
mon interactive items on the posttest was at-
tributable to the intervention (i.e., manipula-
tion) while linearly controlling for participants'
performance on the pretest

(4) in terms of learning, participants in both two-
way treatments scored significantly higher on
the posttest than did participants in the one-
way covert response treatment, and higher
(but not significantly higher) than participants
in the one-way paper and pencil treatment.

The FollowUp Cognitive Test

Six months later, the posttest waareadministered
to 196 firefighters to determine, learning retention.
Added to the 76-item posttest were seven items from
Lesson #11, viewed after the original posttest. An
analysis of variance of the 83 follow-up test items
identified a significant difference among the treat-
ments' test scores. Table 8-8" shows that the treat-
ment scores ranged from 69 to 74 items correct of
the possible 83. While all groups averaged better
than 83 percent of the items correct, firefighters in
the two-way individual treatment scored significant-
ly higher than did individuals in the one-way paper
and pencil treatment.

Separate analyses of variance were perform-
ed for each of the four sub-sets of items which
comprised the follow-up test:

(a)The 27 interactive items which constituted the
pretest and also were used on the posttest
(Pre/Post Items)

(b)The 22 interactive items added to the posttest
(Post-Only Items) .

.35 .49 28.17 (c) The 27 equivalent items which were not in-
teractive items in the videolessons but which

.21 .32 10.02 did appear on the posttest (Equivalent Items)

(d)The seven items from Lesson #11 which assess-
eri knowledge about creating and finalizing a
prefire plan (New Items)
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The results of these four analyses of variance ap-
pear below and in Table 8-8:

(1) The Pre/Post Iterhs. The condition scores rang-
ed from 23 to 24 items correct of the possible
27, with a significant difference between the
scores obtained by individuals in the two-way
individual treatment and the scores obtained
by participants in the one-way paper and pen-
cil treatment. Firefighters in the two-way in-
dividual treatment scored slightly (but not
significantly) higher on these items than did
firefighters in the one-way covert response
treatment.

(2) The Post-Only Items. The treatment scores
ranged from 18 to 20 items correct of the possi-
ble 22, with firefighters in the two-way group
response scoring significantly higher than
firefighters in the one-way paper and pencil
response.

(3) The Equivalent Items. The treatment scores
ranged from 23 to 24 correct out of a possible
27, with no significant differences among the
groups.

(4) The New Items. The condition scores ranged
from four to five correct out of a possible
seven. The firefithters in the two-way in-
dividual response mode and the one-way
covert response made each scored significantly
higher on these seven items than did par-
ticipants in the one-way paper and pencil
response.

On the basis of these findings, we feel confident in
concluding that there was considerable retention of
the information presented six months after the pre-
fire planning series was cablecast, with partici-
pants in the two-way condition typically scoring
slightly better than participants in the one-way con-
dition. This was especially so for the two-way in
dividual terminal participants.

Affective Results

An affective instrument was administered, first
after Lesson #8, and again three weeks after the
posttest. This instrument as. 3essed the participants'
reactions to the style of instruction they received,
and asked them to make comparisons between TV in-
struction and potential live instruction of the same
material. Some questions were asked only in two-
way condition and others were asked in both condi-
tions.
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Table 8.8. Follow-Up Posttest Scores by Treatment and
Item Sub-Sets

Treatment
One-way

Two-way Two-way Paper/ One-way
Item Subset Individual Group Pencil Covert

(n =45) (n =48) (n = 53) (n = 50)

74.31 72.88 69.68 71.76Raw scores.
83 items'

Pre/Post. 27 items'.

Post-Only. 22 items'

Equivalent.
27 items'

New. 7 items"

24.51 23.90 23.08 23.72

19.82 20.21 18.74 19.36

24.16 23.50 23.02 23.20

5.82 5.27 4.85 5.48

The differences among treatments are statistically significant.
= 4.37. df = 3/192. p < .01). The mean for the two-way individual treat-

ment is statistically larger than the mean for the one-way paper and pencil
treatment (p < .01; Scheffe).

The differences among treatments are statistically significant. (F =
2.98. df = 3/192. p < .05). The mean for the two-way individual treatment is
statistically larger than the mean for the one -way paper and pencil treat-
ment (p < .05: Scheffe).

'The differences among treatments are statistically significant.
(F = 5.44. df = 3/192. < .01). The mean for the two-way group treatment is
statistically larger than the mean for the one -way paper and pencil treat-
ment (p <.01: Scheffe).

'There were no significant differences among the means for this set of
items (F = 1.74, df = 3/192. p = .16).

The differences among treatments are statistically significant.
(F = 6.76. df = 3/192. p < .001). The means for the two-way individual
treatment and the one-way covert treatment are each statistically larger
than the mean for the one-way paper and. pencil treatment (p < .05:
Scheffe). These new items came from lesson #11.

Table 8-9 provides the results for questions asked
only of those in the two-way group treatment, a total
of 42 participants. When this instrument was first
administered, each participant had handled the ter-
minal at least once within the group. By the second
tasting, most group members had handled. the ter-
minal twice. Personal satisfaction from handling the
terminal increased between the two test administra-
tions, although not significantly. The question they.
answered specified that "100" was the amount of
satisfaction they should consider receiving when not
handling the terminal and they were asked to use

Table 8-9. Afft five Responses to Terminal in
Two-Way Group Treatment

Behrens-
T, T, Fisher

Times Handled 1.12 1.59 2.35"
Satisfaction 71.30 80.37 1.03
Attentiveness 98.59 100.85 . 0.22

"p. <.05
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that as a baseline for indicating a figure ta-reflect
how much satisfaction they got when handling the
terminal. Both scores at both times were much lass
than 100, suggesting the firefighters were more
satisfied with the televised lessons when they didnot
have the responsibility.for handling the terminal in
the group situaton. Secondly, they were asked how
attentive they were when handling the terminal com-
pared to when they were not (against a baseline of
"100"). Although there were no changes between
the two testing periods, the average scores at each
time indicate they were as attentive to the informa-
tion when handling the. terminal as when not.

Table 8-10 summarizes the results of a set ofaffec-

tive questions administered in both two-way
treatments. Logging in was more important initially

to those in the two-way individual treatment than it
was to those in the two-way group treatment (p<.05)
and it increased over time for the former, while
decreasing for the latter (p<.01). A large majority of
firefighters in both two-way treatments at both time
periods compared their scores and answers with the
other two-way participants. Comparing scores in-
creased from 70 percent who did so at Time 1 to
more than 80 percent at Time 2, a substantial, but
not statistically significant increase. Satisfaction
from getting the questions right was uniformly high
(over 90 percent) in both treatments at both testings,
and knowing the scores on the quick quizzes was
also important to more than three-fourths of the par-
ticipants, especially two-way individual par-
ticipants.

Table 8-10. Affective Responses in Two-Way Treatments

Individual

T1

Group (z) Individual

T,
Group (z)

Log-in Important 84% 64% (1.67 )" 93% 52 °/a (3.73r

Compared Scores 68% 74% ' .501 810/0 81% (0.0 )

Compared Answers 76% 74% ( .17) 650/0 76°/o (1.00)

Satisfied in Seeing 92°/0 88% ( .33) 91o/a 93°/o ( .18)

Answers Right
Important to Know 80°/a 76 °/a ( .33) 81% 64°/0 (1.55)"

Quiz Scores

<.05 .

."p <AO

In summary, from these two tables, it appears that
personal satisfaction from the televised lessons
while handling the terminal increased over time,
although it remained an extra burden for handlers.
Further, it was important for each individual to see
his ID code log in, but prima'rily if it meant that the
firefighter was personally identifying himself as the
terminal handler for the entire interactive lesson,
and not just the log-in itself. There was uniform par-
ticipation iri checking one's own scores against the
correct ones, and those of other firefighters.

At both testing sessions, a common set of qi_!es-

tions was administered to participants in all four ex-
perimental treatments. These results are in Table
8-11. For each question, the participants were to
compare their activity to what they believed it would
have been like under conditions of live instruction,

Compared to
live Instruction

a. How interesting?
b. How useful the questions?
c. How much learned?

with live instruction to be considered a score of

"100." Row 10a indicates how interesting the par-
ticipants judged their particular mode of receiving
the profire planning training. At Time 1, the groups
were not different. The two-way individual partici-
pants had a substantial increase on this measure,
such that by Time 2, they showed a near significant
difference (p<.10) from the other treatments. Row
lob indicates that the interactive items. were useful
for all groups at both time periods, although they
never quite matched the live situation. However, the
third item, asking how-much they thought they learn-
ed compared to live instruction, shows that, all
treatments believed, they learned nearly as much or
more than in live instruction. Across all these items,
there is a pattern suggesting that maximum interest,
utility.and perceived lea rning developed primarily in
the two-way individual treatment..

Table 8-11. Comparisons of Instructional Mode With Live Instruction

Two-Way
Individual

Two-Way
Group

One-Way
Paper/Pencil

One-Way
Covert

T, T, T, Ti. T, T, T, T,

89 106 88 82 84. 82 .101 83

82 85 78 7! 64 74 73 79

104 104 85 94 101 90 105 90
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The Results of the MDS
Instrument

The results in this section identify the major
trends in the data that were apparent after several
basic analyses were performed.' Two sets of results
are reported for each MDS set of concepts: first,
substantial changes in the, mean distance between
the focal concept and each of its attendant at-
tributes (across time and across conditions) are
discussed, and second, the results of the unidimen-
sional items created from the set of concepts in each
MDS instrument are presented.'

Firefighting
Participants compared "firefighting" to the

following set of concepts: safe, efficient, profes-
sional, teamwork, skilled and me. These major
trends were apparent upon examination of the mean
distance matrices for each condition across time:' (1)
By the final testing, participants in the two-way in-
dividual treatment evaluated each concept in the set
to be closer to the concept of "firefighting" than did
participants in any other treatment, with the excep-
tion of the concept "safe." (2) For the concept
"safe," the two-way individual treatment exhibited
the most change (98 units);.i.e., from Time 1 to Time
5, the mean distance between the concept "firefight-
ing" and "safe" decreased by 98 units. (3) By the
final testing, participants in the two-way group
treatment evaluated, the concept "firefighting" as
being further away from each of the other concepts

this set than did participants in any other treat-
ment. (4) Participants' in the least involved group,
one-way covert response, showed the smallest vari-
ability across time in the judged distance between
"firefighting" and these concepti.' Appendix VIII -9,
Tables 1-6, present the mean distances between
"firefighting" and each of the concepts in this set
across time and'treatments. An analysis of variance
of the mean distances for each "focal-pair" in-
dicated that there were no statistically significant
differences either across time or treatments in the
distances reported by the firefighters except in the
following instances: (5) There were significant dif-
ferences at Time 1 and Time 5 between participants
in the two-way individual treatment and the two-
way group treatment in their 'evaluation of the con-
cepts "teamwork" and "firefighting," with partici-

1. These analyses involved the orthogonel 'decomposition of teeiCalar-
products matrix obtained from the aggregation of individual data by treat-
ment
2. Differences significant at the .05 level are reflected in this text discus-
sion. The tables contain the exact probability values for those who may
wani to examine the data for trends at a less conservative level.
3. Appendix IX-8 contains summary information for each MDS set as to
grand mean distances and variances within each set.

pants in the two-way individual treatment perceiv-
ing firefighting as being closer to teamwork. (6)
There was a significant difference at Time 5 be-
tween participants in the two-way individual treat-
ment* and the two-way group treatment in the eval-
uation of the professionalism, efficiency and skill
associated witfirefighting, with participants in the
two-way individual treatment reporting significantly
smaller mean distances.

Prefire Planning

The concept "prefire planning" was compared
with the following nine concepts: essential, useful,
time consuming, public relations, safe community,
busy work, inspection and me. Appendix: VIII-9,
Tables 7-15, present the mean distances between
"prefire planning" and each of the concepts in this
set. Upon examination the following trends 1:zre evi-
dent: (1) By the fifth testing, the mean distances be-
tween "prefire planning" and each concept (except
"inspection") was smallest in the two-way in-.'
dividual treatment. (A point emphasized in the in-
struction was that prefire planning and inspection
were not the same thing, therefore the distance be-
tween "prefire planning" and "inspection" should
increase:) (2) Over time, the largest movement.
toward the concept of "prefire planning" ocCurred
in the two-way individual treatment for the:concepts
"professional," "safe community," and "tithe con-
suming." (3) The largest movement* away from the
concept of "prefire planning" occured for the par-
ticipants in the two-way group treatment who evEZ17
uEited the concept "me" as being 76 units further --
away at Time 5 than at Time 1. (4) Large decreases
in the mean distances between "prefire planning"
and "public relations" were found for participants
in both two-way conditions. An analysis of variance
of the mean distances- for each "focal pair" in-
dicated that there were no significant differences
either across treatments or across time in fire-
fighters' evaluations except the instances listed
below: (5) There was a significant difference at
Time 4 between participants in the two-way in-
dividual treatment and participants in the one-way
paper/pencil treatment in their evaluation of
"prefire planning" and "public relations," with the
two-way participants evaluating the distance as
smaller. While the discrepancy between these two
means diminished somewhat at Time 5, the order of
the means remained the same. (6) There was a
significant difference at Time 5 between par-
ticipants in the two-way condition with respect to
their evaluation of how time-consuming prefire plan-
ning was. Participants in the two-way individual
treatment perceived prefire planning to be



Significantly more time consuming than did par-
ticipants in the two-way group treatment.

TV Training
The concept TV training was compared with: ef-

fective, interesting,.difficult, good, involving and me,
at four points in time. Since the initial assessment of
concepts took place before the firefighters had ex-
perienced the TV training, this concept was omitted
at that time. Appendix VIII-9, Tables 16-21, present
the mean distances between each of the concepts

..., listed above across time and conditions. The initial
analyses performed suggest that: (1) For every con-
cept paired with "'IV training," the smallest mean
distanciat the final testing, existed for the two-way
individual treatment. (2) That positive trend com-
menced primarily between the first and second
assessment and-remained stable from that point for
all concepts. (3) Whereas the mean distance be-
tween 'TV training" and "effective" diminished
over tine for participants in the two-way individual
treatment, it increased for the other three treat-
ments. (4) This same pattern characteriZed the
mean distance between "TV training" and "me." (5)
By the final testing, the mean distance between "TV
training" and "good" was smallest in the two-way
individual treatment.

An analysis of valiance of the mean distances for
each "focal-pair" indicated that there were no
significant differences either across time or

----treatments in the distances reported by firefighters
except for the following instances: (6) At time 4,
there wa a significant difference between par-
ticipants in the two-way individual treatment and
the one-way paper/pencil treatment, with the
former evaluating their training as being more in-
volving. (7) There wefs a significant decrease across
time. for participants in the two-way individual treat-
ment in their evaluation of the self-concept "me"
with reference to "TV training."

The Unidimensional Items
The six-point ordinal scales created from the MDS

concepts present a toss detailed picture of the a tti-
tude changes which occurted during the course of
the experiment. Appendix VIII-10, Tables 1-16, yield
very few significant differences or even consistent
tendencies across treatments and time in partici-
pants' evaluation f firefighting, prefire planning
and the TV training experience.

Summary of MDS Affective Results
While very few of the comparisons -among the

mean distances achieve "significance" when sub-
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jected to statistical test, these data strongly indicate
that by the kid of the experiment, participants in the
two-way individual treatment more favorably eval-
uated their profession of firefighting, their TV train-
ing experience (by a considerable margin) and the
content of the videotapes than did participants in
any other treatment. Acros's the three sets of con-
cepts, participants in the two-way individual treat-
ment consistently reported smaller (Time 5) mean
distances for each positive attribute included in the
set of concepts. It was anticipated that an effective
training program would result in the development of
a "positive attitudinal orientation" on the part of the
participants toward their profession; the content of
the programs and the learning experience itself.
While the orientation of participants in the two-way
group, one way paper/pencil and one-way covert
response tratments is somewhat inconsistent across
the three sets of concepts, we feel confident in con-
cluding that their orientation is somewhat favorable
toward each of the focal concepts, with the orienta-
tion of the participants in the two-way individual
treatment being considerably more favorable.

Performance
A final assessment of the effect of the training

was an evaluation of field performance. After train-
ing, the first 28 prefire plan building surveys were
scored for accuracy and completion. A perfect score
was 100 points. The average Score, over the 28
surveys was 91 and the median score was 93.

Most of the errors were of omission; a heading or
subheading was left blank. Often this occurred
where the item was not applicable, but it was not in-
dicated as such. The lessons did not emphasize a
standard response to non-applicable blanks on the
survey form. Another failure was to neglect the
perimeter area, if observation of the perimeter did
not indicate major hazards or buildings. The proper
procedure, included in the lessons, is to note such
perimeter features as railroad "racks and power
lines.

Symbols, for diagrams, a major element of the
training, were consistently correct. Thirty-five sym-
bols were taught, none of which were known at the
beginning of the instruction.

Performance on-the-job is perhaps the best test of
the training system. In this case, performance
evaluation confirmed thia generally high learning
levels, as measured by the posttest. Because of a
number of transfers that mixed the treatment
groups, no attempt was made, in the performance
test, to differentiate among treatment conditions.

,



Chapter 9
Cost Analyses'

This chapter describes the costs of the two-way
:system, beginning with the specific application in
prefire planning, expanding to the more general
case of training in the fire department and cone
cluding with the costs in the cable distribution and
return system.

Prefire Planning

Prefire plan feasibility depended first on a deter-
mination that the net social benefits of prefire plan-
ning were positive, and then on selection of a cost-
effective method of prefire planning.

Determining if the net social benefits of prefire
planning are indeed positive calls for some type of
cost/benefit analysis. If a program task is already
being accomplished in some formethe benefits asso-
ciated with the task achievement are assumed to be
positive. Prefire planning is presently conducted: in
Rockford, but the resources devoted to the task have
not been sufficient to make significant progress.
Therefere, some discussion of the benefit stemming
from the investment of resources in prefire planning
is in order.

Benefits
Recent studies conducted in Illinois (1) and

Massachusetts (2) identified prefire planning as
top priority in future efforts to combat the rising
costs of destructive fire. Likewise, the Chicago Com-
mittee on High Rise Buildings concluded that prefire
planning was of major importance in dealing with
high rise fire problems. (3)

Prefire planning benefits both property owners
and firefighters. The principal benefit for fire-
fighters is the greater safety in fighting fires in
preplanned buildings. For example, Ralph Patter-
son, an agricultural engineer in the U.S. Department
of Agriculture, suggests that prefire planning could
prevent mow nesticide ,related firefighter injuries.
(4) Property .veers 'also benefit. In West Hemp-
stead, New i Jrk, a fire broke out in the 11/2 story
millwork shop of a lumberyard, located very close to

1. This chapter was written principally by Thomas Baldwin. Michael
Wirth. Robert Yadon and John Bowers.
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numerous stacks of lumber and a gas station. By
utilization of a prefire plan; all the lumber except
the millwork was saved, as was the gas station. (5)
Prefire planning is also expected to reduce the total
time which elapses between fire ignition 'and even-
tual extinguishment (reflex time). (6) Reduction in
reflex time should lead to controlling more fires
prior to flashover, the critical point for life safety
and fire control. This would substantially reduce
property losses and firefighter injuries.

In sum, prefire planning provides much of the in-
formation necessary to fight fires safely and effi-
ciently. Fire damage and death statistics in the
United States suggest the costs of inadequate prefire
planning. The net social benefits to be derived from
prefire planning would, therefore, appear- to be .

positive if costs of prefire planning are reasonable.

Costs
The task, then, is to cost the logical means of

achieving a prefire-planned community. Assuming
that prefire planning should be completed quickly,
we examine here two options that plan all the major
buildings in .Rockiord in slightly more than two
years. One option is to create a team of prefire plan-
ning specialists within the department who would
work full-time at prefire planning. The other option
is to ';rain all line officers and firefighters within the
depatiment to develop prefire plans For buildings in
or )::oar their own still districts (primary coverage
area) as a collateral duty. In order to adequately
cost these options, an estimate of the number of
buildings involved and the amount of time necessary
to conduct a prefire plan was obtained.

Buildings

93uildirgs were categorized by size and complexity
of prefwe planning by the Rockford Fire Depart-
metr, In Table 9-1 below, Rockford buildings in
critical need of prefire planning have been iden-
tified by type and broken down by number into three
distinct size categories. The term "size," as used
here, means the size of the prefire planning task.. A
relatively small chemthal plant would be categorized
as "large" because of the complexity of prefire plan-
ning the building.



Table 9-1. building Identification by Size and Type

Building Type
Number of Buildings .

Per Size/Complexity Category
Large Medium Small TOTAL

Schools (Incl. Colleges) 37 57 0 94

Nursing Homes 0 12 13 25

Restaurants 0 0 160 160

Taverns 0 0 110 110

Theatres 0 0 6 6

Manufacturing Firms 100 335 165 600

Hospitals 3 0 0 3

Nurseries/Child Centers 0 0 70 70

Churches. 0 0 112 112

Clubs 0 0 41 41

Apartment Buildings
(High Rise) 9 0 ; 0 9

Motels/Hotels 12 25 0 37

TOTAL 161 429 677 1,267

Prefire Plan Time Allocation

The second "phase was to determine the amount of
time necessary to perform each discrete activity
within the prefire plan. The Rockford Fire Depart-
ment has identified eleven stages in its prefire plan-
ning procedure:

(1) Initial Contact Usually made by phone,
but in some special cases it is made in per-
son with the building's owner/manager.

(2) Prefire Plan Survey -- Usually made by a
team of three or four men, depending on the
complexity of the building.

(3) Follow-Up Contact Normally, a second
visit must be arranged with the building's
owner/manager.

(4) Follow-Up Visit Usually made to fill
data or re-examine certain features of the
building. The entire team will not normally
return; only one or two members.

Vehicle Positioning Vehicles are physi-
cally positioned around large buildings to
check out positions for the initial response
plan. (May be combined with step #4.)

(6) Finalization of Survey Placing the survey
into a final format for the prefire plan
packat.

(7) Preparing Diagrams Diagramming the
building(s) and perimeter.

Initial Reaction Plan Officers and
selected personnel go over survey diagrams
and vehicle positioning reports to prepare a
reactioneplan.
Duplication and Distribution Duplication
and circulation of the prefire plati packet to
company personnel.

(5)

(8)

(9)
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(10) Extraction of Pertinent Information Com-

panies extract basic information from the
packets for use at the company level.

(11) Finalization of Prefire Plan Individual
companies write their own plans based on
the information in the prefire plan packets.

Estimates on the amount of time necessary to com-

plete each phase of the prefire plan listed above are
based on building size and complexity. The actual
time in creating any prefire plan is subject to many
variables (i.e., type of building, age of building,
availability of blueprints, and necessity of return
visits). Table 9-2 below shows Rockford Fire depart-
ment estimates of the time necessary to complete
each pl8nning phase and the total time per building

size.

Table 9-2. Time Allocation Per Activity and Building Size

Activity

Manhours Per Building
,Size/Complexity

Large Medium Small

1. Initial contact 1:00 :15 :05

2. Building survey 32:00 20:00 9:00

3. Follow-up contact :10 :05 :05

4. Follow-up visit 16:00 6:00 4:00

5. VehiCle positioning 18:00 N/A N/A

6. Survey finalization 4:00 2:00 1:00

7. Diagram formulation 5:00 3:30 2:00

8. Initial reaction plan 6:00 4:00 1:00

9: Duplication and distribution 4:00 3:00 2:00

10. Information extraction 7:00 5:00 3:00

11. Plan finalization 4:00 2:00 1:00

TOTAL 98:10 45:50 :7:10

With this basic information, it was possible to
estimate the cost and the time to completion of
prefire plans for the designated buildings under the
two options.

Option 1: Prefire Planning Specialists

In this option, personnel were assigned to prefire
planning full-time. The major cost is the salaries of
persons so assigned. We have used a base salary of
$18,373 and added 25 percent to cover benefits. The
$22,966 total over a 40-hour week is an hourly rate of

$11.96.
The specialists .would conduct all phases of the

survey except diagram preparation (step #7), done
by a draftsman, and duplication and distribution
(step #9), done by a clerk. The salary used for the
draftsmen with benefits is $16,250 (an hourly rate of
$8.46),. while the salary used for the clerk is $10.000
(an hourly rate of $5.21).

so



The following projections do not consider addi-
tional costs, such as using firefighters to assist in
vehicle positioning. It also implicitly assumes that
specialist training costs are near zero, since in this
situation, most training would be "on the job" from
one member of the team to another. Therefore, cost
projections for specialists in prefire planning are
likely to be minimum costs to the. City of Rockford

under this planning option. Table 9-3 below shows
the projected average costs for prefire planning, per
adtivity and building size.

The costs listed in Table 9-3 are projected over all
1,267 buildings listed in Table 9-1. The minimum
costs for a full-time specialist, prefire planning 1,267
buildings, is presented in Table 9-4 below.

Table 9-3. Projected Costs Per Activity and Building Size

Activity

Hours
LARGE

Cost

Time and Costs Per Building Size

MEDIUM

Hours Cost Hours
SMALL

Cost

1. Initial contact 1:00 $ 11.96 :15 $ 2.99 :05 $ .99
2. Building survey 32:00 382.72 20:00 239.20 9:00 107.64
3. Follow-up contact :10s. j 1.99 :05 .99 _ :05 .99
4. Follow-up visit 16:00 191.36 6:00 71.76 4:00 47.84
5. VehiCle positioning 18:00 215.28 N/A N/A N/A N/A
6. Survey finalization 4:00 47.84 2:00 23.91 1:00 11.96
7. Diagram forn, 5:00 42.30 3:30 29.61 2:00 16.92
8. Initial reaction plan 6:00 71.76 4:06 47.84 ; '.1,:00 11.96
9. Duplication and drstributiona 4:00 20.84 3:00 15.63 = 4:, 2:00 . 10:42

10. Information extraction 7:00 83.72 5:00 59.80 3:00 35.88
11. Plan finalization 4:00 47.84 2:00 ''',..23:92 1:00 11.96

.. TOTAL 98.10 1,117.61 45:50 515.46 17:10 256.55

'Clerk's Wary used to project these costs. ;

""

Table 9-4. Minimum Costs for Full-Time Piefire Planning Specialists, Planning 1,2E7 Critical Buildings

Building Size

LARGE
MEDIUM
SMALL

TOTAL

Number cif
Buildings

161
429
677

1,267

x
Costs Per
Building

$1.118
516
257

Total Cost Per
Building Size

$179.998
221.364
173,989

$575,351

Option 2: Collateral Duty for
All Station Personnel

It all station personnel participate in the prefire
planning of buildings in their own still districts, as a
collateral duty assignment, the major costs are: (1)
training personnel in the appropriate tasks, (2)
diagram formulation-and (3) duplication and distri-
bution of plans. This assumes that the time For
prefire planning tasks can be spared; from other
duties without paid replacement (or in other words
at zero opportunity cost). ,

Trairiing Costs
Of these three Cost elements, only the training

costs remain to be calculated. Because the training
took place in four different experimental treat-

ments, we Present a cost for each as if all 200
firefighters were trained by that method. In addition
we haVe estimated costs for three other training
methods-auto-tutoriar, lo'cture at the Training
Academy and lecture at the fire stations.

The auto-tutorial method costs were based on a
videodassette playback machine bicycled from sta-

' lion to 'station.. The cassettes would be identical to
those used in the experimental treatments.

The lecture at the Academy is assumed to be a
well-designed series with slides and graphic com-
ponents comparable to those used in the television
programs of the experiment.

. The lecture at fire stations is the same as .the lec-
ture at the Academy, except that the lecturer, with
visuals and equipment, moves from station to stia-
lion.
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All three of.these methods are used on occasion by
the Rcickfordl Fire Departinant and constitute the
major training alternatives. Overall, the seven train-
ing options present a comparison of the more
capitabintensive training methods (e.g., two-way in-

dividt'al) to more labor-intensive approaches (e.g.,
lecture at the stations).

Tables 9-5 through 9-12 provide a look at the costs
of training firefighters to conduct prefire plans.
under the seven training options. The first four
-tlibles (9-5 through 9-8) are based on costs incurred

i :

in training' firefighters iii Rockford projepted over ,

the training of all firefighters by eaph of -the
-methoEls. Because of the continuing need to train
new firefighters-and provide refresher training for
the others, thekosts are provided for reruns of the
material; every two years for all personnel, If the 3

life of the series is twelve yeirs. six runs can_ be,
made.

Tables 9-9 through 9-12 Project the costs over a
group of 1,000 trainees. This givei an indication of
costs for a larger department.

Table 9-S. Cost of Cable Training 200 Firefighters in 10 Stations in a 12-Lesson Series Originally Produced by the

Fire Department Compared to Auto-Tutorial and High Quality, Visualized Lectures.
(See notes to Tables 9-5 through 9-12 at the end of this Chapter.)

Item

Cable
Auto-

tutorial
Lecture

Academy
Lecture
StationTwo-way

individual
Two-wag

group
One-way

paper/pencil
One-way

covert

Development and production
or procurement

$69.122 ( 8) $69.122 (8) $9.122 (8) $69.122 (8) $69.122 (0) $47.992 (10) $47.992 (10)'

Presentation personnel 216 (11) 216 (11) 216 (11) 216 (11) 4.320 (12) 9.504 (t3) 11.664 (14)

Presentation equipment 1.440 (15) 1.440 (15) 1.440 (15). 1.440 (15) 1.440 (15) 1.440 115) 1.440 (15)

Response processing. .

feedback and record keeping
7.423 (18) , 5.998 (19) 984 (20) 96 (21) 840 (22) 840 (22) 840 (22)

Equipment maintenance 0123) r) (23) :3 0 (23) 0 (23) 72 (24): 16 (24) 16 (24)

TOTAL $78.201' $76.776 $71.762 $70.874 $76.154 $58,752 $60.912

Cost per lesson.
peperson $32.58 ---$3109 $29.90 $29.53 $31.73 $24.48 $25.38

Table 9-6. Cost of`Cable Training 200Firefighters in 10 Stations in a 12-Lesson Series with Purchase of

,Prepackaged Materials CompaTed to Auto-Tutorial and High Quality, Visualized Lectures:

.

Itezt_\
Two-way
individual

Developreint and production
or pro rement

$3,500 (25)

Present tion pars el 216 (11)

Presentat ipment 1,440 (15).

'Response procerzing,
feedback and record keeping

7.423 (18)

Equipment maintenance 0 (23)

TOTAL $12,679

Cost per lesson.
per person $5.28

Cable

Two-way One-way
group paper/pencil

$3.600 (25) $3.600 (25)

216 (11) 216 (11)

1.440 (15) 1.44:)0-3,1

5.998 (19) 984 inj

0 (23)

$11.254

$4.69

.

0 (23)

$6.240

$2:60

.

Auto-
tutorial '

Lecture
Academy

Lecture
Station

One-way .

covert

$3.600 (25) $3,600 (25) $1.992 (10) $47.992 (10)

216 (11) 4,320 (12) 9,504 (13) 11.664 (14)

1.440 (15) 1,800 (18) 400 (17) 490 (17) ai

96 (21) 840 (22) 840 (22) 840 (221,1

0 (23) 72 (24) 16 (24) 16 (24)

$5.353, $10,632 58,752 *160.912

$2.23 $4.43 524A8 $25.38



Table 9-7. Average Series Cost of Cable Training 200 Firefighters in 10 Stations in a 12-Lesson Series
Originally Produced by the Fire Department with Six Repetitions over a Period of 12 Years Compared to

Auto-Tutorial and High Quality, Visualized Lectures.

Item

Cable

uto-
tutorial

Lecture
Academy

Lecture
Station

Two-way
individual

Two-way
group

One-Way
paper/pencil

One-way
covert

Development and production
or procurement

$11.520 (26) $11,520 (26) $11,520 (26) $11. 520(26) -:11.520 (26) $7.999 (27) $7.999 (27)

Presentation personnel 216 (11) 216 (11) 216 (11) 216 (11) 4.320 (12) 4.680 (13) 4,752 (14)
Presentation equipment 1.440 (15) 1.440 (1s) 1,440 (15) 1.440 (15) 1.800 (16) 400 (17) 400 (17)
Response processing.
feedback and record keeping

7.423 (18) 5.998 (19) 984 (20) 96 (21) 840 (22) 840 (22) 840 (22)

Equipment maintenance 0 (23) 0 (23) 0 (23) 0 (23) 72 (24) 16 (24) 16 (24)

TOTAL $20,599 $19.174 $14.180 $13.372 $18,552 $13.935 $14.007
Cost per lesson.
per person $8.58 $7.99 $5.90 $5.53 $7.73 $5.81 $5.84

Table 9-8.. Average Series Cost of Cable Training 200 Firefighters in 10 Stations in a 12-Lesson Series with Purchase of
Prepackaged Materials with Six Repetitions over a Period of 12 Years Compv,ed to

Auto-Tutorial and Eigh Ouality, Visualized Lectures.

Item

Cable

Auto-
tutorial

Lecture.
Academy

Lecture
Station

Two-way
individual

Two-way
group

One-way
paper/pencil

One-way
covert

Development and production
or procurement

$600 (2B) $600 (28) $500 (2B) $600 (2B) $600 (2B) $7.999 (27) $7,999 (27)

Presentation personnel 216 (11) 216 (11) 216 (11) 216 (11) 4.320 (12) 4,680 (13) 4.752 (14)
Presentation equipment 1.440 (15) 1.4er !15) 1.440 (15) 1,440 (15) 1,800 (16) 400 (17) 400 (17)
Response processing.
feedback and ret-ord keeping

7,423 (18) ,19) 984 (20) 96 (21) 840 (22) 840 (22) 840 (22)

Equipment maintenance 0 (23) 0 (23) 0 (23) 0 (23) 72 (24) 16 (24) 16 (24)

TOTAL $9.679 $8.254 $3,24U $2.352 $7,632 $13,935 $14.007
Cost per lesson.

per person $4.03 $3.44 $1.35 $.98 $3.18 $5.81 $5.84

Table 9-9, Cost of Cable Training 1,000 Firefighters in 50 Stations in a 12-Lesson Series Originally Produced by the
Fire Department Compared to Auto-Tutorial and High Quality, Visualized Lectures.

Item

Cable

Auto-
tutorial

Lecture
Academy

Lecture
Station

Two-way
individual

Two-%
group

tine-way
paper/pencil

One-way
covert

Development and production
or procurement

$69.122 ( B) $69.1:,'. S69,122 (B) $69,122 (8) $69,122 (9) $47,992 (10) $47,992 (10)

Presentation personnel 216 1,11) 216 (11) 216 (11) 216 (11) 21,600 (29 47,520 (30) 58.320 (31)
Presentation equipment 1,440 (i5) 1,440 (15) 1.440 (15) 1.440 (15) 9.000 (32) 2,000 (17) 2,000 (17)
Response processing.
feedb-ack and record keeping

14,123 (33) 6,998 (34) 4,440'(35) 384 (36) 3.720 (37) 3,720 (37) 3,720 (37)

Equipment maintenance 0 (23) 0 (/3) 0 (23) 0 (23) 380 (24) 80 (24) 80 (24)

TOTAL $84.901 $77.776 $75,218 $71,162 $103.802 $101,312 $112,112
Cost per lesson.
per person $7.08 $6.48 $6.27 $5 f.:3 $8.65 58.44 $9.34
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Table 9.10. Cost of Cable Training 1,000 Firefighters in 50 Stations in a 12-Lesson Series with Purchase of
Prepackaged Materials Compared to Auto-Tutorial and High Quality, Visualized Lectures.

Item

Cable
Auto- Lecture Lecture

tutorial Academy StationTwo-way
individual

Two-way
group

One-way
paper/pencil

One-way
covert

Development and production
or procurement

$3.600 (25) $3.600 (25) $3.600 (25) $3.600 (25) $3.600 (25) $47,992 (10) $47,992 (10)

Presentation personnel 216 (11) 216 (11) 216 (11) 216 (11) 21,600 (29) 47,520 (32) 58,320 (31)

Presentation equipment 1
A
440 (15) 1.440 (15) 1.440 (15) 1.440 (15) 9,000 (32) 2.000 (17) 2,000 (17)

Response processing.
feedback and record keeping

14,123 (33) 6.998 (34) 4.440 (35) 384 (36) 3,720 (37) 3,720 (37) 3,720 (37)

Equipment maintenance 0 (23) 0 (23) 0 (23) 0 (23) 360 (24) 80 (24) 80 (24)

TOTAL $19,379 $12.254 $9.696 $5.640 $39,280 $101,312 $112,112

Cost per lesson,
per person $1.61 $L02 $.81 $.50 $3.19 $8.44 $9.34

Table 9-11. Average Series Cost of Cable Training 1,000 Firefighters in 50 Stations in a 12-Lesson Series
Originally Produced Within he Fire Department with Six Repetitions Over a Period of 12 Years

Item

Development and production
or procurement

Presentation personnel
Presentation equipment
Response processing,
feedback and record keeping

Equipment maintenance

TOTAL

Cost per lesson,
per person

Item

Compared to auto- Tutorial and High Quality, Visualized Lectures.

Cable

Two-way Two-way One-way
individual group paper/pencil

$11,520(26) .$11,520(26) $11.520(26)

216 (11)

1.440 (15)

14.123 (33)

0 (23)

$27.299

$2.28

216 (1'1y

1,440 (15)

6.998 (34)

One-way
covert

$11.520 (26)

216 (11) 216 (11)

1.440 (15) 1,440 (15)

4,440 (35) 384 (36)

0 (23) 0 (23) 0 (23)

$20.174 $17,616 $13.560

$1.68 $1.47 $1.13

Auto-
tutorial

$11.520 (26)

21,600 (29)

9,000 (32)

3,720 (37)

360 (21)

$46,200

$3.85

Lecture
Academy

$7,999 (27)

47,520 (30)

2,000 (17)

3,720 (37)

LeCture
Station

$7,999 (27)

58.320 (31)

2,000 (17)

3.720 (37)

80 (21) 80 (21)

$61,319 $72.119

$5.11 $6.01

Table 9-12. Average Series Co s.. of Cable Training 1,000Firefighters in 50 Stations in a 12-Lesson Series
With Purchase of Prepackaged Materials with Six Repetitions Over a Period of 12 Years'

Compared to Auto-Tutorial and High Quality Visualized Lectures.

Cable

Two-way
individual

Two-way
group

One-way One-way Auto- Lecture Lecture
paper/pencil covert tutorial Academy Station

Development and production
or procurement

$600 (28) $600 (28) $600 (28) $600 pay $600 (28) $7,999 (27) 57.999 (27)

Presentation personnel 216 (11) 216 (11) 216 (11) 216 (11) 21,600 (29) 47,520 (30) 58,320 (31)

Presentadon equipment 1,440 (15) 1.440 (15) 1.440 (15) 1,440 (15) 9,000 (32) 2,000 (17) 2.000 (17)

Response procesSing,
feedback and record keeping

s 14,123 (33) 6.938 (34) 4.440 (35) 384 (36) 3,720 (37) 3,720 (37) 3,720 (37)

Equipment maintenance 0 (23) 0 (23). 0 (23) 0 (23) 360124) 80 (24) 80 (24)

TOTAL $17,195 $9.254 $6,696 $2,640 835.,280 $61.319 $72,119

Cost per lesson,
per person $1.36 $.77 $.56 $.22 $2.94 $5.11 $6.01
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Assumption.s
Some basic assumptiors were necessary to make

the calculations. In compering the actual costs of
cable training with estimated costs for auto-tW.orial
and lectures, it was assumed that the quality of the
lectures and audio-tutorial videotapes were equiva-
lent to the videotapes used in cable-delivered in-
struction. In the case of auto-tutorial, the same
tapes could be used so the development and produc-
tion costs Would be identical. For the lectures, the
same investment would be made in researching and
writing the lectures as in the preparation of the
scripts for television. The visualsslides, films and
graphicsused in the lectures would be essentially
the same as those used to make the videotapes;
therefore the costs would be the same. The only dif-
ference between .lecture and cable in development
and production costs, then, would be the studio and
post production costs.

The weakest element of the comparison is in the
cost of "response processing, feedback and record
keeping." This is relatively easy to calculate for one-
way television, auto-tutorial and lecture. but in-
volves the costing of the two-way cable system for
the two-way ,cable instructional methods. Fortunate-
ly, Rockford Cablevision has a "System Lease Plan"
which prices two-way services. (7) Some of the ser-
vices involved in the experiments were not priced,
since .the,e,quipment and the service were unique to
the experiments. However, the rationale for pricing
service is included in the "System Lease Plan." The
lease price for headend equipment is calculated at
one-thirty-sixth of the original cost of the equipment
per Month. The lease price for the terminals'is one-
eighteenth of the original cost per month. Customer
terminal equipment is priced higher than the equip-
inent that remains in the hands of the company. This

is a conventional pricing scheme.: However, it

assumes that firefighter training would be the only
service and provide the only return on the capital in-
vestment and operational expenses. Other users.
and 'potential users, have emerged who might share
in covering these costs, reducing the charge to the
Fire Department. Assigning' all costs to ,the Fire
Department training applicati . is the most cone r-
vative approach.

Whether or not the Rockford Cahlevision "System
Lease Plan" price list is realistic, requires further
experience. The company has regular leasees of
data channels, but certainly not in sufficient
numbers nor with the variety of different demands
on the two-way system to fully test the market and
the pricing plan. The best that can be said is that the
"System Lease Plan" is a rational plan for a begin-
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ning, absent more experience with the market and
the technical performance of the system.'

The precise means of determining each cost figure
in the tables is indicated by footnote. The "bottom
line" in the tables is the cost per lesson per person.
This.seems to be a more comprehensible figure than
the total cost for the lesson series.

Cost Comparisons, 200
Firefighter Department

For the Rockfbrd Fire Department, or comparably
sized departments, training costs forcable and auto-
tutorial methods are higher than lectures at the
Academy or in the stations when the videotape
materials for cable and auto-tutorial are produced
professionally in color. (See Table 9-5.) However, if
these video materials are produced elseWhere and
purchased by the Department, the costs of cable and
auto-tutorial instruction are only about one-fifth the
cost of lectures. (Table 9-6.) When lessons are
repeated often (e.g., every two years in these
calculations), the costs are substantially reduced
for department-produced lesson, and one-way cable
instruction becomes less costly than lectures
because "presentation personnel" costs are much
lower. (Table 9-7) When video materials are pur-
chased from outside, the costs of all cable methods
and the auto-tutorial method are less than lectures
prepared and delivered by Rockford Fire Depart-
ment personnel. (Table 9-8)

In all cases, two-way cable instruction costs more
than one-way television with the one-way, covert
response method least expensive. This, however,
was also the least effective teaching method of the
four cable methods. Two-way cable is from two to
three times as expensive as one-way cable. Nonethe-
less, for this most effective cable method, the cost is
as low as $3.44 per lesson per person. The lowest
cost for the lecture method is $5.81. It might be more
fair to compare two-way cable to lectures than one-
way cable, since the questioning and feedback in
two-way cable serves as a substitute for the live in-
structor.

Two-way cable with individual terminals for each
trainee is only slightly more expensive than two-way
cable with one terminal per station. Although learn-
ing was no affected by this difference, the clear
preference of firefighters for the individual' ter-
minals might justify the small additional expense.

It should be re-emphasized that the two-way costs
[detailed in notes 18 and 19 for the 200-firefighter

1. It should bo noted that. foi the experiments. there were no charges to

the Fire Department.
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city and notes 33 and 34 for the 1,000-firefighter city)
are the most conservative possible. These costs
assume the firefighter training application, in itself,
pays for terminal and all headend capital and oper-
ating costs.

Cost Comparisons,
,1,000 Firefighter Department

For the larger fire department, with 1,000
firefighters, even with the cost of producing video
materials internally for use on cable, the cost is
about one-third less than lectures. The cost relation-
ships between two-way and one-way are about the
same as in the smaller department, but the costs of
two-way cable instruction were as low as $.77 per
lesson pm person.

Cost of Pretire Planning by
Station Personnel

The highest cost training method, two-way in-
dividual, with originally produced color videotape,
far all Rockford firefighters is $78,201. Since dia-
gramming costs will be about $30,968 and duplica-
tion/distribution approximately $17,115. the total
cost of training all station personnel plus draft-
ing/clerical costs would be $126,284.

Comparison of Prefire Planning
Staffing Options

The prefire plan staffing option which proves
most cost-effective, obviously should be the one
selected by the Rockford Fire Departat, rt. Two ele-
ments are needed to determine the cost-effective-
ness of these staffing options: (1) the costs of each
option and () an appropriate performance indi-
cator(s). Since the cost data have already been pro-
vided, specification of the most important per-
formance indicator(s) is all that remains.

The most important performance indicator would
appear to be the time required to complete the
prefire plans for the 1,267 priority buildings. It is
estimated by the Rockford Fire Department that pre-
fire planning, conducted as collateral duty for all
station personnel, would yield Finished plans for
three buildings per company, per month (45 build-
ings per month total). This means that all of
Rockford's priority buildings would `'have prefire
plans .in 28.2 months. To achieve the 28.2 months
completion rate, approximately 11 full time
spec4lists would have to be hired. (Since the
average building takes 37.2 hours per week to plan,
each specialist could be expected to: complete one
building per week.)
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The cost-effectiveness ratios provided in Table
9-13 demonstrate conclusively that training all per-
sonnel to develop prefire plans even by the most
costly training method, is superior to the team of
specialists.

Table 9-13. Cost-Effectiveness Ratios for
Alternate Methods of Prefire Plan Staffing

Cost-Effectivene-s Ratios"
Performance/Total

Personnel Options Costs

1. Specialists

2. All Personnel

(costs in 000's)

28.2 months = .049
5:5.35

213.2 months = .223
126.28

aThe staffing option with the highest cost-effectivenss ratio is the preferred
option.

Cost Comparison Between
One-Way and Two-Way Cable

It is pertinent to the cable operator; and to the
cost analysis of two-way cable, to determine the cost
differential between a cable system with two-way
capacity (amplifier housings capable of accom-
modating modular additions of return amplifiers)
and a cable system with the on-line hardware
(return amplifiers, switches and other equipment) in
place. We will call this latter case a "two-way
ready" system. (38) It is capable of two-way com-
munication with terminals of some sort in the feeder
system and a scanning and processing system at the
headend. Discussion of the distinction between two-
way capacity and two-way ready systems from a
public policy frame of reference is in Chapter 10.

Table 9-14 presents the costs per mile, in
Rockford, of converting the entire distribution plant,
trunk and feeder cable, to a two-way ready system.
The conversion cost, including all labor costs, is
$826.89 per mile. These costs would br only slightly
lower if the system were originally cot, Oructed to be
two-way .ready. Mass production of code .,-perated
switch controllers would reduce that cost item, but
this would have little impact on the total figure.

Since these costs are for on-line distribution plant
only, terminal and headend costs must be added. In
the simplest case, where only the trunk cable in the
two-way system is used for remote cablecasts, only a
modem' at,,the remote location and a modem at the
headend are necessary. Tt. cost would be about
$2,800. For per-view Tay television, the cost of the
terminal (as noted in Chapter 2) is about $50. A
minicomputer, scanning transceiver-and other peri-
pherals at .the headend are about $50,000. For the
firefighter training experiment, terminals (produced
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Table 9-14. Additional Costs per Mile of Cable, to
Convert a "Two-Way Capable" System to a

"Two-Way Ready" Cable System in Rockford, Illinois'

.73 Trunk return amplifiers" per mile. at $150

3.6 Line exterider amplifiers' . at $81

Labor per mile. return amplifier installationd
Labor pewnile. deingressing (average of one hour
per araMfier per mile - 4.33 X $22 /hour)"

.73 Code operated switch controllers (COS).
Per mile at $153

2 End of line oscilators (ELO) per mile. at $18

2.73 Directional couplers per mile (for COSs and
ELOs( at $16

Modified chasis (filter change in the feeder return
section in the motherboard of the trunk amplifier
and the addition of a switch) at $55 per modification
(.73 X $55)

Labor. installation of ..0 Ss and ELOs

TOTAL

$ 109.50

291.60

41.04

95.26

111.69

36.00

43.68

39.60

58.52

$ 826.89

eThe Rockford system is 42e miles with a density of 127 households per
mile. The feeder to trunk ratio is about 2.5 to 1.

bAverage amplifier price (thermal equalizers are in every third amplifier).
Filters are already built into trunk amplifier motherboards.

cThe number of trunk and line extender amplifiers per mile is based on the
system average. The total number of trunk amplifiers )312) and line
amplifiers (1560) each divided by the system miles (4281.

dAll labor charges include the trip charge which would he elirMnated in
originally building two-way ready system.

eActual times for deingressing ranged from 20 minutes to several hours per
amplifier location*''

in small quantities) were $150. This terminal was
also useable as a channel converter. The headend
costs were about $65,000. A more elaborate head-
end, with capacity for per-view pay television, inter-
active instruction and alarm systems could be as
much as $150,0('0.

Using the Rockford per mile two-way conversion
costs in a hypothetical two-way capable 150-mile
system, conversion to a two-way ready system would
cost $124,034. When this figure is added to $65,000
in two-way headend equipment, the total ccnstruc-
tiun and operationalization cost is $189.034. If this
amount -were borrowed at 10.5 percent interest, and
if the cable system made equal annual payments 6n
the note for 10 years, tl-,e system would have to
generate an additional $31,423 annually to retire the
debt and break even on the capital investment.'

Cost estimates for the cable system above do not
include any capital expenditure for home terminal
devices. In some cases, such as the TOCOM.
system in Woodlands. Texas, the $300 cost of the ter-
minal is borne by the subscriber. In the Columbus

15189.034 = (annual payment) I _

.105 .105 X 1.10510
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"Telecinema" case, the company owns the terminal.
The capital outlay for this lower cost terminal,
however, is substantially reduced by the $40 deposit
which is collected at installation. Since methods of
capitalization. terminal technology and services
vary significantly, the terminal cost is left out of this
analysis.

Operating Costs
Table 9-15 provides a general comparison be-

t ween the monthly operating expenses of two-way
capacity and two-way ready operations. The figures
indicate that a two-way ready system's office,
ovc7head and miscellaneous expenses exceed those
of a two-way capacity system until each system has
approximately 10,000 subscrik-rs. Installation, ser-
vice and support expense comparisons, however.
suggest that the two-way ready costs will always ex-
ceed two-way capacity costs. The Iasi. expense cate-
gory provided in Table 9-15 is studio expenses.

ToMe 9-15. Cost Comparison of One-Way vs.
Two-Way Operating Expenses i'39)

Two-Way Capacity
(S/Subscriber/Mo)

Office. Overhead & Misc. Expenses

Two-Way Ready
(S /Subscriber /Mo.)

1.000 Subscribers $11.00 $12.00
2.000 Subscribers 6.10 7.00
3.000 Subscribers 4.20 5.40
7.000 Subscribers 2.50 3.40 .

11;.000 Subscribers 2.20 2.20

histulloticl. Service & Support Expenses

1.000 Subscribers 6.20 7.00

2.000 Subscribers 2.50 3.70

3.000 Subscribers 1.60 2.80

7.000 Subscribers 1.10 2.05

10.000 Subscribers 1.10 2.05

Studio Expen;:(!ti

! .000 Subscribers 2.60 2.60
2.000 Subscribers 2.10 2.10

3.000 Subscribers ?.00 2.00

7.000 Subscribers .60 1.60

10.000 Subscribers 1.40 1.40

Note: Expense figures based on aerial system.

These figures are detailed for purposes of the break-
even analysis in Table 9-16. Studio costs can, of
course. vary considerably from system to system.
Two-way operating systems are probably more like-
ly to incur significant studio operating costs than are
their one -way counterparts.. However, for purposes
of demonstration, the studio expon,es are assumed
_qual for both system types.

The data presented iv... 9-17 detail the
number of subscribers lam' total sales ii.weriue)



needed to meet operating expenses. When penetra-
tion of two-way service is relatively low (25 per-
cent), two-way capacity systems break even sooner
than do two-way ready systems. Inspection of Table
9-16 suggests two reasons for this situation: (1) two-
way ready systems have somewhat higher monthly
fixed costs of operation, and (2) the variable costs
per subscriber increase substantially for two-way
ready systems until they obtain more than 7.000
subscribers.

Obviously, two-way systems must develop new
services, and/or sell those two-way services which
presently exist (e.g., alarm monitoring and per-
program pay TV) which utilize the system's two-way
readiness to make the additional investment profit-

abler Such new services could also be expected to in-
crease the revenue through the addition of new
subscribers to the basic service.

Revenue and expense (operating) projections up
to this point have been based on a system offering
only the standard home security package (e.g.,
monitoring smoke detectors, security and medical
alarms). Economies might be realized with more 'Ser-
vices. One example would be per-program pay TV.
Table 9-17 compares the monthly costs of operating
a per-channel pay operation (one-way) with the
costs of operating a per. program system (two-way).
Inspection of Table 9-17 suggests that before a pay
cable operation' can make 'a direct contribution to
system revenues, it must exceed its subscriber
break-even point. Once a system goes beyond this
point, all revenues represent profit. Since this is

true for both per-channel and per-program pay
cable, a per-program pay operation would Lave to
result in a significant increase in pay cable
revenues, and/or basic cable subscription revenues,
for an entrepreneur to select per-program over per-
channel pay cable.

Table 9-17. Estimated Costs and Revenues of
Pay Cable (43)

Type of Operation

Telemation program .

services (TPS) - stand
alone (one-way)

Home Box Office - HBO
satellite tone -way)

Telecinema" - stand
alone (two-wayl
-felecinema" - HBO
satellite (two-way)

Monthly
Costs (44)

Monthly
Subscriber

Fee

Break-Even
Number of

Pay
Subscribers

524.949 $7.87 (45) 3.170

30.732 7.87 3.905

34.247 9.00 (46) 3.805

"40.459 "9.00 4.495

Conclusion
The preceding discussion suggests that:41) larger

cable systems are more likely to find the initiation of
two-way service profitable than are smaller
systems: (2) the costs of operating a two-way cable
system are more likely to impede initiation of two-
way services than are the costs of construction; and
(3) over time, new two-way services such as per-
program pay cable present the potential to generate
profits in excess of those which could be earned by
one-way systems.

Table 9-16. Break-Even Analysis of Cable Monthly Operating Expenses

Expenses

A. Two-Way Capacity

B. Two-Way Ready System/
25% Two-Way Service
Penetration

Two-Way Ready System/
500/a Two-Way Service
Penetration

D. Two-Way Ready System/
70% Two-Way Service
Penetration

NG. of
Subscribers

1.000
2.000
3.000
7.000

10.000

:.000
2.000.
3.000
7.000

10.000

1.000
2.000
3.000
7.000

10.0W

1.000
2.000
J.000
7.000

10.000

--,,,
Fixed --- 'able
Costs C s

$ $ ----

13,860 (40) 5.940
13 960 7.540
1. 60 . 9.540
13 50 22.540
13.860 33.140

15.120 6,480
15.120 10.480
15.120 15.480
15.120 34.230
15,120 41.380

15.120 6.480
15.120 10.480
15.120 15.480
15,120 34,230
15.120 41.380

15.120 6.480
15.120 10.480
15.120 15.480
15.120 34.230
15.120 41.380

psi)
'._:.

..... ,y
19,800
20400
23.400
36,400
47.000

21.600
25.600
30.600
49.350
59.500

21.600
25.600
30.600
49:350
56.500
21.600
25.600
30.600
49.350
56.500

Total
Revenue

$

6.720
13.44U
20.160
47.040
67.200

7.970
15.940
23.910
55.790
69.700

9.220
18.440
27.660
64.540
92.200

10.220
20.440
39.660
71,540

102.200

(41)

Monthly
Operating

Profit
(Losi)

(13.080)
( 7.960)
( 3.240)
10.640
20.200

(13 .3)
( 9,1 ;0)
( 8,690;

6:440
13.21.X)

(12.3
( 7.160)
( 2.940)
15,190
35.700

(11,380)
( 5.1601

60
22.190
45,700

Break-Even
Monthly

Sales
Revenue

119.409 (42)
31.573
26.311
26.611
27.346

80.877
44.142
42.885
39,125
37.213

50,878
35,027
34,337
32.195
27.431

41.317
31.029
30.534
28.992
25.407

Break-Even
No. of

Subscribers

17.769
4.698
3.915
3.960
4.069

10.148
5.539
5.381
4.909
;1.669

5,518
3.799
3.724
3.492
2.975

4.J43
3.026
2.988
2.837
2.486
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Notes 7 Chapter 9

(1) John F. Crasan, "What Management Courses Do
Fire Chiefs Need?" Fire Chief Magazine. April 1975.

(2) It'tlurice A. Donahue, A Management Development
Program for Massachusetts Fire Chiefs. University
of Massachusetts Institute for C.)vernment Services,
-uly 1975.

(3) Sherwin P. .xsrow and Anthony Vilar, Eds.. Fire
Protection of High Rise Buildings, Proceedings,
Illinois Institute of Technology, Chicago, Illinois.
Report No. 2, September 1972.

(4) Ralph Patterson, "Prefire Planning Signs Can Avert
Pesticide Dangers," Fire Engineering. March 1973.

(5) Jerome P. Carney, "Prefire Plan Works at
Lumberyard," Fire Engineering. September 1975,
pp. 37-38.

(6) "Master Fire Protection Plans," Fire Engineering,
July 1973, pp. 38-40.

(7) Rockford Cablevision, Inc., "System Lease Plan,"
November 24, 1975.

(8) Production personnel salaries, research and
writing, supervisory salaries, film, processing,
graphics,,videotape, studio production contract, etc.
Production $24,025; salaries $45,097.

(9) Since these tapes would be identical to the tapes
distributed through the cable system, the production
cost is the same.

(10) It is assumed that the same research, planning,
writing, and audio-visual aids production ccsts
would be involved in these lessons as in the cable
television lessons. The cost is therefore $69,122 less
the producer salary for 12 weeks ($3,180), film
($1.000), announcer salary ($1,950). and studio pro-
duction and editing ($15,000).

,(11) Operator to prepare for and monitor video feeds at
cable headend for 12 'lessons for three shifts with
one make-up for each original run. $3/hour.

(12) Cassette playback machine delivery and pick-up to
10 stations for three shifts in each station for 12
lessons and one make-up for each lesson. One- and
one-half hours for delivery and pickup to all stations
at $4/hour.

(13) Ten stations with three shifts each at the Academy
for 12 lessons with one Lieutenant spending two
hours per s;.s; ion in preparation and presentation.
One make-up offered for all 10 stations together for
each shift, $12/ hour.

(14) Ten .:,tations with three shifts each in the station
house for 12 leisons with one Lieutenant spending
two4md-one-half hours in preparation, presentation
and travel: One make-up offered for each shift for
each lesson at the Academy (2 hours per session).
$12/hour.

(15) Rental of playback machine at $20/hour for 72
hours.

(16) Cost of playback machine used exclusively for
prefire planning instruction (completely depre-
ciated).

(17) Audiovisual equipment shared with other users
(slide. film andoverhead projectors. etc.).
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(18) Data/voice return channel at $1'36/monthly lease
for three months, headend equipment at 1/36 of cost
($64,075) X three months, 67 terminals-at 1/18 of
cost ($150 each) X three months. (Rockford Cablevi-
sicn "System Lease Plan" 11-24-75.)

(19) Data/voice return channel at $136/monthly lease
for three months, headend equipment at 1/36 of cost
($64,075) X three months, 10 terminals at 1/18 of
cost ($150 each) X three months. (Rockford Cablevi-
sion, "System Lease Plan" 11-24-75.)

(20) Preparation of answer forms, delivery and pick up of
forms, hand scoring of answers, posting. 200
trainees X 12 lessons X $.30 per answer form. 12
lessons delivery and pick-up at three years per
lesson at $4/hour. Administrative supervision, 10
hours at $12/hour.

(21) Final examination and posting for 200 trainees X
$.30 Per answer form. Delivery and pick-up, three
hours at $4/hour. Administrative supervision two
hours at $12/hour.

(22) Preparation of answer forms and hand scoring of
answers posting. 200 trainees X 12 lessons X $.30
per answer form. Administrative supervision. 10
hours at $12/hour.

(23) Included in lease price.
(24) One percent per month for four months.-

(25) $300/lesson X 12.
(26) $69,122 ÷ 6 (see note 8).
(27) $47,992 ÷ 6 (see note 10).
(28) $300/lesson X 12 ÷ 6.
(29) Cassette playback machine delivery and` pick -up to

50 stations for three shifts in each station for 12
lessons and one make-up for each lesson. One-and-
one-half hours for delivery and pick-up at $4 /hour,

(30) 50 stations with three shifts each for 12 lessons at
the Acadeiny with one Lieutenant spending two
hours per session in preparation and presentation.
Five make-ups offered for all 50 stations for each
shift. $1271tetir-.

(31) 50 shtions with three shifts each in the station
house for 12 lessons with one Lieutenant spending
two-and-one-half hours in prepration, presentation
and travel. Five make-ups 'offered for all 50 stations
for each shift. $12/hour.

32) Cost of five playback machines used exclusively for
prefire planning instruction (completely depre-
ciated).

(33) Data/voice return channel at $136/month lease for
three months, headend equipment at 1/36 of cost
($64,075) X three months. 335 terminals at 1/18 of
cost ($150 each) X three months. (Rockf -rd Cablevi-
Sion. "System Lease Plan." 11-24-75.)

(34) Data/voice return channel at $1.36 /monthly lease
for three months, headend equipment at 1/36 of cost
($64,075) X three months, 50 term:lids at 1/18 of
cost ($150 ea ct.i) X three months. (Rockford Cablevi-
sion. "System Lease Plan," 11-24-75)
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(35)

(36)

(37)

(38)

Preparation of answer forms, delivery and pick-up
of forms, hand scoring of answers, posting. 1000
trainees X 12 lessons X $.30 per answer form. 12
lesson delivery and pick-up at 15 hours per lesson at
$4/hour. Administrative supervision. 10 hours at
$12/hour.
Final examination and posting for 1.000 trainees X
$.30 per answer form. Delivery and pick-up. 15 hours
at $4/hour. Administrative supervision two hours at
$12/hour.
Preparation of answer forms and hand scoring of
answers. posting. 1.000 trainees X 12 lessons X
$.30 per answer form. Administrative supervision.
10 hours at $12/hour.
The data provided in this secton have come from
four basic sources: John Bowers. Rockford Cable-
vision, Rockford, Illinois; John Hastings, Systems
Engineering Manager. C-COR Electronics, Inc.. State
College. Pennsylvania; Donald Rozak. General
Manager of Woodlands CATV hie.. Woodlands.
Texas; Marshall Savage, Marketing Division. RCA
Community Television Systems. North Hollywood,
California; and Barry Silverstein. Cablenet Inter-
national Corporation, Sarasota, Florida.

('39) The data provided in this table were obtained from
Woodlands. CATV. They were prepared on March
11. 1977, and do not include pay TV expenses. Ex-
pense figures cited are those of the cable system
alone, and do not include amortization of subscribe,
equipment (e.g., home terminal at $300. basic home
security package at $200. or installation costs at ap-
proximately $175 per household).
Fixed costs were obtained by assuming that 70
percent of the office. overhead, miscellaneous. in-

(40)
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stallation, service, support and studio expenses for
a 1,000 subscriber system represent typical fixed
cost figures which should not vary with system
subscriber levels.

(41) Total revenue is computed for the one-way service
by multiplying the average subscriber rate ($6.72)
by the number of subscribers. In the case of the two-
way system. total revenue is calculated by first
multiplying the average subscriber rate ($6.72) by
the number of basic subscribers. then adding $5 for
each subscriber who also uses the two-way service.
In this case. the two-way service only ,acludes
monitoring smoke detectors. security and medical
alarms, and does not include additional revenues
possible with per-program pay TV.

(42) The break-even sales level was obtained by using the
following formula:

Break-Even Sales Level =

(43)

(44)

Fixed Costs
1 - Variable Costs/Total Sales

All data are from estimates for a converter-filter
two-way in the "Telecinema" system.
All pay cable costs are assumed to be fixed costs
with respect to the number of pay subscribers since
it is assumed that each subscriber will deposit a sum
equal to the depreciated value of the converter.
These costs are exclusive of any two-way or one-way
system costs.

(45) Paul Kagan. "The Pay TV Newsletter." February 16,
1977. This was the average monthly pay cable rate
as of December 31, 1976.

(46) "Telecinema" figures indicate that their average
pay subscriber spends approximately $9 per month.



Chapter 10
Public Pc in Two-Way Cable'

The study of two-way cable technology in public
service applications has identified a number of
public policy issues to be faced as two-way services
expand and develop. This section presenti the back-
ground of existing policy in two-way cable .com-
munication, identifies definitional problems, sug-
gests policies for the implementation of two-way ser-
vice and outlines some of the responsibilities of local
franchising authorities unique to two-way services,
particularly in the area of upstream spectrum allo-
cation.

Federal Rules
The Federal Communication Commission's 1972

Report and Order on Cable Television Service (1)
established "minimum" channel capacities which
included a rule that cable systems in designated
major televiton markets must have two-way com-
munication potential. The FCC required that each
cable system "maintain a plant having technical
capacity for non-voice return communications." (2)
It reasoned that such "two-way communication,
even rudimentary in nature, can be useful in a
number of waysfor surveys, marketing services,
burglar alarm devices, educational feedback, to
name but aew." (3)

The Commission held at that time that installation
of 'return communication devices at each subscriber
terminal was preriiature. Its rules were satisfied by
construction of cable systems "with the potential of
eventually providing return communication without
having to engage in time-consuming and costly
system rebuilding." The construction of a new
system with necessary "amplifiers and passive
devices" or "equipment that could be easily altered
to provide return service' would meet the require-
ment. (4)

The Specific concern of the FCG was amplified in
Reannsideration of Cable Television Report and
Order (1972) (5) in which the FCC prohibited local
franchising authorities from requiring a more
sophisticated two-way capacity than prescribed by

1. This chapter was written principagy by Thomas Baldwin. Thur.as
Muth ar.d Judith Saxton.

its regulations "because it is possible that any such
requirement will exceed the state of the art or place
undue burden on cable operators in this stage of
cable development in major markets." (6) FCC ap-
proval of plans by a franchising authority requiring
the installation of more sophisticated two-way capa-
bility was to be granted only in those instances
where a "franchising authority has a plan for actual
use of a more sophisticated two-way capability and
the cable operator can demonstrate its feasibility
both practically and economically." (7)

In 1976 the Commission attempted to resolve the
question of whether to retain, delete or modify the
two-way capacity requirement. (8) In rulemaking
proceedings that year, most cable system operators
filed comments which favored deletion of the re-
quirement. They argued that it increased construc-
tion costs "from 10 to 140 percent" while remaining
economically not viable for "at least five years." (9)
The Berkeley (California) Community Access Center
filed comments which urged the deletion of the re-
quirement in favor of its replacement by a local
standard. (10) Retention of the requirement was
urged by the Electronic Industries Association,
educational authorities, city 'governments and the
Cable Television Informatiofi Center. The National
Association of Educational Breadcasters contended
that "two-way instructive uses continue to develop
and assume increased significance in the educa-
tional process." (11) The City of Imperial Beach,
California, asserted that cities could improve
governmental efficiency and reduce operating costs
by "sharing data processing and computer
time." (12)

The FCC reviewed considerations of costs and
pUblic benefits involved in constructing cable
systems with two-way capacity. Alluding to the ex-
istence of a number of two-way cable experiments,
the FCC noted that the general operation of "prac-
tical commercial two-way services" had not yet
developed and that progress had been slower than
anticipated. (13) But the Commission also observed
that only modest costs were involved in building a
plant with two-way capacity and failure to construct
the capacity placed substantial obstacles in the path
of two-way development. The possibility of very sub-

,
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stantial public benefits persuaded the FCC to retain
its "limited requirement" for two-way capacity. Ac-
cordingly, cable rules, were modified to provids that
not only major market cable but any system having

or more subscribers were required to comply
having technical capacity for non-voice return com-
munications," (14) Such systems in major markets
which began operations after March 31, 1972, and
those outside major markets that commenced opera-
tions after March 31, 1977, were required to provide
the two-way capacity. All other systems having
3,500 or more subscribers were required to comply
by June 21, 1986. (15) However, 3,500 subscriber
systems which already met the 20-channel minimum
capacity requirement (16) on or before June 21,
1976, were not required to modify their plants to
comply with the two-way requirement. (17) In set-
ting the subscriber level at 3,500, the FCC reasoned
that "we have acted to exempt smaller, often less
profitable systenis from complying with our require-
ments and insured that larger communities will have
the benefits associated with expanded channel
capacity and the provision of E-Jcess services." (18)

A major factor in the decision to retain the re-
quirement for larger systems was the developmental
"chicken and egg" problem. (19) If the systems
generally do not have the capacity to provide these
services, then there is little incentive to develop the
services. And if the services are not developed, then

;there is little incentive to install the capacity. (20)

Jurisdiction in Question
The FCC authority to require two-way capacity is

now in question. A recent decision by the U.S. Court
of Appeals for the Eighth Circuit has set aside
the 1976 channel capacity rules (along with cable
equipment and access rules) as beyond FCC juris-
diction. (21)

The decision is primarily directed to defeat FCC
cable access channel requirements. (22) However,
by way of footnote; the court attacks two -`way capac-
ity requirements:

Jurisdiction to'require minimum channel capaci-
ty and two-way capacity has not been argued
separately from the mandatory access require-
ment. Channel capacity is apparently necessary
to provide access channels. The Commission has
linked two-way capacity with the 20-channel re-
quirement in the same regulation. apparently
because the cost is lower if such capacity be add-
ed when the 20 channels are built, The relation-
ship is not as clear as that of the 20-channel re-
quirement, but to the extent that two-way capaci-
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ty relates to the "a.:cess concept" or that two-
way capacity cannot be separated from the 20-
checTo! requirement it must fall with the 20-
channel a..id other regulations of the 1976 Report..
(23)

Therefore, because two-way capacity is a part of the
channel capacity rule and channel capacity is
associated (at least, by the court) with mandatory
access, the two-way provision was struck down
along with access. If the two-way provision had been
separated from the minimum channel capacity rule,
it might have been treated differently. The FCC has
decided to appeal the decision. (24)

FCC jurisdictie . er two-way capacity has been
questioned in othei .ases. The U.S. Court of Appeals
for the District of Columbia, in NationalAssociation
of Regulatory utility Commissioners (NARUC) v. FCC
(25), found that twu-way, non-voice communication
did not fall within the jurisdiction of the FCC:

We therefore conclude that most, if not all. of
these uses to which the two-way, non-voice cable
capacity is likely to be put, fall under the term
"carrier" .. It appears to us that the substantial
bulk of the two-way. non-voice communications
expected to be carried over leased access band-
width will be both intrastate and common carrier
in nature. . . The plain meaning of 152 (b)
therefore seems to bar the Commil...on's asser-
tion of a general pre-emptive power over all uses
of access bandwidth. (26)

The Court concluded that two-way, non-voice corn
munication was not "ancillary to broadcasting" and
thus outside FCC jurisdiction. (27) This point is
referenced by the Eighth Circuit decision previously
discussed., (28)

More specifically, the NARUC definition estab-
lished that those non-video, instras te, two-way
services transmitted via Class III and Class IV
channels (29) fall outside the purview of the
"reasonably ancillary" to broadcasting standard
established in the Southwestern Case (30) and
within the "instrastato" restrictions imposed um' u.
Section 152 (b) of the Communications Act of
1934 (31) and therefore is not under FCC jurisdic-
tion. Under precedent established cases such as
Head vs. New Mexico Board (32), and TV Pix' vs:
Taylor (33). state regulation is valid provided
uniform federal authority is unneeded or remains
unexercised.

The "options paper" on cable prepared by the
staff on the U.S. House Subcommittee on Com-
munications has suggested greater state and local
authority in cable matters, (34) It is anticipated that
one outcome of the Communication Act rewrite, for
which the options paper wak.written, will be the
federal deregulation of cabled..
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The trend in judicial and legislative policy,
therefore, is to give jurisdiction over two-way
capacity to state or local governments.' The exercise
of local authority in two-way communication will
probably best serve the needs of this emergmg com-
munication technology, since services will develop
experimentally in a variety of forms in. many dif-
ferent locations. Policy innovation at the local level
could reflect local needs and specific services.
There would be immediate feedback on policy effect
and the capability to respond quickly. On the other
hand, it would be difficult to impose any meaningful
federal standards now without interfering with
technical and service innovation.

Need for Clarification of
Two-Way Opacity

As discussed earlier, two-way capacity is treated
by the FCC as something less than active two-way
service. Unless this distinction is clearly understood
by franchising authorities, the promise of two-way
capacity may be misleading. The FCC view of
capacity does not require that the cable system be.
operational in the return mode, but only that it be
capable of furnishing two -way, non:voice services.
This necessitates installation of "certain passive
equipment in the system's distribution network and
the use of downstream amplifiers which possess
minimum second order distortion characteristics."
The downstream amplifiers must be contained in a
dus I housing 'mutt, built to receive a second ampli-
fier, far upstream communications. The second
amplifier is not actually installed. (38) Installation of
the upstream amplifier would render the system ac-
tive to transmit two-way communication assuming
the installation of subscriber and headend terminal
equipment.

Under existing federal rules. due to omission of
explicit instructions, each government and cable
system is left with the responsibility for making the

a
transition from two-way capacity to active two-way
services-.

I. The peti::y and rules of at least one state. New York. currentic address
two-way caplbility for cable. systems. It is the responsibility of the.New
York State Commission on Cable Television to "encourage municipelitics to
negotiate for, cable systems with a maximum possible capacity and to pro.
mate expanded use of such capacity. In particular. non.broadrast and two-
way transmission appliciitions for business and educational purposes ore
encouraged." (35) One of the on-going programs for the New York Commis-

, eion is to "assess channel capacity heeds in the,state and establish system
canecapacity and bidirectional bilitv standards as necessary." (36) The

legislation which created The New York State Commission on Cable Televi-
sion specifically outlines the duties of the commission regarding two. way
cable: "....presc.ribe standards for the construction and operation of cable
television systems, which stand shall be designed to promote . . . the
construction and operation o stems consistent with the Most advanced
state of the art . . . capable of transmitting signals from
subscribers to the cable television company or tosither points.'' crn

Introducing Provisions for
Two-Way Cable

The nature of two -wav cable communication is
now clear enough so that some guidelines may be
suggested for franchising authorities an_ d cable com-
panies anticipating a two-way system.

If it is the intent to write a two-way communica-
tion requirement into a franchise, agreement, the
nature of the two:way communication technology
demands that the communication service or services
to be provided be specified carefully. Each type of
service makes unique demands on the character and
technical capacity of the systemat the home ter-
minal, in the distribution plant equipment and at the
headend.`

At this point is is useful to discuss the categories
of service that might be provided by a two-way
system. Some services may be wholly the province of
private enterprise such as per-view pay programs
for entertainment. Services such as training

-firefighters and other civil employees are associated
with government and of predominant concern to
public health, safety and welflfte. Services such as
fire, burglar and medical alarms, represent con-
sumer and public benefits. The distinctions might be
made according to the following scheme.

Consumer services would be defined as entertain-
ment, education, alarms, etc., which are consumed
directly by individuals. Institutional. services are
those that are used by private institutions (e.g.,
interbranch commimication by banks and depart,
merit stores) ant' 'overnment (e.g., internal com-
munication an :ng ip public safety depart-
ments).

These definitions require further refinement in
terms of the source of support. Are the services
associated primarily with the public or private sec-
tor? Where two-way services are primarily asso-
ciated with the private sector, as is the case with
per-view pay entertainment, advertising and e.lec-
tronic games. they may he defined as consumer-
private two-way ser: ices. Where associated with
private sector institutions, such 88 business data
transfers, they may be defined as institetionai-
private two-way services.

Services that are principally supported by govern-
ment may also be diVided into consumer and institu-
tional categories. Consumer-public two-way services
may be defined as those used by the public but in-
volving the government. These might include fire,

2. To the extent that the household terminal and the headend equipment
can he made modular, new servicas may he ailed to those specified with
minimum cost,
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alarms, education, electronic trail and publiC
recreation type entertainment. Institutional-public
two-way services would include those services used
internally by the government such as firefighter
training or civil service education.

Private -

Consumer Electronic games. etc. Alarm systems, etc.

Institutional Data transfer
between bank
branches. etc.

Fjrefighter training.
etc.

If a *franchise authority wished to develop par-
ticular two-way services, specification of such ser-
vices could enter the agreement with the franchisee
in at-least two ways. One way would be-the simple
requirement that such a service be available. on com-

pletion of the construction schedule (or as the
system is turned on after each stage of construc-
tion). Such a franchise clause would seem to be ap-
prOpriate for consumer- or institutional-private ser-
vices where the service specified has been tested
operationally and where market experience or pro-
jections would assure sufficient revenues to keep the
two-way service from becoming a burden to the
system or its subscribers.

If a two-way system were required exclusively for

government services (institutional-public), the
capital cost of the two-way system also could be
viewed as socially desirable for the community and
treated as a cost of acquiring the privileges in a
franchis or as a direct cost to the government. In
either case, the potential public benefit of the ser-
vice would still be weighed against the costs.
wherever assessed, in deterMining whether to in-
clude the service in the franchise.

The consumer-pUblic category of two-way service
presents special problems. In alarm communication.
for example, the general public welfare isAnhanced
and cost of government service reduced, if alarm
communication is available through two-way cable.
At the same time the consumer realizes personal
benefit. If the alarm communication service is man-
dated by the government, the franchise or ordinance
must contain the two-way provision. If the desire is
only to make the service available to those citizens
who wish it, then the questions of marketability, cost
and general public benefit all weigh in the decision
to require a two-way system.

If investigation by the franchising authority iden-
tifies general value and also seems to indicate a
desired consumer benefit, greater public welfare
and/or, increased government efficiency, writing a
two-way service clause into the franchise would be
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appropriate. On the other hand, in the absence of
strong evidence of the benefits of a service, the fran-
chise could stipulate a field test. This would provide
an opportunity for both the operator and the fran-
chising authority to eve ate benefit of the ser-
vice without the high cost of co leting a two-way
system. Although many of the headend costs for a
two-way system are fixed, distribution plants' in
many systems have been built to accommodate a
two-way retrofit. The necessary switching hard-
ware within the distribution plant can be added

. after construction. Thus such a field test would
quire modification of only a part of the cable system.
Although inim m-cost field test could no provide
a random s of households or geographically
dispersed institutional sites, the test area could be
designed to provith, an economically feasible repre-
sentation of a potential universe of users. Such a
field test has been Written into the Syracuse. New
York, franchise. Smoke alarms and ambulance and
police call buttons will be tested in 1.000 households.
(39) The franchise appears to leave the ultimate
decision to extend the service to the entire frarichise
territory to the franchising authority. (40) This is
perhaps the best policy. since the franchisee will
certainly provide a major input to the evaluation
process. To be most cautious, an arbitration ar-
rangement could be specified'to resolve differences
in interpretation of field test resul?s.

If a franchise authority is reluctant to impose
even an experimental field test on a cable fanchisee,
it might include a "state-of-the-art" clause 'in the
ordinance or franchise agreement which would re-
quire two-way service prior 'to the end of the fran-
chise period. Criteria by which state-of-the-art
technology and service are judged may be hard to
come by: however, the burden of establishing two-
way cable technology as the state-of-the-art has
been eased somewhat by the FCC-requirement that
systems have two-way capacity. The FCC Rules sug-
gest that two-way service is important and imminent
enough to warrant system design to accommodate it.
A practical demonstration of a two-way service in
other systems should provide impetus for suggesting
the activation of the existing capability. 4.7

It is possible to set forth conditions which would
lead to implementation of two-way service. The
aggregation of a particular. number 'of users, for
various types of t to-way service would'be an inipor-
tact condition. hi aggregating users. the franchising
authority may play -a developmental role. This role
could be particularly important in broadband coin;
munica tion because operators may not, bn their own
initiative, seek to develop applications of the.
technology which involve additional, and unique,
public responsibility.



Whether a, franchising authority can require ac-
tivation of two-way capacity during the term of 'a
franchise agreement, where activatioa_is_ opposed
by a cable system, varies from one jilrisdictiort- to
another. It seems that if the ordinance or legislative
action which authorizes the franchise includes a
provision for ardendment of the franchise, the courts
would support reasonable change. If the franchise
agreement Stands aloe without adequate support-
ing legislation, it may -be looked

may
as a contrac-

tual relationship and change may be More_ difficult,
absent franchisee concurrenct; ;41) ,

,.

Respontibilities for Local
GoVernMent ,-,

,p. .

.:rwo-waY cable is inherently a local service. The
services to be supplied by such a system may involve
agencies of local government (e.g., fire and police
departments), entities endowed 'with a 'public in-
terest, such as educational institutions, or local

-businesses. .

A local government will . figve to assume some
special burdens as it takes up the issue of cable
development. As well as deterrhining' the kind of
specific services it requires. the community-may find
it in the public interest to EMCO' . ,e development of
community communication services that require ad-
vanced teohnology, a function simil r \ to the FCC
responsibility lo "study new uses for 'dio, provide
for experimental uses for frequencirs a-rtZI generally
encourage the larger-ana more effective use of radio
in the public interest." (42)

A unique responsibility for the local authority
stems from the fact that in two-way cable, a variety
of public and private sei vices may eventually com-
pete for up6tream speOtrum sp.ace. How the spec:
trum is allocated to *these services is important toall
users and potential users. Careful gnd conservative
allocation is more critical as new services are
developed and users increase.

At the present stage of development of two -way.
cable, it is possible to make only a tentative apport
tionment of spectrum to services. This initial alloca-
tion can be flexible, particularly if the transmitting-
receiving equipment remains in the hands of the
cable system. While the cable Systein may be in the
best position to make the initial spectrum decisions
in the developmental period, the franchising author-
ity should reserve the opportunity to reviev
spectrum plan and lease- rates to protect c, ,

public interest users (e.g., in firefighter training.

alarm systems, electric Tower system communica-
tion),, This is particularly important as competition
for up-stream spectrum increases. .

Finally, the franchise authority and cable system
must fice the projilem of adding new capacity as in-
itial upstream spectrum is fully utilized. This matter
is complicated by the high capital cost of changing
the split between downstream and upstream signals
or addi 2 another cable. In these circumstances, a
cable monopolist might forestall the capital cost of
adding capacity by controlling demand through the
lease rate structure.

The major problem for local authority is how to
represent the public interest. On the upstream spec-
trum allocation and rate issues, perhaps the ap-
propriate procedure is to exercise a right of ap-
proval so that a mechanism exists for the franchis-
ing authority to become informed of system develop-
ment and ti, have the opportunity to express's judg-
ment of public and user interest.

The addition of some two-way cable services (e.g.,
point-to-point data transmission 'kelectric power
system communicaton) clearly establishes those
cable services in a domain which is generally en-
compassed by the traditional concept of "public
utility." In these areas, the state government may be
of assistance to local authority in dealing. with
some of the complexities of franchise supervision.
Although

in
governments -have no previous ex-

perience in such areas as spectrum allocation, iliey
may collect information as it becomes available and
subsequently advise local authorities.

Summary

In this discussion we have attemptedto document
the history of public policy in two-way cable at
federal and state levels and to point out where the,
developing technology leaves that rudimentary

' policy wanting
Beyond establishing a clear meaning for two-way

communication via cable, several important issues
face franchising authorities; how to include two-way
services in the agreement with-the franchisee, how
to represent the public interest in spectrum alloca-
tion and how and when to oversee lease rates. At
this stage of development policy-makers face the
historical problem in the telecommunication field
the need to take policy action while both technology
and services are in developmental stages..In this
case the problem is significantly different because it
is primarily local and must be addressed by each
community.
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Chapter 11
Postscript

Project Goals
The primary goals of this experiment were to

'develop (1) a cost-feasible, functional two-way cable
system for data return from the feeder system. and
(2) to demonstrate applications of this technology in
urban administration and social services. More
specifically. we sought (3) to design and test an
automated instructional system which would pro-
vide regular feedbgek, and still more specifically, .(4)
to iniplement a training system in the fire service
that provides effective standardized instruction in
an administratively efficient manner.

The first three objectives were achieved. To some
extent, the system developed in these experiments
has already become a model on which other systems
will be patterned. Warner Cable Corporation hopes
to be able to adapt the automated, interactional in-
structional system to the Columbus QUBE system. (1)
(See Appendix X-1) The Syracuse, New York, two-
way alarm system will use hardware and software
developed for Rockford. (2) (See Appendix X-1)
TOCOM, Inc. is using some of the Rockford concepts
in its two-way Systems and has employed one of the
original Rockford two-way Project staff members.

Reports of the project hav' been-made to national
'conventions of instructional communications
technologists (3), computer specialists (4),
firefighters (5); public power operators and
engineers (6), associations of cable television
operators in the United States and Canada (7,8) and
other groups,. This. is only the beginning-of necessary
di3semination activities. but indicates an interest in
the interface of telecommunications and computer
technologies in various applications.

The fourth objective, to initiate a practical train-
ing method in the fire service, and more generally to
improve fire department communication, has ako
been achieved to the extent that the limited pc '-
experiment experience indicates.

Rockford Fire Department
>The field staff for the project has been in reg'

contact with the Rockford Fire Training Aced
over the past three years. All four members o
Academy staff have developed' television produ (10/1

skills to a fairly high level. Their current work, in-
dependent of project staff assistance, is competent
and improving steadily. They are able to script in
one- and two-way formats, make videotape on loca-
tion and in the studio, edit and assemble segments
and mix audio. Their preparation of instructional
television materials includes the ability to state in-
structional objectives clearly, and relate plans and
scripts to those objectives. In addition to the
Academy staff. three members of the Fire Depart:
ment headquarters have become capable television
producers for general and instructionei communica-
tion purposes.

The Rockford Fire Department has purchased
enough equipment to accomplish television produc-
tion efficiently. The system, employs simple black
and white televisior. equipment which has required
little maintenance. The Training Academy personnel

-have produced instructional videotapes using the
two-way interactive system' that -was developed
through tIte.project. Several people in the depart-
ment are now capable of following the Operations
Manual which programs the computer to process the
lessons.

Since it is time-consuming to produce original
materials for instructional purposes, the Training
Academy personnel are converting existing instruc-
tional materials to two-way videotapes. Academy
perainnel will systematically convert materials used
in conjunction with a 200-hour Advanced Firefighter
Training Course to the two-way training mode. This
entails adding interactive questions and quizzes to
the training materials (slides. films. etc.) at ap-
propriate points, videotaping on a three-quarter
inch cassette and preparing the tape for the two-
way system. Six of these instructional programs had
been made at this writing.

During the experimental 12-lesson prefire plann-
ing series, only four of the 10 Rockford fire stations
were capable of receiving two-way television. Rock-
ford Cablevision has now completed the Conversion
to two-way for all stations.

The Rockford Fire Department uses the two-way
cable system for its daily briefing, "Update," at 8:30
a.m. and 4:15 p.m. When this system is completely
installed, the character-generated information will
go upstream from the Fire Department alarm office
to the headend, and downstream from the headend
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to the fire stations on. ch.- -.r.n) 13. The briefings in-
clude vital. information 35 hydrant reports and
street closings. The Fire:. tmefreqUerr Iv adds
a short videotape prese.. information
about new programs, equipmeir And procedures,
clarifications policies. etc. :.mace the wo -way
system became operation ii for the experiment. 24 of
these special briefings have hPen added to the
regular daily "Update. Prei ik-uks,.. these special
briefings were presentec..m per en -v Deputy Chiefs

to each of.the three stiff.: s71,_-_,1s (33 separate

presentations). Results ---,--yFy of the use. of

these programs comple.ad re
reported in:able 11-1..

In cooperation with Cir Rockfol,:f Equal

Employment Opportunit Offic, the Rocki --ord Fire

Department conducted .vork3hop 7.0 pre-

pare applicants for the Fi:-.,..,eptment civ service
test. One of these works- cond.. .:teci by

television on the govera7m, , Y C.7.InnE 'I) r,,aCh

people who were una-,:iit. wolks7no! in

public buildings. The 77Er. 7 Pudgy: airs
Officer made a preitltii -:7en :,svered

r--iestions received f :.,
rent individuals as is

audience amon- pt
fire department jr-u14
'he Rockford Fi-
1 ,the Michigan .:-.)te

n 'dor. produced a- t;
ty.k.h; ran twice daily on

.,, Ii)F114g Fire Prevention
ere printed in "IP

i )ember 1977. F zht
rrw-A1.= have been
F..=miable LiquidE.
F--evention Week Fos

N` in-on4he-Street
_.hristmas Fire Safet.

Other Users

tins 11.1.i;t:a

.nt( '"sled a ,r . :ng

.t*O"l7 551t In

..-able

iapers and the able
-1m was run t4,3in

:srams for ti;
iafe Hand; of

ff-:y Ups-la tit ": Fire
utrr :-s": ire 'safety.
iew Pr ris

P is I and iI.

The University of used the two-way
system to make in-ervic, clevelopm,-Tt

materials available to to 1,14 public scho.

in Rockford. The schools project ran from 8 a.m. to 4

p.m. weekdays from September 1977 through May
1978. The system functioned without major tech-
nological .:ifficulties tiruagn the entire period.
Virtually no special sygstem maintenance was re-
quir..d for the two-way r:ommunication.

SwedishAmerican in Rockford. Michigan
Sta t3 University Rockford Cablevision
demonstrated the two, system for continuing
mc,Liical education as .1u; first annual Itealth in
Ur lerserveci Rural A 4 1tIURA) conference in
Fc ruarx 1978. spons ty the Department of
he .rh. Ecucation and 1

.;thle 13 Sur "Update" Usage;
Rociderr Oepartment

t06)

--Flo: the

:most ."-
flout h .1!
.Iflon

-,- portion of "Update'...

boi NOMOtlff yof: i011 watch the printed message
.erion of ,
ii "" aimost -ter.
..;un about 1,,;jf

se,,:om

-ornetime. 'oda' .a fie television program about some

spect of Depart' . -ivity. Below is a list of some of
ruse prov:. 71S. itfich program that you definitely

--member-
27% I 't 't Briefing System

210/0 ;favourer .1141inta..-;tration of Quint Apparatus

9"/n A --son Semina
300in Q & A on Iltrec7.-r :,"! Community Services Office*

Functions
.itiow Chief's Cpdah
15(1;0 Recruit Program [:-relate

ihoio Hydrant Survey Pr..dram
Orin NISI' Project
:14",i) Fire Prevention l/L'-'tek Contest
:170'0 Fire Prevention l/1, -.44t Plans
17 ".n Illinois Firefighters Conference. Physical Fitness for

irefighters anti Self-Contained Breathing Apparatus
2!" --.rthur Fielder. Conductor of the BostOn- Pops. Fire

inpartment Interview

What is no best time to run "Update':
8:30a .1T1 19"/n 4;15 p.m. Oth3r
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APPENDIX IV-1
co

Task Analyses:

High Rise Apartment Survey
Industrial Complex Survey
Formulation of the Pref ire Plan
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Task Analysis of Prefire Plan Survey for High-Rise Buildin

Contact owner or apartment manager and arrange for appointment.

Talk with owner or manager and explain that this is a prefire plan and not an inspection. Ascertain that

difference is perceived.
Arrive at building office to begin prefire plan survey.

In The Office
Obtain the basic information needed for the heading the prefire plan surveyName of building. no.
stories, type of occupancy. emergency telephone nura,-Ders.

If blueprints are available_ check blueprints for the f Al0wing informationType of construe non, dime

sions of building, deadend corridors, location of exits.

Generally accompanied by manager, owner. of their r!oresentative. begin surveying first

First Floor
Determine if F.D. keys exist.
Check to see which doors F.D. key, will operate.
Check elevator for F.D. service key.
Find out what type of fire alarm system building has.
Locate annunciator panel and ascertain that it works. Make sure that all indications can be decipher

by firefighters.
Locate any utility shutoffs on the first floor and graphically diagram their location for reference

Note any problems that might be encountered in trying to shut off the utilities.

Locate all, exists on first floor. Note their sizend construction and see if they correspond to bluepri its

Check the sprinkler system if there is one: Note its characteristics for later referenceAutomati
dry, no. of risers. Q

Note if heat and/or smoke detectors are present.
Note if firewalls are present and locate them for later reference.

Note any other fire detector, control or extinguishing systems.

Look at average apartment and see if it corresponds to blueprints,
Ascertain if intercom or loud speaker system can be used for emergency communications.'

Note.any partiCular hazardous 'conditions that exist on first floor that would hamper fit efighting 0;

tions.
Locate any valuables that are stored on the first floor.
Call elevator with F.D. service key.
Ride elevator to top floor of building.

Top Floor
Check to see if sprinkler system extends to top floor. If so. note same characteristics as before.

Locate the standpipes and diagram them for later use.

' With tape measure, find out distance from.standpipe to farthest point a fire hose will have to reach.

'clown the distance.
Check stairtowers for type of construction.
Find out if stairtowers are vented and how the vents can be.opened.

Check to see if stairtowers have fire doors. If so, note type of construction.

List any utility or ventilation controls that exist on top floor. Nate how they operate.

Note any particular hazards that exist on top floor.

Climb stairs to roof of building.

Roof
Examine all openings and vents in the roof and find Out their origin and purpose.

Note all ventilation shafts and theimeans of operation.
Note the construction of the roof and the Materials used.

Unlock penthouse and check elevator controls. Note how eleVator can be operated from penthouse.

Check to seelf penthouse is vented.
Take stairs or elevator to awlrage floor.

I /
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Averome Floor
tleck general oistrreorton on floor_ See if it is the same as the blueprint.

:Nate the mater construction.
Waite the tymeei:Ootnrsamnd windows. their m:,--terials and how they can be opened and shut.
Check locatier..nh.uhitiv shutoffs for indivic ;41' floor. Ascerta :r fror . building manager that they ar-in
-toe same loicatron alLfloors.
_.neck Note same characteristics az; before.

aide ludemient of building.

Etaserrent
. . /

L.Licanealcv -county shutoffs in basement and ma .e note of any pro em . at may b encountered in getting
r.- m. -,aphisinrily map theirlocation for late: reference.

inl.system. Find out what -type it Ls and important
Nowa themns!,.),.r.ilan of basement doors. Find nut if they will be Lickec .,'i:est w&y to get them
open

numat: mined in basement.
Matt\ doss -1 .v hizmrrdous conditions caused :)y the storage or location ,/ tf emiD me n t in the br.qt:-
naeni

th ,-,tyr.7-:..enc.v.genera tor and note its characteristics. Find on:;
_ eer. basement and find best access route to shutor7s.

(.5

base-7-,: ad go outside.

POrlinIterl
:het^ the .--an or any exposures that would be affected by a fire in if Ag.-1-rise. Diagram their location

aond
!13I\-7 an,i; standpipe connections. Diagram their locations.

1..rocole liycirgF ; and other water sources and diagram their locations.
,,,Acite exits ,.:nrucleter;-^ine best means for forcible entries.
lSonti. build :has fire escape.
Norte any ha .bus conditions existing on outside of building that :ICA hamper firefighting: List them
and diAgrarr. ations.

asureoff r:as in which fire vehicles can physically fit.
heck area f oll avenues of entrance and exit.

A.Krzerzoin tHar,ntire prefire survey has been filled out.
li,ffitirn to fir station to begin prefire plan.

02
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Tait( Analysis of Prefire Plan Survey for Industrial Buildin%

Contact owner or supervisor and.arrrange for appointment.
Talk with owner or supervisor anc. \plain that this is a pref ire p. :n and not an inspection A ,,=,--21--ta!/. that
the difference is perceived.
Arrive at building to begin p refire 7114-in survey.

In The Office
Obtain the ham reformation needs -7 the heading of the 7r-fire plan surveyName of no. of

stories, type n emereni -,--lephone numbers.
If blueprintsare- available, checi n ar the following -mationType of construction. _...:17.ensions

of buildings. corridors. m of exits, types oi perational hazards. (If no blur,...sr nts are
avaua ,le, the 0 see if any othe7 R:Prd, I diagram exists. Oi -,:at insurance companies will record

of ite fo:- 4inirmational purpo,
Accorwanie.--__ 7,3;.owner or his repr-Hi(enta -!. begin survevinc. the building(s).

First Flew viactrBuilding
Che t '() 4, which door FA. keys 7e.

Che tor 1r F.D. service.
`-.artvrie of alarm system bin has.

Lac:: ut nciator panel and asc-em th..it it works. Make sure that all indications can be q:iphered

by . figh s.

Lo. an, Nifty shutoffs on the firQt Lon:- and graphically diagram their location for later reference.
No int' ,lems that might be enct furred in trying to shutoff the utilities. Check to see if all areas of
th -re serviced by the same
L( ..te a . Its that exist on the Flo( to their size and construction and see if they correspond to

:oDrints
sped I note of interior "hearir Ills and diagram their locations.
spec note of any abandon, concealed shafts or underflow conveyors. Look for any other

h = rds th... =.xist beneath the floor
Cnci.x the'-ia--Tinkler system if there -0. Note its characteristics for later reference. Make special note

. c ,h-gree I iprinkler head link and it is suitable for hazard involved.
ti - if aav _,eat and/or smoke deter irJrZ are present.
^ if any frrewalls are present an.:) 1,:ate them for later reference.
.' 77= any other fire detector, contra. extinguishing systems. ;

(;Ertain that firedoors work prop- rn, and mark down the ones that don't.
Letermine if intercom or loud speaker system can be used for emergency communications.
i'Jte any particularly hazardous w. irking areas and diagram their locations.
Make special note of hazEi rdous storage conditions. Find out if proper equipment is available to neutralize
hazard.
Locate any material on floor that is particularly valuable.-
Find out if an.y additional water is available for firefighting purposes. If so. locate and chart.

Note if any pieces of eqUipmen. are suspended room the ceiling. Determine if they present a hazardouF
condition,
Examine the ventilation system. Determine if it can be valuable for firefighting uses.

Determine if there are any natural paths for afire to follow.
Note the construction of doors, walls, ceilings. windows and doors.
If there is an elevator, call it with key (if 'applicable) and ride it to next floor. If'there is no elevator, take'
stairway to next floor.

Stairwell
Note construction materials.
Note if stairwell is enclosed or open. Check to see if it is vented.
Find out if stairwell doors are normally open or closed.

10
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In Elevator
Find out how door of elevator operates. ,

Find out if elevator is open-shaft or closed-shaft.
Note its type of construction.
Locate elevator shutoffs and controls.

Every Floor
Note' if floor is sprinklered. Mark down some characteristics as h=-fore.,
Locale standpipes and diaRam them for later use.
With tape.measure. find out distance from standpipe to farthest 7-11:n: a fire-hose win have ru reach.
List anyutility or ventilation controls on floor and note how they ca2erate.
Noteall exits and fire escapes.
Note the construction of floors. walls, windows and doors.
Note "bearing walls and their locations.
Noteif smoke and/or heat detectors are present.
Note firewalls and locate them for later reference.
Note any other fire detection, control or extinguishing devices.
Ascertain that firedoors work properly. Mark down ones that doll
Note any particularly hazardous working areas and diagram th-n . )cations.
Make special mite of hazardous storage conditions. Find out if Trroner equipment isavailable to neutralize
haza
Note f any pieces of equipment are suspended from ceiling. Doerr' fine if they present a hazardous condi-

Examine the ventilation syste . Determine if it can be used for ::.rre:righting purposes.
Determine if there are any na ural paths for fire to follow.

Roofs
Note construction of roof and materials used.

'Examine all openings and vents. Find out their origins and pl:zposes.
Note all ventilation shafts and th'Sii means of operation.
If elevator penthouse is(eesent. unlock it and check elevato- -:ontroL..-;. Notehow elevat -r can be operated
from penthouse.
Check to see if penthouse is vented.
Examire.any physical construction or structures that exist on roof (water tanks, metal towers, etc.).
Determine what role they would play in the event of a fire.

Basement (In many industrial plants which have no basements, th characteristics
apply to the first floors.)
Locate any utility shutoffs and diagram their locations.
Check the healing system. Find out its characteristics.
Note the construction of floors. wallsandthilings.
Find out which doors of basement are locked and the best way to enter basement.
Find out what is stored in-basement and note any hazardous storage conditions.
Ncite if basement is sprinklered. Look for same characteristics as before.
Locate the emergency generator and note its characteristics. Find out what it powers.

Find out what will neutralize any flammable or combustible material, stored inbasement.

Make special note of "bearing" walls and diagram their locations.
Note if heat and/or smoke detectors are present.
Note any other fire detection. control or extinguishing devices.
Exit basement and go outside.

1O
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Perimeter .

Check the area for asii .mcposures that would be affected by a fire in the industrial building. Diagram
their location and descm:ztion.
Locate PIV and staindpitetr:onnections. Diagram their locations.
Locate hydrants =dower-water sources and diagrarri their locations.
Locate exits and deffemoisombest means for fOrcible entries.
Note any fire escapexat='where they lead to.
Examine any storacwaname that exist in area. Find out what is stored in them and the characteristics of
the stored substaneat.:=Funtout which shutoffs control the flow of material to and from the tanks..

Note the construction ni storage tank saddles. Determine if they will support tanks' weight in the event of
a fire.
Note the present~ -mf weeds. grass or other natural structures in area which would give a fire a path to
follow.
Examine any out6hcle storage areas. Determine if they present a hazardous condition to firefighters and
find out how to neantralize any hazardous conditions that do exist.
Examine any other constructions that exist in erea and deternr'ne if they present hazards in the
event of a fire.
Examine fence wthich may exist around area. Find out which gates F.D. keys operate.
Measure off areas in which fire vehicles can physically fit.
Check area for alllavenues of entrance and exit.
If superyisor hasiappointed someone to meet F.D.. find out where he will be.
Make any adjust cents to diagrams of building and area toup-date them.
°Ascertain that entire prefire survey has been filled out.
Return at differ=unt time ofday to see if exposures have changed.
File prefire pia= at station.
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TaskAnalysis for Formulation of Prefire Plan from Prefire Plan Survey

Analyze data on-prefire plan to ascertain that it is complete.
If data is not complete, return to building to obtain supplementary data.

'Hi: is uncertain that fire, vehicles can fit in certain locations, return' to building and physically position
vehicles.
Dipgram all floors and areas of building that. contain information pertinent to firefighters. Use correct
symbols when diagramming shutoffs, connections and hazardg.
Diagram outside perimeter area. Include exposures, water supplies and an other structures or connec-'
.tions that would affect a firefighting situation.
Develop initial response plan for vehicles based upon the most effective way to fight a fire in the subject
building,* Plan contains number and type of vehicles responding and written description of where they
are to be positioned.
Diagram vehicular positions onto chart of perimeter area.
Send packet containing prefire plan survey, diagrams and initial response to individual fire companies.

In The Company
. .

Extract material from prefire plan survey' that is pertinent to that particular company's role in the
response to a fire.'
File prefire plan survey at company Level for use by officers fo gain overall perspective of building.
Develop-company-level prefira plan that takes into account the company's expected role and alternate
roles in fighting a fire in the subject building.'
File the cbmpany's prefire plan in location that is easily accessible. ,
Update plan evnry six months. .,

. .-

. I
'Response plan is based upon the following considerations. All carry equ weight in developing initial response: I) Speed of entry to
firstfloor and securing of elevator. 2) Location of F.D. connections. 31 Freei g lanes of access and egress. 4) Mobility of special pieces
which take.time and additional effort to move once committed. and 5) Rest pe .pectives of all sides of a building.

Normally done by company off icers'with input from other members of com ny.

s
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APPENDIX IV-2

Building Survey Report Forms



BUILDING SURVEY REPORT

GENERAL INFORMATION

NAME NO. OF STORM

ADDRESS

OCCUPANCY

F.D. KEY AVAILABLE?

WHICH. DOOR?

WHERE AVAILABLE?

EMERGENCY TELEPHONE NOS.

BLUEPRINT LOCATION

FIRE PROTECTION EQUIPMENT
AUTOMATIC SPRINKLERS

WET

.701

9 G E

EV-04iiIKLER CONTROLS

P.I.V.'s

NO. OFoRISERS LOCATION

'F.D. CONNECTIONS

AUTOMATIC CHEMICAL SPRINKLERS

TYPE

DELUGE APPLICATION LOCAL APPLICATION _

LOCATION

1 0&
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FIRE PUMPS

TYPE

POWER: DEPENDENT OPERATION: MANUAL
o

INDEPENDENT AUTOMATIC

LOCATION
PERIMETER STRUCTURES

STANDPIPES

HOSE CONNECTIONS

F.D. CONNECTIONS

HYDRANT LOCATIONS AND MAIN SIZES

OTHER WATER SUPPLIES

.FIRE ALARM SYSTEM

LOCAL SUPERVISED

--ANNUNCIATOR PANEL Li:JCATION.

SYSTEM COVERAGE

'BUILDING'CONSTitUCTION.

GENERAL BUILDING DESCRIPTION

APPROX. SIZE OF GROUND FLOOR'

SQ.-FOOTAGE

INTERIOR CONSTRUCTION
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ROOF

TYPE

DESCRIPTION

FLOOR

WINDOWS

TYPE

TYPE OF GLASS

INTERIOR DOORS

EXTERIOR DOORS

OVERHEAD DOORS

BASEMENT DOORS

FIRE 'ESCAPES

BASEMENT.
ITILITIES. - SHUTOFFS

ELECTRICAL

GAS

AIR .CONDITIONING AND VENTILATION

DOMESTIC WATER

110
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HEATING SYSTEM

TYPE

LOCATION

EMERGENCY POWER

4

VENTILATION AND FORCIBLE ENTRY

POSSIBLE POINTS OF VENTILATION

POSSIBLE POINTS OF FORCIBLE ENTRY

VERTICAL STRUCTURES

STAIRWAY / TOWER NO. 1

DESCRIPTION

LOCATION

FIRE DOORS? VENTED? FLOORS SERVICED

STAIRWAY / TOWER NO. 2

DESCRIPTION

LOCATION

FIRE DOORS' VENTED' FLOORS SERVICED

STAIRWAY / TOWER NO. 3
,

DESCRIPTION
. .

LOCATION;

FIRE DOORS? VENTED? FLOORS SERVICED

ELEVATOR NO. 1

LOCATiON: T.D. SERVICE?

.5.TYPE
FLOORS SERVICED

SHUTOFFS
11
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5

ELEVATOR NO. 2

LOCATION F.D-. SERVICE?

TYPE FLOORS SERVICED

SHUTOFFS

ELEVATOR NO. 3

LOCATION F.D. SERVICE?

TYPE FLOORS SERVICED t,

'SHUTOFFS

OTHER SHAFTS, DUCTS AND VERTICAL STRUCTURES

COMMUNICATIONS

PROBLEMS

INTERNAL
IESCUE

LOCATION OF HANDICAPPED AND BEDRIDDEN

PRESSURIZED STRUCTURES

1SSIBLE PROBLEMS IN RESCUE ATTEMPTS

DEADEND CORRIDORS

LIMITED 'ACCESS/INACCESSIBLE AREAS

PALVAGE

LOCATION qF VALUABLES

2
101
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OTHER SIGNIFICANT AREAS

IAZARDOUS MATERIALS
sis

NAME DESCRIPTION LOCATION IMPORTANT INFO.

r

.ti

SPECIAL EXTINGUISHING 'INSTRUCTIONS
r.

0ERIMETER SURVEY

EXPOSURES

CONSTRUCTION . DIR. DIST. HEIGHT

COMBUSTIBLE MATERIALS'

GROUND OBSTRUCTIONS

FENCES OR WALLS

PARKED CARS

103
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OVERHEAD OBSTRUCTIWIS

WIRES

TINES

OMER.

COMMON WALL STRUCTURES

7

EP ERAL FIREFIGHTING INFORMATION

FIRE FLOW

LADDERING INFORMATION

HOSE INFORMATION

DDIONAL COMMENTS
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NAME AND ADDRESS

INITIAL REACTION

4,

.11

HAZARDS

..

.11.11Imal
HYDRANTS.

F.D. CONNECTIONS

ADDITIONAL,

RESCUE

4

1



SURVEY REPORT REVISION

DATE

BUILDING NAME

ADDRESS

HEADING

SUB-HEADING

REVISION-

HEADING

SUB- HEADING

REVISION

HEADING

SUB-HEADING

REVISION

HEADING

SUB-HEADING

REVISION

HEADING

SUB-HEADING

REVISION



APPENDIX IV-3

Extract of Prefire4Plan Suniey
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EXTRACT OF PREFIRE PLAN SURVEY FORM

PERIMETER SURVEY-

EXPOSURES Type

1.

Dir. Dist. Height

2

3.

4.

5.

COMBUSTIBLE. MATERIALS

GROUND OBSTRUCTIONS.

fENCES OR WALLS

PARKED CARS

OTHER

OVERHEAD OBSTRUCTIONS

. WIRES

OTHER

'ADJOINING STRUCTURES

0

1`'1113



GENERAL FIREFIGHTING INFORMATION

FIRE FLOW

-,LADDERING INFORMATION

HOSE INFORMATION

ADDITIONAL COMMENTS

c

114
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APPENDIX IV-4

Preliminary Behavioral Objectives:
"Perimeter Survey"



PRELIMINARY BEHAVIORAL OBJECTIVES: VIDEO TAPE #7

1.) The learner will identify specific things on the perimeter of a selected

building. .

A.) Exposures
B.) Overhead Obstructions
C.) Ground Obstructions
D.) Adjoining Structures
C.) Combustible Material

The learner will compile into finished prefire plans, information about:

A.) Perimeter Inspection
B.) _Fire Flow
C.) Laddering Information

D.) Hose Information

3.) The learner will Jiagram the perimeter area of a selectud-building.

4.) The learner will ,interpret diagrams representing the perimeter area of a

selected building.

1.2 4
117



APPENDIX IV-5

Comments on Pretest for Lesson #7



J5.0 p. 7g1k.
cm

int of Telecommunication, Michigan State University, 322 Union Bldg., E. Lansirig, MI 48824 (517) 355-6556

May 18,.1976

To: Pachuta and Sheridan

From: Greenberg and StOyanoff

Re: Comments on Pre-test for Video Tape #7

The statement of the objectives appears now to fairly well represent

what all of us wish to express in such statements. My comments on them are

here a matter of editing than of substance.

Behavioral Objective #1: I think that for clarity it should read "The

learner will identify the following on the perimeter of,a selected building."

Behavioral Objective #2: The words in 2C and 2D, "information," should-

' be deleted because that same word appears in the stem of that behavioral objec-

tive. 'Perhaps it should be hoses rather than hose.

Behavioral '.1',113jective #4: It is the only one which is'substantively unclear

to me. I think the objective' must indicate what, it is that the learner "will

interpret.", It is too diffuse in its present form.inasmuch as it does not

specify the area and kinds of interpretation which you wish the learner.to make.

from those diagrams. Take another crack at stating explicitly what that objec-

tive is designed to dO.
.

On the pre -test itself, after Item 6,' the statement' of instructions is

quite awkward. Perhaps it could say. something like this "On your finished

.pre-fire plans, different kinds of information would be located under different.,

categories.- Here are four 'Categories in which information might be.placed.

'For each of questions 7 thru 11, choose one of these four categories to indi-

cate where. you think the information would be found." You' might want to play

with that particular alternative but there ought to he a clearer statement of

instructions than what is now found on the .pre-test. On Page .2 under Figure 1,

the word label, is misspelled.

At some point, you might wish to -consider how equivalently difficult pre-

test items are for different behavioral objectives. For example, although

there are twelve responses available for Behavioral Objective #4, they are all

open7ended and they are primarily interdependent. That strikes me ,as,a much

more difficult pre-test-series than would be the kinds of items which test

'some of the other objectives, for example, Objective 1C. The reason for raising

this question is that if we are to analyze the pre-test data in order to determine

Michigan State University, T. Baldwin. B. Greenberg. I: Muth, M. Block. J. Eulenberg. K. Gustafson.
MSU Rockford Field Office: J. Pachuta, Field Director. M. Sheridan, Executive Producer.
Rockford Fire Department: J. Cregan, Chief. P. Patton, D.. Bressler, R. Guist, Deputy Chiefs.
City of Rockford: Hon. R. McGaw, Mayor. Cable Commission: Aldermen J. Gustitus, Ch., M. O'Neal, L. Shervey:
Rockford Cablevision, Inc.: J. Thomas, Mgr. of Operations. J. Wright, Electronic Systems Mgr. D. Deyo, Program Dir.
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the priority with which some content should be dealt with in the program itself,
then it is essential that the pre-test be equivalently hard or.equivalently
easy across the several behavioral objectives. That is, if there are differen-
tial scores from firemen on-the pre-test, they should represent differences in
prior knowledge rather than differendes in the severity with which we, test
different lands "of _knowledge.
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PRELIMINARY _BEHAVIORALOBJECTIVES: VIDEO TAPE #7 -(REVISED)

5"

The.learner will identify the following oir the perimeter of a selected

bUilding,-
. A.) Exposures

B.) Overhead Obstructions

C.) Ground Obstruc:Aons
D.) Adjoining Structures
C.) combustible Material

2.) The learner will compile into finished prefire plans, information about:

A.) Penimeter Inspection

B.) Fire Flow
Q.) Ladderini
D.) Hoses

_ 3. The learner will diagram the perimeter area of a selected building.

4.).' The learner will interpret diagrams which give the following, information about

structures in the perimeter area of a selected building.

A.) Description
B..) Direction

C.) Distance.
D.) Height

12!)
125.
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2B.

10.

1C.

,2A.

2C.

2B.

2Q,.

2A.

1D.

(2)

PRETEST - VIDEO TAPE #7

BRIEFLY DESCRIBE THE FOLLOWING:.

1.') Combustible Materials

2.) Overhead Obstructions

3.) Exposures

4.) Fire Flow

5.) Adjoining Structures

6.) Ground Obstructions

ON YOUR FINISHED PREFIRE PLANS, DIFFERENT KINDS OF INFORMATION WOULD BE
FOUND UNDER DIFFERENT HEADINGS. HERE ARE FOUR CHOICES OF HEADINGS UNDER WHICH
INFORMATION MIGHT BE PLACED. FOR EACH OF QUESTIONS #7 THRU #11; CHOOSE ONE OF
THE FOUR HEADINGS TO INDICATE WHERE YOU THINK THE INFORMATION WOULD BE FOUND.
(CHOICES MAY BE USED MORE THAN ONCE)

The choiceS are:

A. Hose Information

B. Ladderi.nq Information

C. -Perimeter Inspection

D. Fire Flow

7.) Information do building overhangs.

8:) Information on hard-packed surfaces.

9.) Information on the capacity of the public water supply.

10.) Information on any special no77.1es that may be needed.

11.) Information on quantities of parked cars in the area.

12.) Name two things you should look for when surveying a structure that adjoins a

.building which you are prefire planning.

1.

2.
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FIGURE I

YOU ARE DRAWING A PERIMETER DIAGRAM FOR THE "HI-GLOW" MANUFACTURING COMPANY.

IN FIGURE I., DRAW AND LABEL THE THINGS DESCRIBED BELOW.

13.) A vacant lot bordering Hi-Glow to the south.

14.) A fire hydrant on the northeaS7 corner of Second and Washington.

15.) A 100' X 100Ione-story building restaurant on the southwest corner of

First and Adams.

16..) A parking lot on-the north, side of the Hi-Glowtuilding.

17.) A four-story warehouse taking up the entire block directly north of Hi-Glow.

lg.) A cistern located 150' east of Hi-G.16w.

19.) Name two ground obstructions that could interfere with firefighting operations.

2.) 132
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FIGURE II.

FIGURE. II IS A SIMULATED PERIMETER DIAGRAM FOR "ACE, MANUFACTURING".
- ANSWER THE FOLLOWING QUESTIONS ABOUT THE DIAGRAM.

FILL IN THE BLANKS WITH THE CORRECT ANSWERS:

20.) The most dangerous exposure hazard is

21.) A possible ground obstruction could be caused by

22.) A possible overhead obstruction could be caused by

. IN THE SPACES BELOW, FILL IN THE REQUESTED INFORMATION ABOUT THE THREE

MOST DANGEROUS EXPOSURE HAZARDS:

2.

,

3.

433



L PAGE. 4,

.
FILL IN THE BLANKS WITH THE LETTERS THAT INDICATE THE CORRECT ANSWERS:

24.) In the perimeter inspection part of your pre-fire plan survey form,

information pertaining to a nearby overgrown grassy:lot would.

be included under
A. Ground Obstacles
B. Adjoining Structur s

C. .Combustible Mate als

D. Exposures

25.) Fire flow testing should-be.
A. done at the same time as the prefire plan survey and

included in the survey information.

B. done separately and the information included in the prefire...

plan survey' information.

C. done separately and the information kept separate from

the prefire plan survey information.

D: done at 'the same time,asthe prefire plan survey, but the

information-kept separate

26.) Exposures'whjch have priority, in firefighting efforts have

A. -a great deal of explosive. material in storage.

B. poSsible trapped or.endangered people present.

C. possible paths by which the firecould spread.

D. a great quantity of nazardous material in use.

27.) Under "Laddering Information" on your finished prefire plans, you'll

give the least amount of space to

A. portable ground ladders.

B. aerial ladders.

C. snorkel rig placement.

;D. hOrd-packed surfaces.'

28.) Name two overhead obstructions that could interfere with firefighting operatiOns

1.

2.

,

.29.) Name three.things' that could be classified as combustible material which might

'be located on the perimeter of the building you are surveying:
r

2.

3.

FILL IN THE BLANK WITH THE CORRECT ANSWER:

30.) On your prefire plan survey, you have found that your aerial ladders will have

no trouble operating at their normal angle. This means that a 75' aerial

ladder will be able to rfkh stories in the building you.are

surveying.
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PAGE 5

PLACE A CHECK MARK-IN THE BLANKS IN FRONT or THE CHOICES-WHICH BEST ANSWER

THE 'QUESTIONS. (YOU MAY CHECK MORE THAN QNE BLANK)

31.) Which of the-following categories of information would be inserted in the
space marked "Hose Information"-on the prefire plan survey?

Fire Flow.

Special couplings

. .

Hydrant locations

Foam additiveS* needed'

Length of lay
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.Overall, .how much of the information asked of you did you think you

Most of it
Some of it
Not much of it
Very little of it

How much of the information asked of you do you think was important

you to,knoW

Most of it
Some of it
Not much of it
Very-little of.it

How much of this information did you know at one time, but have for.

Most of it '

Some of it
Not much of it
Very little of it

How hard would it be fbr you to find out the things you didn't knot,

Very hard
Pretty hard
Not very hard
Not hard at all

If you knew all of 'this, do you think it would make you a better fi

Definitely would
Probably would
Probably wouldn't
Definitely wouldn't-

How were the questions word3d ?

Very clearly

, Most were clear
About half were clear
Most were confusing
Very confused

6
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1 DEMMODERA -8 MUM'
3 dune 1976

TO: Baldwin, Greenberg and Stoyanoff

FROM: Pachuta

RE: Results of Pretest #7-

The revised pretest for video tape #7 was given .at Rockford Fire Station #7

on the 24th and 25th of May and the 1st of June. A total of 12 men from three

shifts took the test. The revised pretest is attached to this memo.

Below is a list of the scores and thetr associated statistics. The test

contained al questions and a total of 49 points. Percentages reflect the number

correct over 49.

90% 76% 63%

88% Ill> 67% 47%

82% 65% , 35% ,

82% 63% 33%

Mean - 65.9

Median - 66

Variance - 531-.07

Stan. Dev.' - 23.05

The following objectives are revision #2 of the preliminary objectives'th-at

were stated in the memo of 10 Maya Several changes suggested by. Greenberg and

Stoyanoff have been incorporated.

B.O. #1 The learner will identify the following on, the perimeter of a selected

building.
A.) Exposures
B.) Overhead Obstructions
C.) Ground Obstructions
D.) .Adjoining Structures
E.) Combustible Material

Questions Testing Obj. lA #3.

Scores 10

Total' Score 29/36

Questions Testing Obj. 1B #2..

420. #26.

11 8

= 81%

#22. #8 (2)

Scores, 9 10 18/24

Tdtal Score 37/48 = 77%-
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Page 2 1.

Questions Testing Obj. 1C #6. #19 (2). #21.

Scores 7 15/24 8

Total Score 30/48 = 63%

Questions Testing Obj. 1D #5. #12 (2)

ScOres 9 19/24

Total Score. 28/36 = 78%

Questions Testing Obj. lE #1. #29 (3)

Scores 12 24/36

Total Score 36/48 = 75%

This objective dealt. with identifying the things which comprise` .a basic
.visual inspection of the perimeter of'a building. 'All of the men. did well in
'answering the questions for this objective. The Rockford Fire Department has.done
quite a bit of.perimeterinspections in the past and this realm is a known quantity
to the firefighters.

The combustible materials that were referred to in objective 1E. differ from
the more technical definition that was asked for in pretest #6. In that pretest,
we were concerned'with the difference between combustible and flaMmable material.
Here, we were concerned with material on the perimeter of a building that could
easily catch fire. At the beginning of the pretest, the men were informed that all
of the questions referred to .a "perimeter inspection" and the answers reflected this
train of thought.

The lowest score of the five parts in the objective was from part C.. The men
had difficulty defining and identifying ground obstructions more from omitting key
parts of the definition than from an iaporance of what was asked for. For instance,
one man answered question #6 by saying -"anything that gets in the way of firefighters,"
while another man said simply "fences. Only one than expressed a complete igno:lnce
of the subject. He left the question blank.

.. On the whole, it seems that this objective does not need to be stressed in the
final video tape. The terms will be presented once and defined briefly. Because all
of'the men display.a_oreat deal of knowledge in this area, this should, be sufflcient.

Since the survey form,itself makes a distinction between'overhead obstacles and
ground obtta.cles, the differences should be stressed and made, into an interactive
point in the segment dealing with this objeCtive.

Ques. #6 and Ques. #21 will be used as a basis tin forming an interactive item.

The revised objective is:

Rev. B.O. #1 Given the perimeter of 'a selected building, the learner will identify
obstructions, structures and materials that affect firefighting
techniques.
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B4O. #2 The. learner Will compile into finished prefire plans, information about:

A.) Perimeter Inspection

B.) Fire Flow
L C.) Laddering

D.) Hoses

Questions Testing'Obj. 2A

Scores

Total Score

Questions Testing Obj. 2B

#7.

4

17/36

#4.

=

#11.

12

47%

#24.

1

#25.#9.

Scores 6 8 8

Total Score 22/36 = 61%

Questions Testing Obj. 2C #8. #27. #30.

Scores 2 5 7

Total Score 14/36 = 39%

Questions Testing Obj. 2D #10. #31 ( )

Scores 10 18/36

Total Score 28/48 = 58%

This objective scored much.lower than 'objective #1. The problem, in general,

was the lack of a formal scheme for ordering. the information. In the past, all

structures and.materials noted on the periMeter of the building being surveyed were

simply grouped together under "perimeter inspection." In the pretest, we asked the

men todistinguish separate headings underwhich appropriate information would fit.

:Questions #7 thru #11 deserve. special note. Although the qUestions were similar

in nature and used the same four,options, the scores varied from a high of 12 (#11).

to a low of two (#8). Most of the men who answered the' questions incorrectly, chose

to include the information asked for under "perimeter inspection" instead of another

heading. This,'again, shows a reliance on the term "perimeter inspection" as a .

catch -all.'

InforMation on fire 'flow will be included in the prefire plan. The testing will

be One separately. using specialized techniques. Only half of the men could correctly

define fire,flow (ques. #4), so the definition should be included in. the final video

tape. The actual mechanics of fire flow testing are taught_in the department via the

'Training Academy.

From the typeof response's received, there is a strong indication that the.final

video tape'should stress thetype of information which should be.plaCed under "Hose

InforMation" and "Laddering Information" on the.survey form. The men seemed to be'

confused about these two headings.
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Ques. #7, Ques. #8, and Ques. #24 Will be used in forming interactive items.

The pretest objective seems to be appropriate for the subject matter and mas
not changed.

t.

Rev. B.O. #2 The learner will compile into finished prefire plans, information ..

about:
A.) Perimeter Inspection
B.) Fire Flow
C.) Laddering
D.) Hoses

B.O. #3 The learner will diagram the perimeter area of a selected building.

Questions Testing Obj. 3 #13. #14. #15. #16. #17. #18.

Scores 8 10 6 7 8 . 6
, .

TotalScore 45/72 = 63% -,

The scores for the questions dealing with this objective wer f irly constant
for all items. In the past, theRockford Fire Department has used maps to aid the
men in finding out information about a building. The firefighters are familiar.witt
the layout of a map and how to Use it. Many of the stations/have drawn quite a few
diagrams of their ool to-aid them in finding basic fire department connections.

For the most part, an individual man either answered all of the questions
correctly or missed them all. Two of the men skipped this section and didn't answer
any of the questions. This seems to indicate that there is a wide variance in the
amount of knowledge about this objective. Some of the men.have no trouble at all
drawing maps while others-won't even attempt to do it.

For our purposes, it is important to standardiz.: assystem whichall of the
firefighters can use in drawing diagrams.

gues.lin thru #18 will be used to formulate several interactive items.

The objective, as it was written in the pretest, is appropriate.

Rev. B.O. #3 The learner will diagram the perimeter area of a selected building.

B.O. #4 The learner will interpret diagrams which,give the following information
about obstructions, structures and materials in the perimeter area of
a selected building.

A.) Description
B.) Direction

C. Distance
'D.)

)

Height

Questions Testing Obj. 4A. #23. (3) [Description]

25/36Score

Total:Score,' 25/36 = 6A1/1
um
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Questions Testing Obj. 4B #23. (3) [Direction]

1

Score 25/36

Total Score 25/36 = 697

Questions Testing Obj. 4C #23. (3) [Distance]

Score 22/36

.Total Score' 22/36 = 61%

Questions Testing Obj, 4D 423. (3) [Height]

Score 25/36

Total Score -25/36 = 69%

This objective is closely associated with objective #3 and similar patterns

emerged. Either a man answered all of the question correctly or he missed it
entirely., Three men skipped the question altogether.

Although the question asked for, in effect, a "rank ordering" of the exposure-
hazards, the men were given credit if they simply identified four exposures and
included the proper information about them. This was done because our advisqrs
differed among, theffiselves as to what would be "most hazardous."

Although the scores for this objective approach our cutoff point of "70%",
questions should be incldded in the video tape which stress the standardized method
we are initiating in the use of diagrams.

Ques. #23 will be used to form an interactive item.

Again, the objective appears-to be a good one and will remain' the same for

scripting purposes.

Rev. B.O. #4 The learner will interpret diagrams which give the following information
about obstructions, structures and materials in the perimeter of a

selected building:
A.) Description
B.) Direction
C.) Distance
D.) Height

p?,/).

In general, this pretest was easier for the men than any of the-others in the

series. Although the men have not used a survey form such as thetone we are instituting

in the video tapes, they currently obtain diagrams of important buildings and go over

them in the station houses. They are, therefore, familiar. with maps and the.-terms

associated with the perimeter of a building.

The emphasis in the video tape, will be the "standardization" of prefire plan

diagrams so that all of the stations in. Rockford produce maps which are easily understood.

This is something that is not currently being done.
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MI6

Since this is the last of qur "foundation" tapes, a review of tapes #2 thru #6
will be inserted into this program. The next four tapes (#8 thru #11) take the
firefighters on prefire plan surveys'and simulate fire scenes. Those tapes can bette

be used to experiment with.the computer capabilities. In scripting this tape, it wil

be viewed 'as the last of,a "series". For marketing purposes, the programs to this

point are complete withodt computer interaction.

Attached to this memos is a'composite look at the affective items. The responses
are similar to the ones received on previous pretests.
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Overall; how much of the information asked of you did you think you knew?

0 Most of it
7 Some of it
4 Not much of it

. F.- Very little of it

How much of the information asked of you do you think Was important.for

you to know?

11 Most of it
1 Some of it
0 Not much-of it

Very little of it

How much of this information did you know at one time, but have forgotten?

2 Most of it
7 Some of it
3 Not much of it
0 Very little of it

.How hard would it be for you to find out the things you didn't know?

0 Very hard
T Pretty hard
7 Not very hard
4 Not hard at all

If you knew all of this, do you think it would make you a better firefighter?

7

5

0

Definitely would
Probably would
Probably wouldn't
Definitely wouldn't

How were the questions worded?

6 Very clearly
6 Most were clear

0 About half were clear

0 Most were confusing
0 Very confused

1 4 4
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BEHAVIORAL OBJECTIVES: VIDEO TAPE #7

B.O. #7-1 Given the perimeter of a selected building, the learner will

identify obstructions, structures and materials that affect

firefighting techr4,gues.

B.O. #7-2 The learner will compile into finished prefire plans, informa-

tion about:

A.) Perimeter Survey

B.) Fire Flow

.) Laddering

D.) Hoses

.B.O. #7-3 The learner will diagram the perimeter area of a'selected building.

B.O. #7-4 The learner will interpret diagrams which give-the following,

information about obstructions, structures and materials in the

perimeter area of a selected building.

A.) Description

B.) Direction

C.) Distance

D.). Height
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-OUTLINE: VIDEO TAPE #7

I. SEGMENT 49 =Introduction to Perimeter Survey

A. Film clip of building perimeter

B. Question: When to do PeHmeter Survey

C. Reasons for doing perimeter survey after building survey

D. Review of Fire rrotection'Equip. Perimeter Structures

1. Question: Identify PIV Symbol

2. Question: Identify Roof Tank Symbol

3. Question: Identify Hydrant Symbol

4. Question: Identify F.D. Connections Symbol

Ii. SEGMENT 50:- Exposures

A. Historical Sequence - Chicago Tribune

B. "Exposures" on the survey form,

C. Question: Identify Hazardous Exposure

D. Filling in the survey form,for "Expos'ures"

1. Warehouse
L4

2. Abandoned Buildings

'III. SEGMENT 51 - Combustible Material and Obstructions

A. Combustible' Material

1. Film clip of grass fire

2. guestion: Def. of Combustible Material

N.

3. Combustible Material in relation to Perimeter Survey

B. Ground Obstructions

1. Survey form information

2. Question: Identify Ground Obstruction

Overhead Obstructions

. Godfrey Sequence



IV. SEGMENT 52 -.Adjoining Structures

A. Examples of adjoining structures

B. Question: Identify Survey form Heading
I.

V, SEGMENT 53 - Perimeter.: Diagrams

A. No new syMbois for perimeter diagrams

B. "Label" everything

C. Use of graph paper o draw diagram

r .

D. Question: Identify Correct Diagram`

E. Question: Identify Distance

F. Question: Identify Direction

VI. SEGMENT 54 IGeneral'Firefighting Information

A. Film clip of fire

B., Fire Flow

1. Definition

2. Survey form.-entry

Laddering Information

1. Examples

2. .Survey form entry

D. Hose Information

1. examples

2. Survey form entry

E. Additional Comments

1. Examples

.

2. Survey form entry

VII. SEGMENT .55 - Quick Quiz over VTs #2 thru #7

A. Question: Identify Symbol

\-B. Question: Interpret Qiagram

C. question :. Identify Heading
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Dr. Question: Identify Symbol for Gas Shlatoff

E. Question: Identify Fire Flow

F. Question: :Identify Symbol

G. Question: Identify Heading

H.- Question: Identify Symbol for Overhead Door

II. SEGMENT 56 - Close of VT #7

A. Farewell to Godfrey

B. Credit's

.v
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ANALYSIS OF INTERACTIVE ITEMS.

REV. PRET. PRET.

INTERACTIVE POINT PAGE OBJ. OBJ. SCORE

1. When to do perim. Survey 49 -2 - *

2 Identify Ply Symbol 49-4 Review Question - VT #2A'

-Identify0 RoOf Tank Symbol 49 -5 Review. Question - VT #2A

4 - Identify,Hydrant S3-,;h1 49-5 Review Question - VT #2A

s. - 'Identify F,D. Connections Sym. 49-6 Review Questiff- VT #2A --.

6. Identify Hazardous Exposure 50-3 7-1 lA 31

7, Def. of Combustible Material 51-1 Review'Question - VT #6 .

8. Identify. Ground, Obstruction 51-5 7=1 1C 63

9. Identify Survey From Heading'. .52-2 7-2A\ 2A 47

10. Identify Correct Diagram 53-3 7-3 3 . 63

:11. - Identify Distance 53-5 "7-4C 4C 61

12.:- Identify Direction 53-6 ,7-4B ,4B 69

13: Quick Quiz ,

A. - Identify SYmbol(Smoke Tr.) 55-1 Review.Question 7 VT #4.

Heading

B. - Interpret Diagram ,55-2 7-4A,7-4D 4A,4D 69,69

C... 55-2 7-2D 2D 58Identify,

'0. -, Identify Symbol (Gas Sh.) 55-2 Review Question - VT Oi

E - Identify Fire Flow 55-3 7-2B 2B : 61

Symbol El) 5573 Review Question - VT #4
Fi- - Identify

G. 55-3 7,72C 2C .. 39Identify

.

EL - Identify Symbol (OV Door) 55-4 Review Question - VT #3A

warm- up question which will not count in final score:
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Field Office: 204.South First Street, Rockford, Illinois 61104 (815) 987-5689

22. November 1976

TO: Baldwin, Greenberg and Stoyanoff

FROM: PachUta,

RE: Formative Evaluation for Video Tape #7 (#9)

Formative evaluation for video tape #7/#9 took place at Rockford Fire Station #7
during the week of 15 November. Attached are the scores and comments from the'
firefighters at Station #7 plus comments from others who have viewed,the tape.

There-were minor'content errors noticed by the men, however, these can be-corrected
by editing out the inappropriate material and not redoing the segment in studio.
Items #15 and #16 define these errors on the attached form.

The quick quiz for the video tape produced an abundance of comments from all-groups'
who saw the program. Because of the diversity of comments, the quick quiz will
be redone in, its entirety. A new quick quiz will be written and cycled through.
MSU before going to studio with it.

Problems arose in interpretting the responses for the individual response mode
in formative evaluation. These are enumerated in an attached memo.

Michigan State University. T Baldwin. 8. Greenberg. .T. Muth. M. Block. 'J. Eulenbeig. K Gustafson.
MSU Rockford Field Office: J. Pachuta. Field Director. M. Sheridan. Executive Producer.
Rockford Fire Depirtment: J. Cragan, Chief. P. Patton, 0. Bressler, R. Quist, Deputy Chiefs.
City of Rockford: Hon. R. McGavv, Mayor. -Cable Commission: Aldermen J. Gustitus, Ch.. M. O'Neal;'1... Shervey.
Rockford Cablevision, J. Thomas, Mgr. of Operations. J. Wright, Electronic Systems Mgr. 'D. Deyo, Program Dir.
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FORMATIVE EVALUATION SCORES - "Perimeter` Survey

INDIVIDUAL

Tabidating the scores in this mode ,presented certain problems which are listed

below:

-1) One man in the individual mode has reeently'been transferred to

Station #7. Because of this, he was unfamiliar with the past video

tapes and the prefire planning symbols presented in them. Since 10.

of the 18 gradable questions in this video tape deal with symbols'^

which were originally presented in other tapes, his responses were

eliminated from the scoring for those items.

2) One of the men in the group became irritated at the officer before the

start of the quick quiz. As a result, he purposely answered every

question in the quiz incorrectly. His scores were also eliminated,

but only from the quick quiz portion of the items.

3) The ninth question in the quick quiz asks for:" the learner to identify

the prefire planning symbol for a hazardous area. This symbol was

not given to them in any previous tape because the actual studio

production 'is occurring out Of sequence with the order in which the

final video tapes will be shown. The answer to the question, however,.

was alluded to in a foil for one of the other items on 'the tape. As

a result, only one man missed the question.

) The tenth and last iten in the quick qUiz asked for the prefire planning

symbol for an,overhead door. This symbol-has been changed since the

men saw the original version of the tape which Rresents it. Even so;

two of the five men guessed the answer correctly.

Since different items have different base numbers from which the scores are

derived, each item's score is placed over another number to indicate the total

number of valid respondees for the item.
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-INDIVIDUAL SCORES .

Effective Perimeter Survey 5/7 Quick Quiz

P.I.V. Symbol 4/6 Smoke-Proof Tower Symbol 3/5

Roof Tank Symbol 2/6 Nozzles Entry 3/6

Hydrant Symbol . 6/6 Gas Shutoff Symbol 2/5

F.D. Connection Symbol 4/6 Fire Flow
-

4/6

Railroad Siding 7/7 Open Elevator Symbol 1.3/5

Correct Diagram 6/7 Hard-Packed SurfacesEntry 6/6

Distance Annunciator Panel Symbol. 0/5

Direction 6/7 Raised Siding Entry 6/6

Hazardous Area Symbol 4/5

Overhead Door Symbol , 2/5

GROUP SCORE (3 men in group)

The following items were answered incorrectly in the group response Mode of the

formative evaluation:

P.I.V. Symbol Quick Quiz

Roof Tank Symbol Smoke-Proof Tower Symbol

Nozzles Entry

.4
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APPENDIX IV-13

Michigan State University Comments: Lesson #7



November 15, 1976

MEMO

TO: Pchuta, Sheridan, Bauman

FROM: Baldwin, Greenberg, Stoyanoff

RE: :Tape 1/9 (7), Perimeter Survey: Evaluation.

Again; this tape' was excellent, but we did find a few items needing

consideration for revision. You are 7:tobably aware of most of them.

1. The title was misspelled. Perimeter was spelled Peremeter.

. Y2. Two words were misspelled in the survey form fill-out example:

"story" and "masonry"

. 3. The gas station is 40' from the building in the survey.

4. The milk .cowin*the cartoon looks like part bull--is that wily

it kicked,over the stool?

5. In the."fire flow" question, the word "needed" is one of the

foils is partly off the screen.

6. On one of the interactive points, Carol's copy was not the same

as the same as the graphLc. We don't need to fix this,.. but

maybe the script should be proofed against the graphics in the

future.

7. One of the questions about the location of items in the survey

form is about a raised railroad siding and one of .the foils

is "overhead structures." We shouldn't havethrow7away foils
because.it increases the probability of correct guessing and

reduces the challenge. On another interactive question, there

are only two foils (not a true-false).

8. ,Where did you get the formula for "flow" F = 18C AM.?
This'would be more correctly stated F = 18C.= 11/7e7 or F = 18C(A)1/2.

cc. Stoyanoff
Greenberg

1
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Disposition of Comments

Lesson #7



FORMATIVE EVALUATION .- Video Tape #7, Page #1

Source Comment

1. MSU "Perimeter" in title misspelled

2. MSU two words misspelled in survey form

3. MSU Correct answernot present in 12

4. .MSU Cow looks like bull

MSU "Needed" partly off screen

6. MSU Copy not same as 12 copy

7. MSU Bad foil in "raised RR crossing" 12

8. MSU only two choices in first 12

9. MSU Restate fire flow formula

10. Station #7 Too much dead air at beginning

11. Station #7 Could have carried Godfrey segment to modern "fire-
proof" buildings

12. Station #7 Didn't like wiggle wipe at start of **common wall
structures"

13.. Station #7 "lderitify Correct Diagram" 12 - red question at end
was confusing

14. Station #7 QQ 12, term "raised siding" confusing

15. Station #7 Explanation of foils for "railroad 12 - bad

16. Station #7 Stream in picture can't be used for additional water

17. Station #7 Answers to QQ given too fast

18. Station #7 Explain foils on QQ

19, Station #7 Would like study materials to accompany video tape

20. Station #7 Discussion of fire flow confusing

21. Station #7
Indiv. Response Roof Tank Symbol (2 of 6)

22. Station #7
Indiv. Response Smoke-Proof Tower Symbol (3 of 5)

23. Station #7
Indiv. Response Nozzles Entry (3 of 6)

24. Station #7
Ind/v. Response Gas Shutoff Symbol (2 of 5)

25. Station #7
lndiv. Response Open Elevator Symbol (3 of 5)

26, Station #7 ,
lndiv. Response Annunciator Panel Symbol (0 of 5)

27. Station #7
Indiv. Response Overhead Door Symbol (2 of 5)

28. Academy QQ item about hard-packed surfaces misleading

29. Field Office Several edits too tight - no time for talent to take breath

30. Field Office No slate

31. Field Office Music under opening inappropriate

_1130
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Disposition

redo opening

redo section about form

redo item

stet

redo quick quiz

redo quick quiz
delete item

stet (challenge ques.)
stet (formula from ref. manual)

edit out 6 sec.

stet

stet

delete 3rd asking of question.

redo quick quiz
delete explanation of foils

edit out reference to add. water
source

redo quick quiz

redo quick quiz

stet
insert fire flow definition

stet

stet

revise item

stet

stet

stet

stet

revise item

redo if possible

insert slate

redo opening
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System Description

This Interface Unit-is part of a system that enables a minicomputer to control and receive' time code data
from two video cassette tape reco:ders. These video tape recorders are used to play back pre 'recorded class
lectures onto a two-way cable television network.

Figure V-1.. SYSTEM CONFIGURATION

Two-Way Cabta System

1

Character

Generator 2
Character

Generator I/1

9

VCR I/1

6

;I

VCR I/2

10

Shintron 111

Timecode

Reader/Generator

Mini-
Computer

8A

7

hIntron #2
Timecode

Reader/Generator

Interface
Unit

The system operation will be described with the use of Figure V-1. The two-way cable system (1)
'transforms the output video signal (2) into a RF signal to be transmitted to users of the cable television system.
These video signals are the outputs of either the video cassette recorders (VCR) or the character generators.
The selection of which is to be outputed is made by the minicomputer. The actual relays (3) and (4) used to
switch the video signals are located in the Interface Unit. The character, generators are used to -present
written questions and answers onto the user's television sets. The users are expected to respond to these ques-
tions through the use of push button switches on channel selector boxes provided for each student. Each
response along with its respective selectoi. box ID code is digitized and put on the cable system. The response
from each student is gathered by the minicomputer off of the two-way cable system (5). But to do this the
minicomputer must know when to look for responses. This is done throiigh the use of a Shintron time code
reader/generator. One of the two audio tracks of each video tape is pre-recorded with time code information
generated by the timecode reader/generator unit. This time code data is digitally encoded in the form of
Hours. Minutes, Secondp.and Frames of tape time During each class session, this time code audio track of the
video tape is played back and decoded by the timecode reader/generator unit (6). This time code data is
presented to the Interface Unit in a multiplexed form (7). The Interface Unit de-multiplexes the data and makes
it available for the minicomputer whenever the minicomputer asks for it (8). The minicomputer is pre-

_
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programmed with times to expect -student responses for each lecture tape. This pre-programming is

accomplished by use of the Interface Unit and a utility program which allows the operator to view a tape from

start to finish, keying in from the console an indication of all relevant timing points as they are encountered.

The utility program responds to each such keyed indication by summoning the current timecode from the Inter-

face Unit and recording it on a file. During administration of a lessiin, the minicomputer periodically asks for

tape times from the Interface Unit in order to know when to expect student responses and t., which question a

given response pertains. When a question is to be asked during a taped lecture. the minicomputer is pro-

grammed to write the question out on the character generator (9),,stop the video tape by a-pause control signal

(10), and switch the character generator to the video output line (4). After all the responses have been

gathered by the minicomputer, the correct answer or Other feedback is displayed on the user's- television by

the character generator. The minicomputer then starts up the VCR again and svtches the VCR back to the

video output line and the taped lecture continues.

Interface Theory of Operation

The timecode data received from the timecode leader /generator units is time multiplexed in the form of

digit value's in BCD (DA, DB, DC, DD), and digit select lines [AN1 thru AN8). The four BCD inputs. DA. DB. DC

and DD, to the right data latches (22 thru 25 and 32 thru.35) are connected in parallel. Therefore a digit value

sent to the Interface Unit from a timecode reader/generator is present at all the right digit latches at the same

time. A digit selecpulse latches this digit value into the correct digit latch.or example, a digit select pulse on

the AN2 input line will store data into latch IC24 that was at its input lines. This stored BCD data is converted

to seven segment lines by IC21 to drive the unit hours digit display (D2). The timecode reader/generator pro-

vides the timing so that the digit select pulses will route the proper digit values to the proper display digits. The

BCD information at the output of the digit latches is also provided as timecode data inputs to the minicomputer

by way of Variable Threshold Digital Input PCB. (VTDI) located in the 'minicoMputer. Since there are two

interface circuits (Interface #1 and #2) with timecode data outputs, only one of them is enabled at a time by

gating as on input to the VTDI PCB by the minicomputer. Therefore the circuiting discussed converts multi-

plexed timecode 'cite from a timecode reader/generator unit to data stored in latches that is displayed and

also available to the minicomputer upon request.
Because the data available to the minicomputer at the outputs of the latches is not always good data

because-of multiplexing, to overcome this problem. data ready line (DR) is provided to tell the minicomputer

when the data in the latches is,good data. This day., ,idy pulse is derived from the Tens Hours digit select

signal (AN1). Normal circuit operation will be explained with the 'aid of Figures V-6 and V-7. When the

minicompliter wants a timecode reading of the VTR, it 'sends a data request pulse [DS) to the Interface Unit as

shown in Figure V-7. This pulse triggers a monostable multivibratcr, IC 76. When the next complete updatir

of the timecode display has been finished the monostable is reset by an update pulse. The data ready pulse DR

which is sent to the minicomputer to indicate that the time code information at the data latch outputs is

correct, is derived as shown in Figure V-7. If the VCR is stopped, a DR pulse will still be sent to the minicom-

puter because the monostable will reset itself after 40 milliseconds. as shown in Figure V-6. The data stared in

the latches is the timecode of when the VCR was stopped.
There are two interface circuits in the Interface Unit. Interface #1 and Interface #2. The timecode outputs

and the DR output of both are "OR ed" together. The minicomptiter chooses which interface circuit to look at

by an enable signal. This enabling is done by gating the timecode outputs and the DR monostable (IC 50) of both

circuits.

1.
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Interface Cabling

. The cables linking the major components of the interfacing, system are schematized in Figure V-2. Tie
assignments for the cables are given in Tables V-1 through V-4 and in Figures V-4 and V-5.

Circuit Board Layout

Figure V-3 shows the arrangement of the circuit boards within the Interface Unit. Figure V-4 shows
wiring of the components within the Unit which are not contained on the two large printed circuit bow
PCB #1 and PCB #2. This includes the demultiplexing circuitry, the video switching control circuitry, and
device select circuitry. Figure V-5 shows the component layout and schematic for the printed circuit bo
introduced into the Shintron units to buffer the timecode reader output signals. Figurei V-8A through V-8C
the interconnection schematics for the components resident on PCB #1 and PCB #2 and the display %ow
Figures V.9 and V-10 and Table V-7 detail the component layout on these boards and show the connections
the MAN-1 displays. Table V-5 gives the part number assignments for the integrated circuits. Table V-6 si
marizes the current requirements for., the system components. The power supply chosen was a -Power
Model 2C5-6B, rated at 6 amps for 5 VDC. This provides coverage of the calculated maximum 4 amps raqui
by the Interface Unit and offers a margin for future expansion.

Control an, ebata Signals

The bit assignments on the General Purpose Input/Output Board and the Variable Threshold Digital In
. Board in the General Automation SPC-16 minicomputer are given in Table V-8 and V-9.

0

f
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Figure V3. ARRANGEMENT OF CIRCUIT BOARDS WITHIN UNIT
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Figure V-5. .SHINTRON BUFFER PCB

Shintron Backplane
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76 - 13

L 76 - 12

66 -3

DR

Figure V-6. TIMING RELATIONSHIPS
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Figure V-7. TIMING RELATIONSHIPS
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. See Note 2

+5v

Figure V-BA. INTERFACE CIRCUITRY

la

DD 3> 13C

UP

See Note 1

5
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AN7 1>
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At4.6 -2>

AN4

AN3 2>

AN2 24

AN1 26

2
DC

12
c> on

26

36
10 E> LFT (pin 9 of 34)

NOTE 1. When the Shintron is in Write Mode DP is high

and timecode data to this unit is blocked.When Shintron is

in READ MODE, DP is low and this unit displays con-
tinuously updated timecodes.

THIS FEATURE HAS BEEN DISABLED by bending pin 9

of IC #26 out of its socket so that timecode data from the

Shintron is always displayed.

NOTE 2.

connection.

C> on a signal line denotes an on-card

denotes' a signal line arriving to the

card through the main card edge connector, all such lines
are terminated as follows:

+ 5v

(To pin 09 330Q

of 35)

LSU (pin 9 of 33)

36
13 LST (pin 9 of 32)

L> LMU (pin 9 of 22)

16
13 E> LMT (pin 9 of 23)

(pin 9 of 24)

E> LHT (pin 9 of 25)
+5v

1.5K UPDATE

t2()
2 . (N.1:.)

7504

> denotes a signal line leaving the card through
the main card edge connector. All such lines are open col-

lector and are terminated as follows:
+5v

1.5K

+ 5v

DR

NC

EN 2>
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Figure V-8B. INTERFACE CIRCUITRY (cont.)
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, Figure V-8C. INTERFACE CIRCUITRY (cont.)
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Figure V-9. INTERFACE PCB IC LAYOUT
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Ten Hours
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(See Table V-7)
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Figure V-10. DISPLAY PCB
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Pin V: Function

1, a segment

2

3 common anode

4 .NC

5 NC

6 . d.p.
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9 common anode

-.10
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12 NC

13 b

14 common anode
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Table V-1. PIN ASSIGNMENTS: CABLES VC, CV1, CV2, IC, IC1, IC2

_ GPIO Paddle Control VTR1 VTR2 V1 V2 Interface Interface
Function PCB

Pad#
(37p)
Pin#

(9p) (9p) (20p) (20p) #1
(56p)

#2
(56p)

CND, CND 1

NC 2

NC 3

NC 4

Data Ready DR A03 ", 5 36 36
Reset to VTRI 1307. 6
NC 7

Reset to VTR2 1315 8
NC 9
Device Select 1300 10 38
NC 11

NC
"NC

...... 92
13

NC 14

Data Request DS 1308 15 40 .....- 40
Set to CG1 1306 16

I- 5v +5v 17

Set to CG2 1314 18

+ 5v . +5v 19

Stop-VTR I 1301 20 A 8

Pause-VTR 1302 21 13 9
Rwd-VTR I 1303 22 C -e 11

FF-VTFt1 1304 23 D 12

FWD-VTRI 1305 24 E 13

Furic Off SenseVTRI A00 25 F 16

GIN1D-NTR1 , CND 26 'H 14 ,,

Pause Sense-VTR1 A01 27 i 17

Standby Sense -VTR1 A02 28 K 18

Stop-VTR2 1309 29 A 8

Pause-VTR2 BIO 30 13 -, 9,
RWD-VTR2 1311 , 31 C 11

FF-VTR2 1312 32 D 1.2

FWD-VTR2 B13 33 E 13

Func Off Sense-VTR2 A08 34 F 16-
GND-VTR2 CND 35 H 14

Pause Sense-VTR2 A09 36 I 17

Standby Sense-VTR2 A10 37 K 18

8

3



/.

Tab leV:2.- PIN ASSIGNMENT& II CONNECTIONS

Function Interface PCB Timecode Data

'1 -7

01 and 02 (37 pin connector)
(56 pin connectors)

GNII % 1 (Interface 01 only)

THRS 8 6 3

4 3 4

2 4 - 5

. 5 6

10 7

7 '8

2 8 9

1 9 -10

TM1N 8 14 11

4 11 12

2 12

1. 13 14

. UMIN 8 15 15

. 4 16 16

2' 17 17'
1 18' 18

TSEC 8 56 20

,4 54 21

52' 22

1 39 23

USEC 8 53 24

4 51 25

2

1

49
50 -

trel 26
27

TFRM 8 47 28

4 46

2 45 -. 30

1 48 31

UFRM 8 42$ .32

4 44 33 9:

41

43 35



Function

GND
NC

Table V-3. PIN ASSIGNMENTS: CI CABLE

Timecode Data
(37 pin connector)

pin #

1 lr:
2 ad

VIDI
Paddle PCB

pad #

GND
NC

THRS 8 3 nihric 15A

4 1-' i. 4 ,....rhite 14A
2 5 blue 13A
I 6 yellow 12A

UHRS 8 7 .. grn 11A
.4 8 orange 10A
2 9 red 9A
1 10 blk BA

'FMI,N 8 11 white 7A
4 121 blue 6A

. 2 13 yellow 5A
1 14 grn 4A

UMIN 8 15 orange 3A
4 16 red 2A
2 17 brn IA
1 18 blk OA

NC 19 blk NC

TSEC 8 20 gm 15B

4 21 red 14B

2 22 blk 13P.

1 23 white 12B

USEC 8 24 blue 11B

4 25 grn , 10B

2 26 red 9B
1

I

27 blk BB

TFRM 8 28 white 7B

4 29 blue 6B
.- 2 30 yellow 5B

1 31 grn 4B

UFRM 8 32 orange - . 3B
4 33 red 2B

2 34 brn 1B

1 35 blk OB

NC 36 red NC
NC 37 grn NC

Table V-4. PIN ASSIGNMENTS: CABLE SI, WIRING SIl, SI2, 51, S2

Gable SI

SHIN 1/SHIN 2 P2
(Rear of Shintron)

.1 1

2 2

3 3

25 25

Wiring S1. S2 sea Figure V-5

Wiring Sil. SI2 see Figure 1A4
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Table V-5. INTEGRATED CIRCUIT PART NUMBERS AND SUBSTITUTIONS

IC Number IC Part Number

11

12

13
14
15
16
21

22
23
24
25
26
31

32
33

14
35
36
41
42
43
44
45
46
51

56
61

66
71

76
81

7447
7403 or 74L03 or 74LS03
7403 or 74L03 or 74LS03
7403 or 74L03 or 74LS03
7403 or 74L03 or 74LS03
7402 or 74L02 or 74LS02
7447
74175
74175
74175
74175
7404 or 74L04 or 74LSO4
7447
74175
74175
74175
74175
7402 or 74L02 or 74LS02
7447 or 74L03 or 74LS03
7403 or 74L03 or 74LS03
7433 or 74L03 or 74LS03
7403 or 74L03 or 74LS03
7403 or 74L03 or 74LS03
7406
7447
74121
7447
7400 ^r 74L00 or 74LS00
7447
74123
7447

Table V-6. IC CITTIRENT REQUIREMENTS PER INTERFACE PCB

IC Type Maximum Current Number of IC's Current

MAN 1 LED 120ma 8 960 ma

74L00 4ma 1 4

74L02 4ma 2 8

74L03 4ma 8 32

74L04 4ma 1 4 ..

7406 40ma 1 40

7447 64ma 8 512

74121 23ma 1 23

74123 46ma 1 46

74175 30ma 8 240

1869ma. may.
(approx. 1.2 AMP measured)

7442
74L00
7476
75492

0

Both Interface'PCIrs 3738ma

56ma 2 112ma
4ma I 1 4

80ma 1 80
50ma 1 50

TOTAL SYSTEM CURRENT (MAX) 3984ma
=4 AMP Max.

(=-3 AMP measured)



Table V-7. DISPLAY PCB PIN CONNECTIONS

Interface PCB Display PCB Connector Interface PCB Display PCB Connect&

Pad% Function Pint/ Path/ Function Pinfl

1 +5v 4 37 D5-g 30

2 +5v 3 38 D5-d 29

3 +5v 2 39 NC NC

4 +5v 1 40 D5-c 31

5 NC NC 41 NC NC

6 NC NC 42 D4-b 41

7 Dl-g 68 43 D5-a 34

8 Di-f 71 44 D5-e 33

9 D1-a 72 45 D5-f 36

10 Dl-d 65 46 NC NC

11 Dl-b 70 47 d.p.2 48

12 Dl-c 67 48 D6-d 23

13 D2-g 60 49 D6-b 20

14 D1 -e 69 50 D6-c 25

15 D2-a 62 51 NC NC

16 D2-d 55 52 D6-e 27

17 D2-f 64 53 D6-g 22

18 D2-c 57 54 NC NC

19 D3-b , 50 55 D6-a 24

20 D2-b 59 56 D?-d 15

21 D3-g 54 57 D6-f 26

22 D2-e 61 58 D7-c 17

23 D3-a 56 5g D7-g 14

24 D3-d 47 60 D7-b 19

25 D3-f 58 61 D7-a 16

26 D3-c 49 62 D7-e 21

27 d.p.1 66 63 D7-f 18

28 D3-e 51 64 NC NC

29 D4-g 38 65 d.p.3 28

30 D4-d 37 66 D8-d 9

31 D5-b 32 67 D8-g 8

32 D4-c 39. 58 D8-c 11

33 D4-a 44 69 D8-f 12

34 D4-e 43 70 D8-e 13

35 D4-f 46 71 D8-a 10

36 NC NC 72 D8-b 7 ,

1 SI
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Table V-8. CONTROL WORDS
General Purpose Input/Output (GPIO) Board Data Bit Assignments

Input Word (Memory Address-Hex 35)
Bit Value

Bit Interpretation Device 0 1

0 Function Off Sense VCR #1 on off

1 Pause Sense VCR#1 on off

2 Standby Sense VCR#1 on off

3
4 Not'Used
5 Not Used

Not Used
7 Not Used
8' Function Off Sense VC.R#2 on off
9 Pause Sense VCR#2 un off

10 Standby Sense VCR#2 on off
11

12 Not Used
13 Not Used
14 Not Used
15

Output Word (Memory Address-Hex 35)

Bit Value
Bit interpretation Device 1

0 Device Select VCR#2 VCR#1

Stop man Fri of Function Function Selected
A Selector' A

2 Pause
3 Rewind
4 Fest Forward
5 Forward
6 Set Video to Chore: ter Generator
7 Reset Video to VCR vain End of Function Function Selected

Selected
8 Timecode Ready Dete Request End of Dete Date Request

Request
Stop VCR#2 End of Function Function Selected

Selected
Pause A

11 Rewind
12 Fast Forward
13 Forward

.14 Set Video to Character Generator
15 Reset Video to VCR VCR#2 End of Function Function Selected

Selected

S?
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Table V-9. TIMECODE DATA WORDS

Variable Threshold Digital Input (VTDI) Board Data Bit Assignments

it

Memory Location
Hex 32

Bit

Memory Location
Hex 33

0 UMIN 1 0 UFRM 1

1. 2 1 2

2 4 2 4

3 8 . 3 8

,11 TMIN 1 , 4 TFRM 1

5 2 5 2

6 4 6 4

7 8 7 8

8 UHRS 1 8 USEC I
9 2 9 2

10 4 10 4

11 8 11 8

12 THRS 1 12 TSEC 1

13 2 13 2

14 4 14 4

15 . 15

1 sa
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POWER SUPPLY SPECIFICATIONS

a

For units supplied _with standard or special options 4noted by a -XX or

SPECIFICATIONS:
AC INPUT: 105-125VAC/210-250VAC. 47-63 Hi

Dente 10% below 5711z

DC OUTPUT RATINGS:

MODEL
OUTPUT CONNECTIONS REGO' ATIONS

VOLT. MAX. AMP INPUT OUTPUT LINEA LOAD /2

,i.._.6)
,....3.C...55

6

182 5mV 7.5mV
.

5 182 6mV 9mV

2C15 1.3B
12 3 182 385 6mV 6mV

15 1.8 181 386 7.5mV 7.5mV

2C24 2.3B
18 2 182 385 9mV 9mV

20 1.3 181 385 10mV 10mV

24- 2.3 182 386 12mV 12mV

1) For a low line to high line voltage transition

2) For a 0-100% load transition
OUTPUT RIPPLE: 5:9/ P-P max. all voltages, any com-

bination of line and load.

APPLICATION DATA
OEM U SERIES

REGULATED DC POWER SUPPLY

MODELS
2C5 -69, 2C15,- 2.88,2C24 -2.38

S-XXX suffix, respectively) an additional data sheet is required.

-

TRANSIENT RESPONSE: 300 typical for a 50-100% load
transition.

STABILITY: 1'0.1% for 8 hours after warm-up ,
TEMPERATURE COEFFICIENT: 1:0.02%13C max 10.005%

typical
OVERLOAD PROTECTION: Unit is protected from overload

and short circuit by an adjustable current
foldback.

THERMAL DERATING: 100% load, at 00C-40°C ambient.
Oerate as follows above 40PC.

40°C 100%

55°C 75%

71°C 501:

Moving air k.; additional derating will
result in increased power -upply
reliability..

INPUT FUSING: 1A input fusing is recommended for power .
supply protection, fusing is mandatory
when crowbar over-voltage protection
is utilized.

3 lb 12 oz

r

WEIGHT:

ADJUSTMENT PROCEDURE:
OUTPUT VOLTAGE: 'Output voltage is adjusted using the

Vadj adjustment (increase--c w )

CURRENT FOLDBACK: The overcurrent protection is fac-
tory adjusted to provide rated nutput current and prop-
er supply protection at all rated outputs. Readjust
r.ent is accomplished by turning Iiim full c w setting
tine output voltage to that desired and applying a load
equal to 125% of the new full load rating. Adjust Ilim
c c w until the output voltage decreases 50-100mV.
This should be accomplished with the supply near
room temperature.

VOLTAGE SENSING:
LOCAL: For most aPplications local voltage sensing
provides adequate regulation at the load. These sup-
plies operate in local sense automatically and do not
require sense jumpers.
REMOTE: Remote sensing should be utilized where
load lead losses become excessive CAUTION: To

minimize the possibility of systc instability keep
load leads short, conservatively s._ed. and twisted
together. Also twist sense leads and do not. route
near any A.C. leads.
The hookup for remote sensing is as follows.:

+OUT

POWER +S

SUPPLY

OUT

22ga min.'
I

LOADI
Tnese supplies are designed to prevent excessive voltage 1. J
excursions in the avant of an open sense load.

21099 A

SERIES OPERATION: Any combination of OEM U supplies
may be connected in series as shown. To ensure
proper turnon common loads must meet both restrictiuns
shown.

Restriction for common load. Rc
must be greater than either:

VA 1/8
Rca4 or Rcc4

IB IA
P S A

P S B RfRc,

VA.B- Output voltage of supply An
respectively

IA .8 -Full load current of supply A&B
respectively

Note: If Rc restrictions can-
not be met consult the factory

PARALLEL OPERATION: OEM 1I supplies of the same
output voltage may be connected in parallel to increase
the total output current as follows:
1) Adjust output voltages within 0.2, of each other
2) Size outpui 'ads,, meter shunts, etc. for a min.
imam (but equal) +.5% output voltage drop in each out-
put lead
3) Remote sense may not be used when paralleling
outputs

REMOTE VOLTAGE A",.,! .ITMENT This may be accom-
plished by the follot.i%.
1) Cut R14 out of the circuit board
2) Turn Varj fully c c w
3) Connect external resistor potentiometer between
+S and the desired point of sensing on the positive
output

Resistance u..lues up to 1.2K ohms will vary the output
voltage over its full adjustment rale. Th:s mode of operation
sacrifices the open sense lead protoction of these supplies,

All information on chi's manual subject
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FEBRUARY

S

1 13 2 C 3 A
C

.
, .

.

7 B

#1

1:30

8 C

#1

1:30

9 A 10 11 C. 12

M #1

1:30

M 01

1:30

M #1

,

1:30

#1

1:30

13, B 14 C 15 A 16 B 1.7 C 18 A 191 B

20 C 21 A 22 B 23 C 24 A 25 B 2 1 C

M #:

Schedule

IST

needed

NI #2 M f2

Schedule Schedule

as as

needed needed

#2

9:30 . 2 way

131. 1 way

12

9:30.1 way

1:30 - 2 way

#2

1:30 . 1 way

1:30 . 2 way

27 A 28 B

1 .

AMIN

Pick up 42

Pass ad . #3,#4

and AFF. 0.

.

.,

lj

tMIMIS

-

A

186



I '

s s

MARCH

T

.

C

13

way

- 2 way

2 A

13

. 1 way

. 2 Way

3

_.I

9:30

110

1 B

13

- 2 way

. 1 way

C

M 13

Schedule

88

needed

5 A

M 13

Schedule

as .

needed

9:30.1

1:30

9:30

1:30

__

B C

14

. 1 way

way

8 A

14

. 2 way

way

......_....._

9 B

M,13

Schedule

as

Anded

10 C

M 14

Schedule

as

needed

11 °A

M 14

Schedule

as

needed

12 B

9:30

L30.2

9:30

1:30.1

13 C 14

Plckup

Pass

AFF

111

A

ADMIN

AFF

114

out 15 & I6

,

B

05

. 2 way

30 . 1 way

15 8

14

. 2 way

. 1 way

C

M15

Schedule

as

needed

16

---4

9:30

1:30

23

C

15

- 1 way

- 2 way

A

M15

Schedule

as

needed

17 A

I

15 ,

. 2 way .

- 1 way

.

B

MIS
6

Schedule

as

needed

18 9 B

M 14

Schedule

as

needed

C

16 .

. 1 way

- 2 way

19

26

1....1011

I

9:30

110

22

9:30

1:30

.

24 2520 A

9:30

1

11111M11

9:30

1:30

27 B 28 C

ADMIN

.15

out 16 & AFF

29 A

16

. 2 way

- 1 way

30 8

ii

. 2 way

. 1 way

31 C

M 16

Schedule

as

needed

M.1111.1

Pickup

Pass

910

110

.

9:30

1:30

_____

.

__



APRIL

111
1 A

.

i
m IS

Schedule

IS

needed

M86.

Schedule

as

needed

A

.

R 6 C A

.,

8 , B 9 ''C

ADMIN

Pick up .16

& AFF DUES.

Pass out 17

87

9:30.1 way

1.3r, 2 way

07

9:301 way

1:30 . 2 way

M 17

. Schedule. ,

as

needed

,
/7

9:30 . 2 way

1:30 . 1 way

10 A ,.11 B 12 C 13 A 14 9 '15 C 16

EASTER

AOMIN

Pick up .17

Pass aut. g

. M 17

Schedule

i as
/ needed

#8

9:30 . 1 way

L

1:30 . 2 way

/8

9:30 . 2 way

1:30 . 1 way

hi 07

Schedule

as

waded

17 8 18

, .

C A 20 B II C II3 A 23

MIN

Pick up -AU

Pass out ; /9

& AFF.

18

9:30 - 1 way

1:30 . 2 way

'M#8

Schedule

as

needed

M88

Schedule

as .

needed

I118

Schedule

as

needed

24 C A 26 B 27 C 28 A 29 .8 30 C

.

N9

9:30.1 way

1:30 - 2 way

19

9:30.1 way

,

1'30 - 2 way

M 19

Schedule

. Is

needed

M 09

Schedule

as

laded

M 09

Schedule

' 11

, needed

19

9:30 . 2 wcy

1:30.1 way

,

19U,
191



MAY

M

1

._.
-

8

AOMIN

up.19 .

OUES,

aut -110

31 C

,1110

.

1 :30

4 A

110

1:30

5 B

110

1:30

6 C

ilfint0

110

A'

M 110

, .

1:30

Plck

& AFF

Pisa

,

B 9 C

AOMIN

CO

out .111

10 A

#11

. 2 way

way

11 B

M 110

1:30

12

910.1

110.2

'C

#11

way.

way

13. A

MO.1

Simi

nod

14. B

Pickup

Pass

9:30

1 :30.1

15 C 16 A

AOMIN

ALL

out -112

17 B

111

! 2 way

way

1B C

#11

Schedule

as

needed

19 A

#12

. 2 way

way

20 B

11401

IOW
1

21

Pickup

Pass

910

1;30.1

9:30

1 :30.1

2? A 23 B

#12

- 2 way

- 1 way

24 C

#12

. 1 way

. 2 way

25 A

M #12

Schedule

as

needed

26 B

M 112

Schedule

as

needed

271 C

,_...x.-.
OW

OW
"Il

4010

28

..

9:30

1:30

9:30

.1:30

29 B 30

Pick

& AFF,

C

AOMIN .

up- ALL

OUES,

31 A

I

1

..

I

,

,



Appendices VII-2 through VII-7

Fweifigoter Briefing. Booklet



Appendix VII-2
Instructions

(I. and II. same for all treatment groups)

I. Fire Fighter Orientation

For the next four months all of you will be participating in a project that uses cable television for in-

service training here in this_station.
The Rockford Cable Project is financed by a grant made by the National Science Foundation to examine

the use of 2-way cable communications in urban settings. Forty-nine research organizations, cable systems
and city governments responded to NSF's initial call for proposals in 1974. Seven of these groups were funded

to , design experiments in 2-way cable communication. In May 1975, three of these groups, in6uding the
Rockford Cable Project, were funded to carry ou;.,their experiMental designs.

Three organizations are cooperating in the Rockford research effort. Michigan State University is the

research organization. Rockford Cablevision is providing the technical expertise and 2-way distribution

system. And the Rockford Fire Department and other consultants provided the technical information to

develop the video tape training series being used in this experiment.
The twelve training tapes you'll be viewing concentrate on prefire planning, or in other words, preparing

for afire before it occurs. This topic was selected in 'part because a poll of 638 Illinois firefighters identified

emergency planning" as the number one fire training priority in Illinois. Because prefire planning is of vital

interest nationwide, a represenrative of the National Fire Prevention Control Association will be here to

observe Our training program. The training series will probably be distributed nationally after our experi-

Ments in Rockford.
The training tapes will take yoti through the prefire plan process. You'll learn how to gather survey

information and fit it into completed prefire plans for use at the scene of a fire.

IL How Two-Way Cable Works

(Pass around cross-section of coaxial calle)

As you know, cable televisiOn is a system for carrying television signals by wire rather than transmitting

them over the air. The wire used is a coaxial cable which can carry many different television channels

simultaneously.

(Graphic #1 One-Way cable)

In most cases, cable systems are only capable of feeding programs from their control center to
subscribers. This is known as one-way "downstream" communicationfrom the control center to receivers.

Rockford. Cablevision is one of the few systems which can carry information back '!upstream" from

subscribers to its control center at the Rockford Cablevision office. This allows two-way interactive com- ,

munication between Rockford Cablevision and persons on the receiving end who have the aprropriate equip -

ment.
(Graphic #2 Two-Way Cable)

All of the prefire training programs are on videotape. Every couple of minutes, a quNtion is asked which

covers material already preiented or leads into the material to follow. In our experiment, firefighters will be

assigned to four different ways of responding to theie questions, so that we can make necessary comparisons.

Each of you has been randomly assigned to,'one of these response groups.

IDS
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Appendix VH-3
Special Treatment Instructioer

III. Two-Way Individual- Response

You are in the two-way individual response experimental group.

A. The Terminal

(Terminal used during demonstrati

In order to use the terminal iior responses, two switches must-Us! in the cc posiit -37...1FIrst, be sure that

the mode switch on the right side of the terminal in its third clockwise pRisiti- ..:nuke sure that the
bank select switch.on the left sideldf the terminal is aligned with the _779w of letitw A 3, C. D.the middle posi-
tion Once these two switches aredn plate, you're ready to interact v. -ifh the cu. :all

B. Logging-In

Notice that the line on the left-hand dial is aligned with the A.B. C, and ers Tur-....-neir terminal. Each

person will be given a three letter identification code which must beset._: rmuter- before the start of
each lesson. These will be posted on your station bulletin board and also Trianufil ui t frunt of your personal
booklet. In order to log-in, the following steps must be followed. First, make -surer that thw switches are in the
,proper peiitions. Second, press the first letter of your identification come. Asminming that your identification
code is ABC, you would press the button corresponding to the letter "A..- 0 pram the transmit button on
the upper right-hand side of-the terminal. This transmit button sends the first ler (,0youiridentification code
to the computer. When the letter is being transmitted, this small red light will be Nonetv information cadbe
transmitted until this light goes out. Once the computer has received the-leriter ths :ransmit light will go
out. After the transmit light goes out, press the letter "B," and the transmit butt,um -a-at or the light to go out,
then repeat the procedure for the letter C. Be very careful in entering your erode :etters. 11 you should make an
error, enter letter "I." This will erase the code you've entered and you Tart 0,,er. After you enter the
three digits of your code, you-will see the letters appear on the 1V screen. ' correct, press letter "L-
and the transmit btitton. This will "lock" your code into the computer.

This individual log -in procedure must be accomplished before the star tape. You`can log
in at any time during a five minute period ... three minutes before the half tile training tape is to
begin, and two minutes after the half hour. A display on the TV screen will .t »Atheur to start logging in. It
will list all of the codes for the men who will be viewing the lesson. We will pi _;-e, 1.14 procedure before the
series begins. After this five minute period the video-tape will begin, even 4tit.ran...are not logged in. In
the event that you fail to get logged in on time, do not view the training tat o* - tYcipste in the session for
which you are late. Each training tape will be replayed at a later date to tap. : swrh problems.

C. Regular Video Tape Questions

Once-you have logged-in and the training tape has begun, you will the terminals to respond to
questions every cotiple of minutes. When multiple choice questions E. K d simply press the' button
corresponding to the answer you think is correct and the`transmit butt- .5 sends your selection to the
computer at Cablevision in the same way your identification vcas sent to tle Inter.

(Graphic #2A computer picture)

, For most questions, the question and options, or at least the answer-gm-brim, will remain on the screen
until you haye answered the question. It should be noted filet-there is a 30-Aeciart- cut-off point, so that the tape
goes on even if one of the stationsgets called out during the midile of the ma'am. You should in any case
never take more than 30 secends to enter an answer. If you don't know the answer to some questions enter the
letter E, before the 30 secondi; are up.. 'E" will always mean "can't decide." Ii you don't, the computer will
assume you are on a call and not record any more of your answers. On all of thr questions, you will hear two
beeps. These are just to remind yOu that youshorld be entering an answer:

itye
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(Graphic #3 question)

1,--nrample, if asked, "WhO was the first professiOnal full-time chief of the Rockford Fire Depertmenl"

7Lani -ne given the following choices: A. lames Cragan: B. Thomas Blake: C. John Lakin: or D. Waohe
SwAnain. The qUestion and °ices would remain ,n the screen until all paricipunts have answerea 7s3

anii*Pm% simply press button B, C, D or press "E" if you can't decide, and then the transmit button. In this:
wauld press the C but *-nn and the transmit autton to answer. If you had mistakenly pressed "B" and

wr ,J=r1 to change your answer to "C" Wiring -he lloted time and before you pressed the transmit button..
no, ,tly press "C" and the transmit button. Pleas dc--_-xt look over t';le shoulder of the next guy to see whatie,

,7. Delft discuss the answers with the others. It itically important for us to know how well the trairiAL
trYlt}lrams are worldsig. Therefore we need ever.- maz:, answer.

Cnce everyone has answered the questior: omputer and character generator will print out eaet.:
3ercent's response, letting you ;.now whether :u1 it swr correctly recorded by the computer.
modltstor on the tape will themiiscuss the corn- => nswe: ': _is case, C was the correct choice. The E t

JErek,Ifasional full-time chief of the-Rockford Fire Depa --raw" .=Lai..in who was chief from 1880 to 1891
bine of the questions in the prefire planning series fairly simple to you. This is because we void

ofinleniie wiestioning you over ir..:-ormation that has teen dew dssA_ But your answer to the 'question is impor-

ts! t. be reinforcing the:particular bit cf kr i..rleilk ' v t7inking of the am: ,) sr or making a response

D. .2oick Quizzes

.n addition to the question and answer procecr.a7e rn desr-ribed, you will be taking a quiz at the end of
i---htape. The quiz is always preceded by a sign the "QLck Quiz." The major difference between this

4ti x-rand the questions we just mentioned is that vou'li, have :five seconds to choose and enter an answer_ A
un-ri.ber of questions will be asked consecutively. Af quiestion,the computer will take your answer for
inh4.five seconds and, then the tape will move on. If ou aren': sure of an answer, select your best guess or
ciext'ttanswer. There will be no "can't decide" option in quick quizzes.: Since you'll have only five seconds to
amsver, you'll have to perform more quickly on quit- quizzes. At the end of the "quick quiz," tie percentage

answered correctly will be printed out the computer and character generator. At the comple-
r*,-7 of each training tape, the computer will print c the percentage, by code, each person got correct of ail

interactive questions asked. This record will then be kept to monitor your performance throughout
t: =ring. No one wtside the Rockford Fire Department and the researchgroup will see the results since oniy
thy- fire stations are able to receive the special tr-rling channel.

At,the end of each session, you'll have to do things to put the system hack in its program entertainment
mace. First. turn the mode button counterclockw- ,e into its first position. Then, place the bank-select switch in

top position so that it correspopts with the n-Lmbers on your television dial. This wit! enable you to select
channels on Ce.blevision by using the terminal.

F. Summary of Terminal Procedures

Let's repeat the procedures.
To set the terminal up for two-way commu: ition. put the upper right hand "mode" switch in iTs third

position. Put the bank - select switch on the left sic if the terminal in its middle position.
Next, to log-in, look at Our code letters, t_., r: press the button corresponding to the first letter of your

code, let's say "A." Then, press the transmit bum- n. After the transmit light goes off, enter the second letter,

let's say "B," and the transmit button:Repeat tr.:, same procedure for the last letter of your perSonal iden-

tification bode.
To answer multiple choice questions, select dr nswer. and press the button corresponding to this answer

and the transmit button. Don't take any more than .is J seconds to answer.
Answering the multiple choice questions asktr.d n "Quick Quizzes" proceeds in the same manner. The

major difference is that have to work faste7 hen taking a "Quick Quiz" since you'll only have five

seconds to choose andente,: an answer.
Once again be, sure that you work :ndependentiv n answering ell questions.
To log-out turn the mode button counter-clockwt into its first position and place the bank-select switch in

its top position.



Appendix VII-4
(Speci._--- treatment group instrir.

Ill. Two-Vlaw Group Response

You are in rile-Iwo-way grouP^respamseexperimental group.

4.. The TentoiOtaa

(Use terminal during demonstratazr

In order to me thr -erminal for responses, two switches musfbe_r_ tine correct position. first, be sure that
the mode switch nn thrieright side of the terminal is in its third posit= Next, make sureimat the bank select
switch on lJie lett sidle^ if the terminal is aligned with the row of letters B, C. Dthe mincide position. Once
-these two switchm ar=place, you're ready to interact with the comparrer.

B. Logging4n

_ Notice that-the to -ten the left-hand dial is aligned with the A, B. -.. and D letters on the-terminal. Each in-
dividual will be give -i a thres letter identification code which must be sent to the computer-before the start of
each lesson. These wrill be posted' on your station bulletin board and also marked on the front of your personal
booklet. In order to larLi.n: the following steps must be followed. First. make sure that the %witches are in the
proper p'sition. Seoe... press the fi-st letter of your identification code. Assuming that your identification
code is ABC,.you wc-lfc press the button corresponding to the letter "A." Next, press the transmit button on
the upper right-han side of the terminal. This transmit button sends the first letter of your identification code
to the computer. V 'n the letter is being transmitted, this small red light will be on. No new information can be
transmitted until , light goes out. When the transmit light goes out. repeat the procedure for the letters B
and C. Be very ce Jul in entering your code letters. If you should make an error, enter letter "I," this will
erase the codeyol , entered and you may start over. After you enter the three digits of your code you will see
the.letters appear m the TV screen. When ali of the codes from your station have been logged-in, press letter
"L" and transmit itI'his will let the computer know that the attendance-takirig is complete.

This log-in pneceduremast be accomplished prior to the start of each training tape. You can log in at any
time during a five minute period : . . three minutes before the half hour at which the trabling tape is to begin
and two.minutes after the half hour. A display on the TV screen will tell you when to start logging-in. It will list
all of the codes for the men. who will be viewing the lesson. We will practice this procedure before the series
begins. After this-five minute period the videotape will begin, even if some individuals are not logged in. In the
event that yoi?fail to get logged in On time, do not view the fraining..tapear-pc icipate in the session for which
you are late. Each training tapewill be replayed at a later date tdtake care of s ch problems.

C. Regular Videotape Questions

Once you have logged-in and the training tape has begun, you will be using the terminals to resppnd to-
questions every few minutes. .. .

Only one of you will hold the terminal and make the responses during a lesson. We will rotate this assign-
ment, telling you who the terminal operator is by a notice on your bulletin board. ,

If the chosen person is not available for p particular lesson, the perion who held the terminal at the last
training session should substitute. ,

.

Whoever operates the terminal should first ask the others what the best answer is, then enter the majority
answer. In a split decision, or where there is not a majority, the person operating the terminal should enter the
letter E which will stand for, "can't decide." To enter the answer, first press the bUtton corresponding to the
answer you think is correct and second, punch the transmit button. This sends your selection to the computer
at Cablevision in the same way your identification code was sent to the computer.

c,
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tGraphic.#2A computerpicturel

For most questions, the question and answer options, or at least the answer options, will remain on the
screen until you have answered the question. I:-should be noted that there is a 30-second cut-Off point, so that
the tape goes on even if one of the stations getemalled out during the middle of the program You should in any
case never take more than 30 seconds to entan._answer. On all of the questions, you will hear two beeps.
These are just to remind you that you should bemntering an answer.

(Gruphic #3 question)

For example, if asked, "Who was the first-professional full-time thief of the Rockford Fire Department?",
you might be given the following choices: A. 7£LIMBS Cragan; B. Thames Black; C. John Lakin; or D. Wayne
Swanson. The question and choices would remain on the sueen uir.:!, all participants have answered. To
answer, simply press button A, B. C, D, or-pr E" if you can't decide, and then press the-transmit button. In
this case we would press the C button and then :.ae transmit button to answer, If you had made an error and
mistakenly pressed "B" and had not yet pressec the transmit button_ you would simply press "C" and then the
transmit button.

Once all stations have answered the question, the computer and character generator will print out each
group's response, letting you know whethe-- vzour answer was correctly recorded by the; compUter. The
moderator on the tape will then discuss the =rent answer. In this case, C was the correct choice. The first
professional full-time chief of the Rockford Five Department was John Lakin who was chief from 1880 to 1891.

Some of the questions in the prefire plarunin'g series will seem fairly simple to you. This is because we will
often be questioning you over information tat has just been discussed. But your answer to the question is
important. You will be rainforcin3 that particular bit of knowledge by thinking of the answer or making a
response.

D. Quick Quizzes
In addition to the question and answer procedure just described, you will be taking a quiz at the end of-

each tape. The quiz is, always proceeded!W. a sign that says "Quick Quiz." The major difference between this
. quiz and-the questions we just mentioned that you'll only have five seconds to choose and enter,an answer. A

number of questions will be asked consecutively. After each question, the' computerwill take your answer for
only five seconds and then the tape will move on. If you aren't sure of an answer, select your best guess or
don't answer. There will be no "can't decide" option on quick quizzes. Since you'll hatip only five seconds to
answer, you'll have to perform more quickly on quick quizzes. At the end of the "quick quiz," the percentage
each group answered correctly will be printed out by the cr.'4.nter and character generator. At the comple-
tion of each training tape, the computer will prim out the tintage each group got correct of all the inter-
active questions asked. This record will then be kept in monitor your performance throughout the training. No
one out4ide the Rockford Fire Department and the research group will see the results since only the fire
stations are able to receive the special training channel.

At the end of eachsession, you'll have to do two thirigs to put the system back in its program entertainment
mode. First, turn the mode button counterclockwise into its first position. Then, place the bank-select switch in

, its toppbsition so that it corresponds with the numbers on your television dial. This will enable you to select
channels on,Cablevisionby using the terminal.

F. Summary of Terminal Procedures

Let's repeat the procedures briefly.
To set the terminal up for-two-way communication, put the upper. right hand "mode" switch in its third

position. Put the bank-select switch on the left side of the terminal in its middle position.
Next, to log-in, look at your code letters, then press the button corresponding to the first letter of your

code, let's say "A." Then, press the transmit button. After the transmit light goes off, enter the second letter,
let's say "B," and the transmit button. Repeat this same procedure for. the last letter of your personal iden-
tification code. Then log in the next man. Only one of you will hold the terminal and make the responses during
a lesrion: This assignment will be rotated by a notice on your bulletin board. If the chosen person is not
available for a particular lesson; the person who held the terminal at the last training session should
substitute. -
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answer multiple choicp questions, ask the others what they think the answer should be, then press the
_bury/ corresponding to the majority answer and the transmit button. Don't take any more than 30 seconds to
ansaav,--. Answering the multiphi choice questions asked in "Quick Quizzes" proceeds in the same manner; The
maim- :±fference is that you'll have to work faster when taking a "Quick Quiz" since you'll only have five
feemniun:lo choose and enter an answer.

.ag-out, turn the mode button counter-clockwise into its first position and place the bank-select switch
LT; position.
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_ Appendix Vlia5
(SpeciaLtreatment group instructiobs)

III. One-Way, Paper-Pencil Response
O

You are in the one-way paper-pencil response experiMental group.
"

Each training tape will begin promptly at two minutes after the half hour. You should therefore, plan to be
Deady. for viewing a few minutes before this. Should you arrive at a training session after the video tape has
begun, do not view the training tape or participate in the session for which you are late. Each training tape will
be replayed at a later date to take care of such problems.

A. Regular Video Tape Questions.

As you are viewing the tapes you,,Will have the opportunity to answer questions about the material:
Answer sheets will be given to you before each lesson. Thdy are in an envelope marked with the lestbn number
ina location that your officer will decide upon. Each.of you will be given a set of code letters for identification.
These will be posted on your bulletin board and on the front of your personal booklet. As soon as you have
received your answer sheet write your code letters on the paper in the space provided. This must be done for
each training session.

The answer sheets consist of "key words" followed by letters.:The letters after the key wards correspond
to the choices you'll have when answering' each question. Once you think you know the answer simply circle
your choice: For most questions, the questions and answer options, or at least the answer options, will remain

,

on the screen for 10 seconds. 4
On all of the questions, you willhear two beeps. When you hear the second beep. circle your answer

without dilay. If you don't know the answer circle the letter E for 'can't decide."

(Graphic #3 question)
, / '

For eicample;if asked, "Who was the first professional full-time chief of the RockfordFire Department?",
you might be. given the following choices: A. James Cragan; B. Thomas Blake: C. John Lakin; or D., Wayne
Swanson. The question and choices will remain on the screen for 10 seconds and then the moderator on the
tape will discuss the correct answer. In this case, C was the correct choice. The fist professional full-time
chief of the Rockford Fire Department was John Lakin who was chief from 1880 to 1891. Once again if you were
notable to choose an answer you should circle the letter "E." Please do not look over the shoulder of the next

to see what he is doing. Don't discuss the answers with the others. It is critically important for us to know
how well the training programs are working. Therefore we need every man's individual answer.

In answering these questions, please make a final decision on the answer you want before you circle the
letter. Likewise, be sure that you do not go back and insert the correct answer after it 'his been discussed by
the moderator. Our major reason for asking the questions is to determine if the video tapes in their present
form are doing an adequate job of training. Should any of you change yortr answers, we would not be able to
properly evaluate the job done by the training tapes.

Some of the questions in the prefire planning series will seem fairly simple to you. This is because we will
often be questioning you over information that has just been discussed. But your answer to the question is
important. You will be reinforcing that particular bit of knowledge by thinking of the answer or making a
response. *. ''

B. Quick Quizzes

In addition to the question and answer procedures just described, you'll be taking a quiz at the end of each
tape. The quiz is always preceded by a sign that says "Quick Quiz."' The major difference between this quiz
and the questions we just mentioned is that you'll only have five seconds to choose and circle an answer. A
number of questions will be asked consecutively. After each question, you'll have five seconds to circle your
chOice and then the tape will move on. If you don't know the answer to a question simply leave it blank and go
on to the next question. If you dc fail to answer a question, check the key words on your answer sheet to be



surethat the next answer you enter is in the appropriate Place. After the quiz has been completed 'the answers
will be discussed by the narrator. Once again, be sure that you do not change your answers after the quiz has
been completed. At the end of each lesson, your answer sheets w:11 be collected by your officer and picked up
by the project Field Director. The Fire Department itself will not keep track of your scores and nothing will be
entered in your permanent file.

C. ;Summary of Procedures

Now we'll repeat the process briefly. First, each training session will begin at two minutes after thelelf
hour so plan to arrive at the viewing room a few minutes before this. As seen as you arrive, pick up an answer
sheet and write your code letters in its upper right hand corner. To answer nwuiple choice questions, simply
circle your choice. For regular questions, you'll have approximately 10 seconds to answer. Answering the
multiple choice questions asked in "Quick Quizzes" proceeds in the same manner. The major difference is that
you'll have to work faster when taking a "Quick Quiz" since you'll only have five seconds 10 circle an answer.
Once again be sure that you work independently in ,inswering all questions.

After the session is completed, place your answer sheets in the envelope provided and leave the envelope
with your officer for later pick-up.

0
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Appendix V11-6
(Special treatment group instructions)

III OneWay Covert Response

You are in the one-way, covert experimental group.
Each training tape will begin promptly at two minutes after the half hour. You should, therefore, plan to

be ready far viewing a few minutes?-iv!: are this. Should you arrive at a training session after the video tape has

begun, do not view the training tap. the session for which you are late. Each training tape will be replayed

at a later date to take care Qf such problems. The company officer will make a record of those present at each

viewing session so that we can arrange make-ups for those absent at the first showing.
....-

A. Regular 'Video. Tape Questions

As you are viewing the training tapes, questions will be asked about the material being covered. They are

there to helpyou review the information. Answer the questions mentally.
For most questions, the question and answer options, or at least the answer options, will remain on the

screen for a fairly long time so that everyone has an adequate amount of time to think of the answer. On all of

the questions, you will hear two beeps. These are just to warn you that you should be thinking of an answer to

the questions.

(Graphic #3 question) ,

For example, if asked, "Who was the first professional full-time chief of the Rockford Fire Department?",

you might be given the following choices: A. lames Cragan; B. Thomas Blake; C. John Lakin; or D. Wayne

Swanson. The question and choices will remain on thwreen for a fairly long period ref time and then the

moderator will discuss the correct answer. In this ca§a. C wys the correct choice. The first professional full-

time chief of the Rockford Fire Department was John Lakin who was chief from 1880 to 1891.

B. Quick Quizzes

In addition to the question and answer procedures just described, there will be times when you'll only

have five seconds to think about the answer. A number of questions will be asked consecutively. After each

question, you will have five seconds to make a mental note of the answer and then the tape will move on. After

the quiz has been completed the answers will be discussed by the narrator.

C. Summary of Procedures

Now we'll repeat the processbriefly. Each training, session will begin at two minutes after the half hour,

so plan to arrive at the viewing room a few minutes before this. Be sure that your company officer records your

attendance at the session:Once the training tape has begun, answer the questions asked. mentally without

discussing them with others. For regular questions you'll have 10seconds to think about an answer. while -dur-

ing "Quick Quizzes" you'll only have five seconds.

2 0 3
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Appendix VII-7
(Same for all treatment groups)

1Y. The" Pretest

In addition to the procedures just described, you will be asked to take a couple of additional quizzes dur-

lgyour training. The first such,quiz will be given before your training begins. Your responses on this test will

St us know how much you already know about prefire planning. You will probably know the answers to some

of the questions while others will ask for information you will learn from the training tapes.

Don't worry about your score, all we want is for you to try your best to answer all the questions. After you

have seen the entire series of training tapes, you will be given another test similar to this one, which will let us

know how well the training tapes worked in teaching prefire planning.
In addition to thistest and the one you'll take at the completion of training, we will periodically ask you to

fill 6ut a questionnaire which will let us know how you feel about watching the programs, prefire planning, and

your job in general.
One final note.rShould you have any set tuning problems or set malfunctions let us know immediately. Call

one of two numberseither 965-7450 or 5689 on the Centrex system.

We appreciate .your cooperation and hope this will be a worthwhile experience for you.

217
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LESSON SUMMARY

LESSON 4 BLDG CONSTRUCTION 1

APPENDIX V11-8 ,

DATE 4/ 5/77 TIME 14:25,:22

QUESTION NUMBER

'TOTAL PERCENT

CD. * 1 2 3 4 5, 6 7 8 9 10 .012 13 14 13 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25. CORRECic CORRECT

KEY CB ADC A 0 0 A A BIR.A B A.A B

;16
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AAD L C B A DC R.OD 8 A B B A A 13 A A

ABA vL DC A D C A OD..8 A /IBA AB A,AB138
'ABC .L DC A 0'1:C00808B A A B A A BBB
ABD LCB'A DC A 0 0 8HBB A'AB A A A B8
ACA. 4/CE1,138C A DD CA BB'A.B8 A A BB
ACB L C 84.0 C A D D 8 : A B B A A ABASED
ACC L CB A DC A DD 4 413BA ABA A BBB
ACD L CB A

DC'A DOH 08 9A ABA ABBB
ADA.....LDB A 0CA DD'AP BBB AB A A 8 B B

ROB L CC A DC ADDS ABB A A A A A'888
ADC- L'8B A DCA 0 0 A A'BB ,A88 A BBB
A D D L C CA D C A D D S OB BA A B A ,ABA'..B
AEA L DC A D.C0 DOB A BB'A A A A A13,13,8
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N AEC L D B A D.0 A J AA A B B A.46.2.0888
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N. .
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L D C. A 0 C A 0 D 8 A B 8' A A .8 A A B 13 8
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APPENDIX VII-9

MSW/NSF ROCKFORD CABLE PROJECT
.
CUMULATIVE SCORES AND AVERAGES TIME 2:37: 2 DATE 5/27/77
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Assignment To Conditions

STATION SHIFT (N) CONDITION

-
1 A 13 Two Way Group (2)

'1 B 12
_

Two Way Group (2) .

1 C 11 Two Way GrOUp (2)
...

A 8 Two Way Interactive (1)

2 B 8 `-- Two Way Interactive (1)

'2 C 8 Two Way Interactive (1)

3 A' 5 One Way Covert (4)

3 B 5 One Way Non Interactive (3)

3 C 5 One Way Non Interactive (3)

4 A 9 Two Way InteraCtive (1)

4 9 Two Way Interactive (1)

4 ,_,C 9 Two Way Interactive (1)

5 A 9 One Way Non Interactive (3),

5 B 9 One Way Non Interactive (3)

5 C 9 One May Non Interactive (3)

6 A ':''''6
Two Way Group (2). :

6 B 6 Two Way Group (2)

6 C 6 Two Way Group (2)

7 ° A USED FOR i

Y. B PILOT.TESTING

7 C PURPOSES ONL/

8 A .4 ,_ One 'Way Covert (4)

8 -,J; P. 4 One Way.Coverr,(4)

8 C 4 One Way Covert (4)

9 A 6 One Way. Non Intqractive (3)

9 . B 6 One,Way Non Interactive (3)

9 C O. One*Way Non Interactive (3)

10 A 4 ' One Way Covert (4)

10 B . 4 One Wa,Covert .(4),

10 C 4 One'Way Covert.(4)

11 A ` .8 Oneay'CoVert (4)
11 B 8 Olre Way Covert _(4)

11- . q 8 One Way Covrt (4)
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PRETEST

B.0..#3-2'
1. This structure is located on a-flat roof. And this is how it looks from below.

Can this be described as

(-5

A. a continuous gravity vent

B. an.automatic opening skylight

C. a Monitor vent with glass sides;

D. a power roof. exhauster?

B.O. #2A -2-

2. Let's assume that a fire has started in an industrial building and,the annunciator

panel shows this display. Look closely it this panel. What part of the building

is involved in the fire? .

.A. the second floor of the building

B. room number. 16
pt.

C. first floor stockroom
D. 'inuffident information to answer

B.O. #2-1
3. Or a prefire plan survey, you find a room which contains the control valve for a

sprinkler system. This gauge is above the clapper of the control valve anti this

gauge is attached below the clapper. What type of sprinkler system is used in

this room?

A. a tet system
B. a dry system
C. a deluge system

,;-B.O. #2-7

4. How often should a r6turn visit ha made to a building that has been preplanned?
o

every six months

B. every year
C, at.least every two years

B.O. 16-2
5. You are now on a survey of a high-rise building which has up-tO-date blueprints.

On the blueprints, you see an area that'is diagrammed like this., Notice the

location of the elevators and the enclosed stairway. All of the apartments and

the storeroom open onto the same hallway. While physically on,a survey, what

would you find in -this area?

A. aodeadend corridor
B. a vault-'
C, an inaccessible axe&
D. a pit

B.O. #6-1

6. These are the flammability liMits for Ethyl Chloride to 15.4. Ethyl

Mercapta's 'flammability limits are 2.8 to 18.0. And the flammability limits for

Ethylene are 2.7 to 36.0. Of these three hazarAous materials, which one present!_

the greatest danger from the standpoint of flammability limits?

A. ,Ethyl Chloride

B,. Ethyl Mercapta

C. Ethylene p-
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B.O. #5-1
7. What is the best way to, find problem areas for communication in a building?

As ,check the blueprints
B. attempt to use your fire department radio in the area
C. ask the building engineer
D. check the electronic equipment

B.O. #2A-1
8. Here, is a'look at a fire pump that serves all of the automatic sprinkler's in

an industrial facility. It's located in a pumphouse separated from the rest
of the plant. This is how one side of the pump's engine looks. And here's
alook at the other side. This tank is along one wall of the pumphouse.
Which of the following is the correct description of this pump?

A. diesel pump serving all automatic sprinklers
B. gasoline pump serving all automatic-sprinklers
C. steam turbine pump serving all automatic sprinklers
D. electrical pump serving all automatic sprinklers

A

B.O. . #4-3
9. This device is located in the engine room of an elevator. Is the elevator

A. hydraulic
B. cable-supported

B.O. #7-2
10. Under the heading "fire flow," you would find information on whic:: of the

following:

A. automatic sprinkler systems,
B. the quantity of water needed
C. the longest length of hose needed
D. the location of PIVfs

B.O., #6-2
11. Here are two Fire Hazard Diamonds. Which one displays the greatest flammability

hazard? Is it ,

Choice A
Choice 'B

B.O. #5 -4
'

12. . Which material in a building has priority consideration for salvage?

A. files.
B. expensive equipment
,C. material on skid's
D. Whatever the owner wants salvaged.

24!
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B.O. #7-4
13. Here is a perimeter diagram of a high-rise building. Notice the scale and

the north indicating arrow. A gas station is located near the high-rise.

How far away is it?

A. 50 feet'

B. 100 feet
C. 150'feet
D. 200 feet

Look closely at the diagram again.

B.O. #3-1
1.4. Look at this picture of a roof. What style of roof is it?. Is it

A. a flat roof
B. a gable roof
C. a-mansard roof
D. a hip roof'

B.O. #6-5
15.- Here is the information about potassium persulfate that is conta ed in NFPA

code 49. Look eLosely at the information. Which of the followi1g information

would y* include on the survey form about, potassium persulfate

A. don'tuee water to extinguish a fire involving potassium rsulfate.

B.,Ipotassium persulfate is highly flamMable.
..1C. it isa toxic oxidiiing. agent.
D. it is.a combustible liquid.

0

#3A-1 &2
16., Let's have a guik test of your perception. We'll show you 'verai pictures

Of a building. Ldok for certain types of door and window. construction. Select

the choice. which is not present.in the building. Look at the building and

see if you can find
F

A. casement windows
'B. factory -style windows
C. a single swinging door
D. double swinging doors.

Remember, answer with the type of construction that is not present.

This'type of-WIndow is on the first floor. These doors are in the rear of

the building. And thiS door is also part of the building. This structure

is located in one of the walls.. And heres a look.at the front entranceway.

Now, which of these four types of construction was not present in the building?.

A. casement, windows

B. factory-style windows
C. single swinging door
D. double.Swinging doors
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B.O. #3-4
17.. Identify the way this roof would look as a diagram. Your prefire plan survey

' information might describe the roof like this: Type - Arch-like. Descriptiot

' pour skylights and three automatic-opening vents. Based upon the picture and

the description, which diagram would best illustrate the roof?

Diagram A,
DiagramB
Diagram C
DiagramD

B.O. #6-3
18. You are now on a ,prefire plan survey and you find -a liqUld marked Pyrenone

in a second floor storeroom. A look at the entry in the "FireProtection
Guide conliazardous Materiee gives this information. HoW would'you describe

Pyrenone on your survey form?

A. a. flammable liquid

B. a flammable solid .

C. a combustible liquid
D. anon- hazardous liquid

B.O. #5-5
19. There are several considerations you, as a prefire plan surveyor, must make

concerning handicapped or bedridden people. What is your 'primary concern in

:dealing with the handicapped and bedridden while On-Your prefire plan survey_?,

A. evacuation, routes

B. possible medication
C. their location
D. their illnesses

B.O. #3A-5
20. Which type of window is the easiest to,open for forcible entry?

. A. awning windows .

B. casement windows
C. double-hung windows,

D. jalousie windows

The rest of the questions all deal with the symbols that you'll use .on your prefiri

plan diagrams.

.B.O. #2 -3

21. What is the prefire plinning symbol for a non-sprinklered area? Is it

Symbol A
Symbol B'

B.O. #3-3
22. What is the prefire planning symbol for a scuttle hole? Is it

0

Symbol A
Symbol B
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B.O. '12A-a
23. What is the prefire.pianning symbol .:for an annunciator panel? Is.it

.SYmbol A
Symbol B
Symbol C'
Symbol 'D

B.O. 1/6-4

.24. What is the
Is it

Symbol A

, Symbol B

. :

symbol you'll use on your prefire plans to mark hazardous materials?

B.O. #4-1

25. Is this the prefire planning symbol for

A. ari open elevator
a closed elevator

C. an electricity shutoff

B.O. #3A-4

26. Based upon this survey information, which symbol would you use in your finished

prefire plan diagrams to represent the gas shutoff?. Would you use

Symbol A
, Symbol B
Symbol C
Symbol D

B.O. 1/2A-4

27.' This'Symbol can be inserted into the diagram in one of the following locations.

Where should it go?

At. location A where there is a water tower?

At location B where there is a standpipe?

At location C for the roof tank?

At location D for the cistern?
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BEHAVIORAL OBJECTIVES FOR PRETEST

B.d. 41-2 Given a picture of a roof, the learner will correctly identify various
, structures which are found on the roof. These include:

a) power roof exhausters-
b) continuous gravity vents
c) monitor vents

. d) skylights
e) scuttle. holes

. f) chitneys-
g).combinations'or variations of these.

B.O. .#2A-2 learner_yill identify the main characteristics of fire alarm systems.

a) the type of systet (local or supervised) 6

b) the location of the annunciator, panel and'
c) the system coverage.

B.O. #2-1 Given a sprinkler system that uses water as an extinguishing agent, the
learner will identify the system as being:

a) a wet, system

b) a dry system or
c) a,deluge system.

B.O. 1/2-7 - The learner willidentify administrative prdcedures,of the prefire
planning process:

a) filing procedures
b) revision procedures

B.O. #5-2 - The learner will identify areas in,a given building which could cause
problems in rescue attempts based upon:

a) their representation on bldsOrints
b) visual inspections of the area.

1.

B.O. #6-1 - The learner will interpret terms expressing the properties of flammable,
toxic and-explosive materials that are hazardous.

B.O. 15-1 - The learner will idenglz the actions taken to locate areas in a given
building which disrupt fire department communications.

B.O. #2A,-1 - When presented with a series of pictures of a fire pump, the learner
will correctly identify:

a) the type of pump
b) the power source
c) the,type of operation and
d) the location of the pump.

221
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PRETEST B.O. PAGE TWO

B.O.-#4-3 - The:learnet will 'identify and differentiate elevators and' elevator
components:

',a) construction parts'
b) emergency elevator apparatus
c) cable-supported.Vs. hydraulic elevators.

B.O. #7-2 -.The learner,will Compile into finished prefire plans, information about:

a) perimeter survey
b) fire flow
c) laddering and
d) hoSes.

B.O. W6-2 - The learner will identify and interpret codes used in marking flammable,
toxic and explosive materials that are hazardous. (As used in the Fire
Hazard Diamond of FPA code 704M)

B.O. #5-4 - The learner will identify the actions taken to locate material in a
building 'that should be given priority during salvage operations.

B.O. #7-4 - The learner will interpret diagrams' which give the following information
about obstructions, structures and materials inthe perimeter area of a
selected building:

a) description
b) direction
c) distance and
d)Theight.

B.O. #371 - When presented with pictures of various roofs, the learner will identify
the types of roof construction of each. These include:

a) flat
b) pitched
c) arch-like or
d) any variations 'of these.

B.O. #6-5 - The learner will compile into finished prefire plans, the location and
important characteristics of flammable, toxic and explosive material
that is hazardous.''

B.O. #31-1. --When presented with a series of pictures of windows, the learner will
identfy these types of windows: .

a) double -hung windows
b) casement windows
c) factory-style windows and
d) jalousie windows.

B.O. #3A-2 -.When presented with a series of pictures of doors, the learne.,*ill
correctly. identify these types of doors:

ardouble swinging doors
b) 'single swinging doors
c) revolving doors
d) sliding doors and
e)'overhead doors.
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A PRETEST B.O. PAGE THREE

B.O. #3-4 - Given seiIeral pictures of a rooftop, the learner will diagram the roof-

.rop using the appropriate prefire planning symbols for flat, pitched,

arch-like surfaces and all roof structures.

'B.O. #6-3 - The learner will interpret tables and entries from NFPA codes, included

-in the I` ire Protection 'Guide on HazardousMaterial."

a) NFPA code #325A
b) NFPA.code #325M
c) NFPA code #49
d) NFPA code #491M.

B.O. #5-5.- The learner will coiapile into finished

the locatl.on of:

prefire plans

a) problem areas for fire department communication

b) special rescue considerations
-.1) material/equipment for priority salvage.

for a given.building,-

B.O. #3A-5 - Given several pictures of a selected building, the learner will compile

into finished prefire plans:

a) an estimate of the best points for forced ventilation and forced entry's'

b) the location of the wain gas and electrical shutoffs in the building.

B.O. #2-3 T The learner will, when presented with a series of prefire planning symbols,

be able to identify the correct symbols for:

a) an automatic sprinkler system
.13) an automatic chemical sprinkler system
c) a non-sprinklered area
d) an O.S. & Y.
e) a gate valve
f) a sprinkle: riser
g) fire department connections
h) a P.I.V.

B.O. if3 -3 - When presented with a series of prefire planning symbols, the learner

will identify the symbol for:

a) vents
b) lightwells
c) skylights
d) scuttle holes and
e) chimneys,

B.O. #2A-3 - Given a series of prefire planning symbols, the learner will identify

the symbols for:

a) fire pumps
b) annunciator panels
c) water towers
d) cisterns
e) roof tanks
f) standpipes
g) fire hydrants and
h) water mains.
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PRETEST470. PAGE FOUR

B.O. #6-4, - The learner will identify the prefire planning symbollor hazardous
material.

B.O. #4-1 - The,learner will identify the prefire planning symbols for:

a) elevators
AO open stairways
c) enclosed stairways and
d) smoke-prof towers (in .a given building.) .

#3A-4 - When prese ed with a series of prefire planning symbols, the learner
will identify the symbols for:

`a) as shutoffs
. .

b) electrical shutoffs 0'
lc) heating units
d) fire doors
e) basement doors
f) overhead doors and
grfire'escapes

B.O. #2A-4 - The learner will compile into finished prefire
concerning:

a) fire pumps
b) perimeter strut res and
c) fire alarms igtem

241
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POST TEST

B.O. 06-3
1. Mere is an extract from NFPA code 491M. It contains information about silicon

hydride. Look closely at the extract. Now answer this quegtion. You are

fighting a fire in a building. Silicon hydride is stored in a part of the

building that 'is not invovled in the fire. What could happen?

A. The s1ft4On hydride could ignite with a slight rise in temperature.

B. The silicon hydride could ignite when it contacts water.

C.L: The-silicon hydride will only ignite if chlorine is present.
Il. Silicon hydride will not ignite.

B.O. #3-,4-
This is the diagram of a roof as it might appear on a finished prefire plan.

Which,of the following statements would be on the survey form?

A. A hip roof with a chimney in the northeast corner'.

B. A mansard roof with;,a vent in the northeast corner.

C. A flat roof with a skylight in the northeast corner.

D. An arch -like roof with a chimney in the northeast corner.

B.O. #6-5
3. This is an extract from NFPA code 325M containing information about ethyl

chloride. Look closely at the information. On yau prefdre plan survey form,

Sou are asked to fill in the,important information about ethyl chloride. Which

of the following facts are true and should be included in this information?

A. It has a high flash point and sinks in water. Water may be ineffective as

an extinguishing,agent.
B. It has a high flash point and is water soluble.

C. It floats on water and isn't soluble.. Water may be ineffective as an

extinguishing agent:
D. I-. sinks in water and is not soluble. It has a high - flash point.'

B.O. #2-7
34. What should the complete set of prefire plans that is kept at the companyr-

level be used.for? /

.1

A. In-house training,
B. -fire alarms or
C. fire academy training.

B.O. (/5 -5

5. The material in this warehouse is loaded on skids. Would you include information

about this area under the heading

A. location of 4aluableS

. B. other significant areas

'C. deadend corridors or
D. limited access/inaccessible areas.
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Ba0.
6. What should be done if you come across a coded annunciator panel while on your

preire plan survey?

A. s4 off the alarm to make sure that the panel works correctly.-
,
B. check the smoke detectors that are used to trigger the alarm.

C. tell the owner to replace the panel with one that isn't coded, or.

D. learn what the codes on the annunciator panel mean.

T.0. #2-1

.- On a prefire plan survey, you come across this control valve to an automatic

sprinkler system. ;This device, known as an accelerator, is attached to the.

System. What.type of automatic sprinkler system is this?
A

A. a 'wet system

B. a drS, ststem

C. a deluge system

B.O. #2-7
8. Which of these prefire planning forms is kept on file in the fire vehicle?

A. The prefire plan survey form

B. the finalized diagrams
C. -the company extract
D. the revision form.

This device is located inthe engyre-room of

A. hydraulic or

B. cable supported?

an elevator. IS the elevator
tit ,

t.

B.O. #7-2
10. Under the heading "fire flow," yOu would find information on which of the

following

A. automatic sprinkler systems.'

B. the quantity of water needecG

C. the longest length of hose needed,

D. the locationrof PIVs.

B.O. #6-2
'11. Here are two Fire Hazard Diamonds. Which one displays the greatest flammability

hazard?

Choice A
Choice B

B.O. #5 -4 .

12. Which material in auilding has priority consideration for salvage?

A. files
B. expensive equipment
C. materials on skids

D. whatever the owner wants salvaged.
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B.O. #7 -4 .

13. Here is a perimeter diagiam of a high -rise builiing. Notice the scale and

the north indicating arrow. A gas station ds located near the

'How far away is. it?

A. 5.0 .feet

B. 100 feet

C. 150 feet.

D. 200 feet

B.O. #7-4
14.) Look at this perimeter diagram again.' Where is the1gas station located in

relation to the high-rise?

A. north of the high -rise.

B. south ofthe_high-rise.

C. southeast of the high-rise.

D. northwest of the high-rise.

B.O. #6-4
15. IA this the prefire planning symbol for

A. a heating unit
B. a fire hydrant
C. a hazardous area

-D. a heat shutoff

P4=1

16. How would ycu diagram an open stairway in a building with automatic wet

sprinklers? Would you use

Diagram A.
Diagram B
Diagram C
Diagram D.

r L

B.O. #3A-4' .

17. Based upon this survey information, which symbol would you use in yoar, finished

prefire plan diagrams 'to represent the elettrical shutoff? Would you use

Symbol A
Symbol B
Symbol ,C

Symbol D
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B.O. #2-3
18. What is the prefire planning-symbol ,fp'r a sprinkler riser. Is it

Symbol A-
(cSymbol B

B.O. #3-3
19. Here's a look at a roof structure. It can be manually opened from the outsid(

or automatically opened by' this device. How would you diagram this structure
on your finished prefire plan diagrams? Would you use

Symbol A
Sythbol 3'
`Symbol C
Symbol D

B.O. #2A-3
20. What is the prefire planning symbol,for a-standpipe?. Is it

Symboi A
Symbol B
Symbol C
Symbol.D

B.O. #2-3
21. What is the prefire planning syibol for a non-sprinklered area? Is it

Symbol A
,,Symbol B

B.O. #3,1-
22. What is the prefire planning symbol for a ,scuttie hole? Is-it

Symbol A
Symbol B

B.O. /12A -3

23. What is the prefire planning symbol for an annunciator panel? Is it.

Symbol A.

Symbol B

B.O. #6.4
24. What is the symbol yoti'll use on your prefire plans to mark hazardous material;

Is it

Symbol A
SyMbpLB'

B.O. #4-I
25. Is this the prefire planning symbol for

'A. an open eleVator
B. a closed elevator
C. an electricityshutolf
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,B.O. #3A-4
26. 'Based-upon this survey

information, which symbol would you, use in your finished

prefire plan, diagrams to represent the gas shutoff? Would you use

Symbol A
Symbol B
'Symbol C
_Symbol

B.O. #2A-4
27. This symbol can be inserted into the-diagraa in one of the following locations.

Where should it go? ,

At location A where there is a water tower?

At lncation B where there is a standpipe?

At location C for the...ectiT tank?

At location D for tWcistern?

B.O. #6-4
28. This shed stores nitro-cellulose, a. highly reactive and flammable mater ial.

Which symbol would you use to mark this.Shed on your finished prefire plans.

Would you use

I

Symbol A'
Symbol B
Symbol C
Symbol D

-B.O. #3-4
29, This is the diagram of a roof as It might appear on a finished prefire plan

diagram. What type of roof is it?

A. a mansard roof
B. a gable roof
C. a hip roof
D. a gambrel roof

B.O. #6-2
30. Which color in the fire hazard diamond indicates reactivity?

A. blue
B. red
C. yellow
D. white

B.O. #3A-1 and 2
31. You'll see several pictures of the doors and windows in this building. Identify

the type of construction of each. This type of window is used on all sides of

the building. And doors like this make up the main'entr,4nce ways. Which type

of construction is used on the doors ant win ows of this building?

A. Sliding doors and casement windows,

B., Double swinging doors and factory-sty e windows,

C. Single-swinging doors and double-hung windows,

D. Double swinging doors and casement windows.
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32. What type of roof does this church have? Does it have

.A. a gable roof
B. -a hip roof
'C. a mansard roof
D. an arch-like roof')

:B.O. #6-5
33. One of the materials listed in the "Fire Protection Guide on Razardous Materia

.1.3 called methyl chloride. We'll show you four facts about methyl chloride.
Whichone should be included in your refire plan survey information?

A.. Methyl chloride has flammability limits of 10.7 to 17:4;
B. Methyl chloride's ignition temperature is 1170°.
C. Methyl chloride has flammability hazard code of "4".
D. Methyl:chloride has a health hazard code of:"2".

B.O. #5-2
34. On your inspection,of blueprints fr)r a particular building, you find an area 1

that is diagrammed this way. Would you include information on this area under

A. -deadend corridors
B. limited access and inaccessible areas
C. other

#3A-5
35., At what location in the buildings you are surveying might you expect

' a transparent shatter-resistant material used in place of glass?

A. in the'first floor windows and doors
B. in the front windows on all floors
C. in all of the, sliding doors on any floor
D. in any windows enclosed by metal bars.

to find

B.O.. #7-4
36. This diagram is drawn on grids similar ,Do the ones on your survey form. Look;

clOsely at the diagram and the scale. ,Where is Black Manufacturing located
from Rock Town Products?

-A. .100 feet west
B. 100 feet south
C. /50 feet east
D. 50 feet noith.

B.O. #6-3
37 These three facts abOut Dodecane have been extracted frOm NFPA ode

Look at them closely. Which q'the folloiwng statements about dodeoane is truel

A. Dodecane is"highly toxic
B. Dodecane will sink in water

' C, Dodecane's fumes are lighter than air.
D. Dodecane will float on water. c

.)
,5
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B.O. #2A-1
,38. This fire pump is in the basement of a high-rise apartment building.' Here's .

A close look at the motor. What, type of fire pump is this?

A. gddoline fire pump
B. an electric fire pump
C. a diesel fire pump
D. a steam turbine fire pump.

B.O. #3-2.
1. .This structure is located on a flat roof. And this is how it looks from below.

,
Can this be described as

A. a continuous grrivity vent
'B. an automatic opening skylight"

monitor vent with glass. sides

D. a power roof exhauster?

#2A-2
Let's aSsume'that a fire has started in an industrial building and the annum- '

ciator panel shows this display., Look closely at this panel. What part of'the

building is involved in the fire?

A. the second floor.of the buildingi

. B. room number 16
C. first floor stockroom
D. insufficient information to answer.

B.O. #2-1
3. On a prefire plan purvey, you find a room which contains the control valve for

a sprinkler' system. This guage is above the clapper of the control valve, and

this guage is attached below the clapper. What type of sprinkler system is

used in this room?

A. a wet systet
B. a dry system
C. a deluge system

B.O. #2-7
4. How often should a return visit be made to a building that has been preplanned?

A. every six months
B. every year
C. at least every 'two yeais.

B.O. #5-2

5. You are pow.on a survey of a high-rise building which has up-to-date. blueprints.

On the blueprints, you see an area that is diagrammed like this. .Notice the

......-location of the elevators and the enclosed stairway. All of the apartments

and the storeroom open =to the same hallWay. While physically on a survey,

what would you find in this area?'

A.'a deadend.corridor
B. a vault
C. an inaccessbile area
D. a pit
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B.O. #6-1
6: TheSe are the flammability limits for Ethyl Chloride = 3.8 to 15.4. Butyl

Chloride's flammahility.limits are.1.8 to 10.1. And the flammability limits
for9Butyl Acetate are 1.7 to 7.6. Of thethe three hazard6us materials, whiCh

tone presents the greatest danger frditi the standpoint of flatiimability limits ?.

A. Ethyl Chloride
'B. Butyl Chloride
C. Butyl Acetate

B.O. #5-1
7. °What is the best way to find problem areas for communications in a building?

A. check the blueprints
B. attempt to use your-fire department radio in the area'
C. ask the building engineer
D. check for electronic equipment.

B.O. #2A-1
8. Here is a look at a fire pump that serves all* of the automatic sprinklers'in

an industrial facility. It's located in,a pumphouse separated from the rest
of the plant. This is how one side of the pumO's engine looks. And here's
a look at the other side. This tank'is along one wallsol the pumphouse.
Which of the following is, the correct description 9f this pump?

A. diesel pump serving all automatic sprinklers.
B. gasoline pump

serving
all automatic sprinklers

C. steam turbine pump serving all automatic sprinklers
D. electrical pump serving all automatic' sprinklers

B.0. ,#2A -1

9. This console controls the operation of the pump we jiffs looked at. This panel
of dials is on the controller and this switch is found above the "start"
button. What type of operation does'this pump have? Does it have

A. manual operation
B. automatic operation

B.O. #4-3
10. This elevator does not have an outside panelj.abeled "emergency service" or'.

"fireman's service.". However, on the panel in the cab, there is a key slob..
labeled "independent service.r Which ofthi folloWing statements is true?

A. this elevator.has fireman's service,:'
B. this. elevator was not designed for2Iire4epartmeni operations.
C. 'this elevator has a photo cell todetecCfires. -
D. the firemen's service key will operate this eleVitor.

B.O. #6-2

You are now on a prefire,plan survey and find a,piece of equipment'that is
marked this way. What would you say about the material inside?

A. it is non-flammable, but highly tdXic.,.
B. it is moderately flammable,' but highly toxic.
C. it is highly flammable, but,non-reactive
D. it is highly flammable and:highly reactive.
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B.01.#5r5
12. After you've found out which equipment a building owner would like salvaged

first, where would you mark down the information on your survey form? Would

you mark it under

A. location of v.-Laables

'
B. other significant areas

B.O. #3-1
13. Look at this picture of a roof. What style of roof is it? Is it

A. a flat roof
B. a gable roof
C. a Mansard roof
D. a hip roof

B.O. #3-1
14. Look at this picture of a roof. What style of roof is it? Is it

A. a flat roof
B. a gable 'roof
C. a mansard roof
D. a hip roof

B.O.,#6-5
15. Here is the information about

Potassium.persulfate that is contained in

NFPA code 49. Look closely at the information. Which of the following

information would .you include on the survey form about potassium persulfate?

A. don't use water to extinguish a fire involving potssium persulfate

B. potassium persulfate is,highly flammable.

C. it is a mildly toxic oxidizing' agent

D. it is a _combustible

B.O. #3A-1 and 2
16. Let's have a quick text of your perception.' We'll show you several pictures

of a building. Look for certain types of door and window construction. Select

the choice which is not present in the building.' Look at the building and

see if you can find

A. casement windows
B. factory-style windows
C. a single swinging door
D. double swinging doors

//

/

Remember, answer with the type of Construction that is. riot present,. Thi.7i///

/

/

type of window is on the first floor. These doors are in the rear.of the'

building. And hhie dOor is also. part of the building. This structure is

.located in one of the walls. And here a look at the front. entranceway.

Now, 'which of these four types of con uction was not.present in the building?

A.' casement windows
B. factory-style windows
C. single swinging door
D. double swinging doors
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4,0. #3-4
17. Identify the,way this roof 'would look as a diagram. Your prefire plan survey

information might describe the roof like this. Type - Arch-like. Descriptiot
Four skylights and three automatic-opening vents. Based upon the picture And
the description, which diagram would best illustrate the roof.

Diagram, A

Diagram B
Diagram C
Diagram D

B.O. #6-3'
18. You are now on a prefire plan survey and you find a liquid marked Pyrenone

in a second floor storeroom. A look at the'entry in the "Fire Protection
Guide on'Hazardous Materials" gives this information. How-would you describe
Pyrehone on your survey form? ,

A. a flammable liquid
B. a flammable 'solid
C. a combustible liquid
D. a non-hazardous liquid

B.O. #5-'5

.19. Theie are several consideratiOns you, as a prefire plan surveyor, must make
concerning handicapped or bedridden people. What i4your 'primary concern in
dealing with the handicapped and bedridden whild.on your prefire plan survey?

A. evacuation routes
,

B. possible medication
C. their lOcation
D. their illnesses

-B.O. #3A-5.

20. Which type of window is ehe easiest to open for forcible entry?

A. awning windows
B, casement windows
C. double-hung windows
D. jalousie windows

B.O. #2-1
/4 . .

21. On'a prefire plan survey, you come across this room which has a sprinkler
room is 4Y-storage area for lumber. Here's a look at the

\/ sp41W,i4rAlea.0. and -!phis device is one ell'at_the risers. What type of
4htomikt spriakli'xvYstelh4sh4ediq ti-Oi°°m?

A. a wed system
B. a dr stystem
C. a deluge system
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B.O. #5 -2

.22. On a:prefire plan .survey, you come across a structure that looks like a
scuttle hole: After further examination, you discover that it leads to a
deadend cavity. over a freezer room. Where would you write down the info-
mationhout this deadend ceiling cavity? Would you use the blank marked..

A. deadend corridors
B. limited access/inaccessible areas
C. other

I

B.O. #3A-5.
23. Windows such as these made of lexan present unique problems for forcible

entry.. What'type of instrument would you use to enter through.this lexan
window?

A. a portable saw
B. a blUnt instrument
C. a pry-axe
D. a sharp pointed instrument made of hardened steel.

B.O. #7-2
24. Assume that this railroad siding is next to the building you are surveying.

Notice where the siding is located in relation to the building. Hera!s'a
look at- the between the siding and the building. Under. which heading
would you include information about 'the siding.

A.: exposures,

b. 'combustible materials.
C,,ground obstructions
D. overhead obstructions

-B.O. #3-2
/

25. This structure is found on a roof. This device is attached to the hinged
panels. Which of these descriptions fits this ventilation, unit?

/\

A. a monitor vent operated by a fusible link
B. a gravity vent which is continuously open
C. -a skylight with a manual opening device
D.-a monitor v e nt with louvred sides.

B.O. #6-1
26. This istheflaih point for a material caIledFlexo. What do you ,know about

the material?

A. Flexo can ,be ignited easily at room temperature ,7

Flexo is Very stable 'and_presents no hazard
C. Flexo should be stored in 'a well-heated area
Dr: Flexo has,a Very high flash point.

B.O. #5-I
27. What 'should' your. portable fire department; radio be used for during your

prefire planning survey?

A. To talk toother members of the ptefire planning team
B. To ask for information from the alarm office
C. To relay information to the deputy chief

D. To check for possible communication'problems
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B.O. #3-2
28. Look closely at these pictures of various roof structures. They operate

from the movement of the air passing through them and have no mechanical

operating parts.. Are these structures called

A. scuttle holes
B. power roof exhaustela
C. continuous gravity vents
D. monitor vents

B.O. #7-2
29. This apecial coupling is needed to use certain hydrants in the city. Under

which heading would you include information about this coupling in your

sur.vey, form?

A.; fire flow
B.'hydrants and'main sizes

'C. other water supplies
D. hose information

B.O. #5-4
30. ,Anything that will'be given priority. consideration for salvage should be

A.tarked to indicate priority removal

B. loaded onto skids
C. removed before rescue operations

D. noted on.ifire inspection forms

B.O. #6-1
31. What is it meant by vapor density of gas?

A. Its weight in relation to water

B./Its weight in relation to air

C, '.The percentage of its molecules in the air

D.The percentage of saturation needed in the air for ignition of the gas

B.O. #4-3
32. According to 41e 1973 American National Standards Institute code, on Emergency

Elevator Operation, which of the following things should happen when emergency

service is activated?

A. all power is shutoff to the elevators

B. the hoistway door key must be used when the desired floor is reached

C. the photo cells operating the cab doors and hoistway doors are deactivated

D. only elevator calls above the first floor will be answered

B.O. #2A-4
33. Information about the fire pumps in a building should be included in.your

survey form under which of the following headings?

A. building construction
B. perimeter survey
C. vertical structures
D. fire protection equipment
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B.O. #3A -4.

34. Which of these is the prefire planning symbol fora fire door? Is it

Symbol A
Symbol B
Symbol C
Symbol D

B.O. #4-1
35. Is this the prefire planning symbol for

A. an open stairway
B. an enclosed stairway
C. a smoke-proof tower
D. a fire escape

B.O. #2-3
36. What is- the prefire planning symbol for a gate value? Is it

Symbol A
Symbol B

B.O. #3-3
37. Which of these symbols represents a lightwell? Is it

Symbol A
Symbol B
.Symbol C

Symbol D

B.O. #2A-3
38. Which of these symbols represents a cistern? Is it

Symbol A
Symbol B
Symbol C
Symbol D

2 3 S'
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BEHAVIORAL OBJECTIVES FOR POST-TES

B.O. #6-3 - The learner, will interpret tables and entries from NFPA codes included

in the "Fire' Protection Guide on Hazardous Material."

a) NFPA code #325A
b) NFPA code #325M
c) NFPA code #49
d) NFPA code #491M.

B.O. #3-4 - Given several pictures of a rooftop, the learner will diagram the

rooftop using the appropriate prefire planning symbols for flat, pitched
arch-like surfaces and all roof structures.

B.O. #6-5 -.The learner will compile into finished prefire plans, the location
and important characteristics of flammable, toxic and explosive .

material that is hazardous.

B.O. #2 -7 - The learner will identify administrative procedures Of the prefire

planning process:

a) . filing procedures:
b) revision. procedures

B.O. #5-5 - The learner will compile into finished prefire plans for a given
building the location of:

a) proLlem areas for fire department communication
b) special rescue considerations
c) material/equipment for priority salvage.

B.O. 162A-2 - The learner will identify the main charaCteristics of'fire alarm
systems:

a) the type of system (local or supervised)
b) the location of the annunciator panel and
c) the system coverage.

B.O. #2-1 - Given a sprinkler system that uses water as an extinguishing agent,
the learner will identify the system as being:

a) a wet system
b) a dry system or
c) a deluge system.

B.O. 162-7 - The learner will identify administrative procedures of the prefire
planning process:

a) filing procedures
b):z.revision procedures

B.O. #4-3.- The learner will identify and differentiate elevators and elevator
components:

4;

a) construction parts
b) emergency elevator apparatus
c) cable-supported vs. hydraulic elevators.
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POST-TEST B.O. PAGE TWO

B.O. #7-2 - The learner will compile, into finished prefire plans, informati)n
about:,

a)'perimeter survey
b) fire flow
c) laddering and
"d) hoses.

B.b. #6,-2 - The learner will identify. and interpret codes used in marking flammable,
toxic and explosive materials that are hazardous. (As used in the Fire

Hazard Diamond of NFPA 704M)

B.O. #5-4 - The learner will identify the actions taken to locate material'in a
building that should be given priority during salvage operatiohs.

B.O. #7-4 - The learner will interpret diagrams which give the following information
about obstructions, structures and materials in the perimeter area of a
selected building:

a) description
b) direction
c) distance and
d) height.

7
B.O. #774-7 The, learner will interpret diagrams which give the following information

..: about obstructipns, stru4ures and materials in,:the.perimeter area of a

selected bililding: ,. / .1 0

a) description
b) direction
c) distance and
d) height.

B.O. #6-6 The learner will identify the prefire planning symbol for hazardous
material.

B.O. #4 -1 The learner will identify the prefire planning symbols for:

a) elevators
b) open stairways
c) enclosed stairways and
d) smoke-proof towers

B.O. #3A-4 - When presented with a series of prefire planning symbols, the learner
will identify the symbols for:

a) gas shutoffs-
'. b) electrical shutoffs

c) heating units
d) fire doors
e).basement doors
f) overhead doors and
g) fire escapes
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POST-TEST B.O. PAGE THREE
N.

B.O. #2-3 - The learner will, whenipresented with a series of prefire planning

symbols, be able to identify the correct symbols for:

a) an automatic sprinkler system
b) an automatic chemical sprinkler system

c) a nonsprinklered area
d) an O.S. &Y.

e) a gate valve
f).a sprinkler riser
g) fire department-connections
h) a P.I.V.

,B.O. #3-3 - When presented with a series-of prefire planning symbols, the learner

will identify the symbol for:

a) vents
b) lightwells
c) skylights
d) scuttle holes and
e) chimneys

,B.O. #2A-3 - Given a series of prefire planning symbols, the learner will identify

the symbols for

a) fire pumps
b) annunciator panels
c) water towers
d) cisterns
e) roof tanks
f) standpipes
g) fire hydrants and
h) water mains

B.O. #2-3 - The learner will, when presented with a series of prefire planning

sYMbols, be able to identify the correct symbols for:

a) an automatic sprinkler system
b) an automatic chemical sprinkler system
c) a non-sprinklered area
d) an O.S. &Y.

e) a gate valve
f) a sprinkler riser
g) fire department connections
h) a P.I.V.

B.O. #3 -3 - When presented with a series of prefire planning symbols, the learner

will identify the symbol for:

a) vents
b) lightwells
c) skylights
d) scuttle holes and
e) chimneys
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POST-TEST'B.O. PAGE FOUR

B.O. qA-3 - Given a series of prefire planning symbols, the learner will identify
the symbols for

a) fire pumps
b) annunciator panels
c) water towers
d) cisterns
e) roof tanks
f) standpipes
g) fire hydrants and
h) water mains

B.O. #6-4 - The learner will identify the prefire planning symbol for hazardous
material.

B.O. #4-1 - The learner will identify the prefire planning symbols for:

a) elevators
b) open stairways
c) enclosed stairways and
d) smoke-proof towers

B.O. #3A-4 - When presented with a series of prefire planning symbols, the learner
will identify the symbols for:

a) gas shutoffs
b) electrical shutoffs
c) heating units
d) fire doors
e) basement doors
f) overhead doors and
g) fire escapes

B.O. 12A-4 = The learner will compile into finished prefire plans, all information
concerning:

a) fire pumps
b) perimeter structures and
c) fire alarm systems.

B.O. #6-4 - The learner will identify the prefire planning symbol for'hazardous
material.

B.O. #3-4 - Given several pictures of a rooftop, the learner will diagram the
rooftop using the appropriate prefire planning symbols for flat,
pitched;., arch -like surfaces and a';.l roof structures.

B.O. #6-2 - The learner will identify and interpret codes used in marking flammable,.
toxic anti explosive materials that are hazardous, (As used in the Fire
Hazard Diamond of NFPA code 704M)
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POST-TEST B.O. PAGE FIVE'

f

B.O. #3A-1 - When presented with a Series of pictures of windows, thelearner

will identify these types of windows:

a) double-hung windows
b) casement windows
c) factory-style windows and

d) jalousie windows.

B.O. #3A-2 - When presented with a series of pictures of doors, the learner will

correctly identify these types of doors:

a) double swinging doors
b)eingle swinging doors
c) revolving doare
d) sliding doDsreand
e) overhead doors.

B.O. #3-1 - When presented with pictures of. various roofs, the learner will identify

the types of roof construction of each. These indlUde:

a) flat
b) pitched

.c) arch7like or
d) any variations of these.

B.O. #6-5 - The learner will compile into finished prefire plans, the location and

important characteristics 'of flammable, toxic and explosive material

that is hazardous.

B.O. #5-2 - The learner will identify areas in a given building which could cause

problems in rescue attempts based upon:

a) their representation'on blueprints

b) visualinspections of the area.

B.O. #3A-5 - Given several pictures of a seledted building, the learner will compile,

into finished prefire plans:
/

a) an estimate of the best points for forced ventilatipn and forced

entry
b) the location of the main gas and electrical shutoffs in the building..

B.O. #7-4 - The,learner will interpret diagrams which giye the following information.

about obstructions, structures and materials in the perimeter area of a

selected building:

a) description
b) direction
c) distance and
d) height.
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POST-TEST B.O. .PAGE SIX

B.0: #6-3 - The learner will. interpret tables and entries from NFPA 'codes included

in the "Fire Protection Guide qn liazardoub Material."

a) NFPA code #325A
b) NFPA code #325M
c) NFPA code #49
d) NFPA code #491M.

B.O. #2A-1 - When presented with a series of pictures of a fire pump, the learner

will correctly identify:

a) .the type of pump

b) the power source
c) the type of operation and
d) the location of the'pump..

d

. ,

B.O. #3-2 - Gimen a picture of a roof, the learner will correctly .Identify various

structures which are found on the roof. These include:
tr.\

a) power roof exhausters
b) continuous gravity vents
c) monitor vents

, ....,

d) skylights
4

e) scuttle holes
/ .. 0

f) chimneys
t

g)'combinations or variations of these.

B.O. #2A-2 - The learner will identify the main characteristics of fire alarm systems:

a) the type of system (local or supervised)

b) the'location of the annunicator panel and

c) the system cdVerage.

B.O. #2-1 - Given a sprinkler system that useswater as an extinguishing agent,

the learner will identify the system as being:

a) 'a wet system
b) a dry system or
c) a deluge system

B.O. #2-7-- Thelearner will identify administrative procedures of the prefire

planning process: ,

a) filing procedures
b) revision procedures

B.O. #5-2 7- The learner will identify areas.in a given building which Ouldcause
'problems in rescue attempts based upon:

a) their representation on blueprints
b) visual inspections of the area.
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POST-TEST B.O. PAGE SEVEN

.

. B.O. #6-1 - The learner will interpret terms expressing the properties of flammable,
toxic and eXplOsive materials that are hazardous.

B.O. #5-1 -'The learner will identify the actions taken to locate areas in a given
building which disrupt fire department communications.

B.O. 4/2A-1 - When presented with a series of pictures of a fire pump, the learner
will correctly identify:

a) the type of pump
b) the power source
c) the type of operation, and
d) the location of the pump.

B.O. #2A-1 - When presented with a series of pictures of a fire pumP; the 'learner
will correctly identify: r
a) the type of pump
b) the power source
c)theetype of ,operation and
d) the location of the pump.

B.O. #4-3 - The learner will identify and differentiate elevators and elevator
components:

a) construction parts
)) emergency elevator apparatus
c) cable- supported, vs. hydraulic elevators.

B.O. #6-2 - The learner will identify and interpret codes used in marking,flammable,
toxic and explosive materials that are hazardous. (As used in the
Fire Hazard Di.,amond of NFPA code 704M)

B.O. 415-5 - The learner will compile into finished prefire plans for a given
building, the location of:

a) problem areas for fire department communication
b) special rescue considerations
c) material/ebluipment for priority salvage.

.B.O. #3-1 - When presented with pictures of various roofs, the learner will identify
the types of roof construction of each. These include:

a) flat. .

b) pitchel
c) arch-like or
d) any variations of these.

- When presented with pictures of various roofs, the learner will identify
the types of roof construction of each. -These include:

2

a) flat
b) pitched
c) arch -like or
d) any variations of these.
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POST-TEST B.O. PAGE EIGHT

B.O. 46-5 - The learner will compile into finished prefire plans., the lOcation

and important characteristics of flammable, toxic and explosive material

that is hazardous.

B.O. #3A-1 - When. presented with. a series of pictures of windows, the learner will

identify these types of windows:

a) double-hung windows
b) casement windows
c) factory-style windows and

.
d) jalousie windows.

B.O. #3A-2 - When presented with a series of pictures of doors, the learner will

correctly identify these types of doors:

a) double swinging doors
b) single swinging doors

F) revolving doors

d) sliding doors and
e) overhead doors.

B.O. #3-4 - Given several 'pictures of a rooftop, the learner will diagram the

rooftop using the appropriate prefire planning symbols for flat,

pitched, arch-like surfaces-and all roof structures.

B.O. #6-3 - The learner will interpret tables and entries from NFPA codes included

the the "Fire Protection Guide on Hazardous Material."

a) NFPA code #325A
b) NFPA code #325M
c) NFPA code #49
d) NFPA code #491M.

B.O. #5-5 - .The learner will compile'into finished prefire plans for a given

building, the location of:

a) problem areas for fire:department communication

b),special rescue-considerations
a) material/equipment for priority salvage:

B.0: #3A-5 - Given several pictures of a selected building, the learner will compile

into,finished prefire plans:
- .

a) an estimate of the best points for forced veniirliion and forced

entry
b) the location of the main gas and electrical shutoffs in the building.

B.O. #2-1 - Given a sprinkler system that uses water as an extinguishing agent, the

learner will identify the system as being:

a) a. filet system

b) a dry system or
c) a deluge system.
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POST -TEST, B.O. PAGE NINE

B.O. #5 -2 Theqearner will identify' areas in a given building which could cause
problems in rescue attempts based upon:

theirtheir representation on blueprints
b) visual inspections ,of 'the area. .

B.O. 1/3A.5 - Given several p.ctures of a selected building, the learner will compile
into.fin.;.Aled prefire plans:

.a) an estimate of the best points for forced ventilation and forced
entry,

b) the location of the main gas and electrical shutoffs. in the building

B.O. #7-2 - The learner will compile into finished prefire plans, information about:)

a) perimeter survey
b) fire flow
c) laddering and
,d) hoses.

B.O. 113-2 - Given a picture of a roof, the learner will correctly identify various
structures which are found on the roof. These include:

a) power roof exhausters
b) continuous gravity vents
c) monitor vents
d) skylights
e) scuttle holes
f) chimneys
g) combinations or variations of these.

B.O. #6-1 - The learner will interpret, terms expressing the properties of flammable,
toxic and explosive materials that are hazardous:

B.O. #5-1 - The learner will identify the actions taken to locate areas in a given
. building which disrupt fire department communications.

B.O. #3-2 - Given a picture of a roof, the learner will correctly identify various
structures which are found on the roof. These include:

a) power roof exhausters
b) continuous graVity vents
cY monitor vents
d) skylights
e) scuttle holes
f) chimneys
g) combinations or variations of these

B.O. 117-2 - The learner will compile into finished

a) perimeter survey
b) fire flow
c) laddering and
d) hoses.

4.;
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POST-TEST B.O. PAGE TEN

ILO; #5-4 7 The learner Will identify the actions taken to locate material in a

building, that should be given priority,duringsalvage operations..

B.O. #6-1 - The learner will interpret terms expressing the properties of flammable,

toxic and explosive materials that are hazardous.

B.O. #4-3 - The learner will identify and differentiate elevators and elevator.

components:

a). construction parts
b) emergency elevator apparatus
c) cable-supported:Ars. hydraulic elevators.

B.O. #2A-4 - The learner will compile into finished prefire all information

concerning:

a) fire pumps .

b) perimeter structures and
c) fire alarm systems.

#3A -4 - When presented with a series of prefire'planning symbols, the learner

will identify the symbols for:

a) gas shutoffs -

b) electrical shutoffs
c) heating units
d) fire doors
e) basement doors
f) overhead doors and
g) fire escapes

B.O. #4-1 - The learner will identify the prefire planning symbols fort

a) elevators
b) open stairways
c) enclosed stairways and
d) smoke - proof. towers

B.O. #2-3 - The,learner:will, when presented with a series of prefire planning

symbols, be able to identify the correct symbols for:

a) an automatic sprinkler system
b) an automatic chemical sprinkler system
c) a non=spriklered area
d) an 0.S.&Y.
e) a gate valve:
fl'a sprinkler rider
g). fire department connections
h) a P.I.V.
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POST-TEST B.O. PAGE ELEVEN

B.O. #3-3 - When presented with a series of prefire planning symbols, the- learner

will identify the symbol for:

a) vents
b) lightwells
c) skylights
d) scuttle holes and
e) chimneys

B.O. #2A-3 - Given a series of prefire planning symbols, the learner will identify

the symbols for

a) fire pumps
'1:0'annunciator panels
c) water towers
d) cisterns
e) roof tanks
f) standpipes.
g) pre hydrants and
h) water mains
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CODE LETTERS

lig-:10 Mt7cjui9 aMlp VLnI
PROGRAM #1

N'T

PLEASE CIRCLE THE LETTER WHICH INDICATES YOUR ANSWER.
ANSWER, YOU MAY LEAVE IT BLANK.

EX. 1/ A B

EX. .2

D

A

IF YOU DON'T KNOW THE,

(1) A B. C D (15)

(2) A B C (16) A B C D

(3) A B C (17) A B C D

(4) A B C D (18) A B

i

/ C D

(5) B C D .(19) A B I C.

(6) A B C D (20) A C D

(7) ' A B

/

C D (21) A

/

B/ C D

(8) A B C D .,, (22) A B C D

(9) A B C D (23) A B C D

(10) B .. C D (24) A B D

(11)

.

A B D

,

(25) A

(12) ' A B C D (26) A C D

(13) B (27) A B C D

(14) B C D

PLEASE Q0 TO TOP OF NEXT COLUMN FOR 115 251



GM

MMINIMIMMMOMIIW

_

CODE LETTERS

-6riv,-wv7 rigni, a
0 t

PROGRAM ii10, PART 1 TEST

rErr Fp (6) n
. I I .1 11; r ni

1_=

PLEASE CIRCLE THE LETTER WHICH INDICATES YOI:R. ANSWER. IF YOU DON'T KNOW THE

ANSWER, YOU MAY LEAVE IT BLANK.

(1) A (20) A

(2) ' A B C D (21) A B C D

(3) A B C D (22)
,

A B C D

(4) A B C D (23) A B C D

(5) A B C D (24)- A B C D

(6) A B C D ,

(25) A B C 'D

(7) A B C D (26) A B C: D

(8) A B C _D (27) A B C . D
.

(9) A B C D t(28) A ' B C D

(10) A B C D (29) A B C D

(11) A B C D (30) A . B C D

(1.2) A B C D (31) , , A B C D

(13) A B C D (32) A B C D

(14) A i B .., C D (33') A B C , D

_
(15) A B C D . .

.
(34) A B C,

(16) A B ,C D (35) A 3 C D

(17) A' B C D , (36) A B. C D

(18) 1.- A ..B .0 D (37) A B C D

(19) A B C D (38):
.

A
,

B C D

"lc
PLEASE CO TO TOP OF NEXT coLuyN FOR 020

. , 272
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6-140Zgo

CODE LETTERS

3EY5A-D Din
PROGRAM #10, PART 2 - TEST

1.Q 1 PLD3-,N 07

PLEASE CIRCLE THE LETTER WHICH INDICATES YOUR ANSWER. IF YOU DON'T KNOW THE
ANSWER, YOU MAY -LEAVE IT BLANK.

(1) A B C D (20) A B

(2) _ A B C D (21) A B C

(3) A B C D (22) A B C D

(4) B C D (23) A B C D

(5) A B C D (24) A B C D

(6) A B C D (25) A B C D

(7) A B C D (26) A B C. D

(8) A B C D (27) A B C

(9) .
A B C D (28) A B C D

(10), A B C D (29) A B C D

(11) A B C - (30) A B C

(12) A B C D . (31) A B C

(13) A B C D (32) A B C D

(14) A . B C, D (33) A B C D

(15) ,A B C (34) A B C D

(16) A B C D (35) A B C D

(17) .' A B C D (36) A B C D

(18) A B C D . (37) A B C

(19) B C D (38) \ A B C D

PLEASE GO TO. TOP OF NEXT COLUMN FOR #20
2'
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APPENDIX VIII-5

Follow-up Test
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NSF/ROCKFORD CABLE PROJECT

PREFIRE PLANNING

THIS TELEVISION TEST IS TO GET AN

ESTIMATE OF WHAT YOU CAN RECALL FROM

THE SUBJECT MATTER OF THE VIDEOTAPES

IN THE PREFIRE PLANNING SERIES. THE

RESULTS WILL BE USED TO DETERMINE HOW

WELL THE TRAINING PROGRAM WORKED. To

GET THE MOST ACCURATE EVALUATION OF THE

TRAINING PROGRAM, IT IS CRITICAL THAT

YOU DO YOUR BEST ON THE TESTS, AND THAT

YOUR ANSWERS ARE YOUR OWN. PLEASE DON'T

DISCUSS THE QUESTIONS WITH THE OTHER MEN

AS YOU WATCH THE PROGRAM. THANKS VERY

MUCH FOR YOUR HELP IN THIS PROJECT. AFTER

THESE RESULTS ARE COMPLIED WE WILL GIVE YOU

A REPORT THAT SUMMARIZES ALL THE RESULTS

FOR THE EXPERIMENT.
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ZflUDNY.M1,1E7Erl
FOLLOW UP - TEST

D,

PLEASE CIRCLE THE LETTER WHICH INDICATES YOUR ANSWERS. IF YOU DON'T KNOW THE

ANSWER, YOU MAY LEAVE IT BLANK.

( ) s. A B C D (20) A B C. D.

(2) A B C D (21) A B C D

(3) A B C D (22) A . B C D.
i

(4) A B C D, (23) A B C D

(5) A B C D (24) A B C D

(6) A B C D (25) A B C D

(7) A P1 . C D ,
(26) A B C D

(8) A B C- D. (27) A B C D

(9) A B C D (28) A B C D

(10) A B C D (29) A B C D

(11) A . B C D (30). A B C 0

(12)
.

A B C D ( n ) A B C D

(13) B C D (32) A B C

(14) A B C D (33) A B C D

"(15) A B C D (34) A B C D

(16) A B C
. (35) A B C D

(17) rA B C D (36) A B C D

(18) A B C D (37) A B C

(19) A C- D (38) A B C D

PLEASE GO TO TOP OF NEXT COLUMN FOR /120
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Mo_7170RIME 7am EiD

FOLLOW UP - TEST

[FIA Prod L5 d) d

Pu4sE CIRCLE THE LETTER WHICH INDICATES YOUR ANSWER. IF YOU DON'T KNOW THE

ANSWER, YOU MAY LEAVE IT BLANK.

(1) A. B C D (20) A - -13 C D

(2) A B C. D, (21) . A B C D

'(3) A B C D (22) A B C D

(4) A B C D (23) A B C D

(5) A B C D (24) A B C D

(6) A B C D (25) A B C D

(7) A B C D (26) A C D

(8) A B C D (27) B C D

(9) A. C D (28) A B C D

(10) A B C D (29) A B C

(11) A B C D

.

(30) A B

-.0

C D

(12) .
A B C D (31) A B C D

(13) A B C D (32) A B C D

(14) A B. C D (33) A B C D

(15) A B C D (34) A B C D

(16) - A B C D (35) A B C

(17) A B C D (36) A B C D

(18) - A B C D (37,2, A B C D

(19) A B C D (38) B C D

.PLEASE GO TO TOP OF NEXT COLUMN FOR #20 7
PLEASE GO ON TO NEXT PAGE
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PLEASE ANSWER THE FOLLOWING QUESTIONS BY CIRCLING THE CORRECT LETTER. THESE
QUESTIONS ARE NOT ON THE VIDEOTAPE.

(1) Which guideline would you use to select a building that should be prefire
planned?

(a) select because of potential fire hazard
(b) select because of proximity to the fire station
(c) 'select because of the size of the building
(d) select from a list compiled by the deputy chief

(2) HoW would you handle a building engineer who is worried, that yoUr tour
the plant during a prefire plan survey would'cost the business money? W Uld- you

( remind him that he has 30 days to correct any violations
(b) notify the deputy chief of the situation

. (c) explain the difference between a prefire'plan survey and a fire inspection
(d) get legal permission from the local justice to tour the building

(3) Imagine that you are on ,a prefire plan survey. You are touring a building
where tools are manufactured. You come across a stockroom which stores many
boxes of these tools on movable skids. Under which heading of the building
survey report would you put information about the'stock room?

(a) .vertical structures
(b) perimeter survey
(c) 'salvage

(d) rescue

(4) blue color code on the company extract indicates

(a) flammability hazards in the building
(b) toxicity hazards in the building
(c) health h -ds in the building
(d) no hazards present in the building

(5) Prefire planning packets are always filed by:

(a). address
(b) company name
(c) proximity to the fire station
(d) the last time a fire occurred in the building

(6) Which of the following is not in the prefire planning packet:

(a) the company extract
(b) the finalized diagrams
(c), the reduced diagrams that are provided td each.stafion
(d) the building survey report

r

(7) A building already has been prefire planned. Where would you not find a prefire
planning paCkei on that: building?

(a) at the deputy chief's. office
(b) at the alarm office

(c). at each fire station involved in the initial response

(d) at the'building that was prefire planned

PLEASE CO ON TO NEXT PAGE ic- 1-)C.;.+



These questions give you the opportunity to share your opinions about the prefire

planning series you saw on TV some six months ago. Please read each question

carefully before answering.

(1) If iero (0) deans,that you think the prefire planning series on TV was not at

all interesting, and one hundred.(100) means that you think the prefire planning

-series Was as. interesting as live instruction, how interesting would you now

rate the prefire planning series? (For example, if you thought it was twice as

interesting as live instruction, you would write 200; is you thought it was only

-half as interesting, you would write 50).

(2)- If zero (0) means that you think learned nothing at all from the prefire

planning series, and one hundred (100) represents the amount of learning you

think you would have gained if You had received this information in a Live instruc-

tion situation, how much do you think you learned from the prefire planning

series? (For example, if you think that you learned twice as much from the

prefipe planning series as you would have from live instruction, you would write

-200fif you think that you learned only half as much from the prefire planning

series as you would have from live instruction, you would write 50).

(3) If zero (0) means that you think the other men in yourStation did not like

the prefire planning, series at all, and one hundred (100) means that you'think

the other men in your station liked the prefire planning series about as much

ap live instruction, how much da you think the other men.in your station liked

the prefire planning series?

(4) Do you think the other men at your station would like to have more series like

the prefire planning series presented over television? -

Definitely Yes Probably No
Probably Yes Definitely. No

(5) Which method do-youi;think is the better way to learn. about. topics' pertinent

to your occupation,.such as prefire planning?

0 live instruction or televised instruction

(6) Would you like to have more series like the prefire planning series presented

over television?

Definitely Yes
Probably Yes

PLEASE GO ON TO NEXT PAGE
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(7) About how many times did you handle the terminal box during the course of

the prefire planning series?

times

(8) If one hundred (100) represents the amount of satisfaction you got out of
the prefire planning series when you were not handling the terminal, how
much satisfaction world you say you got out of the prefire planning series

when you did handle the terminal? (For example, if you got twice as much
satisfaction when handling the, terminal, you would write 200; if you only

got half as much satisfaction you would write 50.)

(9) If one- huudred (100) represents the amour.: of attention you paid to the

material being presented when you were not handling the terminal, hoW much

attention did you pay to the material when you were handling the terminal?
(For example, if you paid twice .as much attention, you would write 200; if

half as. much 50.)

PLEASE GO ON TO NEXT PAGE
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.Here is a series of scales. Please place a checkmark on each scale above the response

yoU feel best completes the sentence. 'Please place only one mark on each scale.

I think prefire planning is:

t:.:tremelY

Essential
Somewhat
Essential

Slightly
Essential

Slightly
Unnecessary

%

Somewhat
UnnecesL'ary.

Extremely
Unnecessary

Extremely
..Useless

Somewhat
Useless

Slightly
Useless

Slightly
Useful

Somewhat
Useful

Extremely
Useful

Extremely
Time
Consuming

Somewhat
Time
ConsUming

Slightly
Time
Consuming

Slightly
Not Time
Consuming

Somewhat
Not Time
Consuming

Extremely
Not Time
ConsUming

Extremely
-Poor Public
Relations

Somewhat
Poor Publit
Relations

Slightly
Poor Public
Relations

Slightly
Poor Public
Relations

.1

Somewhat
Poor Public
Relations

:Extremely
Poor Public
Relations

:

Extremely
Professional

Somewhat
Professional

Slightly
Professional

Slightly Un 7

professional
Somewhat Un7
professional

Extremely,Un-
professional

Extremely
My Job

Somewhat-

My Job
Slightly
My Job

Slightly
Not My Job

Somewhat
Not My Job

Extremely
Not My Job

I think firefighting is:

Extremely
Unsafe

Somewhat
Unsafe

Slightly
Unsafe

Slightly
Safe

Somewhat
Safe

Extremely
Safe

Extremely
Inefficient

Somewhat
Inefficient

Slightly
Inefficient

Slightly
Efficient

Somewhat
Efficient

Extremely
Efficient

Extremely Un-
professional

Somewhat Un-
professional

Slightly Un-
professional

Slightly
Professional

Somewhat
Professional,

Extremely
Professional

Extremely
Unskilled,

Somewhat
Unskilled

Slightly
Unskilled

Slightly
Skilled

Somewhat
Skilled

Extremely
Skilled

Extremely
Individually
Oriented

Somewhat
Individually
Oriented

Slightly
Individually
Oriented

Slightly
Team
Oriented

Someldhat

Team
Oriented

Extremely
Team
Oriented

PLEASE GO ON TO NEXT PAGE
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I think that learning about prefire planning from the TV training tapes was:

Extremely
Interesting

Somewhat
Interesting

Slightly
Interesting

"Slightly
Boring

Somewhat
Boring

Extremely
Boring

Extremely
Ineffective

Somewhat
Ineffective

Slightly
Ineffective

Slightly
Effective

Somewhat
Effective

Extremely
Effective

Extremely
Easy

Somewhat
Easy

Slightly
Easy

Slightly
Difficult

Somewhat
Difficult

Extremely
Difficult

Extremely
Bad

Somewhat
Bad

Slightly
Bad

Slightly
Good

Somewhat
Good

Extremely
Good

Extremely
Involving

.Somewhat
Involving

Slightly
Involving

Slightly,Non-,

Involving

Somewhat Non-
Involving'

Extremely Non -

Involving

What do you think would improve the kind of learning situation you were in during the

pregire planhing.series?

PLEASE GO ON TO NEXT PAGE
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THESE NEXT QUESTIONS RELATE TO THE FIRE DEPARTMENT TELEVISION BRIEFING PROGRAM "UPDATE".

1. Do you view the printed message portion of "Update"...

almost °very duty day

about half the time

seldom

2; Does someone;in your station watch the prir:ted message portion. of "Update"...
0

almost every duty day

about half the time

seldom.

. Sometimes "Update" includes a television program about'some aspect.of Fire
Department activity. Below is a list of some of these programs. Please check
each program that you definitely remember viewing.

Description. of Television Briefing System

Manufacturer's Demonstration of Quint Apparatus

Arson Seminar

Q & A on Director of Community Services Officer Functions

Chief's Update

Recruit Program Update

Hydrant Survey, Program

MSU Project,

Fire Prevention Week Contest

v Fire Prevention Week Plans

Illinois Firefighters Conference, Physical Fitness for Firefighters and Self
Contained Breathing Apparatus

Arthur Fiedler, Conductor of the Boston Pops,

. What is -.he best time to run "Update"

8:30 a.m.

Fire Department Interview

4:15 p.m. Other

THE END. THANKS VERY. MUCH!!!!

2;33
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APPENDIX VIII-6

First Affective Instrument

Metric Multidimensional

and

Semantic Differential Scales



Instructions

Thank you-for helping us. This booklet is divided into two parts.

The first part asks you to estimate how different one thing is from

another. The second part. asks some general questions about your

attitudes toward the same things.

Directions for Part One

In this section you are asked to estimate how different various

.concepts are from one another. In most kinds of measurement of differ-

ences, some type of ruler or measurement instrument is used. To make

it easy for you to perform the following measurements, we will give you

a mental ruler to use in measuring the differences between each pair of

concepts.

The mental ruler is 100 units long. That distance, 10U

represents the difference in meaning between the concepts- USEFUL and

'ESSENTIAL. That is, think of the concept USEFUL and the concept

ESSENTIAL and let the difference between them be equal to 100 units.

Therefore, USEFUL and ESSENTIAL are 100 units apart.

The questions-asked are of the following form:,

"If USEFUL and ESSENTIAL are 100 units apart, how far apart are

(x) and (y) ?

Remember, the more different two concepts are from one another,

the larger the number of units apart they are. If you think that two con-

cepts-are more different than USEFUL and ESSENTIAL, write a number

_larger than 100 that you think accurately describes the difference. If
01=11

you think two concepts are not as different as USEFUL and ESSENTIAL,

write a number smaller than 100 that you think accurately represents-their.

difference. Remember, the more different the concepts are from each other,
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the larger the n4mber you write. For example, if two concepts are twice-
,

as different as USEFUL and ESSENTIAL, you would write 200 units. Similarly

if two concepts are only half as different as USEFUL and ESSENTIAL, you

would write 50 units.

You may write any number you wish (e'.g. 1, 23, 76, 89, 154, etc.).

Kee the mental ruler in mind as ou make our estimates. Please write

in numbers after you seriously think about the questions. Please answer

all questions.
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firefighting and safe units,

firefighting and efficient units

firefighting and professional

firefighting,and teamwork

firefighting and skilled

firefighting and me

safe and efficient

safe and professional

units

units

units

units

units

units

safe and teamwork units

safe and skilled units

safe and me . units

efficient and professional units

efficient and teamwork units

efficient and skilled units

efficient and me units

professional and teamwork units

291

If USEFUL and ESS"NTIAL
are 100 units apart,
how far apart are:



If USEFUL and ESSENTIAL
are 100 units apart,
how far apart are:

professional and skilled units

professional and me units

teamwork and skilled units

teamwork and me units

skilled and me units

r)
J
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If USEFUL and ESSENTIAL
and 100 units apart,
how far apart are:

prefire planning and

prefire planning and

prefire planning and

prefire planning and

prefire planning and

prefire planning and

prefire planning and

prefire planning and

essential

useful

time consuming

Wolk relational?

safe community

professional

busy work

inspection

units

units

units

units

units_

units

units

units

prefire planning and me

essential and useful

essential and time consuming

essential and public relations

essential, and safe community',

essential and prOfessional

essential and busy work

,essential and inspection

0

units

units

units

units

'units

units

units

units

269
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If USEFUL and ESSENTIAL
are 100 units apart,
how far apart are:

essential-and me units

useful and time consuming units

useful and public relations units

useful and safe community units

useful and professional units

useful and busy work units

useful and inspection units

useful and Mei units

time consuming and public relations

time consuming and safe community'

units

units

time consoling 4.71d professicnal units

time consuming end. busy work units .

time. consuming and inspection
units

time consuming and me units

public relations and safe community units

public relationr aLti professional units
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If USEFUL and ESSENTIAL
are 100 units apart,
how far apart are:'

puLlic relations atil. ox units

flulic relations and insnection units

runic relations and re Units

safe cormunity and professional units

safe community anc busy !or!. units

safe community and inspection units

safe community and me units

profesdional and husy units

professional and inspection units

nrofessiorl and me units

Lusy_viork and inspection
units

busy '.ork and me
units

inapectio anre units
/-

--/

/



If USEFUL and ESSENTIAL
areIWaits apart,
'how far apart are:

TV.training

TV training

TV training.

TV training

.TV training

and

and

and

and

and

effective

interesting

difficult

good

involving

TV training and,ms

effective and interesting

effective and difficult

units

units

units

units

units

units

units

units

I USEFUL and ESSENTIAL
are 100 units apart,
how far apart are:

effective and good

effective and involving

effective and me

interesting and difficult

interesting and good

interesting and involving

interesting and me

units

units

units '

units

units

units

units

difficult and good . units

it
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If USEFUL and ESSENTIAL`
are 100 units apart,
how far apart are:

difficult and involving
units

ei5ficult and me
units

good and involving
units

good and me_
units

involving and me
units

ts 297
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Directions for Part Two

In thiS part of the ,...r.ztionnaire you will be presented with a series

of scales. Please place a zheckmark on each scale above the response you

feel best completes the sentence. Make.sure you place only one checkmark

on each scale.

O



I think firefighting Is:

tremely Somewhat Slightly Slightly Somewhat Extremely

Unsafe Unsafe. Unsafe Safe Safe Safe

ttremely Somewhat Slightly Slightly Somewhat Extremely

Inefficient 'Inefficient Inefficient ;Efficient Efficient , Efficient

Extra- aigiiUn- Somewhat Un- Slightly Un- Slightly Somewhat Extremely

Professional Professional Professional Professional Professional Professional

Extremely Somewhat Slightly Slightly Somewhat Extremely

Unskilled Unskilled Unskilled Skilled Skilled Skilled

Egtremely Somewhat Slightly Slightly Somewhat Extremely/

Individually Individually Individually Team 'Team Team

Oriented Oriented Oriented Oriented Oriented Oriented

'I think prefire planning is:

tremely Somewhat- Slightly . Slightly Somew at Extremely.

E sential Essential Essential Unnecessary . Unnecessary Unnecessary

irtremely Somewhat Slightly .Slightly Somewhat Extremely

eless Usieless Useless Useful Useful Useful

tremely SomeWhat.

e Time

onsum.L.ng Consuming

Slightly Slightly Somewhat Extremely

Time Not Time Not Time Not Time

Consuming Consuming Consuming Consuming

tremely Somewhat Slightly Slightly Somewhat Extremely

oor Public Poor Public Poor Public Good MIA.ic: Good Public Good Public

elations Relations Relationi. Relazis Relations Relations

xtremely Somewhat Slightly Slightly Un- Somewhat Un- Extremely Un-

ofessiOnal Professional Professional professional professional professional

xtremely
y Job

Somewhat Slightly Slightly Somewhat Extremely

My-Job My Job Not My Job Not My Job Not My Job
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I 'think learning via the training tape is:

Extremely Somewhat' Slightly Slightly Somewhat Extremely

Interesting Interesting , Interesting Boring Boring Boring

Extremely Somewhat Slightly Slightly Somewhat Extremely

Ineffective Ineffective Ineffective Effective Effective Effective

Extremely Somew et Slightly S1 ghtly Somewhat Extremely

Easy Eaiy. Easy Difficult Difficult Difficult

Extremely Somewhat Slightly, Slightly Somewhat Extremely.

Bad Bad Bad Good Good Good

Extremely SomeWhat Slightly Slightly Non- Somewhat Non- Extremely Non-

Involving Involving Involving Involving Involving Involving.
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The following questions are simply to let us know a little about you.

(1) Your position? (please check one):

Captain Engineer (pipeman)_
Lieutenant Tillerman',

Driver-Engineer Ladderman

Squad-Member

(2) How such education have you had? (please circle one):

less than High School

H.S. (# of years) 1 2 3 4

College 1 2 3 4 More

(3) Your Age; years months--
(4) Years of Seritice; years months

(5) Code Number

301
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APPENDIX VIII-7

Second Affective Instrument



TWO-WAY GROUP POST TEST VERSION

CODE LETTERS

THANK YOU FOR HELPING US.

The following questions provide you With the opportunity to give us your
opinions about the prefire planning series. Please try to answer all of the
questions.

(1) Was it important for you to know that you had been properly logged in --
to see your code letters on the screen?

YES NO

(2) Did you'compare your scores At the end of the lesson with the scores of
others?

YES NO

(3) Did you usually compare your answers to individual questions, with the answers
by others?

YES NO

(4) Did you.get any satisfaction from getting questions right?-

YES NO

(5) Was it important to.you to know your percentage score on ghe quick quizzes
and overall?

YES NO.

(6) How:many times per week would you estimate that you talk to the other fire-
, fighters at youf -it-Afton about the prefire planning series?

times per week.

(7) About what percentage the conversations would you say is devoted to the
following topics'

answers to interactive items

comments about the topics being presented

comments about the style in which the topics
are being presented

otuer (please specify)

TOTAL = 100%

(3) 'About what percentage of the communication which takes place is favorable
toward the, prefire planning series?



-2-

(9) If zero (0) means that you think the prefire planning series is not at all

interesting, and one hundred (100) means that you think the prefire planning

- series is as interesting as liNYe instruction, how interesting would you rate

the prefire planning series thus far? (For example, if you thought it was

twice4s interesting you would write 200, if you thought it was only.half as

interesting you would write 50.)

(10) If zero (0) means'that you think the interactive items (i.e., questions) are

not at all useful, and one hundred (100) means that you think the interactive

items are as useful as being able to ask questions of an. instructor during

live instruction, how useful would you rate'the interactive items thus far? .

(For example, if you, thought it was twice as Useful.you would write 200, if

you thought it was only half as useful you would write 50.)

(11) If zero (0) means that you think that you have learned nothing at all from

the prefire planning series, and one hundred (100) represents the amount of

learning you think you would have attained if you would have. received this

information in a live instruction situation, how much do you Jii.nk you've

learned frob the prefire planning series thus far? (For examp:e, if you think

you have learned twice as much from the prefire planning series as yoU would

have from live instruction you would write 200, if' you think you have learned

only half as much from the prefire planning series as you would have.in a live

.instruction situation you would write 50.)

(12) Would you like to have more training programs like the prefire planning series

presented over the television?

YES NO

(13) Given that you would have to have training on a particular topic, how would

you like that training to be presented?

live instruction

one way television instruction

two way television instruction

(14) What,suggesaons do you have that you think would improve the (prefire planning)

learning oitaation you are presently in?' (Write on back side of sheet, if you

need more space.)

(15) How many times have you actually handled. the terminal during a lesson so farl

times
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(16) If one hundred (100); represents the amount of satisfaction you get out of
the prefire planning series when you were not handling the terminal, how
much satisfaction would you say you got out of the prefire planning series
when you did handle the terminal? -(For example, if you got twice as much
satisfaction when handling the terminal you would write 200, if you only
got half as much satisfaction you would write 50.)

(17) If one hundred (100) represents the amount of attention you paid to the
material being presented when you were not handling the terminal, how much
attention did you pay to the material being presented when you were handling
the terminal? (For example, if you paid half as much attention when you
had the terminal, you would write 200.)

2 SI
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ONE WAY GROUP PRE TEST VERSION

CODE LETTERS

THANK YOU FOR HELPING US.

The following questions provide you with the opportunity to give us your

opinions about the prefire planning series. 'Please try to answer all of the

questions.

(1) If zero (0) means that you think the prefire planning series is not at all

interesting, and one hundred (100) means that you think the prefire

planning series is as interesting as live instruction, how interesting would

. you rate the prefire planning series thus far? (For example, if you thought

it was twice as interesting you would write 200, if-you thought it was only

half as interesting you would write 50.)

(2) If zero (0) means that you think the interactive items (i.e., questions) are

not at all useful, and one hundred (100) means that you think the interactive

items, are as being able to ask questions of an instructor during,live

instruction. How useful would you rate the interactive items thus far?

(For example, if you thought it was twice as useful you would write 200, if

you thought it was only half as useful you would write 50.)

-.--- (3), If zero (0) means that you think that you have learned nothing at all from

the prefire planning series, and one hundred'(100) represents the amount of,

learning you think you would have attained if you would have received this

information in a live instruction situation, how much do you think you've

learned frem:the prefire planning series thus far? (For exampla,'if.you

think you have learned twice as much from the prefire planning series as

you would have from live instruction you would write 200, if you think, you

have learned only half. as much from the prefire planning series as you

would have in a live instruction situation you would write 50.)

(4) How many times per week would you estimate that you talk to the other fire-

fighters at your station about the prefire planning series?

times per week.
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-(5) About what percentage of the conversations would you say is devoted to
the following topics?

answers to interactive items

comments about the topics being presented

comments about the style in which the
topic :re being presented

other (please specify)

TOTAL = 100%

(6) About what percentage of the communication which takes place-is favorable
toward the prefire p Qg series?

(7) Would you like to have more training programs like the prefire planning
series presented over the television?

YES NO

(8) What suggestions do you have that you think would improve the (prefire
planning) learning situation you are presentkin? (write on back side,

of sheet, if you need more space).

0.
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ONE-WAY GROUP POST TEST VERSION
.

CODE LETTERS

THANK YOU FOR HELPING US.

The following questions provide you with the opportunity to give us your

opinions about the prefire planning series., Please try to answer all of the

questions.

(1) If zero (0) means that you think the prefire planning series is not at all

interesting, and one hundred (100) means that you think the prefire planning
series is as interesting as live instruction, how 1..teresting would you rate
the prefire planning series thus far? (For example, ifyoU thought it was
twice as interesting you would write 200, if you thought it was only half as

interesting you would write 50.)

(2) If zero (0) means that you think the interactive items (i.e., questions) are

not at all useful, and one hundred (100) means that you think the interactive

items are as useful as being able to ask questions of an instructor during

live instruction, how useful. would you rate the interactive items thus far?

(For example, if you thought it was twice as useful you would write 200,, if
you thought it was only half as useful you 'would write 50.)

(3) If zero (0) means that you think that you have learned nothing at all from

the prefire planning series, and one hundred (100) represents the amount
of learning you think you would have attained if you would have received
this information in a live instruction situation, how much do you think

you've learned from the prefire planning series thus far? (For example;

if you think you have ,ned twice as much from,the prefire planning

series as you would I, tom live, instruction you would write 200, if

you think you have learned only half as much from the prefird planning

series as you would in a live instruction situation you would write 50.)

(4) How many times per. week would you estimate that you talk to the other, fire .

fighters at your station about the prefire planning series?

times per week.
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(5) Ahotit what percentage of the conversations would you say is devoted to

the following topics?

answers to interactive items

comments about the topics being presented

comments about the style in which the

topics are being presented

other (please specify)

TOTAL 100%

(6) About what percentage of the communication which takes place is favorable

toward the prefire planning series?

(7)° Would you like to have more training programs like the prefire planning

series presented over the television?

YES NO

(8) Given that you would have to have training or a particular topic, how

would you like that training to be presented?

live instruction

one way television instruction

two way television instruction

'(9) What suggestions do you have that you think would improve the (prefire

planiling)'learning situation you are presently in? (write on back side

of sheet, if you need more space.)
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TWO WAY INDIVIDUAL PRE TEST VERSION

CODE LETTERS

'THANK YOU FOR HELPING US.

The following questions provide you with the opportunity to give us your
opinions about the prefire planning series.'_ Please try to.ansv 1 all of the

questions.

(1). Was it impprtant for you to know that you had been properly logged in --
to see your code letters on the screen?

YES NO

(2).- Did you compare your scores at the end of the lesson with the scores of
others? . \

.YES NO

(3) Did you usually compare your answers to individual questions, with the
answers by others?

YES NO

(4) Did you get any satisfaction.from getting questions right?

YES NO

(5) Was it important to you to know your percentage score on the quick quizzes
and overall?

YES NO

(6) How many times per week would you estimate that you talk to the other fire
fighters at your station about the prefire planning series?

times per week.

(7) About what percentage of. the conversations would you say is devoted to the
following topics?

TOTAL = 100%

answers to interactive items

comments about the topiCs being presented

comments about the style in which the
topics are being presented

.

other (p1ease:specify)
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(8) About what percentage of the communication which takes place is favorable

toward the prefire planning series?-

0

(9) zero (0) means that you think the prefire planning series is not at all

interesting, and one hundred (100) means that you think the prefire planning

series is as interesting as live. instruction, how interesting would you rate

the prefire planning series thus far? (For example, if you though it was

twice as Interesting you would write 200, if you thought it was,only half as

interesting you Would write 50.)
v

Is

(10) If zero (0) means that you think the interactive items (i.e., questiuns) are

not at all Useful, and one hundred (100) means thatYou think the interactive

items are as useful as being able to ask questions of an instructor during

live instruction, how useful would you rate the interactive items thus far?

(For. example, if you thought it was twice as useful you would write 200, if

you thought it was only half as useful you would wrte-50.)

(11) If zero (0) means that you think that you have learned nothing at at].1 from

the prefire planning series, and one hundred (100) represents the amount of

learning you think you would have attained if you would have received this

information in a live instruction situation, how much do you think you've

learned from the prefire planning series thus far? (For example, if you

think you have learned twice as much from the prefire planning series as

you would have from live instruction you would write 200, if you think you

have learned only half as.much from the prefire planning series as you would

have in a live instruction situation you would write 50.)

(12) Would you like Lo have more training programs like the prefire planning series

presented over the television?

YES NO

41r

(13) What suggesticnsfYo you have that you think would improve the (prefire planning)_

learning situation you are presently in? (Write on hack side of sheet, If

you need more space)3

j
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'TWO-WAY GROUP. PRE TEST VERSION

THANK YOU OR.hrIPING.US.

CODE.LETTERS

.0 The following_questions-provide-you -with-the" opportunity to 'gives us your
opinions about the prefire.planning series. Please try to answer all of the

.questions.
. 4 0

Was it important for you to -know that you, had been properly logged
to_see your cbdedetters on the screen?

'.YES NO

(2) Did you compare your scores at i e end of the leson with the scores of
.others?

NO

(3) :Did you usually'cpmpare 'your answers to individual queStions, with the
answers by othersl . .

(4) Did you get any satisfaction from getting questions- right?

YES NO

(5). Wasitimportant to you to know yout percentage score on the quick, quizzes
and overall?

YES . NO

.

(6) llow'many times per'week. would you estimate that,You talk:to:the other fire
fighters at your station about the.prefire planning series?

times per week.

(7) About wat,\percentagyof the conversations would you say i
followin

.

devoted to 'the

answers to interactive items

comments a out the topics being presente

comments '.a.b xethe:style in which the
topics are being presented

other. (pleas specify)



- 9
.

.

.
.

. . . . .-:i.-Abont---Whatpercentage_OI___the_communication7which takeapface is favorable
, ....- .

:toward-the:prefire planning series? -
. . .

0

(9) If 'zero (0) means: that.. you think the prefire planning series is not at -ail'

inteesting, and one hundred-(100) meads thatIVou'think the prefire planning.

series is, as interesting as-live instruction, how interesting would you rate

the prefire planning series thus far? (For example, if you thoughtit was

-twice as .interesting you woul&uTlte 200, if you thought it wad only half

as -interesting yoilWoUld Write.A50.)

(10) If zero (0),means that, you" think the interactive items (i.e.., _questions) are

not at allcuseful, andy-one hundred (100) meansAhat you think the interactive

:items are as useful as,,heing able'to ask questions.of an instructor_ during _

live instruction,,how useful,mould you rate the. interactive items thus far?

(For example, if you_thOUghtz,it was twice as usefulorou Would write 200, if-

you thought,it was Only-half as useful you would write50.)

4.0

(11)- If zero (0) means that:you think that you have learned 'lathing at all from

the prefire-planning series; and one hundred (100). represents the amount of

learning.yOU'Ahink you would have attained if You would have received this

information in alive instruction situation, how much do you think .you've,

learned from the prefire planning series'thus far? (For example; if you

think you hivelearned .twice as much from the prefire planning series, as

you would have from live instruction you would write 200, if you think you

have learned only half as much from the prefire planning series as you

would have in a live instruction situation you would write 50.)

C

12) :Would you.; like' to have more training programs like the prefire *planning.-

series presented over .the television?

YES

(13) What suggestionsdo you have that you think would improve the-(prefire

plarining) iearning situation you are presently in? (Write on back side_

of sheet, if yoUneed more space).



. .
1 I

is

(14) Ijow many :tiMes...haVe-you actually handle4 the terminal during. a lesson so fail-

times
1

(15) If one hundred (100 r:epresents the amount of satisfaction-you-got-out-of_____,_
'tfie prefire planning series when youiFeie not handling the terminal, hour
much .satisfaction would you say you gkt out of the prefire.planning set...es

_when you did handle the terminal? (For example, if you got twice as much
satisfaction when handling the teiminal you wOuld write.200, if you'only
got half as much satisfaction you wourd wftte 50.)

A

.

(16) If one hiindred (l00) represents the amount ofattention you paid to the
material being presented when you were not handling the.terminal, how
much.attention did you pa.vto the material being presented when yOu were
handling the terminal?. (For example, if you paid.,half.as Much attention

A

a

when.yOu had the terminal,.you would write 200.),

0
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TWO7WAY'INDIVIDUM. 1P.ST VERSION
,

THANK YOU FOR. HELPING US.

cODEJ.ETTERS

The following_qUeStionsprovide you w the Opportunity give Lts..your

opinions about thei'Prefire planning series. -Pieaseotry to answer all of the

7

-

(1) Wasd.t Important for you to know that'you, had been properly logged in
tO-See your code letters on thescreen.:

YES

(2) Did you-compare your,Scores't the end of th

Others.?

YES

NO

lesson with.the scores of

. NO

(3)..Did,you usually compare your .answers to individual-questions; with the

answers by,others?

YES NO

(4) bid you get any'.:roatisfaction from'gecting questions right?

YES NO

your,(5) Was-rit-imporiantto you: Co know percentage

and overall?

YES

. -

score on the, quick quizzes

(6)' How -many times'oer week would you. estimate that_you-talk,to the 0.11er:fire.,-

fighters atvoutstation about the prefire planning series?

(7) About what percentAge of
following topics?

times per Week-

the conversations would you say is"devoted to the

Answers to interactive items -

-, ,
comments,, about the topic's being,p'resepted

comments about 'the "style in which the

topiCs are being,presehted ' '%,'

other (please specify)'



- 2 4
0

.

e
Abo: UtWhae percentage of the communication which takes place is favorable
,towardthe prefire planning series? .

(9)- If zero (0) means that you'think the prefire plarining series is not at all
ityceresting, and one hundred (100) means that you think-the preiire.planning

-----series-is-as_intere'Stingas live instruction, hokinteresting would you rate
the prefire planning series thAsfar?"--(17or example;-if-yOu_thought it was,
twice as -interesting you wouldPWrite200, if you thought, it was only half as

interesting you" would write 50.)

(10) "If zero (0) means that you think the interactive items (iIe., questiOns) are
not at all Useful, and ;one hundred (100) means that think the .interactive

items are as useful as being,able to ask questions of an instructor during
live instruction, how useful would you rate th6 interactive items thus far?
For example, if you thought it-wastwice as useful you would write 200, if

you thought it was only half as useful you,would write 50.1

_(11) If zero (0) means that you tnink'ihat you have.ldarned nothing at all from the
prefire planning series, and one hundred, (f00) represents the amount of learninE
yOu think 0-ti' would have attained if you would have received this information

7 in a live instruction situation, how much do you think you've learned from the'.,.
prefire.planning series thus far?. (For example; if you think you have learned
twice as much from theliprefIre planning series as you 'Would 'have from live
instruction you would write 200, if you think you have learned only half as
much from the prefire planning series as you would have in:a live instruction
situation you would write 50:)

(12) Would' you liketO,havelmO17etraining programd like, .the prefire anning series

6 presented over' the teleVision?
..

YES NO .4

. . . .
. . . .

(13) Given that you would, have to have training on .a particular topic, how would,
you li4 that training to be presented? ..

live- instruction

one Way' television instruction

. -
two way teleVisibn instruction ;.

H.

14) What suggestion's do you have. t.at you. think would improve the..(prefireTlanning
learning'situation you are,. presently in? (Writeon back side of sheet-; if
need more, space.)





:.Appencl!x VIII-8 reports data describing the overall configurations of each multidimensional
space. Each has three entries. FrOm top to bottom, the entries are

(1)'41 The grand mean for all pairs:This figure is the average distance reported for all-paired
comparisons; i.e., the sum of the means for each paired comparison divided by the.'number of pairs.
The greater the mean, The greater the perceived discrepancy among the set of conceptS.

'(2) The total variance in the space,- i.e., the, sum of the square of each eigenroot yielded by the
orthogonal decomposition of the scalar product .matrix: The -greater, the variance, the more
discrimination, participants engaged in when making evaluative judgments between' all 'paired,

, -concePts in the set. ' .9

(3) The cumulative. percentage of total distance accounted, for by the imaginary dimensions. The extent.. -
to, which this figure excee's 100 indicates the degree to which.perticipants reported distances
betweena triad oficoncepts which did not conform to Euclidean space. Since the MDS Procedure Ls
baied-o-n-Riernann-geometrical assurhptions, the solutions obtained are not degenerate, i.e., there is
no loss of information. The triangular inequality problemiiiierwhen- a-participant-provides.the
following typof response;

4 FIREFIGHTING AND SAFE. . "10 units
FIREFIGHTING AND PROFESSIONAL - 20 units
SAFE AND PROFESSIONAL ' 90 units

As is evident when trying to preserve these distances in an MDS space'a 1-2-9 triangle results,a nd
the'variance has to be accounted for by imaginary dimensions.
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Covert Response
Treatment

,-

MMDS DATA
TV Training Set.

T3 T8 T5

66
15153

116

.82
22569

109

76
20678

108

60
12060

107

.....

c,

43
_

6z 71

100

' 66
13677

100

6°

t19567
- 7 .

109-

. 68
15862

107

57,
11681

' 108

78
18968

100

79
21377

101

53
9203 1

116

44
6501

100

82
21459

108

66
14258

103

62
13144

115

(
6 Gqi::-.! Mean

Total Variance o
Cumulative Percent of Total DistanceAccounted for by Imaginary dimensions

I



MMDS DATA
Prefire Planning Set

Tl T2

Two-Way 85. -7Ek

Individual 40403 -30363
Treatment 132 \ 122

Two-Way
---

74 1 84

Group 35933/'7' 27974
Tieatment ....: 121 108

. ,
One -Way 85 85

Paper/Pencil 37361 35694

. Treatnient .: . -. 117 122

One-Way 62 69

Treatment 123 . " 124
No Response --- 20030-- -- - _ 28978

k

0

T3
57

T4

62

15678 ,
18764

:120 119

78 95
29631 44325

07 -.-115

: 80 102
30763 52322

113'.. 118

c
64

24783
66

23448
c

104 --130
Grand Mean

Total Variance

Cumulative Percent of Total Distance Accounted for by Imaginary Dimensions

T5

47
10731

121

80
31874

129
.

95
48221
.127

58

-- ____107:___
18501

Two-Way'
Individual
Treatment

Two-Way .54 44 53

Group 9697 6895. 11307
1.

Treatment 132 . 154 156

WADS DATA
Firefighting Set 1

T1 . 0.,..1,T2 T3
af. 1 -

33 54 . 52

-7481 10277 10087

267 146 . 147

One-Way
Paper/Pencil
TreatMent

46. 57 54

1099,4 11355 10732

220 146

T4 T5.

3E1 31

r 4994
6132 16364

60 57
12915

50 38

10877 .1

r. 202
6161

02 208

One-Way, 32 32 - ,. 30 34

No Response 4021 43$2 4529 /. 3447 3678

Treatmant 147 181 209 171 120

. 0
Grand Mean

0 -r. Total Variance

Cumulative Percent of Total Distance Accounted for by Imaginary Dimensions-
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Table 1. ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE OF-MEAN DISTANCES
ACROSS TIME AND TREATMENTS FOR CONCEPT PAIRS°

Table 5. 'ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE OF MEAN DISTANCES
ACROSS TIME AND TREATMENTS FOR CONCEPT PAIRS°

Pair: Firefighting and Safe Pair: Firefighting and Skilled z

Time Time

1 2 , 3 4 5 1 2 3

Treatthent- F P Treatment F p

Two-wayindividual 1-96 136. 136. 97 '98 .55 .70 Two-way individual 20 33 35 , 31 -21 .68 .61

Two-way group 107 119 167 172 178 .66 .62 Two-way zroup 38 37. 30 38 58 .74 .56
-One-way paper/pencil 206 142 155 . 194 145 .44 .78 , One-Way paper/pencil 29 55 39 36 25 1.16 .33

One:Way covert 80 110 126 - 94. 88 '1.21 .31 One-way covert 21 27 24 24 27 ' .25 .91

F 2.10 1.80 1.67 F .89 1.27 ..73 .55 3.16
.p .11 .89 .89 .15 '.18 p .45 .29 .54 .65 .03

f'The smaller the mean. the greater the perceived similarity litIti.vt'mri the pelt

Table 2. ANALYSIS OF9VARIANCE OF MEAN DISTANCES
ACROSS TIME AND TREATMENTS FOR CONCEPT PAIRS".

Pair: Firefighting and Efficient
Time

"The smaller the meta. the greater the perceived similarity between the pair.

'Table 6. ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE OF MEAN DISTANCES"
ACROSS TIME AND TREATMENTS FOR CONCEPT PAIRS"

Pair: Firefighting and Me
Time

11

1- 2_ 3 4 5 1 2 1.4 5

Treatment r p 'Treatment
Two-way individual 36 51! 36 '40 30 .50 ,72 Two-way individual 23 44 = 39t.. 48 23 .84 .50
Two-way group 72 42 44 51. 62 1.06 .39 Two-way group 44 30 ° 56 42 .8d .48

One-way paper/pencil 86 78 76 64 32 1.01 .41 One-way paper/pencil 29 42 65 38 30 1.20 .32

One-way covert 36 48 42 '43 ,,,. 41 .43 .79 One-way covert 14 22 20. 22 31' 1.39 .24

F 1.29. 1.75 1.70 1.39. 2.78 F 3.09 1.66 1.77 1.12 1.06

p .28 .16 .17 .25 .05 p .03 .18 .16 .35

"The smathir the mean. the greater the perceived similarity betven the pair.

.3

Table 3. ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE OF MEAN DISTANCES
ACROSS TIME AND TREATMENTS FOR CONCEPT PAIRS!'

Pair: Firefighting and Professional
Time

"The smaller the mean. the greater the perceived similarity between the pair.

Table 7. ANALVIS'OF VARIANCE OF MEAN DISTANCES
ACROSS TIME AND TREATMENTS FOR CONCEPT PAIRS"

Pair: Prefire Planning and Esseryilil
Time

o 2. 3 4 5 2" 3 4 5

Treatment F p Treatment F p

Twoway individual . 22 58 32 _, 30 25 1.76 .14 Two-way indMdual 21. 54 68 41 1.75 .15

Two-way group
bne-way paper/pencil

49
31,

35
45 t,

45
49

58
41

54
26

.36
1.29

.84

.28
Two-way group
One-way paper/pencil

35,,
42

,
56
58

55
79

63
88

70
48

:1.23
1.85

.30

.12

Ono-way covert < 31 31 26 29 29 .15 .96 _Ono-way covert 42 45 45 55 51 s.43 .78

F 2.15 1.33 1.25 3:39 F 1.14 .42 .98 .93 1.13
p .10 .27 .29

.96

.42 .02 p .34 .74 :41 .43 .34

°The sinaller the mean. the greeter the perceived similarity between the pair.
. .

Table 4. ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE OF MEAN DISTANCES
ACROSS WE AND TREATMENTS FOR CONCEPT PAIRS"

Pair Firefighting and Teamwork

Treatment
Two-way individual 7

Two-way group,. . 31

One-way paper/pencil, 14

'One -way cavort 12 20

Time

2 3 4 5

F

30 60 35 15 1,08 .37

28 44. 51 . 42 .44 .78

26 28 27 23 1.01 .41

18 20 25 1.20 .31

F 3.22 .48 1.14 :08

p .03 .70 .34' .46 :.0.12

aThe'smaller the mean. the greater the perceived similarity betvi4nthe pair.

"The smaller the mean, the greater the perceived similarity between the pair.
- 0.

o
. . .

Table 8. ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE GF MEAN DISTANCES
ACROSS TIME AND TREATMENTS FOR CONCEPT PAIRS°

Pair: Prefire Planning and Useful
Time

1 2 3

Treatment ..

Two-way individual . 27 41 49 38

Two-way group . . Ai 48 48 ',.' 56-1
One-way paper/pencil 35 47. 49. 57.

One-way covert 34 .,44 37 42

F

34 .38 .83:
55 .31 .87 .

41 .56 16.
38 .27 .90'

F .52 .06 .28 1.24 1.03. .

p .67 .98 .84 .30 :38

"" " .

"The smaller the mean. the greater the perceived similarity between the pair: a,



, -

Table 9. ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE OF MEAN DISTANCES
ACROSS TIME AND TREATMET5 FOR CONCEPT PAIRS"

Pair: Prefire Planning and Time Consuming
Time

o

Treatment
1 2

4 Two-way indivicival . 112 85

Two-way group 88 104

- .'One -way paper/ pencil 71, 73
One-way covert . 66 101

. .76 .44

p .52 .73

3 4

33
74
82
71'

36
91

127

-57

33

146

101

40

.1.50 2.35 2.92
,22 .08 .04

.

2.16 .08
.95 .44
.70 .59

2.25 .07

aThe smaller the mean. the greatert he perceived similarity between the pair.

o.

Table 10. ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE OF MEAN DISTANCES
ACROSS TIME AND TREATMENTS FOR CONCEPT PAIRS'

Pair: Prefire Planning anal Public Relations
Time

1 2 - 3 4

Two-way individual 97 63 38

Two-way group 99 64 59 45

One-way pappr/pencil 79 137 92 123

One-way covert 46 44 45 51

F ".68 2.29 .83' 3.45
A8 -- .02

Treatment
43
62
79
79

.35
.79

.78
1.25

.55

.75

"The smaller the mean. the greater the perceived simildrity between the pair,.

.54

.30

.70

.56

Table 1.1. ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE OFMPAN DISTANCES

' ACROSS TIME AND TREATMENTS. FOR CONCEPT PAIRS"
Pair: Piefire Planning and Safe Community

Yreatnient

Time s'

1 2. 3 4 5
F p

37 Si 40 .20 .94

48 46 47 .56 .69
68 72 41 2.0 ..10

37 49 41 .62, .65 -

1,60. 1.04 .12

Two-way individual 60 . 60
Two-way group 33 53

One-way paper/pencil 30 64

One -way covert 33 41

F .45 .46

.

Table 13. ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE OF MEAN-DISTANCES
^ ACROSS TIME AND TREATMENTS FOR CONCEPT PAIRS"

Pair: Prefire Pianniog and Busy Work
Time

1 2 3 4

Treatment F p

Two-way in-divalent 77 113 64 III 44 1.13 .35

' Two-way grouPo 154 147 99 72 : 109 1.08 .37

One -way paper /pencil 150 100 104 83 167 1.03 .39

One -way covert 93* 18 -129 171 . 102 :60 .66

F' 1.46 .35 .75 1.39.; 1.41

. p 223 .79 ..53 .25 ..25
.

. .

"The smaller thll min. the greater the perceived similarity Fret weenothe pair.

Table 1.4. ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE OF MEAN DISJAisltES
. ACROSS TIME AND 'i REATMENTS FOR CONCEPT PAIRS"

'Prefire Planning and InspeCtion
yime

Treatment
Two-way
Two-way.group
One -way paper/pencil
One-waY covert

-

84
51

88
45

F .57
p, .67

2

'91

62
.,103
50

..98
.40 .

3

81

69
75
37

1.08
.36

.;

4

51'

50
111

83

1.02
.39

-. 69-
58

113
.50

.-1:54
.21

F

.23'

.65

.25

.94

per.
--.92'-

.63

.91-'4

.44 .

p .72.' .71 . .38 .95

. I

aThe-suller the mean, the greater the perceived similarity het ween the pair.

Table 12. ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE OF MEAN DISTANCES
ACROSS TIME AND TREATMENTS FOR CONCEPT PAIRS"

. Pair: Prefire Planning and Professional
Time

Treatment
'Two-way individual .68.

. Two-way group 52

Oneway paper/pencil 48

One-way covert I 38

2 3 4 5.

49. 31 50

50 53 54

80 61 0' .73
33 33 . 46

F .35 1.88 1.47 1.28

p.' .79 .14 .23 .28 .51 .'
ar . ,

"The smaller the mean, the greater the perceived similarity between the war.

F

,

Hrim smallerlhe mean. the greater the,pordoived siinilnrity between the pair.

Table 15. ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE-OF MEAN DISTANCES
ACROSS TIME AND TREATMENTS FOR CONCEPT PAIRS"

Pair: Prefire Planning and Me " ..
,c.,

- . % Time
.0.

0

1 2 3 4 5 , .
Treatment F p

Two-way individual ' 85 . 69 50 . 56 .43' .47 '.76

Two-way group 48 613 74 1p6 122 .97 .43.

One-way paper/pencil 82' 75 58 - 96 "'

Onewhy covert 41 35 50 49 ' 1.07 .37

F ..45 .1.33 1.75 1.28 1.61

p .72 .27 '.16 .29 ,.19

"The smaller the amen. the greater the perce;ved similarity het wenn the pai6.
- ..

Table 16. ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE OF MEAN DISTANCES
ACROSS TIME AND 'TREATMENTS FOR CONCEPT PAIRS".

Pair: TV Training and Effective.
TiMe

1 2 3 ;o 4

Treatment
28 .53 .71 Two-way individual?
44 ' .15 .96 Two-way group

'35 1.4 .23 One-way paper/pencil
36 : .52 .72 One-way coviiit

.78

49*"'-' 29 39 . 32

53 57 68 67

56 44. 66 , 57
- 53 76 58 ''90

OB 1.18. .68 .89
.32 ' .57 .45

F p

.82. .49

.28 .84

.92" .43

.40 .75

ri)a smeller the menm the greater the perceived similarity between the pair.



Table 17. ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE OF MEAN DISTANCES
ACROSS TIME AND TREATMENTS POR CONCEPT PAIRS°

TV. and Interesting
Time

2 3 4 F

Treatment
'w6-way individual . 43 31 37

'w o-wiy group - 100 57 89

be-way paper/pencil 56 53 68
)ne-way covert - 91 93 55

F - A1.41 1.80 .1.45p - .24 -.15 .23

0

Table 20. ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE OF MEAN DISTANCES
ACROSS TIME AND TREATMENTS FOR CONCEPT PAIRS°

Pair: TV Training and Involving

5-
F p

34 .31 .82
(35 - .58 .63
58 .32 .81

85 .41 .7,5

.91

.44

.1

Treatment--
Two-Way individual
Two-waypoup
One-way paper/pencil
One-way covert

- 50
72
88

- 52

- 79E1

time
2 .. 3

42 37 36
60 64 89 .7,2 .54

84 93 69 .20 :90
93 47 65 .93 :43

.76 3.33 .82

.52 .02 Ag

.79

;
'The smaller the mean, the greater the perceived similarity between the pair.

Table 18. ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE OF MEAN DISTANCES
ACROSS TIME AND TREATMEN1 .3 FOR CONCEPT PAIRS°

Pair; TV Training and Difficult
i

Time

-1 2 3

Treatment
Two-way individual
Two-way group .
One-way paper/pencil
One:warcovert

141

- 103
152
80

.98p - .41

54 62' 63
105 89 76
92 139 89 1.08

148 72 83 .1.82

2.41 .1.0 .23
.07 .12 .87

2.51

°The smaller the mean, the greater the perceived similarity between the pair.

aThe smaller the mean, the greater the perceived similarity between the pair.

Table 21. ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE OF MEAN DISTANCES:
ACROSS TIME AND TREATMENTS FOR CONCEPT PAIRS°

Pair:- TV Training and Me _

- Time

Treatment
.06 'Two-way individual
.73 Twolyay.group
.36 One-way paper/pencil
.15 One:way

1 1 3.

86 22 34 29 3.01 .03

66, 53 70 , 83 .56 .65
45 58 52 64 .57 .64
Si 82 87 85 .33 .80

L38 L68 1".07 .93- .25 .18 .36 .43

" Table 19. ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE OF MEAN DISTANCES
-ACROSS TIME AND TREATMENTS FOR CONCEPT PAIRS°

Pair: TV Training and Good
Time

1. '2. 3 4 5
Treatment
Two-way individual
'Two-way group,
One-way, paper/pencil
One-way covert

31

49
'51

45

27 35 35
50 67 53
56 . 68 66
76 42 .62

1.14 1.11 1.60' .38
..34 .35 .10 .77

°The smaller the mean. the greater thetierceived similarity betWeen the pair.

r.

,I1The smaller the mean, the greater the perceived similarity between Ow. pair.
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.:Table 1: .:ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE OF MEAN SCORES FOR I

JNIDIMENSIONAL SCALES ACROSS TIME AND TREATMENT a
Concept: prefire planning Scale: unnecessary - essential

Time
. .

en , .

2

Ivo-way individual 5.16' .5.14 4.91 4.86 4.95

via't,Vay group . S 5.36 5.29 4.88 5.00 4.92
1!away paper/pencil :" 5.48 5.06. 4.90 4.87

me -way covert 5.30 4.93 4.69 4.67 4.92

.73 .64 1.61 .29
..58 . .54 .59 .19 .83

Table 5. ,ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE OF MEAN SCORES FOR
UNIDIMENSIONAL SCALES ACROSS TIME AND TREATMENT a

Concept: prefire planning
Scale: unprofessional - professional

Time

.42
1.34
2.51
2.77

The higher the moan. the m'oro fovorably,the groulittunted the cencept. r

.80 Treatment
.26 Two-way individual
.04 Two- wayoup
.03 One-way paper/pencil

One-way covert

F .79. .38 .10 .29 ;' .06
.50 .77 .97 .84 .98

. 2 3
F

5.00 5.09 5.05 4.95 5.00 .06

5.13 5.04 5..17 5.08 5.04 .09
5.32 5.23 4 3.16 5.88 5.03 .75
5.33 5:27 5.10 4.90 1.00

.99

.99

.56

.41

aThe higher the mean, the more favorably the group evaluated the conne197"

. _

-Table 2. ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE OF MEAN SCORES FOR
:INIDIMENSIONAt SCALES ACROSS TIME ANDYND TREATMENT a

Concept: prefire planning. Scale: useless - useful
Time

'reatment
'wo-way individual 5.55
'wo-1,vay group 5.17
)ne -way paper/pencil 5.52
Maway,covert 5.23

1.05
.37b

2 ,3

F

5.32 5.00 5.05 5.23 1.97 .11

5.50. 5.29 5:21 5.21. .56 .69

5.35 5.16 '4.97 4.87 2.68 .03

5.00 5.10 4,60 5.00 1.35 .26

1.78 .45 2.12 .92
.16 .72 .10 - .44

'TheihIgl...r the mean, themore favorably the gtzup evaluated the concept,

Table 3. ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE OF MEAN SCORESFOR!'
UNIDIMENSIONAL SCALES ACROSS TIME AND TREATMENT a .
Concept: prefire planning Scale: not time 'consuming - time

consuming
Time
2

Table 6. ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE OF MEAN SCORES FOR
UNIDIMENSIONAL SCALES ACROSS TIME AND TREATMENT °

Concept: prefire planning Scale: not my job --my job
Time

Treatment
Two-way individual 4,95
Two-way group 5.04

.,- One-way paper/pencil 5.06
One-way covert 4.97

F .08

Treatment
TViatvaY individuil - 2.95 2.86
rwo-way group 2.70 2.54
Oitaway paper/pencil 2.81 247
One-Waycovert 2.33' 2.57

F

2.36 2.68 2.36' 1.04 .39
2.58 2.33. 1 2.50 .27 .90
2.90 2.61 2.68' `.'22 .93
2.43 '2.20 2.21 .48 .75

'1.06 .49 .93 .87 .65

.37. .69 .43 - .46 .58

..- . ,
aThe higher the mean, the more favorai)ly the group evaluated the Concept.

) Table 4, ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE OF MEAN SCORES FOR
UNIDIMENSIONAL SCALES ACROSS TIME AND TREATMENT (1

. Conceptprefire planning
SCaie: poor public relations - good public relation's

Tieattient,
TWaWay individual 4.73 ..5.05

grOup 4.87 5.04
One -way paper/pencil 4.90 5,06
Pie-way covert 5.23. 5.07

2.00 .006
.12 ,"1:00

,1 3

, p

4.62 4.55 4.59 .90
4.96 5.00 5.00 .12
4.71 4.84 4.55 1.52
4.87 4.80, 4.86 1.21

.54 .97 c1.27

.66 .41 .29

p
.47 .

.20
.31

. P

2 : 3

5.00 4.73 4.77 4.91

4.75 4.96 4.67 4.29
4.61 4.87 4.55 4.77
4.90 4.90 - 4.40 4.97

.60 . .28 ...48 1.75

.62' .84 .70 .16'

F

'.25
1.48
'1.23
`1,75

aThe higher the moan. the more favorably the group
I evaluated the concept.

1

.91

.21

.30

Table 7. ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE OF MEAN SCORES FOR
UNIDIMENSIONAL SCALES ACROSS TIME AND TREATMENT a

° Concept: firefighting Scale: unsafe - wife.
, Time

2 3

Treatment
Two-way individual 2.82 2.82 . 2.64 2.64 2.68,

Two-way group 1.50 2.00 2.00 1.88 1.67

One-way paper/pencil 1.58 1..94 2.42 2.00 2.19

One-way covert , 2.17 2.17 2.43 2.23 . 2.30

7.18 2.37 .95 .1.66 2.29
.000 18 .42 .18 .08

F

.11

.85
3.29
.15

:The higher the mean. the more favorably the group evaluated the concept.

.98.

.49
.01 .

.96

Table 8, ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE OF MEAN SCORES FOR ,
UNIDIMENSIONAL SCALES ACROSS TIME AND TREATMENT a-

Concept: firefighting Scale: inefficient - efficient
Time

2 -1;--

Treatment
Two-way individual
Tiro-way group' -
One-way paper/pencil
One-way covert

1. F.

5.18 5.05 5.09 4.95 4.77 .33 ".66

4.65 4.71 5.04 5.21 5.21 1.24, .30
4.77 4.87, 5.16 5.19 '4.97 .84 .50,

. 4.67 1' 4.67 `,.4 4.60 4.93 4.90 .42 .60

.91'. .39 1.21 .53 .49
.44 .76 .17 .66 :89

;!The higher the mean, the moreifavorahly the group evaluated the concept. aThe higher the mean, the more favorably thil group evaluated the concept.

331 30'1



Table 9. ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE OF MEAN SCORES FOR
UNIDIMENSIONAL SCALES ACROSS YIME AND TREATMENT °
Concept; firefiahtina Scale: unprofessional - profeer,ional

Treatment
Two-way individual 5.50 5.41 5.09
Two-way group '5.39 5.46 5.58
Oneo,vay paper/pencil 5.32 5.58 5.42
One-way covert 5.43 5.30 5.37

F' .27 :56 .1.10
.85 .64 .35

Time

2 3

5.23
5.42
5.35
5.47

.27

.85

5

p.

5.41 .60 .67
5.50 .25 .91

5.55 .54 .71

5.62 .71 .59

.42,)

aThe higherthe-mean..the more favorably the group evaluated the concept.

Table 10. ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE OF MEAN SCORES FOR
UNIDIMENSIONAL SCALES ACROSS TIME AND TREATMENTa

Concept: firefighting Scale: unskilled'- skilled
Time

2 3 4

Treatment
iwo-way individual 5.45 5.32 5.27
Two-way group 5.74 5.58 5.63

One-way paper/pencil 5.39 5.58 5.52
One-way covert 5.67 5.60 5.53

-
Table 13. ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE OF MEAN SCORES FOR

UNIDIMENSIONAL SCALES ACROSS TIME AND 3'REATMENT a
Concept: TV trainirg ,. Scale: ineffective - effective

Time x
2 3

Treatment s °'
Two-way individual 4,19' 6. 4.64 .89

Tv., 3-way group - 4.33 54 .83 4.70 .57 .63

One-way paper/pencil - 4.48 4.42 4.71, 4.35 .46

One-way covert - 4.90 4.47 4.33 4.87 2.04 .11

F . 1.23 .05 1.35 1.25

p - .30 .99 .26' '.30

aThe higher the mean, -the more favorably the group evaluated the concept.

Table 14. ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE OF MEAN SCORES FOR ;

UNIDIMENSIONAL SCALES ACROSS TIME AND TREATMENT.:
Concept: TV training Scale: difficult - easy. ,

F p Treatment
5.50 5.14 :63 .65 . Two-way individual
5.67 5.63 '.23 .92 Two-way group
5.48 5.55 .37 .83 One-way paper/pencil
5.43 ', 5.52 .31 .87 One-way covert

F 1.47 .86 1.04 .38 1.53 . F
p .23 .47 .38 .77 .21 P

.,
..,

. . .

aThe highe; the mean. the more favorably the group evalAMiedtheconcept:-

Table 11. ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE (DE MEAN SCORES FOR .
UNIDIMENSIONAL SCALES ACROSS AND TREATMENT a'

. .

t Concept: firefighting
Scale: individually oriented - team oriented

.

Time .
1 2 - 3 4' 5.

Treatment
Two-way individual 5.73
Two-way group - 5.78
One-way paper/pencil 5.57
One-way covert 5.90

.F v .76
.52-

5.91 5.77 5.68 .64
5.71 5.75 5.46 5.75 .72
5.68'1: 5.81 5.71 5:71 a ..37
5.63 5.87 5.60 5.72 1.31

.73 .58 . .72
54 .63 .54 .98

. ,

aThe higher the mean, the more favorably the group evaluated the concept.

p

.63
.58 I

.83

.27

Table 12. ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE OF MEAN SCORES FOR
UNMIMENSIONAL SCALES.ACROSS TIME AND TREATMENT at

Concept: 'it training Scale: boring-interesting
.1:

Time
1, 7 2 3

Treatment
Two-way individual - 5.05 5.00 4.86

.Two-way group - o -- 4.21, 4.42 4.67
One-way paper/pencil - 4.68 4.55. 4.52

One-waycovery - 4.67 4.43 4.43

2.07' 1.19 .63 2.18
- ..11 .32 .60 .10P ,

F p
c

5.05 .15 .93

4.13 .99 -.40
4.58 12 .95
4.37 .03 .99

aThe higher the mean. the more favorably the g:oup evaluated the concept.

Time -7

1 - 2 .3 4
0

3.91 4.33 4.27
4.67 4.71 4.46
4 :58 4.19 4.29
4.50.?.- 4.83 4.57

4.23
4.43.
4.23
4.40

2.32: 2.50 .38 .21

.03 .66 .77 .89

. .

"The higher the mean, the more favortibly the group evaluated the concept;

.66 .58

.34

.87 : .46

.69

Tiiitle 15. ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE OF MEAN SCORES FOR
UNIDIMENSIONAL SCALES ACROSS nmE AND TREATMENT

Concept: TV training Scale: bad - good
Time .

2 3 . 5

Triatment
Two-way individual
Two-way group
One-way paper/pencil
Oneway covert ,

5.23 5.05 5.18 4.86 1.08 .36
4.92 4.88 "4.67 4.70 .63 .60

4.94 4.87 4.80 4.65 .63 .60- 4.90 .4.93 4.70 5.00 .47

1.70 .21 L45 -.7/3 c

.17 .89 .23 .54

The higher the mean the morefavorably the group evaluated the contept.

7.1

Table 16. ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE OF MEAN SCORES FOR
UNIDIMENSIONAL SCALES ACROSS TIME AND TREATMENT

Concept: TV training; 'Scale: non - involving - involving
Time
''2 43

Treatment
Two-way inliividuat
Two-way group
One-way paper/pencil
One-way covert

F

4.45 4.24 4.45 .4.55 ..25 :86:+

4,17 .4.38 4.50: 4.35 .43 .7,3

4.26 4.19 4.35 .15
4.20 .4.43 3.73 4.17 1.31

.27 .29 2.14 .42

.85 .83 .10 .74 e-

. t
aThe higher the mean. the more favorably the group evaluated the concept.

'(1
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Letters from Warner, Broadband Technologies



930 KINNEAR ROAD COLUMBUS, OHIO 43212

Dr. *Charles Brownstein
,Division of Social -Systems and Human Resources
National Science Foundation
1800' G. Street N.W.
Washington, D.C.- 20550

Dear Dr. Brownstein:

Since we, have not spoken since .the planning 'phase*of Warner's two-Way'
,cable system in Columbus ("Qubeu, as it.is now known), I thought you
would interested to know that we.are almost six months old, and

,

running along fairly smoothly.

We are still making a, great number of additions and modifications,.
particularly,in the computer software and the actual nteractive
video programs. The Michigan State 'grO6p who worked on the Rockford
project hay.e. been verylielpful to us and 'Oe have just made arrangements
to get copies of the firefightertraThing tapes, which we Will find
very useful here in Columbus. In addition, it appears that we will,
be able to use both the hardware, and software specs devefoped as part'
of the Rockford project fo develop our own interface for taped inter-
active programming.

Our thanks-to N.S.F. as well' as the)lockford crowd for saving us much. -

time and many dollars.
.

Sincerely yours,

Vivian M. PHorhe ,

Vice President;_Educational
and 'Chi l dren' s Programming

cc: Dr. Tom Baldwin'

A WARNER COMMUNICATIONS CCMPANY



itzi7,a6zerzizei

'STEVENS MC VOY PRESIDENT
* PHONE (614) 236;6683

October k 1977

Tom Baldwin;
Department of CommuniCation
:322 Union Building
-Michigan State University
East =Lansing,' MI

Dear Tom;

This letter is' i
on the system is
As you know, Ca
a successful, fr

3770 E. LIVINGS-- TON AVE.

COLUMBUS. OHIO 43227

sponse to -your request for additional info nation
e installed in Syracuse, New York 'earty`next,year.

-Lan. Cablesystems Ltd. through a local subsidiary, '-was

hise applibant for the CATV: system in Syracuse.

iF

The Syracuse franchise 'requies that the successful applicant provided
home security .and smoke .detector service to its' subscribers at a relative-
ly loW cost: Canadian Cablesystems' proposal .called for _offering this
service at' a charge of $3.95 per month, beginning in '1978 .

None of the other applicants Were in a position to offerthis erivl,ne

at this low charge because each of them was 'dependent on more expensive

technologY. Canadian,- Cablesystemp opted to use the Coakial' Scientific

two-ay system 'as is in use in Coltunbus, Ohio and Rockford, Illinois.
This technology, as you.- know, allows two-way communications with, home

terminals- at a very low cost.

A major factor in the decision of Canadian Cablesystems to use the CSC.
system was the ,success,of the Rockford'EXp eriment. Since system ..reliability`'

was of great concern to them, they scrutinized quite carefully the results
of the Columbus, Ohio' pay per-prog-ram system and. the RoCkford/MSU 'fire

fighter, training -experiment. In both, capes they 'were satisfied that 'the

reliability was more than adeqdate to meet their needs.

to .offPring home. seCurity.and. smoke detector services
to ,.residents, in SYrcuSe,':Canadian Cablesystems plans to ;usee-the syStem
for educational purposes, using home terminal and computer software pattern-
ed af. ez-,theeRocifford/MSU experiment. :

. i
Canadian Cablesystems, plans .to begin service in,1978' to about 1,000 hoine -1

security subscribers.' If the ServiOe proves attractive to it's subscribers,
,.the .servicewill be offered city wide. A, :

,... 1

.

I hope this provides yon. with thp information you requested. Give

call if there Is anything else I pan'add.
. .

:

rely;

Stevens McVoy
President


